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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyses narratives associated with the development of public policy
in telecommunications from the advent of telegraphy to Australia in 1854 to the
end of 2000, with particular emphasis on concepts of universal service.
The history of public policy development in telecommunications universal service
obligations is analysed to gain an understanding of how different narratives are
used to frame policy within particular material contexts. The study demonstrates
that narratives in telecommunication development reflect national public policy
agendas. In addition the thesis analyses how policy narratives are used to
underwrite and legitimise assumptions, values and statements that influence the
agendas and expectations of diverse social actors and interpretive communities.
Furthermore, the thesis examines the interaction between policy narratives and
the barriers and opportunities created by dynamic material environments such
as economic, legislative and technological arenas.
The study analyses five narratives that influence telecommunication policy and
the agendas and expectations of diverse social actors and interpretive
communities. National development, technocratic, rights, competition and charity
narratives are used to frame different approaches to telecommunication policy,
with particular reference to universal service. The study demonstrates how
national development and competition narratives compete to dominate policy.
Furthermore, diverse technocratic narratives provide scientific reinforcement to
underwrite and legitimise the dominant narrative as well as discredit alternative
perspectives. In addition, social rights and charity narratives respectively provide
moral support to underwrite and legitimise national development and competition
policy narratives.
A key focus of this study is a narrative analysis of more than a thousand
submissions to an independent inquiry in 2000 into telecommunication service
levels with particular reference to universal service. The Telecommunications
Service Inquiry was a forum that provided examples of the narratives analysed
in this study from a cross-section of the Australian community. Submissions
came from diverse social actors and institutions that included governments and
state bodies, the telecommunication industry, unions, the farming industry, other
business groups, community groups and individuals.
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The research demonstrates that changes in material environments and social
expectations of universal service produce tensions within dominant narratives
'

that require greater support from secondary narratives to provide scientific and
moral legitimacy. Furthermore the research indicates that, in part, universal
service policy functions to stabilise and legitimise the dominant policy narrative.
However, the diverse social expectations associated with universal service
produce continuing tensions within the dominant narrative that keep the policy in
a state of flux. Consequently, government and industry policy makers find
telecommunications policy a problematic area to reconcile with expectations of
universal service.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
THE FOCUS

The Universal Service Obligation (USO) is the obligation to supply all
Australians where reasonably possible with a standard telephone service upon
request and within the time-frames set down within the customer service
guarantee (CSG). Most telephone services throughout Australia are profitable.
However, according to the Australian Communications Authority (ACA), the
federal regulatory body that oversees most telecommunication policy, around
four hundred thousand services are neither profitable nor self-sustaining
financially (Mitchell 2000, The Australian IT, March 7, p.53). Furthermore, forty
thousand of the least fiscally independent services cover around 80 percent of 1
the landmass. As a consequence the so-called 'loss services' require financial
buffering to continue operation. The cost of meeting the obligation is described
as the Net Universal Service Cost (NUSC). Significant controversy surrounds the
NUSC as indicated in 1999 when Telstra claimed more than a seven-fold
increase in the figure compared to the average across the previous ten years of
calculations. Telstra, formerly Telecom1, historically carried the responsibility for
the USO, although from 1997 all carriers, and later many service providers,
contributed on a pro-rata basis to meeting the USO cost. Consequently, any
increase in cost affected all carriers. The revised Telstra claim caused lawyers
acting for Cable and Wireless Optus (CWO) to express concern and ask the
following question:
Clearly the existing state of affairs in relation to the Universal Service Obligation
(USO) cannot continue. Is the cost of providing universal service $250 million,
$1.8 billion or $580 million? (Forster and Lovell 1999)

1

Telecom Australia merged with the Overseas Telecommunications Corporation

Limited on 1 February 1992. The new Corporation, the Australian and Overseas Trading
Corporation (AOTC) traded offshore as Telstra and domestically as Telecom Australia.
On 13 April 1993 AOTC was renamed Telstra Corporation Limited (BTCE 1995). The
thesis will use the appropriate title for the period described.
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The reference to $580 million is the ACA's estimate of the NUSC based on its
own model of USO costs. The Minister for Communication moved quickly to
protect competition and capped the USO at $253 million, which was later
revised to $280 million based on forward estimates. In addition CWO escalated
the controversy surrounding USO costs with a claim that it could reduce the
NUSC to approximately $178 million by using satellite technology. The disparity
in USO costs among carriers, the Minister and even his own regulatory body
indicates significant uncertainty and polarisation in universal service funding
models.
Social commentators argue that framing any telephone services as a cost is
flawed because it ignores the unique interdependent functions of network
elements:
Well it's my belief that the basis for the way we think about network costs and
rural subsidies is wrong because we have in mind a concept of how normal
markets (for food and cars and widgets) operate. These items are individually
purchased for in~ividual use and benefit.
Networks are different:they exist only within communities. And when you try
to isolate elements, allocate individual costs and make charges accordingly, you
make an enormous mistake (Fist 1999, The Australian IT, May 4, p.56).
Fist emphasises the broad social value of telecommunication networks, which is
based on the contention that all elements benefit when new members are added,
despite the distance from exchanges. It is argued that a similar perspective
based around national development pervaded policy made throughout the
years of the Postmaster General Department's (PMG) control of
telecommunications.
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An excerpt taken from the 1908 Royal Commission on Postal Services (1910)
illustrates the public service concept that functioned as a guiding fiscal principle
for most of the life of the PMG Department:
As to the second proposition, your Commissioners desire to dispose at once of

the propriety of making the services profit-making, since the Department, as
well as performing functions of a postal character, provides facilities which tend
to develop the country.... The services should be treated as a Commonwealth
concern, and the term 'self-supporting' should be applied to the functions of the
Department as a whole, irrespective of any particular State, and also to each
main branch of the services, viz., postal, telegraphic, and telephonic (Report
1910, p.30).
However, this broad social perspective incorporated in a Commonwealth
approach to cross-subsidising communication services, and the role of carriers,
contrasts significantly with the Telstra CEO's perception in 2000:
Let's face it, it's not easy right now being a traditional institution, government
organisation or business ... we seem to be built on old-fashioned models, we seem
to have legacies in terms of investments, obligations and historic processes that
don't seem relevant to the modem age (Switkowski in Frith 2000, The Australian,
March 7, p. 22).
According to the Telstra CEO, the issue is not simply about differences in
opinions surrounding the role of Telstra and the function of policy, but issues of
tradition impeding progress. Arguably Switkowski's comments reflect more
than commercial rhetoric, but a difference in world-view and the narratives that
underpin it.
The controversy surrounding the costs and functions of telecommunication
policy and USOs signifies differences in the sense-making stories or narratives
that underpin the assumptions of policy makers, and other social actors in the
process. This thesis argues that historically, multiple narratives have operated
and contested for dominance in the framing of policy.
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Prior to 1989, national development narratives primarily dominated frames of
telecommunication policy. In the late 70s, competition narratives emerged and
from 1989 successfully replaced national development as the dominant political
frame. In addition, diverse technocratic narratives are seen to reinforce and
underwrite the dominant narratives with apparent scientific legitimacy.
Furthermore, social rights based on legislated entitlement, and charity
narratives based on episodic philanthropic generosity, tend to reinforce and
underwrite dominant narratives with apparent moral and ethical legitimacy.
Occasionally, social rights narratives may assume temporary status as a
dominant narrative within policy. The thesis analyses the interplay of multiple
narratives as a way of elucidating issues and events in telecommunications
policy development both in historical and contemporary settings.
The thesis analyses how multiple narratives appear to underwrite and legitimise
particular values and assumptions of the diverse social actors and institutions
involved in policy discourse. It is argued, particular narratives selectively frame
some issues into po~icy and contemporaneously ignore others. For example,
advocates of a national development narrative may prioritise long-term strategic
approaches to infrastructure based on broad social and economic goals around
the growth of the nation. In contrast, advocates of a competition narrative may
focus on narrower economic priorities around maximising financial returns
from attractive markets. However, another approach that prioritises the rights of
particular marginalised groups within a community may minimise the role of
economic returns in policy.

THE PURPOSE AND AIMS OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse policy narratives that have underpinned
the development of telecommunications policy Australia. The thesis analyses
the narratives that fostered telecommunications development historically and
continue to influence policy.
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In particular universal service policies as articulated in USO legislation are
discussed and analysed from multiple perspectives of diverse interpretive
communities. The analysis of contemporary perceptions of universal service
uses a case study approach that focuses on more than a thousand submissions to
an inquiry into telecommunication service levels across Australia undertaken in
2000.

The Aims of this study are threefold:
1. To provide an historical understanding of the policy narratives that

underpinned policy focused on the construction of infrastructure and
deployment of services;
2. To describe and analyse the development of telecommunication policy
within a theoretical framework that constructs policy as a cultural artifact,
which articulates diverse sense-making stories of diverse interpretive
communities; and
3. To demonstrate how a narrative policy approach may be applied to
understand the agendas and expectations of diverse state, institutional, and
community social agents in relation to universal service and the Universal
Service Obligations (USOs).

THE NARRATIVE APPROACH

The thesis uses a narrative approach to analyse telecommunications policies and
the expectations of diverse communities since the advent of the telegraph in
Australia. Narrative policy theory frames policy as the outcome of multiple
sense-making stories functioning as warrants to underpin the assumptions and
agendas of diverse social, political, commercial and scientific institutions
(Throgmorton 1991, Roe 1994). Narrative policy theory is discussed in detail in
Chapter Two.
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Narrative approaches are used to analyse historical and contemporary events
and policy initiatives in telecommunication development in Australia. First,
historical documents and records are analysed to identify multiple frames or
narratives within particular policy initiatives and community expectations of
service. Telecommunication development in Australia is analysed in the thesis
using national development, technocratic, social rights, competition, and charity
narratives of policy. Second, a narrative approach is used to analyse a public
inquiry into telecommunication service levels across Australia in 2000. The
Telecommunications Service Inquiry is also known as the Besley inquiry after its
Chair, Tim Besley.
Narratives are used to describe the rational play of symbols in the articulation of
belief systems and bodies of knowledge that frame diverse worldviews
(Throgmorton 1991; Roe 1994). Consequently, narratives are sense-making
stories that form pluralist rational approaches to policy by diverse social actors.
Individual narratives are normative. However, when analysed collectively,
narratives describe the interplay of worldviews and value systems that occurs in
the continuing process of negotiating policy.
Narrative approaches are useful in analysing complex policy issues, which are
characterised by uncertainty and polarisation (Roe 1994). Narratives in policy
function to uncover the construction of sense-making stories that underwrite
and legitimise policy assumptions and expectations of diverse social actors and
interpretive communities. Furthermore, once the rhetoric and internal
consistency of narratives are uncovered and understood, they may be evaluated
by diverse informed communities that extend beyond the control of a technical
literati. As a consequence, narrative approaches to policy facilitate a greater
understanding among broad interpretive communities of diverse agendas.
Furthermore, narrative analysis uncovers the rhetorical methods used to
stabilise and underwrite policy assumptions and particular worldviews
(Throgmorton 1991).
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Universal Service policy is selected for particular emphasis in the narrative
analysis of telecommunication development because it reflects diverse
community expectations of what constitutes an essential service that should be
available, accessible and affordable to all Australians (Wilson and Goggin 1993).
Universal service expectations are articulated in diverse narratives within
forums such as public debates, media coverage of policy, and the Besley inquiry
submissions.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

A significant body of primary and secondary sources is used to inform the
argument of this thesis. Primary documents such as Commonwealth Hansards
that record Senate and Representative House debates, institutional publicatio11s
such as the Australian Post Office Magazine (APOM), and diverse press clippings
are used to chart policy debates as well as evaluate, support and supplement the
claims made by numerous secondary authors discussed in the next section.
The primary research of the Besley inquiry consists of a systematic thematic and
narrative analysis of 1005 of the 1076 written submissions that were presented to
the inquiry. A number of submissions requested anonymity and consequently
access was denied. The submissions varied in length from one page to more
than fifty, and represent a snapshot of opinion across many groups and
communities in Australia.
An extensive analysis of the national press and broadcast media occurred
throughout the Besley inquiry period. Searches of national media databases
accessed at the National Library in Canberra and the National Archives
facilitated access to appropriate data thro_ugh the use of keywords such as

Besley, Telecommunication Service Inquiry, Universal Service Obligations, and
telephone service.
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In addition, access to media monitoring of publications with a specific
telecommunications and communications focus proved a valuable data resource
across the period. Finally, a collection of newspaper clippings compiled before,
during, and after the Inquiry completed the process of arranging selected media
artifacts for further analysis. Consequently, an eclectic database of national
media artifacts forms the basis of compiling diverse public opinion of USO
policy. Media sources include articles from the Sydney Morning Herald, The Age,

The Australian, The Australian Financial Review, and transcripts from television,
and radio current affairs and talk-back shows. Broadcast media examples
include the 7:30 Report on the ABC, and the John Laws Morning Show on Radio
2UE.

The published literature on telecommunication policy in relation to
infrastructure development and service deployment for many years remained
the preserve of volunteer writers, usually engineers, within the PMG
Department. For example between 1954 and 1972 articles recording significant
Post Office achieve~ents and issues appeared in APOM published every two
months. Some articles came from future Director Generals. In addition, the
current Director General always submitted an editorial for each edition. APOM
represented a generalist publication written for all Post Office officers and staff.
Consequently the publication style avoided alienating non-engineers and
specialists by avoiding excessive technical description. The non-technical
friendly style facilitated the building of solidarity and pride among multiple
interpretive communities in the many accomplishments of a national institution.
Notwithstanding the generalist non-technical style, many articles maintain a
technocratic emphasis to legitimise the role of technical experts as managers of
policy.
Ann Moyal (1984) in her detailed study of the Post Office and Telecom, Gear

Across Australia records events from the earliest colonial shipping and postage
services until 1983.
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Moyal presents a t comprehensive descriptive overview of Australian
telecommunications development. Similarly to APOM articles, Moyal writes io. a
generalist style listing the telecommunications accomplishments of the Post
Office, and later Telecom, in establishing universal service as a national
development telecommunications project. In addition Moyal frames
telecommunication policy in support of a technocratic managerial style. Telecom
commissioned Moyal's book, which partly explains the technocratic descriptive
style instead of critical analysis of policy. Nevertheless Moyal's work continues
as the seminal overview of Australian telecommunication policy until 1983.
Harcourt (1987) and Livingston (1996) combine political economy and cultural
interpretivist approaches to describing and analysing telecommunication policy.
I

Arguably, both frame policy primarily in terms of national development
narratives as well as competition narratives to a lesser extent. Both authors
detail the international submarine cable links and the global politics of
competition in controlling the communication nodes between London, Australia
and other centres of commercial, political and military significance. Although
both books provide a historical context of global commercial influences as well
as colonial rivalry on domestic telecommunication policy, Harcourt and
Livingston provide limited value in explaining the development of national
infrastructure and deployment of services.
Barr (1985) and Reinecke & Schultz (1983) present significant critical overviews
of telecommunication policy. Both appear to frame telecommunication policy as
part of a national development narrative that is threatened by the advocates of
competition and technocratic narratives. In other words, the authors uncover the
political, commercial and technocratic agendas that influence the roll-out of
particular technologies.
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The debates that surround the deployment of satellite technology and
introduction of competition to telecommunication services are critically
analysed. The authors argue the selection of satellites to service rural and remote
areas with telephony revolved around political and commercial agendas. The
argument that policy development is not apolitical and forms in multiple
contexts is a major contribution from Barr and Reinecke & Schutlz to
telecommunication policy analysis. The authors conclude that
telecommunications should function as a natural monopoly to ensure that
services are equitably distributed among concentrated, as well as sparsely
populated, areas. In other words, a state-owned infrastructure is advocated as
the ideal mechanism to underwrite a national development narrative of
telecommunication policy.
A number of authors from research centres linked to universities, as well as
consumer advocate groups, have adopted a multi-perspective approach to
telecommunication policy (Wilson & Goggin 1993; CTN 1995; CIRCIT 1999). For
example Consumer~' Telecommunications Network (CTN) has published
several critical publications (Wilson & Goggin 1993; CTN 1995) and proceedings
from conferences that describe and analyse the complexities of
telecommunication policy and universal service in particular. For example one
CTN publication develops a five-point taxonomy of essential elements that
should constitute comprehensive and equitable (USO) legislation (Wilson &
Goggin 1993). In 1991, CTN hosted a conference dedicated to discussing
multiple perspectives of USOs from diverse interpretive communities that
included politicians, state departments, unions, academics, the
telecommunication industry and community groups.
Academic journals and other publications show increasing interest in
telecommunication policy as a social phenomenon that requires multiple
research approaches to unpack the diversity and complexity of perspectives.

IO

For example, Media International Australia (MIA)(2000 August) published a
special telecommunications edition that included articles from senior politiciaps,
senior state bureaucrats, academics, industry representatives, unions, and
consumer advocates. Many articles addressed the complexity surrounding
universal service. The articles framed telecommunications policy in terms of
national development, social rights, technocratic, charity and competition
narratives. In other words, multiple frames of policy were advocated or
criticised, which collectively illustrate the pluralistic complexity that surrounds
telecommunication policy in general, and universal service policy in particular.
Similar diversity is expressed in the first book published in Australia that
addresses universal service. All Connected Now (2000) includes contributions
from many of the authors that presented their perspectives of the USO in the

1

special MIA edition.
In a later publication, Barr (2000) presents a compelling argument for a return to
national development priorities of communication policy in reaction to the
failure of competition models. Barr argues competition, alone, fails to fulfil
national goals of economic growth, community-wide inclusion and
participation, and the representation of pluralist views as demonstrated by
strong local content programming diversity. Barr presents historical approaches
to telecommunications policy as well as recent changes to illustrate the
importance of long-term national strategies to policy making. National
development strategies are contrasted with the short-term profit-seeking
objectives characterised by competition models. In other words, Barr continues
his critique of competition narratives, which are underwritten by economictechnocratic frames, that replace older national development narratives of
policy.
Recently, a new development in telecommunication literature has emerged in
the form of papers from lawyers at industry and academic forums articulating
particular positions on issues such as universal service.
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The phenomenon arises within the context of deregulation of the industry and
consequential recourse of settling policy disputes within the court system.
Restricted forums such as the Communication Research Forum (CRF) organised
by the Department of Communications Information Technology and the Arts
(DCITA) allows lawyers to present opposing arguments, which support the
agendas of their clients. Typically, the arguments related to telecommunication
policy are polarised presentations that support either the incumbent or
competition perspectives. Papers presented by lawyers in policy neutral forums
such as the CRF conference articulate the positions of their clients although
appearing academically neutral. For example, in 1999, lawyers from Clayton Utz
presented a comprehensive factual account of the conundrum surrounding
conflicting estimates of the USO faced by policy makers and industry players in
the wake of Telstra's seven-fold increased claim in relation to previous years.
However ,at the time Clayton Utz had CWO as a client and the paper clearly
outlined arguments sympathetic to competitors of Telstra. Consequently, the
paper framed telecommunication policy within a normative competition
narrative and concluded by advocating the introduction of contestability,
among all carriers, as an appropriate approach to meeting USOs.

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

This chapter introduces the topic and explains the focus and aims of the thesis.
In addition, the chapter gives a brief overview of the methodology, theoretical
approach and information sources used to develop the argument.
Chapter Two analyses theory of narrative analysis as articulated by diverse
authors that advocate a narrative approach to policy.
Chapter Three analyses in detail each of the five narratives used to explain how
telecommunication policy has developed in Australia. In particular, national
development, technocratic, social rights, competition and charity narratives are
discussed. Elements from each of the narratives are identified and listed with a
view to identifying particular frames of policy in historical and contemporary
settings.
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Chapter Four analyses narratives that underpin the advent and growth of
telecommunication policy and diffusion of services throughout Australia. The
chapter traces how narratives of national development and competition,
reinforced with secondary engineering-technocratic and economic-technocratic
narratives respectively dominated frames of telecommunication policy between
1854 and 1989. Other narratives that influenced policy decisions include social
rights, charity and competition. Furthermore, from the mid-1970s competition
narratives increasingly framed policy agendas. The chapter also discusses the
emergence of universal service legislation from 1975 and the narratives used to
frame that particular policy development.
Chapter Five analyses the increasing emphasis by Government and commercial
carriers on competition frames of telecommunication policy and universal
service, which replaced national development as the major narrative in 1989.
The chapter also discusses political implications and policy uncertainty
surrounding universal service and USOs. In particular, the controversial cost
surrounding the USO, and the tensions surrounding discussions related to
expanding the standard telephone service (STS) to include digital data services
are analysed to illustrate the multiple narratives used to frame
telecommunication policy.
Chapter Six analyses the background, political context, and processes of the
Besley inquiry in detail. The events leading to the Besley inquiry launched in
March 2000 are analysed with the purpose of describing the political, media and
social contexts that informed the Inquiry.
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In addition, the chapter presents the major themes and narratives of universal
service from more than a thousand submissions from the Inquiry analysed as
part of the research project. The narratives of universal service that frame the
submissions of diverse social actors and institutions are recorded and analysed.
The diverse interpretive communities represented in the sample include three
tiers of government, commercial carriers, business and industry groups,
community groups, unions and farmers, as well as a number of residential
users.
Chapter Seven discusses the role of narratives in formulating
telecommunication policy as well as the interrelationships among diverse
narratives. Narratives of telecommunication policy in general and universal
service in particular represent the shifting expectations of diverse interpretive
communities responding to changes within political, scientific and social
environments. Consequently, the chapter argues policy narratives function
within a continuing state of flux and tension as environmental changes force
policy compromise ~nd negotiation. As a consequence, the narratives framing
policy face constant challenges to their legitimacy and sense-making capacity.
Finally, the chapter discusses the limitations of the scope of the thesis as well as
the heuristic opportunities that the study presents for future research in
telecommunication policy.
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CHAPTER TWO:NARRATIVE THEORY AND ITS APPLICATION TO
POLICY ANALYSIS
This study utilises a narrative approach to policy to describe and analyse
multiple perspectives of telecommunication development in Australia. A
narrative approach argues diverse social actors use particular rhetorical
elements and tropes to support and underwrite particular worldviews that
influence policy processes and outcomes.
Narrative theory constructs policy as a pluralistic, value-laden cultural artifact.
Similarly to the object(s) of analysis of this thesis, theories of narrative are
polysemic constructs that vary in meaning according to the degree of
subjectivity and politicisation attributed by various authors in order to analys~
areas of academic interest. In relation to policy, methods of narrative analysis
are defined and used in varying degrees of complexity. (Throgmorton 1996; Roe
1994).
At its simplest level, narrative is defined as a story told chronologically with a
beginning, middle and end, that is directed at a particular audience (Kaplan
1993; Reissman 1993; Throgmorton 1996). Kaplan (1993 p.172) describes stories
or narratives in the Aristotelian tradition as an organised form of discourse in
three parts (beginnings, middles and ends) 'so closely connected to each other
that the disposal or withdrawal of any of them will disjoin and dislocate the
whole'. Narratives require the integration of all story elements around a literary
organising device, or plot:
A plot is thus more than just an enumeration of events in serial order ...
Emplotment is the operation that draws -a configuration out of simple succession.
As E.M Forster put it, 'The king died and the then the queen died is a story, The
king died and then the queen died of grief is a plot'(Ricoeur in Kaplan 1993,
p.172).
The emphasis Ricoeur places on the importance of a plot is significant and
denotes the persuasive elements or organising tropes of effective stories.
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Story or narrative identification is highly contested as a consequence of the
subjectivity that surrounds the art of story-telling. The high degree of
subjectivity associated constructing policy as narrative leads to questions
surrounding the legitimacy of narrative analysis. Some (Phillips and Huntley
1994) within the creative discipline of narrative writing, approach the issue by
defining a specific form of story, a Grand Argument Story, with the purpose of
prescribing appropriate methods of fictional construction in dramatic writing:
As its name indicates, a Grand Argument Story presents an argument. To be
Grand, the argument must be a complete one, covering all the ways the human
mind might consider a problem and showing that only one approach is
appropriate to solving it. Obviously this limits out a lot of creative, artistic,
important works - but not out of being stories, just out of being Grand
Argument Stories (p.4).
Arguably, in the effort to persuade audiences to adopt particular solutions and
initiatives many policy narratives share some of the Grand Argument Story
characteristics, which Phillips and Huntley describe. Furthermore, Kaplan
(1993) identifies the persuasiveness of policy stories as an indicator of good or
bad narratives. In addition to the expression of distinct beginnings, middles and
ends, which he reiterates is a valid indicator of communicative success, Kaplan
identifies narrative truth as a distinguishing feature of a good story:
One way to use the narrative form to assess truth is, as in the difference between
realistic and non-realistic fiction, to consider the degree to which the narrative
describes actions that represent formal convention (p.178).
However, Kaplan warns against placing too much emphasis on stereotypical
conventions of people, places and situations. For example, he accepts the
possibility that there are 'greedy politicians with no policy interest except those
that lead to their own financial benefit'. However, stories that rely solely on
stereotypes require, at least, closer scrutiny (p.178).
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Kaplan identifies the internal coherence and interconnection 'among the five
core elements of narrative: agent, act, scene, agency, and purpose (who, what
where, how, and why) as significant indications of narrative truth' (p.178).
Furthermore, truth identification in narrative may be depicted in terms both
actual and metaphorical as an exercise in forensic legal analysis:
According to basic rules of story-telling, some underlying consistency must be
presented among all five elements. Political scientists W. Lance Bennett and
Martha S. Feldman have argued that the presence or absence of this narrative
consistency serves as an important test of truth in a courtroom setting, and that
jurors with little formal education can, with the help of attorneys, make
sophisticated judgements about the internal consistency of most courtroom
narratives (ibid.).
The reference to the interaction between legal professionals and jurors describes
a significant strategy by lawyers to persuade their audience. Primarily, lawyers
construct reality using plots 'in a way that are most beneficial to their side'
(Kaplan 1993,p.178). Similarly, Kaplan argues policy analysts and planners
construct and interpret stories in ways similar to lawyers and jurors. The
cogency of the argument is reinforced by parallels within the dialectic
relationship shared between the two groups. Lawyers and policy makers are
technocratic professionals employing diverse skills to construct reality and
persuade disparate audiences with no formal forensic skills in discerning either
judicial or policy validity.
Similarly, James Throgmorton (1991, 1996) suggests a narrative analysis
methodology which focuses on forensically deconstructing singular or
composite disparate worldviews, rhetoric and tropes that authors/speakers may
use to legitimise their normative stories to various interpretive communities. In
addition to the roles occupied by policy planners are the parallel roles of their
audiences. Throgmorton defines audiences as active and hermeneutically
oriented:
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Each of these audiences can be thought of as an 'interpretive community' (Fish
1979) that is engaged in a 'normal discourse' (Rorty 1979) or conversation ...
Engaged in different discourses, each of these interpretive communities also has
'an agreed-upon set of conventions about what counts as a relevant contribution,
what counts as answering a question, what counts for that answer or a good
criticism of it (Rorty 1979, p.320). Thus when disagreements arise within these
communities, members try to persuade one another with rhetoric authorised by
their 'agreed-upon' conventions (Throgmorton 1991, p.156).
The hermeneutic function of audiences is significant and informs Throgmorton's
conclusion that policy is understood from different perspectives. The acceptance
of policy by particular audiences depends on the intelligibility of specific
arguments to the group. Many cultural theorists now emphasise the fragmented,
active, interpretive, schematic-affirming nature of audiences which engage with
the mass media (eg. see Fiske, Morley, Ang in Lull 1995, pp.111- 112). Lull
observes that an emphasis on the active role of audiences in recent culturalist
theory replaces earlier functionalist theories which constructed a passive,
homogeneous audience:
The theoretical tum in cultural studies came in response not to the limitations of
effects research, which tended to characterise audiences as passive victims to the
media, but to the equally misguided idea that media texts impose meaning and
influence upon their audience... One of the key theoretical developments in
cultural studies research in recent years has been to show how audience
members create their own meanings from media content to control certain
aspects of their experiences with media. Ien Ang's (1985) analysis of Dutch
women's interpretations and uses of the international TV series Dallas, Janice
Radway's (1984) account of female empowerment brought about through
reading romance novels ... are seminal examples of the expansion of cultural
studies analyses into empirical research on audiences ... These studies all
document culturally and historically specific ways in which audiences actively
interpret and use mass media (Lull 1995, p.112).
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Similarly, policy audiences are fragmented, active and construct meaning from
policy statements that reaffirm their worldviews. Consequently, social actors
involved in telecommunications policy processes have used national
development, technocratic, rights, competition, and charity discourses to create,
understand and interpret policies. A contingent factor that decides the
acceptance or rejection of any discourse relates to the community to which it is
addressed.
Christopher Richter in an illuminating paper, 'Where's the Communication in
Communication Policy Analysis' (1997), observes that communication scholars
and policy analysts are developing parallel trends in research, despite no
apparent conscious cross-fertilisation between the disciplines. According to
Richter, the 'communicative tum' in policy analysis resulted from a trend in trl.e
sixties among policy planners to tum away from the grand modernist theories
of planning. Grand modernist theories of planning constructed societies from a
positivist perspective that attempted to construct and manage societies
according to universal scientific principles. Policy science assumed that
planning was an 'objective, apolitical, expertise-based problem solving activity'
(Richter 1997, p. 5). However, constructing societies according to scientific
principles did not enable policy makers to, 'manage modem economies, guide
urban development, or solve long-standing social problems' (Throgmorton 1996,
p.4). As Richter infers from Throgmorton, the differing values reflected in
varying worldviews problematised positivist and modernist constructions of
society:
They were further forced to confront the fact that their modernist 'pretence to
... neutrality, objectivity, and universal Truth and Goodness' was problematic as
applied to social policy (Throgmorton 1996, pp. 4-5). In other words, planners
found that they could not, in fact 'specify goals that perfectly represented
society's values, nor use lawlike scientific generalisations and associated
predictions to choose the one best way of achieving those goals (Richter 1997, pp.
5-6).
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Consequently, noting the failure of science to solve the pressing problems faced
by planners, some analysts (Throgmorton 1996; Rivlin, Schon, Roe in Richter
1997) began interrogating policy processes to explain the failure of modernist
policy solutions. Policy analysis was approached on post-structuralist terms that
emphasised the active, interpretive, fragmented nature of audiences and the
fluidity of meaning (Richter 1997; Throgmorton 1996). In particular, Kaplan,
Throgmorton, and Roe conceptualised policy as narratives. Successful policies
provided acceptable narratives to affected audiences. Narratives that do not
account for the values, beliefs and practices of particular communities are more
likely to receive negative responses from affected audiences. (Richter 1997;
Throgmorton 1997). Strategic to successful narratives is a rediscovery of rhetoric.

RHETORIC AS PERSUASIVE DISCOURSE

A new appreciation for the power and relevance of rhetoric in policy making
has recently emerged to address the pluralistic concerns of interpretive
communities (Throgmorton, 1991, 1996; Richter, 1997). Traditionally, rhetoric
was viewed at best as ornamental dressing to beautify policies or at worst
dishonest practices to manipulate audiences into accepting questionable policies
(Throgmorton, 1991, p.155; 1997, p.38). However, Throgmorton infers from
Nelson, Megill and McCloskey that rhetoric is persuasive discourse:
What then is rhetoric if not mere ornament? According to Nelson, Megill and
McCloskey (1987), it is persuasive discourse within a community or honest
argument directed at an audience; it is 'the quality of speaking and writing, the
interplay of media and messages, the judgement of evidence and arguments'
(Throgmorton, 1996, p.39).
Consequently, rhetoric is a powerful tool to position persuasive and relevant
messages to specific audiences.
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Alice Rivlin, one-time vice-chair of the Board of Governors of the U.S. Federal
Reserve wrote in a 1973 article from a similar perspective which repositioned the
value of rhetoric in policy. According to Rivlin:
... a new tradition of forensic social science was emerging in which scholars write
briefs for or against particular policy positions ... bringing together all the
evidence that supports their side of the argument, leaving to the brief writers of
the other side the job of picking apart the case. (Rivlin in Richter 1997, p.8).
Richter observes Rivlin approved of the conscious partisan approach to policy
by scholars; she perceived the trend as 'reducing hypocrisy and claims of
objectivity' (p.8). Throgmorton identifies some characteristics of a forensic
approach to texts and utterances as follows:
•

begin with texts and take into account the roles of various audiences for
inquiry;

•

be concerned with figures of speech, arguments, and other devices of
language authors use to persuade audiences in particular disciplines; and

•

assume that words ('risk') for example have no meaning apart form how
they are used by specific communities (Throgmorton 1996, p.155).

As Lull, Throgmorton, Roe, et al observe, the process of interpretation, either at
lay or policy levels is active and constitutive. Consequently, the roles are blurred
between authors and audiences. Both are co-authors involved in constructing
and interpreting policy narratives. Throgmorton observes that the linearity
implied in 'the policy process' is challenged through the complex interplay of
diverse authors involved in policy construction and its evaluation:
Though modernist planners would prefer otherwise, this messy and often
chaotic interplay of diverse rhetorics cannot be reduced to a procedural flow
chart which someone calls 'the planning process'.
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Rather, the interplay can more meaningfully be characterised as a flow of
utterances, replies, and counter replies that seek to persuade diverse audiences.
This flow, together with the setting in which it occurs and the real flesh and
blood characters who seek to direct the flow through oral and written texts,
might best be thought of as a story (1996, pp.45-46).
In other words, policy is not a linear project of progress as the concept

'planning' suggests. According to Throgmorton, policy is a negotiated dialogue
constituted from statements, replies and counter-replies. The dialogue is found
in oral and written texts and communications surrounding a policy topic.
Similarly to Throgmorton, Roe (1994) also advocates a narrative approach to
policy analysis, but differs in focus, methodology, and outcome expectations .
. Throgmorton applies a poststructuralist scepticism of grand modernist
aspirations of any policy design. However, as indicated above, paradoxically he
assumes a modernist hope in the amelioration that emerges from
democratisation of the process, as a consequence of more openness among social
actors and improvec;l methods of technical mediation. In contrast, Roe suggests
the value of narrative approaches to policy is that diverse stories emphasise the
intractability of complex policy issues. In other words, narratives reveal the
simplicity of artificial consensus and unmask the politics of the process. As a
consequence of diverse social actors and their respective interpretive
communities recognising the intractability of complex policy issues, Roe argues
a greater tolerance among social actors may ensue. Roe describes some aspects
of the approach with reference to another scholar:
A more self-conscious pluralism, rather than unreflexive positivism, should be a
professional's hallmark. This is what Donald McCloskey commends ... Narrative
policy analysis [the title of Roe's book, and by inference his naratological
approach] makes much the same recommendation, using some of the same
narrative techniques, but reaches this point by way of another terrain.
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Here it is the high contingency of uncertainty, complexity, and polarization, not
just the undoubted pluralism of narratives in everyday life and professional
activity that drives us to tolerance (p.11).
Roe narrows considerably the scope of focus of narrative analysis. Whereas
Throgmorton applies a narrative analysis approach to any policy context, Roe
reserves the techniques for policy settings characterised by high uncertainty,
complexity, and polarisation (pp.1-2).
Roe's definition of narrative shares similarities with Throgmorton and Kaplan
with an emphasis on traditional Aristotelian plot structures, although he
includes causal arguments also as narrative. Roe describes policy narratives as:
... stories (scenarios and arguments) which underwrite and stabilize the
assumptions for policymaking in situations that persist with many unknowns, a
high degree of interdependence, and little, if any, agreement (p.34) ... Each ... has
a beginning, middle, and end (or premises and conclusions if cast as an
argument) and revolves around a sequence of events ... in which something is
said to happen or from which something is said to follow. Less hortatory and
normative than ideology, policy narratives describe scenarios not so much telling
what should happen as about what will happen - according to their narrators if the events or positions are carried out as described (p.36-37).

According to Roe (1994), the function of stories is to legitimise policy
assumptions by acting as warrants in complex settings characterised by high
levels of uncertainty. The stories use causally related scenarios that project
inevitable future outcomes in a similar way that traditional literary narratives
move inevitably to climax and resolution. Roe also argues policy narratives are
robust, as indicated in their ability to continue to certify discredited policy
assumptions:
Further these stories ... often resist change or modification even in the presence of
contradicting empirical data, because they continue to underwrite and stabilize
the assumptions for decision making in the face of high uncertainty, complexity,
and polarization (p.2).
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According to Roe, it is the power of the narrative that is used to legitimise, the
assumptions that constitute the story, which explains their resilience even when
empirical data is weak or contradictory.
Stories are segregated into dominant and counter stories. As the description
implies, dominant stories are the story blueprints for action in the absence of
any equally strong alternative approaches. Similarly, counter narratives refer to
alternative stories that advocates seek to replace dominant narratives. However,
according to Roe, effective counter narratives do not challenge directly the
dominant narrative's assumptions but modify certain scenarios. Modified
scenarios may lead either to a different conclusion, or present a different route
to the same conclusion (p.189). In addition to stories, Roe includes non-stories as
essential elements in his narratology.
Roe addresses the inclusion of non-Aristotelian features of causal argument in
his approach to narratology by differentiating story from non-story narratives.
Non-story narratives are policy renderings that do not follow conventional
Aristotelian narrative form:
Bureaucratic critiques and circular arguments are often cast in a story format.
Yet the latter have no beginning or end in a strict sense. Circular arguments look
like conventional stories (they relate to a succession of events and frequently
specify actors), but their structure is decidedly different and to significant effect.
So, too, for another type of narrative, the critique ... Frequently critiques of
complex and uncertain policy issues take the form of point by point rejoinders of
other, more conventionally structured scenarios and arguments about a policy
issue ... They tell us what to be against without completing the argument as to
what we should be for. Critiques, to put it sharply, simply don't have their own
beginnings, middles, and ends (p.53).
Roe's distinction between stories and non-stories allows unconventional policy
elements to be treated within a narrative analytical framework without
compromising the literary definition of story.
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Roe argues that a reasonably strict definition of story framed within causal
relationships of sequential scenarios from beginning to end allows narrative
analysis. Similarly to Kaplan's reference to good and bad stories, Roe quotes
Isaiah Berlin to challenge a claim of relativism that may be directed at
narratology:
Isaiah Berlin reminds us that the fact 'that the values of one culture may be
incompatible with those of another, or that they are in conflict within one culture
or group or in a single human being at different times - or, for that matter, at one
and the same time - does not entail relativism of values, only the notion of
plurality of values not structured hierarchically ... For Berlin, there is 'no
overarching standard or criterion... available to decide between, or
reconcile ... wholly opposed moralities'. Yet this pluralism of incommensurable
and incompatible values does entail a metanarrative of sorts, and one that speaks
to tolerance in the face of uncertainty. The 'best one can do is try to promote
some kind of equilibrium, necessarily unstable, between the different aspirations
of differing groups of human beings' (p.19).
In contrast to Throgmorton, Roe locates the primary value of narrative analysis
in the incorporation of incommensurability in the development of
metanarrative. The emergence of metanarratives is a key feature of Roe's
narratology. Metanarratives may be defined as the emergent text from the
comparison of narratives and their counter-narratives. Roe uses gestalt
psychology to describe the operation of metanarratives, namely that they
describe narratives by what they are not. In other words metanarratives focus
on the dissimilarities of the comparison (pp. 52, 156). Roe is aware of the
modernist connotations of capitalised Metanarratives and the criticism directed
at the normative focus and associated homogeneity. Instead, Roe uses the
small 'm' metanarratives ironically to emphasis their heterogenous foci:
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Narrative Policy Analysis [the title of Roe's book], however is about small-m
metanarratives, ones that do not seek to homogenize or stifle conflict. Small-m
metanarratives are those policy narratives in a controversy that embrace,
however temporarily, the major oppositions in a controversy, without in the
process slighting any of the opposition. To revert to policy terminology, a
metanarrative is not 'consensus' or 'agreement', but rather a 'different agenda',
which allows us to move on issues that were dead in the water on their older
agendas (1998, p.52).
Methodologically, Roe employs four steps in a narrative process in which
diverse narratives are identified, from which a metanarrative may be
constructed, which is based on observed disparities instead of similarities.
The process is as follows:
1. Select the dominant stories that stabilise, underwrite or certify assumptions

that underpin policymaking in relation to issues characterised by high levels
of uncertainty, complexity, and polarization.
2. Select the non-stories and counter-stories related to the same issues that
challenge the legitimacy and validity of the dominant stories.
3. Compare the two sets of narratives in order to generate a metanarrative that
emerges from the comparison.
4. Evaluate the tractability of the metanarrative to conventional policy analysis,
using tools such as microeconomics, statistics, organisation theory, law and
public management practice (Roe 1994, Appendix A, p.155-158).
Roe presents a comprehensive and practical approach to narrative analysis,
which is fed back into the policy making ·process. In other words, Roe offers
more than cultural critique of policy processes or pluralistic descriptions of the
complexity of policy but provides a method for applying narrative analysis to
more conventional policy analysis.
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In summary, this chapter discussed and compared various theories that inform
narrative analysis, which are used in this thesis to analyse historical contexts of
telecommunication policy development as well as the Besley inquiry
undertaken in 2000. Narrative analysis allows the organisation of complex and
intractable policy issues into sense-making stories based on worldviews and
assumptions of diverse interpretive communities. Once policy is framed as
multiple narratives, the logical consistency, rhetorical devices and other story
elements may be identified and evaluated by policy makers and affected
communities.
Chapter Three discusses multiple narratives that appear to have framed
telecommunication policy development in general, and the concept of universal
service in particular. The chapter describes and explains national development,
technocratic, social rights, competition and charity narratives of policy.
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CHAPTER THREE: NARRATIVES AND ASSOCIATED THEORIES THAT
FRAME TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
Only the state can integrate social actors who are separated by the market, opposed to
each other by class relations, atomised by rational individualism (Touraine in Pusey
1991).
The problem here is that since none of these [organisational decisions, public policy,
theories of the state] contain even a single molecule of sodium or iron they must be
symbolic constructions, and cultural artifacts which come from society itself, and from
social theories that explain how societies (and social actors and cultures) construct,
maintain, and reproduce themselves (Pusey 1991, pp.16-17).

This chapter describes and explains national development, technocratic, social
rights, competition and charity narratives of telecommunications policy. It is
argued that in the process of telecommunications development multiple
narratives of policy are used by policy makers and diverse interpretive
communities to stabilise, underwrite and legitimise policy assumptions and
worldviews. Some narratives dominate policy environments and others
reinforce the dominant narrative. In addition, policy tensions are identified by
contesting narratives based on diverse worldviews.

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT NARRATIVE

Arguably national development narratives dominated telecommunication
policy at the federal level throughout the years of the PMG Department and
remained a prominent frame of telecommunication policy until the
corporatisation of Telecom in 1989. National development and community
building are historical functions of Government-owned utilities operating as
monopolies in the dissemination of pubic services. This section will analyse a
national development narrative of policy.
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In addition, various theoretical perspectives of modern notions of nation and
community building are discussed with a view to identifying common themes
that constitute a narrative of national development. Just as in any other
narrative that frames policies, some social, scientific and political issues are
included and others excluded.
The concept 'nation' is projected by pre-federation commentaries of
telecommunications policy such as those found in the press and other primary
documents of the time. Furthermore, theories of nation, which place its origins
in modernity instead of a more primordial context, for example indigenous
stories of nations, describe nationhood as a social construct created from the
interaction of a complex set of historical forces. Bendedict Anderson (1983)
describes nation and other similar words with the following:
... in view of that [nation] word's multiple significations, nation-ness, as well as
nationalism, are cultural artifacts of a particular kind .. .I will be trying to argue
that the creation of these artifacts towards the end of the eighteenth century was
the spontaneous distillation of a complex 'crossing' of discrete historical forces;
but once created, they became 'modular', capable of being transplanted, with
varying degrees of self-consciousness, to a great variety of social terrains, to
merge and be merged with a correspondingly wide variety of political and
ideological constellations (p. 14).
In narrative analysis terms, 'nation' becomes a modular cultural artifact which
can function in stories as a key 'character' to be nurtured and developed from
(for example) childhood through adolescence to maturity. It also provides
endorsement of the concept of the 'state' as the prime driver of this
development.
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Although Anderson's modularity as a characteristic of nation is a reference to
the construct's rela~ionship with other geo-political spaces to explain the rise of
the collective of modern nations, it is argued the social terrains may equally
include policy domains within the same geo-political social construct. In other
words, the modularity of narratives of nation, with its consequent reproductive
fidelity, is a malleable political and social construct that legitimises a variety of
national policy agendas. Arguably, the description of nation as an enduring and
dynamic cultural artifact resonates in various articulations of national
telecommunication policy. Furthermore, it is argued telecommunication policy
as a social and political construct is framed in part by similar narratives of
nation, which inform notions of citizenship and, by logical extension, selective
participatory inclusion in civic and democratic process (Stychin 1988).
Anderson defines nation as an 'imagined political community that shares
paradoxical features in that it is inherently limited and sovereign' (1983, p. 15).
Anderson's imagined nation is based on the actual impossibility of
intercommunication among all citizens of the modern nation from which
commonality is shared and negotiated. In other words, the imagined state of
modern nations is an inevitable consequence of the lack of personal contact
among all members of the community. Anderson arrives at the position from
the conviction that modern nations are the inevitable social constructs that
emerge from the interplay of cultural and political forces to preserve imperialdynastic power:
Contemporary nationalism is the heir to two centuries of historic change... As we
have seen, 'official nationalism' was from the start a conscious, self-protective
policy, intimately linked to the preservation of imperial-dynastic interests ...
The one persistent feature of this style of nationalism was, and is, that it is
official - ie. something emanating from the state, and serving the interests of the
state first and foremost
(Anderson 1983,pp.144-145).
Cubitt (1998) reflecting on Anderson's position, observes that the consequences
of nationalism have recreated European and American societies with global
effects:
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... the development of capitalist economies, of new forms of print technology and
culture, of secular and bureaucratic state structures, of new modes of political
participation, and of modem styles of imperialism and colonialism (p2).
Cubitt's observations infer the mechanisms that gave rise to the modem nation.
The advent of mass communication technologies facilitated communication
across vast distances and allowed shared commonality of messages among
strangers. Jordanova explains Anderson's construct of modem nations further:
Benedict Anderson suggested that nationalism is only possible when people can
imagine themselves to be part of a nation, and that this in turn only became
possible, in the last two hundred years or so, as a result of a number of specific
shifts, cultural, political and economic, which generated an abstract idea of the
nation and made that idea attractive to large segments of the population.
Nations are thus imagined communities, each nation imagining itself in a
distinctive style. Members feel comradeship with people they will never meet,
and they have both a collective memory and a capacity to imagine their nation's
future Q"ordanova 1998, p.197).
Jordanova reiterates a recurring theme in the Andersonian construction of
nation, which is the imagined comradeship, community, or gemeinschaft among
strangers. In addition to the imagined nation as it is presently imagined, social
construction of nation requires the reconstruction of the past to provide a
national history. As a consequence of selective reframing of the past, many
events such as the dispossession of indigenous peoples from their national
stories may be conveniently ignored.
In Australia, arguably the advent of telecommunication in the form of
telegraphy, and telephony later, continued the project of creating a socially
imagined community (Livingston 1996). Although both technologies preceded
Federation, it is argued communication among the colonies through the press
and parliamentary debates indicate that many adopted the idea of nation. In
addition, Anderson's social construction of nation as an imagined community
allows a degree of temporal flexibility.
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Closely linked to the socially imagined community of nation is a technocratic
frame that allows a qualified classification and quantification of nation.
Jordanova {1998) describes the inherent tension of national holism and atomism
that constructs the modern function of nation:
The main role of the abstract idea of the 'nation' seems to have been to sum up,
from a cultural perspective, any given polity, whatever its constitutional
structure. The term 'nation' like 'culture' and 'style', referred to an amalgam of
language, way of life, institutions, writings and history. It was, in other words, a
unit of analysis with a holistic undertow (p.199).
The technocratic framing of national narratives functions to legitimise national
policy around accepted units of measurement such as Gross Domestic Product,
national unemployment figures, and national average weekly wage allows
intranational and international comparison. In other words, as Jordanova
observes, the construct of nation is used as a key unit in a system of
measurement. Furthermore, Jordanova (1998, p.200) argues science and
medicine models of development are reinforced through national narratives.
In his critique of the technocratic narrative of economic rationalism that now
dominates public policy, Pusey {1991) indicates other elements of a national
development narrative. For example, Pusey quotes from Alfred Deakin speaking
prior to Federation of a state paternalism that is characteristic of historical
narratives of national development:
Instead of the State being regarded any longer as an object of hostility to the
labourer, it should now become identified with an interest in his works, and in
all workers, extending to them its sympathy and protection, and watching over
their welfare and prosperity (Deakin 1890 in Pusey 1991, p.1).
Arguably, judgements such as the Harvester decision by Justice Henry Bournes
Higgins QC in 1907, reinforced notions of state protection against unscrupulous
employers as part of a narrative of national development as well as a rights
narrative (Macintyre 2000,p.49).
Macintyre describes the Harvester decision, which set wages on the basis of a
worker's family need instead of employer profit, as principles that became a
'fundamental feature of national life' (p.50).
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In a description that shares similarity with Anderson's conception of modern
nations, Pusey argues the characteristic of Australia's historic state
protectionism is a consequence of being 'born modern':
In these first moments of what was to be the 'age of the common man' in this

male-oriented society, Australian men at least enjoyed the highest standard of
living of any nation on earth. At the time of Federation in 1901 Australia was
still, as it would be for much of the first half of this century, the model social
democracy of the world, while Sweden (the successor model) was Europe's
'poorhouse fortress'. These were the benefits of a nation that was 'born modem'
from a knowledge and conviction that the state would be the most likely
protector of individual rights against other agencies of social coercion and,
indeed, that the major constraints on individual liberty were not public but
private (Pusey 1991, p.l}.
Pusey describes a narrative of male-oriented national development that
expresses caution in relation to the agendas of private interests. Furthermore,
national development is a narrative of collective social as well as economic
progress that is allied with relatively equitable distribution of resources.
Pusey (1991) locates the articulation of narratives of national development
within the state bureaucracy and national social institutions. In addition, Pusey,
recalling the research of another scholar, argues that senior public servants not
only implement public policy but plan it also:
In Australia nearly 20 years ago Encel showed that top public servants are
centrally involved with ministers and elected politicians not only in
implementing national and public policy but also in its formulation and, equally,
in the brokerage of interests and the articulation of national ideals and goals
(Pusey 1991, p.2).
In other words, Pusey argues, constructs of the nation and what constitutes
national development are influenced by the priorities of senior public servants.
From another perspective, senior state economic-managers illustrate
Jordanova's concept of functioning as synecdoches for nation. Pusey describes
the background and focus of senior public-minded economists prior to 1947:
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The older generation of economists typically came from modest social
backgrounds and had some historical memory of the Great Depression, of
ordinary life in Australia before the largely post-war, modem-day Canberra was'
even built .. .It was set too within a national experience in which both the state
and trade union movement along with business interests (well before the notion
of corporatism was ever invented) were long established as constituents of
nation-hood, national identity, and economic development (p6).
According to Pusey the older pre-war generation of economists had a more
socially and economically holistic perception of national identity and
development. Arguably, holism, that recognises both a variety of social
institutions and the inevitable tensions arising among them, is part of a
narrative of national development. Pusey also describes the collective
I

experience of the Great Depression as formative of the collective inclusion of a
national development narrative.
In what may be described as a shift in technocratic narrative or changing
elements within what Jordanova describes as competitive nationalism, changes
in the economic measures of achievement signified an undermining of the
national development narrative. Similarly to the pre-war activity of public
economist-managers in facilitating a narrative of national development, Pusey
identifies post-war public economist-managers as key to explaining alternative
narratives that would shape the nation:
Through the new generation [of Senior Executive Service economist-managers]
national policy (and with it perhaps the fate of a nation) is held in the compass of
the restrictive, technically-oriented, neoclassical economics curriculum that
swept through the economics departments of Australian universities from about
1947 onwards (p.6).
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The alternative technocratic narrative that Pusey describes also involved the
complementary narrative of competition, which is discussed in detail under
separate headings in this chapter. However, it is argued that the changes in
economic-management transformed the national focus of policy from a broad
socio-economic holistic narrative of national development to a more technocratic
economic orientation with a narrower focus on monetarism. This shift meant
that large government institutions and investments in national projects came
under increased fiscal scrutiny. In addition, Pusey describes the international
influences that determined the new measures of competitive nationalism:
In every country from the late 1970s programs of state and public sector reform
have been driven by a conservative agenda. Although the vigour and scope of
the changes have varied from one nation to another, in every case they followed
conservative liberal maxims about the 'crisis of ungovernable democracies' and
of 'overloaded' states, and always aimed at moving some of the coordination
functions of nation-societies away from states and bureaucracies to economies
and markets.
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The justifications are universal and the political rhetoric that has been used to
drive the reforms is familiar-'eliminating waste and inefficiency', and' featherbedding', 'saving the taxpayer's dollar', 'streamlining' the public sector, to make
it 'lean and strong', and so on (Pusey 1991, p.3).
From Pusey's record of the criticism of the public sector prior to the 1970s, other
characteristics of national development narratives may be identified. For
example, the regulated economy, unique national initiatives, capital investment
in public infrastructure, and public sector employment are all elements of a
national development narrative. The elements of a national development
narrative are articulated in the following excerpt from a letter to a Western
Australian newspaper from a Telecom manager in 1981:
Your editorial 'Ring- and-give' (July 27) fails to recognise that Telecom's job is to
meet customer demand. Your solution to our shortage of funds suggests that we
slow down. This would deny services to our customers. Additionally, a slowing
down of telecommunications development would have other widespread
implications for employment and the economy of this country.
Telecom employs 88,000 people and will spend $1000 million in the private
sector this financial year. This expenditure is vital to maintaining employment in
a wide range of Australian industries (Telecom WA's State Manager 1983 in
Moynihan 1990, p.107).
From the above it is evident that national development remained a strong
discourse within Telecom. The excerpt describes a narrative of national
development with priorities that focused on infrastructure investment, national
economic growth and employment, and boosting private sector growth through
policies that favoured national suppliers .. In addition, Telecom argued technical
innovation from its own laboratories created efficiencies and savings, which
supports a narrative of national development:
The introduction of new technologies by Telecom has played a direct role in
keeping operation costs down and in permitting a number of reductions of std
charges.
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The introduction of the Community Access 80 package last year, with many
country telephone users, was also made possible by Telecom's increasing
productivity and technological advances.
It is understood that Telecom takes the rough with the smooth and losses

sustained in providing and operating services in country areas are covered by
more profitable operations elsewhere (Telecom replies to editorial, Brett 1981,

Ballarat Courier 24 June).
The reference to the national cross-subsidisation articulates one of the clearest
expressions of a national development narrative in telecommunication policy.
The policy is considered in further detail throughout Chapter Four. Arguably, it
is primarily within a national development narrative of telecommunication that
cross-subsidies are relevant and legitimised. For example, competition
narratives focus on concentrating services and the lowest prices to attractive
markets in the hope of securing a competitive advantage through greater choice
and/ or discounting. Barr (2000) laments the fading of a national development
narrative:
For most of the decades of network building during the twentieth century the
telecommunications industry was seen as a great vehicle for employment growth
in Australia. Not any more. The last decade has seen the widespread acceptance
of substantial job losses for the sake of achieving greater international
competitiveness. This is rarely analysed and is usually expressed as the 'pain we
need to get gain'. The microeconomic reform objectives, driving for a more
competitive Australian industry, compete with the vital national social goal of
maintaining high levels of employment and people's sense of self-worth (2000,
p.87-88).
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Barr alludes to competitive nationalism and the international influences that
affect national policy within globalised economies. He argues older public goals
of maintaining high levels of employment that characterised national
development goals of the Keynesian era are replaced by newer goals of
international competitiveness. As a consequence, national development
narratives incorporate a new form of competition narrative. However, it is
argued the international pressure from strong economies and vested private
interests eventually incorporate national development narratives as tropes to
reinforce and legitimise competition narratives that focus on deregulated
economies and minimal state intervention. In other words, competition
narratives overwhelm and colonise national development narratives of policy.

Elements of a National Development Narrative::
•

faming society as a project of progress and modernity with its own unique
style;

•

demonstrated paternalism to the collective;

•

projecting a caution regarding private interest agendas;

•

developing mass communication technologies;

•

broad social and economic goals;

•

policy emanates from the State;

•

make high levels of employment a priority;

•

making capital infrastructure investment a priority; and

•

cross-subsidisation policies operating between costly and more profitable
areas of operation.
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In summary, a national development narrative is based on a social construct that
posits an imagined, limited, sovereign community. The community is part of a
continuing project of modernity that defines a geo-political collective with its
own unique characteristics. However, the nation is part of a larger collective of
nations, and consequently, engages in competitive nationalism that uses
measuring instruments to compare national development. Consequently,
narratives of national development are influenced by technocratic measures of
international competitiveness that change with dominant economic paradigms.

TECHNOCRATIC NARRATIVE

Technocratic narratives are a prominent element of historical and contemporary
telecommunication policy generally, which includes those relating to universal
service. This section analyses technocratic perspectives, the diverse iterations of
technocratic narratives across scientific disciplines, and their role in framing
telecommunication policy.
Technocratic narratives may be defined as linear stories of policies framed by
the politics of expertise and scientism. Fischer (1993) provides a useful insight
into the functions of technocratic narratives through the theory of technocracy:
The theory of technocracy, a variant of elite theory, refers to a governance
process dominated by technically trained knowledge elites. The function of the
technocratic elite is to replace or control democratic deliberation and decisionmaking processes (based on conflicting interests) with a more technocratically
informed discourse (based on scientific decision-making techniques). The result
is the transformation of political issues into technically defined ends that can be
pursued through administrative means (1993, p.22).
Fischer identifies a technological telos as a normative element in technocratic
thought.
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In other words, alternative perspectives that constitute the pluralist political and
social approaches to policy found in democratic societies are minimised, if not,
discarded, by the technocratic mind-set. Furthermore, even alternative scientific
contributions may be viewed with scepticism by technocrats with a particular
telos. Postman (1993) provides further insight into the importance and focus of
telos in relation to the function of technocratic narratives:
Technocracy gave us the idea of progress, and of necessity loosened our bonds
with tradition - whether political or spiritual. Technocracy filled the air with the
promise of new freedoms and new forms of social organisation. Technocracy
also speeded up the world. We could get places faster, do things faster,
accomplish more in a shorter time. Time in fact, became an adversary over which
technology could triumph. And this meant that there was no time to look back or

1

to contemplate what was being lost (1993, p.45).
As Postman observes, technocracy constitutes a narrative of scientific progress
as the dominant goal of society. Technocratic narratives share a similar telos of
progress as national development narratives, except that the latter focuses on
community building as the goal of progress, albeit a contested concept. In
contrast, technocratic narratives focus on scientific progress as the normative
instrument of emancipation for whatever issue or problem is addressed.
Straussman (1978) argues technocratic narratives help to maintain dominant
power structures within the social system. In other words, technocratic
narratives are system-maintaining of the status quo (p.144). Straussman
describes the limits of technocratic narratives:

If the basic decision paradigm remains substantially intact, it is most likely that
reforms proposed by technocratic actors

will be system-maintaining in nature.

This should be hardly surprising given the dynamics of power between the
princes and their counsellors.
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To insure the continued legitimacy of advanced industrial systems we could
expect technocratic counsellors to offer reforms designed to promote and protect
the present power structure (p.144).
Arguably, Straussman's constraint on technocratic influence explains the
endurance and complementary function the narrative plays in the policy
process. The endurance of technocratic narratives is related to its supportive
relationship to the dominating power in terms of reinforcing legitimacy. In a
narrative sense, it functions as a secondary narrative that legitimises another
stronger narrative articulated by the power elite. In telecommunication policy,
national development and competition narratives are two examples of stronger
narratives that historically are legitimised by complementing technocratic
narratives.
At their extreme, technocratic narratives collapse individuals and human
societies into mechanisms that may be controlled in the pursuit of progress.
Straussman describes the activity as social engineering and based on the
conviction that human and social behaviour may be controlled and predicted
through the application of scientific principle (p.146). The reductionism of social
engineering has its origins in positivism.
Postman cites the earlier work of Auguste Comte as a significant figure in the
early articulation of positivist thought. Positivism is the view that all true
knowledge is scientific (Fontana 1977, p.669). The implications of positivist
perspectives are significant as Postman observes:
Comte's arguments for the unreality of anything that could not be seen and
measured certainly laid the foundation for the future conception of human
beings as objects. But in a technocracy, such ideas exist only as by-products of
the increased role of technology. Technocracies are concerned to invent
machinery. That people's lives are changed by machinery is taken as a matter of
course, and that people must sometimes be treated as if they were machinery is
considered a necessary and unfortunate condition of technological development
(1993, p.52).
Dryzek (1993) defines the causality associated with positivist policy approaches.
Positivism is characterised in terms:
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of a belief that policy interventions should be based on causal laws of society and
verified by neutral-empirical observation. Any practical import depends on
policy-manipulable variables having a place in this causal scheme; if they did
not, the result would be social science but hardly policy science. Assuming such
variables can be located, policy makers can then manipulate policy in pursuit of
any ends they see fit to pursue, for ends are treated as arbitrary and beyond the
reach of scientific or rational determination (p.218).
Dryzek's definition of positivism as it applies to policy assumes a strong
technological determinist perspective characterised by the philosophies of
Comte and other historical positivists (Dryzek 1993; Postman 1993).
Furthermore, Dryzek doubts any contemporary policy makers seriously pursue
the historical positivist model. He cites four reasons for the model's failure for
I

serious policy contemplation.
1. The elusiveness of general laws of society.
2. The contested approaches in defining dependent variables for causal
analysis as a consequence of 'multiple, fluid and controversial' policy values,
which affect the prioritisation of dependent variables.
3. Intentional actions of social actors, including policy makers, can subvert 'the
purported causal generalisations of positivists'.
4. Causality on the effects of intervention cannot be verified until intervention
occurs, which means, ' the idea of waiting for empirical verification before
acting is incoherent' (Dryzek 1993, pp.218-219).
However Dryzekpresents a more sophisticated expression of technocratic
narrative in the thought of Karl Popper and his philosophy of critical
rationalism.
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Critical rationalism maintains a belief in the telos of scientific progress but
exercises a caution in the ability to prove causality, and consequently is sceptical
of truth-claims of science. Consequently Popper formulated the belief that
scientific theories cannot be verified, only falsified (1993, p.219). Critical
rationalism 'has direct implications for politics, policy and planning':
According to Popper, policy should proceed through the tentative trial and error
of 'piecemeal social engineering.' Policies are treated as analogous to hypotheses,
and so their implementation becomes like a scientific experiment. Ideally
implementation should proceed in incremental fashion and should produce
maximal information about the effects of a policy. Both before and after the
implementation, the policy should be open to criticism from all quarters, policy
experts and ordinary citizens alike, in order to take into account the
decentralisation of relevant knowledge and the multiplicity of social values
(p.219).
Arguably, equating policy with scientific method and experimentation is
another characteristic of technocratic narratives. Dryzek notes with
disappointment, despite Popper's advocacy for pluralist criticism of policy, later
critical rationalist approaches adopted a normative technical basis for criticism,
which rejected non-expert opinion (p.220). Furthermore, Dryzek notes an
incompatibility between Popperist aspiration and empiricist method as a
consequence of the need to fix variable values in order to quantify and measure:
Now, critical rationalists do not share the positivists' view of the arbitrariness of
values. Instead, normative schemes are to be evaluated in terms of their broad
implications and subjected to criticism and gradual refinement with time.
However, in any given policy dispute the pertinent set of values must be
regarded as fixed and beyond contention rather than fluid and open to
discussion, because a fixed normative grid is necessary for the critical rationalist
policy experiments; standards must be set in advance in order to devise and
calibrate the measuring instruments (p.220).
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In addition, to the fixed restraint on dependent variables, the social conditions
in which the experiment occurs, as well as the conditions within the policy
process, must be fixed also. Furthermore, Dryzek argues as a consequence of the
dominating role of elite or expert opinion, critical rationalism, similar to
positivism is a captive of technocracy:
Critical rationalism still operates under positivism's image of an elite of rational
policy engineers; however much lip service is paid to the possibility of an open
society pluralism and criticism. So no matter how hard it tries, critical
rationalism cannot escape technocracy (p.220).
The dominance of elite or expert opinion is a major constituting element of a
technocratic narrative. Furthermore, as Dryzek observes, both positivist and
critical rationalism express aspects of a technocratic narrative in terms of
predicting or (dis)proving relationships among variables. Consequently their
technocratic validity is based on the success of verifying or disproving causal
relationships (p.221).
Straussman also uses 'engineering' to describe the activity and worldview that
informs a technocratic narrative:
The classic model of society in which the technocratic dimension is predominant
is the engineering model. Here decisions flow directly from experts who have a
monopoly of knowledge in given areas of specialisation. In the strictest sense of
the term this would be a technocracy - a society ruled by experts ... This model of
society best highlights the technocratic dimension with emphasis on efficiency,
rationality, behavioural manipulation based on causal knowledge and
technological applications, and a pervasive belief in progress (1978, p.11).
As a model for society Straussman observes the engineering approach is too
simplistic, minimises political influence, and lacks explanatory value of social
outcomes.
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However, technocratic frames carry symbolic influence, provide rhetorical
continuity for a position, and explain why some policy approaches are chosen
over others. In other words, technocratic approaches endure as a narrative of
policy. In addition, Straussman notes that technocratic approaches to policy
claim democratic outcomes:
The notion of the 'one best way' has entered the realm of political discourse and
policy formulation. Theories of political development, economic growth, socalled stages of growth, and theories of the convergence of industrial systems, all
tend to include varieties of the engineering model insofar as linear trends are
either predicted or assumed. From this, simplistic causal models purporting to
show that economic development leads to democracy have been developed
(p12).
Straussman argues post-1945 American Foreign Aid programs included a
number of policy failures resulted from the assumption of a causal link between
economic development and democracy. It must be noted that Straussman's
reference to enginee_ring may be read as a model that postulates linear causal
relationships among variables. It does not refer to the engineering profession
specifically as indicated from the references to economics. The distinction is
significant because this thesis discusses at least two different types of
technocratic narrative, engineering-technocratic and economic-technocratic,
both of which may have elements of an engineering model as discussed by
Straussman as well as Dryzek.
However some elements of a technocratic narrative, such as the analycentric
mode, focus on method instead of the relationships among variables, causal or
otherwise. The analycentric mode instruments place technocratic legitimacy in
the method of their production. Dryzek, using the phrase coined by William
Dunn, describes the analycentric mode:
Instrumentally rationalistic techniques such as cost-benefit analysis, decision
analysis, multiattribute utility analysis, linear programming, systems modeling,
and program budgeting are often grouped by their critics under the positivist
umbrella.
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However, such techniques would not base policy on empirically verified (or
even corroborated) causal relationships, let alone causal laws. Instead, the
authority of the prescription is based on the method of their production. Data
may be plugged in at the appropriate point, but no hypotheses are tested. The
analyst knows in advance that a determinate conclusion will be reached.
Conclusions take the form of 'policy A will maximise the amount of value B
produced' rather than 'policy A will cause B to happen' {1993, p.221).
Analycentric techniques address issues of efficiency maximisation, which is a
major theme in technocratic narratives.
Dryzek summarises the policy limitations of analycentric techniques:
•

political reality is ignored because analycentric techniques assume a policy
process overseen by a benevolent dictator and automatic implementation;

•

conclusions are suspect as a consequence of technical reliance on the policy
alternatives chosen for analysis. In other words how can maximum
efficiency claims be valid when modeling options are selected and limited;

•

selection of alternatives betray bias in the process, which is not addressed in
the modeling or decision process; and

•

they exhibit 'unremitting consequentialism - all that matters is how much of
the target value is achieved (p.221).

Arguably, increasingly technocratic narratives use sophisticated analycentric
modes of expression, particularly in the field of economics, including so-called
'welfare economies'. The complex findings of analycentric techniques are
presented in charts and statistical tables, which as Throgmorton (1996) observes,
are used as tropes to legitimise policy agendas by particular interests.
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Garnham (2000) also addresses theories of technology, in particular those
related to mass media and telecommunication. Garnham is critical of
technological determinist approaches to communication policy debates.
Technological determinism asserts that most major changes in society are the
products of changes in tools and techniques (Fontana 1988, p.847). Critics argue
that technological determinists ignore the social relations of production such as
economic and political power plays around selection or rejection of particular
technologies (Garnham 2000, p.70).
In relation to communication technologies, many policy visions underpinned by
a technological determinism in policy and academia are utopian (Garnham 2000,
p.67). For example in 1981, policy makers touted satellites as the technological
solution to all the telecommunication needs of those in remote areas. However,
the utopian claims obfuscated a commercial television agenda for extending
network coverage. The politics of satellites are discussed further in Chapter Five.
Garnham expresses reservations about social shaping conceptions of
technology, which may restrict human agency:
These approaches can be distinguished in terms of the level of generality at
which they operate and the aspect of the technology /society relation upon which
they focus. What is at issue is what is being shaped, where, and how. And in
each case from an emancipatory perspective we can also distinguish approaches
in terms of the degree of transparency, and thus of the actual or potential willed
human intervention in the shaping process. This is important because to argue
against technological determinism in the name of social shaping is not
necessarily to argue for increased human agency. It may just represent a flip
from technological determinism to social determinism (Garnham, 2000, p.69).
In other words, Garnham argues the shaping process, or policy making, must be
emancipatory and transparent as well as the so-called goal of policy.
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Arguably, the technocratic narrative is restricted in its capacity to achieve
ameliorative goals because it sidelines democratic participation in the process 1
In addition, Garnham argues that some critics of technological determinism may
advocate social engineering instead. He explains the process further:
This approach, sometimes dubbed the strong programme in the sociology of
science argues that all science, and thus the technologies built upon it, is like
religion or ideology, simply a set of beliefs as to what counts as truth, that is
developed, negotiated and sustained as part of the cultural repertoire of a given
social group. Thus the truth claims of science, and so its social prestige and
power are culturally specific, but epistemologically arbitrary. It is totally socially
shaped (ibid).
In other words, the social scientists critical of technological determinism
engaging in social engineering, are ironically informed by a technocratic
narrative also. Garnham places the cause of confusion of the role and power of
technology in a failure to separate scientific knowledge from the artifacts
produced, processes incorporated and policies surrounding their deployment:
We need I think to deconstruct the idea of technology. First we need to
distinguish ... between the underlying science and its actualisation in artifacts and
processes, and then between the various ways in which the scientific potential is
realised in prototypes as possible uses ... , which those potentialities which are
actually taken up and socially deployed. These distinctions have two values.
First they allow us to decouple the question of scientific truth, and the prestige
and legitimacy attached to science, from a judgement of the value and impact of
a technological exploitation of that science (p.70).
Garnham uses the distinction between underlying scientific principles and
emergent artifacts or invention potentialities to validate science and avoid what
he describes as an anti-scientific and anti-technological bias prevalent within
social sciences and media studies. He asserts part of the problem is due to an
ignorance of the physical properties that limit the capacity of particular
technologies:
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The result is that ... technology [is seen] as totally malleable and thus cannot take
seriously the constraints that nature places upon human action. To take some
examples: what you can do with the radio spectrum is in part determined by the
laws of physics and the propagation characteristics of radio waves. Any serious
discussion about the social possibilities and consequences of the development of
radio-based technological processes needs to take place in the full knowledge of
what constraint that places on contemporary practice and future development
(p.70).

The caution against an anti-technological bias is significant because it allows an
analysis of particular telecommunication technologies deployed without
automatically situating the technology within the politics of a technocratic
discourse. For example, prior to the automation of the telecommunications
network, universal availability in Australia remained a physical improbability.
Garnham distinguishes between the societal and institutional expressions of
technical expertise, and the localised skill embodied in creating technical
artifacts:
A further distinction needs to be made between technology and technics:

technology is a technique embodied in a physical tool, whereas technics are the
underlying institutional forms, cultural values, and socially developed skills
which a technology expresses and within which technologies are developed and
put to work.
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Thus for instance, we can distinguish between a technics of symbolic
communication within which technologies of writing-alphabetic, cuneiform, or
ideographic were developed and deployed. This is important because it allows
us to distinguish between a technology of communication - for instance
television transmission and reception - and the socially invented and learned
skills, such as programme-making, schedule construction, advertising, or licence
finance, patterns of interpretation and consumption which the technology itself
doesn't summon into existence (p.72).
Garnham's distinction between technology and technics also allows separate
analysis of technological artifacts such as inventions or technological
potentiality from technocratic framing of issues, which carries more political
influence and consequence. For example, carrier technology allows more sign~ls
to travel along an open wire or cable. It has the potential to relieve metropolitan
congestion or extend country telephony through increased scale economies.
However, the deployment of carrier technology may be framed in a technocratic
manner with the main focus on maximising efficiencies in the allocation or
resources, which may result primarily in the deployment of carrier wave lines in
the cities. Alternatively, other narratives may frame the way the technology is
deployed such as national development narratives, which take a more holistic
approach. Often several narratives compete against or complement each other in
policy negotiation among social actors. Arguably, the history of technological
deployment and infrastructure extension in Australian is a record of multiple
contesting narratives situated in dynamic social, scientific, and political arenas.
However, at times, one or more narratives interact to legitimise and stabilise
policy agendas operating within diverse arenas, particularly the political
environment. It is argued technocratic narratives are used regularly to support
other narratives.
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Arguably, the technocratic narrative's secondary status is a consequence of
articulating a position of value-neutrality within a normative discourse of
scientific progress. The means-oriented nature of the discourse enables the
narrative to underwrite other narratives that articulate an ends-orientation such
as national development or competition narratives. In other words, technocratic
narratives frame 'the most efficient and therefore the best' path to a policy
objective. For example, economic expertise may be used to support opposing
narratives. Take the example of Keynesian economic theories that relate evercontinuing capital investment to normative notions of national wealth.
Keynesian theory supports a national development narrative of growth, which
legitimises continuing investment in capital-intensive telecommunication
infrastructure. Ellul illustrates the centrality of investment by observing Keynes'
fear of the consequences to society should investment opportunities cease:
All the possibilities of labor must be utilised at any price. It is necessary
constantly to uncover new possibilities of investment ... What Keynes in fact
fears is that there will not be sufficient new possibilities of investment (Ellul
1964, p.151).

Furthermore, the prominence of investment as an economic policy objective
underwrites the maintenance of public utilities as natural government
monopolies. In contrast, the focus on laissez-faire market theories that advocate
minimal government interference in the normative operation of markets are
more cautious of the role of investments that do not offer short-term returns to
investors. Consequently, laissez-faire theories of economics support competition
narratives of policy, which dismiss the value of natural public monopolies.
Significantly, the example indicates economic techniques make compelling
arguments to support either national development or competition narratives of
telecommunication policy.
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Pusey (1991) argues technocratic thinking has pervaded policy making in
Australia since the late seventies. In his critique of the demoralisation and
demise of the public sphere qualities of the public service (pp.11-12), Pusey
singles out the decontextualising atomism that characterises economic
rationalist technocratic frames of po1icy as the cause. Pusey argues economic
rationalism represents a technocratic approach to public policy legitimised by
heightened levels of abstraction:

It is in the ethers of this new culture of political administration that one traces
the widening course of whatever it was that critics were trying to identify, about
20 years ago, with such terms as 'technocracy' and 'technocratic positivism' and,
more concretely with images of town planners and huge engineering projects
that seemed to push people around in more or less physical sense. After more
than two decades of intellectual
soul-searching about modernisation and post-modernity, where power is
concerned everything that matters now is both formed and intellectually
challenged at much higher levels of abstraction and generality (p.11).
Pusey argues that abstraction and relativism gained status in policy making
following the fall-out of intellectual wrestling between modernist and postmodernist conceptions of power and society. With the truth-goa1s of policy
thrown into doubt, greater attention focused around the process as a goal in
itself. Pusey elaborates how new technocratic policy approaches emerged into a
hierarchy of quantification over which presided neo-classical economics:
At that reflexive and would-be reflective level, the system is constructed with
resources taken selectively from disciplines which are allowing themselves to be
reformed as the new 'manipulative sciences': psychology, accountancy, and
neoclassical economics.
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The psychologists turn action, meaning, perception, need, and culture into units
of behaviour; the accountants arrange these into organisational structures and
technologies of control, evaluation and performance appraisal; and the
economists abstract all of this into calculations of 'utility' and then into models
and functional coordinates of a system that becomes autarchic (Pusey 1991,
p.11).
It is under the aegis of this systems logic that a new generation of 'strategic

visionaries' have taken charge of a vigorous program of public sector reform
(pll).

With economics assuming status as the overarching system that organises
quantification of all phenomena, the abstraction process is total and complete.
As a consequence, economic value is constructed as not only the universal
measure of value but the only measure.

Elements of a Technocratic Narrative:
•

technical expert.opinion dominates the policy process;

•

technical innovation is always equated with progress;

•

technological progress is normative;

•

policy issues are defined as technical problems;

•

technology /technique is equated with emancipation;

•

humanity and society are subject to natural laws of science;

•

knowledge is measurable and quantifiable;

•

the method of production may constitute legitimacy- a means oriented telos;

•

political and social influences may be minimised, if not ignored completely;

•

efficiency is a major goal of technique/ technics; and

•

technology is value-neutral.
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In summary, technocratic narratives privilege the role and function of a
knowledge elite. Furthermore, technocratic narratives attempt to control policy
agendas with
means-oriented technics and technologies that dictate and legitimise the
outcome which is usually measurable and quantifiable. In addition, technocratic
narratives are politically embedded although claiming political and moral
neutrality. Furthermore, technocratic narrative may be used to disempower
groups of the community through the strategic deployment of technical
language and classification systems. At other times, groups are marginalised as
a consequence of socially embedded worldviews of social actors, not as a
consequence of political intention.

COMPETITION NARRATIVE

This section will analyse competition narratives and their function as an
influence on public policy in Australia and, in particular, as articulated in
telecommunication policy. Competition narratives underwrite the transition of
public utilities operating as government monopolies into privately owned
corporations. Arguably, the prominence and universality of competition in
policy debates places narratives of competition as an assumed a priori that is
above criticism in 'serious' policy arenas.
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Furthermore, when competition does fail, the phenomenon is not framed as the
cause of blame. Instead competition is framed as artificial or weak. In other
words, competition in its 'real mature form' is faultless. Arguably, the
anthropomorphic treatment of competition narratives is what separates it from
functioning as simply another technocratic narrative. In narrative terms,
competition is the primary character in its own story. However, competition
narratives may claim technocratic legitimacy also. For example, one of the
primary goals of competition is efficiency, a concept that carries strong
technocratic connotations in the market-place. Ultimately, the resilience _of
competition narratives is reflected in the way proponents unproblematically
frame them as the means and goals of policy. In other words, to achieve
competition we need to institute competition. As a consequence, in some ways,
competition narratives are never-ending circular stories.
Although economists emphasise the technical aspects of competition policy such
as efficiency, it is argued competition is primarily based on a social philosophy.
Furthermore, competition narratives frame social systems and humanity from a
particular worldview, which prioritises technical goals of market efficiency. In
addition it is argued the German philosopher Tonnies identifies some of the
earliest characteristics of a competition narrative in his conception of
gesellschaft (Kirkpatrick 1998).
According to Tonnies, the atomistic model of society is demonstrated in his
concept of gesellschaft, which loosely translates as society. The gesellschaft
model of society is constructed around the notion of a contract of association
between members living in a state of nature that agree to voluntarily band
together in organised forms (Gough in Kirkpatrick 1998 p.13).
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Living in nature is based on the Greek classical notion of freedom to exercise
human nature or free will. The Greek Sophists postulated that humanity formed
society around the basis of fear, which came as a consequence of the perceived
threat of falling victim to the excesses of others' human nature. However,
Kirkpatrick observes Plato and Aristotle placed greater emphasis on man as a
naturally social or political animal; notwithstanding he adds the qualification
that some postulate that Aristotle's social utilitarianism is based primarily on
individual self-interest (p.14).
In gesellschaft conceptions of society, the two mutually sustaining principles of
self-interest and suspicion of society mature into an atomistic view of society
based on the pursuit of self-interest coupled with cautious acquiescence to the
demands of civil society. Furthermore, in one of the simplest definitions of
citizenship, which is defined as full membership of a community (Marshall
1981, p.11), Tonnies' member of a gesellschaft, or society, may be constructed as
a reluctant citizen. Kirkpatrick, describing the contributions of Hobbes, defines
the relationship between the individual and society further. Kirkpatrick
observes in Hobbes what may be described as an atomistic view of society
informed by a technocratic narrative of humanity:
Hobbes was in fact the first of all the great modem philosophers who attempted
to bring political theory into intimate relation with a thoroughly modem system
of thought, and he strove to make this system broad enough to account, on
scientific principles, for all the facts of nature, including human behaviour both
in its individual and social aspects. These scientific principles suggested to
Hobbes that the world was a mechanical system in which all that happens may
be explained 'with geometrical precision by the displacement of bodies relative
one another' (Kirkpatrick 1986, p.18).
Kirkpatrick's observation indicates that the mathematical precision supplied by
Newtonian physics, complemented by the mechanisation of society captured by
the industrial revolution, provided a spur to Hobbesian thought and its
positivism, and extreme technocratic framing of life. Hobbes' technological
determinism led him to conclude society as artificial and the individual as a
priori natural. Hobbes' assumption that individuals are a priori natural and free,
until socialised in a community, leads to far-reaching reductionism:
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... Hobbes assumes that we can find human nature at its most authentic only by
looking at the person in nature prior to his association with others. Consistent
with geometric or mechanical metaphor, Hobbes begins his discussion of man by
proclaiming that 'life is but a motion of its limbs' and the human person is an
automata ('an engine that moves by itself' by 'springs and wheels, as doth a
watch) ... 'for what is the heart, but a spring: and the nerves, but so many wheels,
giving motion to the whole body' (p.19).
Significantly, the atomistic contractarian construction of society constructs
human rights as a state of individual freedom in which social contracts are
primarily framed around issues of competing self-interest. In Hobbesian society,
its members voluntarily trade human rights of freedom of independence for
protection from those that may wish to expand their rights by subsuming those
of others. According to Hobbes self-interest is not only inevitable in all
relationships, but natural. Furthermore, the natural state of humanity is
illustrated by the aggressive pursuit of accumulation. As a consequence of the
natural bullying approach to consumption of resources, individuals are forced
into societies in wh~ch they voluntarily subject themselves to a ruler or
Leviathan, who represents sovereign control. Hindess (1996) observes that
although at the time the monarchy represented Leviathan, Hobbes used the
term to more generally describe the system of rulership.
As a consequence of the reluctant contract members of a society entered into
with Leviathan and each other, they viewed the power of governmental rule as
a necessary, but artificial, construct. Furthermore, as a consequence of the
artificiality that signified all social relations, individual freedom and power
continued as the only valid manifestation of authenticity. The corollary of which
is a laissez-faire approach to regulation as the preferred state unless individual
freedoms are threatened from the aggressive intrusion of others. The amoral
framing of individual nature as naturally self-interested and aggressively
expansionist justifies one's own competitive view of the world.
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In addition to the philosophical atomism and antagonism that underpins
narratives of competition, competition policy is based on economic rationalism,
which may be described as the economic technocratic narrative that underwrites
competition narratives at the national level. Economic rationalism is based on
classical economic theory that postulates the market as the best allocator of
resources in an economy. The market replaces society as the policy universe at
the national level.
Pusey (1991) describes the basic tenets of economic rationalism as characterised
in the three central agency departments that represent the apex of a public
service bureaucratic triangle of power in Canberra:
The central agencies at the top level [Prime Minister and Cabinet, Treasury and

1

Finance] represent a new and minimalist laissez-faire state set in norms that
come from a dominating neo-classical economic rationalism that is anti-statist,
anti-union, and either asocial or anti-social in its basic orientations to policy. By
comparison with their counterparts in other departments, these central agency
officers are younger by some five years, are twice as likely to have come from
elite expensive Protestant schools, and are more oriented to private satisfactions
of what all see as their superior political leverage over ministers and cabinet
decisions (p.6).
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Arguably, Pusey's taxonomy of economic rationalist elements reflects the
atomism of Tonnies gesellschaft society and the Hobbesian contractarian model
of competing self-interested individuals. It is also evident that economic
rationalist approaches to policy articulate a sophisticated technocratic narrative
as expressed through a knowledge elite, many from privileged socio-economic
backgrounds. In other words, from the outset competition narratives are
informed and underwritten by a technocratic narrative that facilitates their
development. Pusey's observations also place historically the emergence of a
competition narrative within public policy. According to Pusey, the economic
rationalist approaches that inform later competition narratives in
telecommunications, are seeded in the Fraser Liberal years of Federal
Government. In addition Pusey claims economic rationalist policies came to
fruition during the second and third Hawke Labor Governments from 1987 (p.
3,7-9). As a consequence, economic rationalist informed narratives of
competition have had bipartisan consensus without facing 'electorally effective
opposition' (p.3).
In the pre-1987 classification, the 'market-oriented,' and 'program and service'

departments constituted the two lower base points of the bureaucratic triangle.
According to Pusey, the department structure hierarchy represented the
archaeological strata:
Mirrored in the interfacing characteristics, political dispositions, and worldviews
of top bureaucrats in these three different locations there is really an
'archaeology' in which three layers are sedimented one over the other. At a
second level in this archaeology are the residues of an earlier Keynesian
interventionist state which is represented here in a more practically 'hands on'
economic calculus grounded in earlier norms of 'practical' cooperation with
domestic Australian industry. On the lowest stratum we find the heavily eroded
framework of a social democratic and welfare state set in fraying images and
norms of society and of social needs (p7).
Pusey describes a fragmented public service that reflects increasingly the
atomism that characterises the gesellschaft worldview of society. Furthermore,
he argues the anti-state position is part of a global phenomenon that was spearheaded in the 'great stateless societies of Britain and the United States' (p.10).
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Pusey distinguishes between economics and its technocratic incarnation,
economic rationalism. He explains the difference by attributing the latter with a
scientistic abstracting influence on policy:
How does the 'system' acquire 'facticity', independence, objectivity,
impersonality, and autonomy? In the answers to these questions there is of
course no quarrel with economics per se but rather with an underlying scientism
that seems to tum arbitrariness into giveness and imperiously asserts its own
exclusive evaluative criteria for what will, in the wake of its 'reforms' count as
intelligence, ability, and efficacy within and beyond Canberra. What wins is a
kind of 'dephenomenalising' abstraction that tries to neutralise the social
contexts of program goals in every area, whether it be education, industry
support, public health, or water resource management. What counts further is
the speed, elegance, and agility with which one can create a purely formal and
'transcontextual' commensurability of reference across goals that are then
treated as the 'objects' of decisions that will be made on extrinsic criteria ever
removed from real tasks and situations (p.10-11).
Pusey argues, since the 1970s, public policy is dominated by an econo-centric
focus that abstracts all other policy into measurable units. Furthermore, any
elements of civil, cultural or political life that resist quantification are at best
regarded as peripheral externalities, or at worst as antagonistic to policy
priorities.
Indeed perhaps the most central finding is that, since the 1970s, reality has
turned upside down and society has been recast as the object of politics (rather
than, at least in the norms of the earlier discourses, as the subject of politics).
Further, society has been represented as some sort of stubbornly resisting sludge,
as a 'generic extemality' and even as an idealised opponent of 'the economy'
(p.10).
Broad social goals that address public good or public interest concepts are
framed as peripheral or even antagonistic to goals for the economy. Within an
economic rationalist discourse the primacy of the economy replaces society as
the universe that defines policy at the national level.
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As stated above, economic rationalism is the technocratic narrative that
underwrites competition narratives at the national level. Once all public sector
activities and assets are abstracted and quantified to determine utility and
efficiency, their 'effect' on the private sector may be determined.
As discussed, competition narratives postulate minimal government regulatory
interference on the operation of the market as the ideal condition. However,
regulatory interference may be active or tacit. An example of active regulatory
interference may be state monopoly laws that prohibit the private sector from
competing with government suppliers of services to the nation. The TA 1975
that legislated common carrier monopoly rights for Telecom is an example of
active interference. Tacit regulatory interference is more subtle and may refer to
'the distorting effect' on the market from a government body that competes in
service provisions with private enterprise.
The competition narrative of policy received a boost at the national level from
the recommendations made in the Hilmer Report (1993), which established the
National Competition Policy. Arguably, the six policy proposals made by
Hilmer addressed active and tacit government market interference issues:
Extending the reach of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA) to unincorporated
businesses and State and Territory government businesses so that the
competitive conduct rules (contained in Part IV of the Act) apply to all business .
activity in Australia;
Provision for third party access to nationally significant infrastructure;
Introduction of competitive neutrality so that government businesses do not
enjoy unfair advantages when competing with private businesses;
Restructuring of public sector monopoly businesses to increase competition;
review of all laws which restrict competition; and
Extending prices surveillance arrangements to State and Territory government
businesses to deal with those circumstances where all other competition policy
reforms prove inadequate (Kain, Kuruppu, & O'Sullivan 2001, p.3).
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From the above, it is evident that the Hilmer report focused on bringing all State
and Commonwealth assets and activities related to the delivery of goods and
services to citizens of Australia under the ambit of competition principles. In
addition, governments are not to 'enjoy any unfair advantages ' in competition
with the private sector. A primary example of an 'unfair advantage' is the
capacity for governments to spread cost benefits of services and public utilities
across the community through cross-subsidy mechanisms.
The far reaching impact on society and the national economy of the Hilmer
Report and National Competition Policy is indicated by consequent legislative
reforms signed by the Coalition of Australian Governments (COAG) such as the

Competition Policy Reform Act 1995 (CPRA). The CPRA 1995 extended the
coverage of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA). The CPRA also amended the TPA
to include access provisions for competitors to nationally significant
infrastructure facilities with a view to allowing price-based competition with the
government in the provision of services.
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Finally, the CPRA created two new institutions to oversee competition policy
and ensure its adherence. Both the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) and the National Competition Council (NCC) were
created on 6 November 1995. The ACCC replaced the Trade Practices
Commission and the Price Surveillance Authority to emerge as the super
watchdog to oversee and enforce competition policy, as well as safeguard
consumer protection. The NCC formed as an advisory to body all Australian
government on national competition policy issues (p.5).

Elements of a Competition narrative:
•

market efficiency is determined by the best allocation of scarce resources;

•

competition may function as both the means and goal of policy

•

broad social issues around public goods and public interest are at best
externalities that are beyond the concern of competition, or, at worst
antagonistic to tµe goals of competition;

•

cross-subsidies are antithetical to competition policy;

•

market dominance is the goal of competitors but not competition policy;

•

government regulation distorts markets;

•

society is replaced with markets as the policy universe;

•

competition naturalises individualism; and

•

competition naturalises aggression.
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In summary, competition narratives are linked to philosophies of society that
prioritise individualism above collective goals. Self-interest is perceived as
natural in contrast to the artificiality that surrounds constructs of law and
society, which should function to restrict the excesses of individual pursuit only.
Consequently, minimal regulation is seen as an ideal that functions to preserve
the natural state of competition between individuals and institutions.
Competition narratives are given scientific legitimacy through economictechnocratic narratives based on sophisticated systems of measurement and
expertise. However, competition narratives tend to be antagonistic to national
development frames of society that are based on broader social and economic
goals. Since the mid-70s, competition narratives have exerted a growing
influence on public policy in general, and telecommunications development in
I

particular.

SOCIAL RIGHTS NARRATIVE

This section will analyse a rights narrative of policy. In addition, various
approaches to rights narratives are discussed with a view to identifying
common themes to the discourse.
Social rights narratives discussed in the thesis are used to describe a particular
articulation of distributive justice that constructs the community member as an
active political subject. The rights of community members are enshrined in
policy (Marshall 1981; Fulcher 1989; Goggin 1998; Newell 2000). In addition, it is
argued that rights narratives are most effectively framed in accordance with
legal ordinances as articulated in International Human Rights Conventions,
which form the basis of Australian approaches to rights legislation.
Furthermore, it is argued the tensions reflected in the debate between universal
and residual rights reflects similar conflict in debates related to universal service
in telecommunication policy.
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This section also addresses the status of minority rights in telecommunication
policy by using debates surrounding discrimination against the rights of people
who are called disabled as a benchmark of comparison with other communities.
In particular, the group of Australians that occupy the sparsely populated 80
percent of the landmass could be said to represent a minority group that require
special consideration so that their rights to equal participation may be observed.

Rights Narratives and Societal choice
According to the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC),
the conceptualisation of human rights forms the basis of our society:
Human rights discourse ... forms part of the background thinking that establishes
the communities to which we all belong. There may be a strong community
sense of what human rights are, how important they are and the need for them
to be protected. But equally there may be a dominant belief that doubts the value
or even existence of human rights within society. In both cases, human rights
discussion is crucial to the definition of the society and the way it operates, even

if the impact in one situation is positive and negative in the other. The point is
that human rights are not just an abstract notion or a mental construct (HREOC
2001, p.4).

In other words, HREOC observes that a vital aspect of developing any
community, national or international relationship involves engaging with a
discussion around human rights. Decisions related to human rights issues are
not only elemental to forming a collective but inevitable. As a consequence,
societies inevitably empower or disempower group members in their
distribution of human rights.
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The Marshallian Rights Approach
T.H. Marshall presents one of the clearest articulations of a gemeinschaft, or
organic community, based on rights as an entitlement of citizenry (Goggin
1998). For Marshall, rights are intrin~ically linked to the complex function of
welfare within liberal democratic societies. Marshall describes welfare as 'a
compound of material means and immaterial ends; it is located somewhere on
the axis which runs between the poles of wealth and happiness' (p.83). In this
sense, Marshall refers to welfare in a broader sense than the function performed
by so-called welfare departments (p.83). In addition, Marshall's notion of
welfare depicts a complicated individual-collective basis that frames citizenship:
For in my estimation welfare must be envisaged as an integral part of the whole
apparatus that includes social security, education, public health, the medical
services, factory legislation, the right to strike, and all the other rights and
legitimate expectations which are attached to modem democratic citizenship. It
has its special place in this complex, a place that can only be defined in social
terms. And social welfare workers have their special skills, which match
welfare's special requirements and are not a second-grade version of other
professional qualifications .. .Social security deals with averages and the masses,
welfare with individuals (Marshall 1981, p.81).
Similarly, Marshall's concept of welfare is reflected in discussions of
citizenship. Marshall resolves the frames individuals as multi-faceted citizens
that are entitled to rights operating in three dimensions. Pinker describes
Marshall's three expressions of entitlement that constitute citizenship:
He identifies three elements in the concept of citizenship. The civil element
concerns the 'rights necessary for individual freedom - liberty of the person,
freedom of speech, thought and faith, the right to own property and to conclude
valid contracts and the right to justice... The political element of citizenship is 'the
right to participate in the exercise of power' either as a representative or as a
voter, and the social element comprises 'the whole range from the right to a
modicum of economic welfare and security to the right to share to the full in the
social heritage and to live the life of a civilised being according to the standards
prevailing in the society (Pinker in Marshall 1981, p.10).
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The separation of rights into three categories allows separate consideration of
each without ignoring their interaction. The entitlement to social rights is most
directly relevant to telecommunications policy. Significantly, Marshall
recognises social rights function on a continuum that ranges between the
material subsistence levels to full participation relative to the prevailing
standards within a society. The observation addresses the complexity raised in
policy debates related to social rights. However, the Marshallian theory of
citizenship and entitlement postulates that universal political and civil
entitlements are necessary and sufficient for the development of social rights:
Marshall defines citizenship as 'a status bestowed on those who are full
members of a community. All who possess the status are equal with respect to
the rights and duties with which the status is endowed. Within this analytical
framework citizenship becomes a basis for social solidarity and a measure of
consensus; civil and political rights become a pre-condition of the extension of
social rights and once universalised ensure that such extension will take place
(p.11).

In other words, socfal rights are antecedent to the universal application of a
measure of political and civil rights.
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According to Marshall, social rights should ideally encompass meeting social
needs for accessing essential services in society that may result in the potential
for happiness. However, Marshall addresses the conundrum created for policy
makers when discussing universal service provision for essential services such
as health and education:
Universalist services provide a framework for 'acceptable selective services
provided, as social rights, on criteria of the needs of specific categories' without
dependence on individual tests of means' (original emphasis). Others, including
the National Consumer Council in its Discussion paper on 'Means Tested
Benefits', build their view of the history of social services on the swing between
these two opposites, universal and selective, but they class categorical services
without individual means-test as 'universal'. I think this is sensible because
nearly all 'universal' services are in fact 'categorical' - they apply to the old, the
children, the sick, the disabled, the unemployed and so forth. The only factor
which clearly distinguishes the so-called 'universal' from the 'selective' is the
individual mean-test. But insistence on this as the vital principle may obscure
other important aspects of the subject.
Marshall's use of means-testing as a litmus indicator that distinguishes between
universalist and selective uses affordability as a determinant of a service as
universal. However, Marshall also observes that universal may be categorically
exclusive. Furthermore, Marshall observes that universal service is not simply a
measure of availability and means-tested affordability. He illustrates the
complexity with several examples. For example, some earnings-based
arrangements are all but universal although benefits are based on a range of
differential contributions. However, Marshall argues equity in access does not
necessarily mean equal access in relation_to welfare. He illustrates the issue with
an example related to income policy:
That is why some champions of the 'universal' versus the 'selective' totally reject
earnings-related insurance for its endorsement and perpetuation of economic
equality. A universal service, they say, must be, not only available to all, but the
same for all. The argument fails because it treats as 'welfare' what, I suggest,
should really be regarded as an expression of incomes policy (p.99).
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Marshall cites two other examples that expose the complications in addressing
social equity and universal policies in that an element of selectivity is often
involved in the policy outcome.
1. Non-free services that may be supplied without payment required, involve a
selective process undertaken so the service may be universal ie available to
all who need it. The tension between universal and social equity is
illustrated with an example in relation to distributing subsidies:
It is not an impairment of the right of welfare, but a fulfilment of it. Universalist

and selective principles are often combined in another way, by granting a
'universal' subsidy to reduce the cost for all users of the service and remitting
the whole of the reduced cost to the very poor. But the only way of totally
eliminating this beneficent selective treatment of the poor is to make the service
free for all (p.100).
2. The means-test is not the only selective process. Other criteria such as age or
even gender may be used as criteria for accessing a 'universal service' as the
following observation suggests:
For every categorical service there must be some tests, or criteria, to establish
membership of the category, even if there is no test of financial means. Age is an
uncontroversial example. But sometimes the evidence is to be extracted by
means which are so bureaucratic and inquisitorial that they appear to the
claimant to impair his right. A peculiarly difficult case, and a cause of much
resentment, is that of the widow who forms an association with another man but
does not marry him. Is she still entitled to enjoy the rights of a widow? (p.100)
The widow example introduces the value-laden complexity related to
identifying category membership in the distribution of services universally to
the group. Consequently, universalist policy within categories may involve
value judgements related to social norms and deviance. As a consequence,
group membership may be defined by administrative fiat instead of selfidentification that use other criteria for membership.
Arguably, Marshall's conception of social rights presents opportunities for
developing policies of universal service. Fraser and Gordon (1998) observe
Marshall's conception of welfare was expansive and utopian:
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The minimum standard established by public provision, he hoped, would in
time be raised so high as to approach the maximum, so that the extras the rich
could buy would be mere frills. The public service, not the purchased service,
would become the norm (p.116).
However, the authors acknowledge that Marshall understood the complexities
that created barriers to the goal, such as the realisation that' citizenship itself
had functioned as an architect of social inequality' (p.116) as reflected in
historical examples such as the exclusion of indigenous people and women from
partaking in political elections. Similarly, Goggin (1998) identifies genderblindness in Marshall's theories of rights and citizenship.
Garnham (1991) takes a similar rights narrative approach in references to a
'politico-philosophical' approach to essential services such as
telecommunication. A politico-philosophical approach emphasises the
contribution that public utilities make to social participation and inclusion, and
consequently, should be the right of all members of a society to access equitably.
Similarly, Wilson and Goggin incorporate a comprehensive rights narrative in
their approach to universal service (1993).
Another theorist that makes a significant contribution to articulating elements of
a rights narrative is Gillian Fulcher (1989). Fulcher has written extensively on _
rights discourses in relation to people called disabled. Arguably, the general
themes articulated by Fulcher, in relation to people with disabilities, apply to
any minority group. For example, issues such as unequal opportunity, exposure
to poverty, social exclusion, and other forms of discrimination are experienced
to varying degrees by all minority groups. Fulcher observes a rights narrative is
an active political articulation of entitlement that embodies certain precepts:
More recently, discourse on the rights of those called disabled has emerged in
some welfare states. Its themes are self-reliance, independence, consumer wants
(rather than needs); its concepts are discrimination, exclusion and (in America
and Britain) oppression. It is overtly political in contrast to the submerged
politics of a professional discourse on disability (1989, p.30).
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The theories and policy articulations surrounding people with disabilities offer a
valuable perspective from which to deconstruct rights narratives generally.
Arguably, people called disabled constitute a collection of the most
marginalised in society, which is directly related to the focus of rights
narratives. In recent years, policy makers have begun to address the rights of
people with disabilities to access a telecommunications service as provided for
in discrimination legislation, and the USO (Bourk 2000; Newell 2000). In
addition, theories addressing the rights of people with disabilities, or those
identifying as having a disability, focus around the social construction of
groups. Consequently, the literature on disability rights' (Brisenden 1986;
Fulcher 1989; Newell 1998; Bourk 2000; Newell & Goggin 2000) provides insight
into the social construction of other minority groups in society.
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Arguably, the most geographically disadvantaged in the nation, the 40,000
living in 80 percent of the country, constitute another marginalised group that.
are socially constructed in terms of telecommunication policy. It is the so-called
remote Australians that historically constitute some of the least connected in the
country. Of the remote group, most in a subgroup of approximately 4,000 lack
access to conventional fixed line services and rely primarily on digital radio
concentrator services and satellite telephony. Both technologies are wireless
systems that transmit to the national fixed network.
The early articulations of the rights of all Australians to access a standard
telephone service (STS) as expressed in the TA 1975 represent a rights narrative
approach to policy. For example, universal service is legislated as a right and
entitlement of citizenship, which empowered most Australians to access
affordable telecommunication services. Furthermore provisions_ in the Act,
subsequently transferred to later Acts, enabled the Deaf2 community to combine
the entitlement to universal service with provisions within disability
discrimination legislation.

2

Many with severe hearing impairments identify themselves primarily as part of a socio-

linguistic minority, which use the Auslan sign-language to communicate. Consequently,
'Deaf' is capitalised to describe a particular socio-linguistic community instead of a
group characterised by disability (Bourk 2000, p.72).
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Discrimination legislation makes it an offence for governments and service
providers to deny people with disabilities access to a service that is available to
the majority in the community without a disability. In 1995, a member of the
Deaf community, supported by various community groups, tested the
legislation in the Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission in
relation to telecommunication provision service provision. In particular, the
person alleged that Telstra acted in a discriminatory manner by refusing to
supply him, and others in a similar position, with a teletypewriter (TTY) on the
same basis as non-deaf people receive a standard telephone handset. At the
time, Telstra charged approximately 600 dollars to buy a TTY, a keyboard device
with a screen that allows communication with a TTY relay exchange, and
connects to the national network. Telstra defended its opposition to reducing the
cost of TTYs by using competition and charity narratives to frame the issues. For
example, Telstra argued that people with disabilities were treated as other
consumers, without discrimination; they could freely exercise their rights as
consumers to purchase TTY equipment or not similar to other purchasers of
non-standard products. Furthermore, the carrier argued that it already operated
a significant concessions program that cost the corporation many millions
annually (Bourk 2000). However, HREOC separated the elements of competition
and charity narratives from the social entitlement articulated in social rights
narratives of policy by addressing the intent and content of discrimination
legislation.
As a consequence, the group successfully exercised their civic rights to social
entitlement of equity in communication. The successful complaint upheld by
HREOC secured availability to TTYs on a similar financial basis as others access
standard T200 telephone equipment.
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As a consequence of the class action implications of the decision, the Minister
for Communications and the Arts included in the 1997 Act legislation that
specifically includes TTYs as part of the STS, which defines the functional
parameters of the USO. The case is a significant example of a rights narrative
successfully challenging other competition and charity narratives as frames of
policy.
Wilson and Goggin (1993) describe a social rights narrative in their taxonomy of
elements that, according to them, should constitute a universal service
obligation in telecommunication policy:
1. Universal Availability- addressing geographical equity of access.
2. Universal Affordability - addressing financial equity of access.
3. Universal Accessibility- addressing equity of access for marginalised
groups such as people with disability and older citizens.
4. Universal Technical Standard- addressing equity in terms of technical
access to innovation in services and reliability of equipment.
5. Universal Participation - addressing democratic inclusion in policy debates
and decision processes.
Wilson and Goggin's comprehensive definition of a USO ideal illustrates the
holistic focus of rights narratives in relation to universal service. Their definition
extends beyond atomistic technocratic definitions of universal service and
USOs, which address service primarily in terms of availability with limited
affordability considerations.

Elements of a Social Rights Narrative:
•

social rights are grounded in notions of citizenship;

•

social rights are derived from universal entitlement to a measure of civic and
political rights;
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•

social rights constitute entitlement to participate in civic, political and social
society;

•

quantification is highly problematic in a social rights framework;

•

social rights focus on wants as policy goals instead of needs;

•

social rights frame beneficiaries as active political subjects of policy;

•

social rights emphasise entitlement and empowerment that are linked to
legislative instruments;

•

social rights are claimed by minority groups within society; and

•

social rights emphasise interdependence within the community.

In summary, social rights narratives are based on citizenship models of society
that focus on political, civic and social entitlement, which frame members as
active subjects of policy. In other words social rights narratives articulate a
holistic interaction of social elements that constitute a healthy democracy. In
practice, social rights narratives are usually articulated strongest by politically
marginalised or minority groups that perceive themselves as victims of social
and/ or political oppression. Furthermore, narratives of social entitlement often
involve contentious decisions related to categorisation issues that affect group
inclusion and exclusion. Notwithstanding, the political contention that
characterises social rights narratives, their emphasis on active engagement by
diverse groups for the purpose of securing social entitlement facilitates
community inclusion and participation in the political process.

CHARITY NARRATIVE

This section will analyse a charity narrative of policy. In addition, various
approaches to charity narratives are discussed with a view to identifying
common themes to the discourse.
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The section argues that charity narratives, historically used to frame policy for
marginalised groups in society, are increasingly used to construct non-market,
telecommunications policy. In other words, it is argued charity models are used
to frame issues related to service provision that are not met using competition
narratives.
HREOC places the origins of charity narratives in the context of middle-class
philanthropy in England in the Victorian period. In particular, the poor and
people with disabilities were objects of pity. A HREOC report noted:
Middle-class philanthropy was a feature of the Victorian Age. Victorian
reformers believed they had a moral duty to give protection and succour to the
poor and afflicted ... The repercussions are still felt today. As the [South
Australian] Bright report notes 'many of our society's negative attitudes towards
handicapped persons, for example that they are objects of pity, a burden of
charity and dependent and eternal children, are attributable to the charity model
developed in England during this period (Human Rights Commission 1986:26-7
in Fulcher 1999, p. 28).
As HREOC observes, dependency and protection are key themes that
characterise charity narratives. Fulcher also observes recipients of charity are
constructed as passive objects of policy that are expected to be grateful for the
benefactor's generosity:

In providing the original discourse for some private welfare agencies, a charity
discourse contains themes of benevolence and humanitarianism .. .it expects its
clients to be grateful recipients. Because its themes lie in the hierarchical politics
of the Victorian era, it excludes the theme of rights which has emerged relatively
recently in welfare states. Consistent with these hierarchical politics, it ... deflects
attention from the consumer's perceptions and wants(p.28).
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The excerpt reveals that minimal needs or subsistence are the prime focus of
charity policies. In addition, the reference to the giver's generosity and
benevolence provides publicity value, which may be exploited for political or
commercial opportunity. Arguably, as governments increasingly rely on press
releases and public relation techniques to publicise policy announcements, the
public relations value of charity and generosity affords unique currency,
particularly in areas of activity deemed
market-failures such as social security and non-profitable telecommunication
services. It may be argued charity narratives are used to underwrite competition
narratives when the rational continuity of the latter is challenged.
According to Fraser and Gordon (1998), in the American experience the charity
narrative of policy is used to legitimise a strengthening contractual model of
society:
As contract gained ascendance over a progressively larger share of human
relations, the range of alternatives narrowed. Non-contractual forms of
reciprocity were ~ncreasingly assimilated to contractual exchange, except for
those 'inside' the nuclear family. Any interactions that seemed neither
contractual nor familial now appeared to be unilateral and entirely voluntary,
entailing neither entitlements nor responsibilities. Thus the hegemony of contract
helped to generate a specifically modem conception of 'charity' as its
complementary other. Charity came to appear a pure, unilateral gift, on which
the recipient had no claim and for which the donor had no obligation (1998,
p.123).

It is argued the atomistic rational model of contract is synonymous with the

competition narrative, which defines the articulation of contract within
deregulated industries such as telecommunication. In addition, competition
narratives of contract are the basis of laissez-faire macro- and micro-economic
policies endorsed by successive governments in a bipartisan manner.
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The excerpt also indicates the relevance of charity narratives to competition, in
that charity models legitimise competition. Furthermore, competition defines,
the basis of charity as unilateral voluntarism. Contemporaneously, charity
narratives delegitimise rights narratives that are based on entitlement and not
generosity.
Policies framed by charity narratives suffer from fragmented and patchwork
initiatives as a consequence of: a) the unilateral voluntary basis of dispensing
service; and, b) the episodic nature of public relations symbolic gestures that
often work within other political, eg. elections, and commercial schedules.
Without a legislative policy instrument that recognises universal entitlement to
a group, or the whole community, there is no obligation to continue an
I

initiative, for example, during an economic downturn. In other words changing
material environments may threaten the continuation of funding unilateral
policy initiatives that carry no obligation. Furthermore, the power of publicity
may be used by benefactors to cultivate community support or establish
legitimacy. For example, governments seeking re-election may fund programs
on an ad hoc basis as public relation exercises to win support in marginal
electorates. Arguably, governments launching short-term initatives around
election promises indicate a charity narrative approach to policy.
According to Fulcher (1999), charity discourses are based on the social
construction of marginalised groups. Fulcher lists some characteristics of the
charity narrative in relation to people with disabilities:
The charity ethic defines people called disabled as in need of help (Llewellyn,
1983), as an object of pity (Borsay, 1986), as personally tragic (Oliver, 1986), as
dependent and eternal children ... This discourse has an institutional base in an
extensive corporate sector, which has a range of residential, or 'total' institutions
in Goffman's sense (1968) and non-residential institutions; its institutions include
sheltered workshops and overall it provides extensive employment for a range
of professionals and other employees (p.28).
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Arguably, people with major physical and/ or intellectual impairments
historically represent significantly marginalised groups in society. A poor socioeconomic status reinforced by negative social construction of disability partly
explains their marginalisation. For example, people with severe impairments
often face limited employment prospects, expensive costs of redesigning living
areas to reduce their handicap, and also the need to purchase costly medical
treatments. As a consequence of facing financial outlays that most people are
spared, as well as limited earning potential, many with severe impairments are
financially marginalised within their communities.
However, it is argued that charity narratives, similar to those used historically in
the provision of services for those so-called disabled, are used increasingly in
the provision of telecommunication services to many non-metropolitan areas.
Fraser and Gordon's (1998) connection between the hegemonic relationship that
contract exerts over charity may apply to the relationship between competition
and charity. Arguably the Networking the Nation funding (NTN) represents a
major policy initiative which was framed by a charity narrative. For example,
the NTN funds are derived from proceeds from the partial sale of Telstra, which
is rationalised on the basis of the benefits of competition (CLC 2001, p.221). The
NTN initiatives are a non-regulatory ad-hoc approach to ameliorating regional
problems in telecommunications service delivery. Initiatives such as the NTN
are alternatives to regulatory intervention within a policy environment
dominated by competition priorities.
Without intervention, competition, with its dual focus on maximising profits for
shareholders as well as minimising financial risk, concentrates around
sustainable markets. The priority placed on serving attractive markets precludes
activity in loss-making areas. As it stands, without a supporting narrative,
competition lacks the rationale for self-legitimation across the community,
particularly in a moral and ethical sense. However, charity narratives based on
unilateral voluntarism, are able to legitimise competition without placing any
obligation on the benefactor.
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Elements of a Charity Narrative:
•

emphasises dependency instead of self-sufficiency;

•

voluntarism;

•

extended to the deserving needy;

•

benefactors generosity emphasised through themes of altruism;

•

structurally weak; and

•

restricted application in legislation.

In summary, charity narratives are increasingly used to underwrite and stabilise
competition narratives of policy. Historically emerging as middle-class
philanthropic attempts to ameliorate social and economic disadvantage, it is
argued charity narratives are used in contemporary settings to provide moral
legitimacy to supplement the failures of competition. Charity narratives
incorporate government and corporate funding injections into short-term
initiatives with the benefit of securing political advantage and image building.
This chapter analysed national development, technocratic, rights, competition
and charity narratives, and their influence on telecommunication policy. The
analysis of telecommunication policy as an articulation of narratives allows the
identification of various policy emphases at certain times during the course of
telecommunications development in Australia. Furthermore narrative analysis
facilitates an understanding and identification of policy choices decided in
contemporary settings.
The following chapter identifies particular narratives that frame specific policy
issues and events from the advent of telegraphy in Australia in 1854 to end of
1988 just prior to the corporatisation of Telecom.
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The chapter is not an exhaustive overview of telecommunications policy in
Australia, but describes and analyses significant moments that illustrate various
policy frames. In particular, it is argued national development emerged as the
dominant narrative that framed policy throughout the period. From the mid1970s, competition narratives increasingly framed public policy, and
telecommunications development in particular.
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CHAPTER FOUR: NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER FRAMES
OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY: 1854-1988
By allowing private companies to transact business in the particular districts where it is
most profitable to carry letters for a loiber rate than the departmental charge, it would
become impossible for the Postal Department to carry out the service in the remote
portions ofithe State (PMG Drake 1901 inMoyal 1984, p.90,).
'We have here ... a vast undeveloped continent ... and a duty to render those who do not
crowd themselves into cities. We ought to offer them every possible facility with a view to
making their lives as agreeable as possible' (Senator Best 1901 in Moyal 1984, p.90).

This chapter describes and analyses the relationship between government and
the provision of telecommunications services between 1854 and 1975. In
particular the dynamic structure and role of the PMG Department established
after Federation is analysed and mapped to expectations of postal and
telecommunications services among diverse social actors and institutions.
An historical overview explains in part the priorities, prevailing values and
institutional perceptions that inform telecommunication policy in contemporary
settings. The chapter analyses the emergence and dominance of a national
development narrative of policy that supported the view that
telecommunication services should be government monopolies, separated from
the influences of private interest and competition. In addition, some of the
material conditions such as technological innovation and post-war immigration
that influenced telecommunications development are discussed.
Furthermore, it is argued that the enduring notion of universal service is a
dynamic concept that evolved in specific'technological, political and social
contexts.
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Structural organisation based around a complex system of cross-subsidies,
shared network characteristics among postal and telecommunication services,
specific political priorities and, high public expectations of service, created
particular material and symbolic contexts that influenced notions of universal
service.

EMERGENCE AND GROWTH OF A NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT NARRATIVE

For most of the twentieth century telecommunications policy in Australia
developed in the context of the general political conviction that the Government
should own, operate and expand the infrastructure as an unchallenged natural
monopoly (Moyal 1984, Barr 1985). Although before Federation in 1901, the pace
of telecommunication development differed among the colonies.
Many of the themes that dominate current telecommunication policy are seeded
from the first colonial policies regarding the control, ownership and operation of
telecommunication services in Australia. Prior to the establishment of the
telephone network,.the Australian colonies developed a sophisticated and
extensive electric telegraph system that traversed the island continent and
linked the fragmented colonies to the rest of the British Empire (see Moyal 1984;
Harcourt 1987; Livingston 1996). Livingston (1996) argues that the development
of intercolonial telegraph networks within Australia and subsequent
international cable links influenced events and policies that led to Federation in
1901.
The introduction of the electric telegraph in Victoria by Samuel McGowan in
1854 began a rapid expansion in the island continent. By 1858, Adelaide,
Melbourne and Sydney established intercolonial links thirty years before similar
connections were created through a railway network. An editor of a Ballarat
newspaper at the time made a comment that links the interconnecting telegraph
technology with themes hinting at national development:
We presume that before many months have passed the four principal colonies
will be united in this electric chain, and ultimately Western Australia and the
new colony of Moreton Bay will be included. Our motto is truly, 'Advance
Australia' (Ballarat Star in Livingston 1996, p.46).
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The nation building narrative links inclusion with progress and the sense of
moving forward as a people united (Anderson 1983; Gellner 1997; Stychin 1998).
Livingston (1996) and Moyal (1984, pp. 31, 62-65) observe the strong feeling in
the disparate colonies surrounding the telegraph. On the one hand, the
telegraph inspired an optimism of opportunity and participation as expressed in
newspapers across the continent. On the other hand, coupled with an almost
utopian attitude directed at the technology, came increased expectations of the
rapid new method ofcommunication, particularly from the press who came to
rely heavily on telegraphy. In 1859, one Sydney editor commented 'the new
telegraph services had scarcely ceased to be novelties before we crave ever fresh
and greater results'(Sydney Morning Herald in Livingston 1996, p.54). It may be
observed telecommunication technologies are a victim of their own success in

I

that they generate great public expectations. Increased demand for reliability,
efficiency, capacity and affordability are characteristic of public expectations
surrounding telecommunication from the beginning.
Despite the popularity and growing expectations of the telegraph, the operating
costs of access to the electric service prohibited its general use. For example in
1858, the charges between Sydney to Liverpool for the first ten words were two
shillings, with one shilling added for every additional ten words (Bradley 1934,
p.9). Nevertheless the press and politicians proclaimed the ubiquitous value of
the telegraph with every new telegraphic milestone. For example, with reference
to the Sydney to Liverpool link opening, the lead writer in the Sydney Morning

Herald proclaimed:
All language fails to utter the emotion of the heart in contemplating this simple,
inexpensive, ever-faithful method of communication. A few months and every
colony of Australia will be in communication- a few years and we shall never be
distant from home
( SMH 1857 in Livingston, 1996, p54).
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It is unlikely that most readers of the Sydney Morning Herald in 1857 would

describe expending three shillings to send twenty words approximately twenty
kilometres as 'inexpensive'. Arguably powerful political, bureaucratic and
commercial interests benefited from the elevation of the telegraph's significance
on the public agenda
(Moyal 1984; Harcourt 1987; Livingston 1996). It is evident that the public
responded also. Moyal (1984) comments on the widespread use of telegraphy by
Australians:
Towards the close of the century Australia had become one of the largest
national users of the telegraph. 'In no other country in the world' wrote the
statistician T.A. Coghlan in 1900, 'has the development of telegraphic
communication been so rapid as in Australasia, and in none has it taken
advantage of by the public to anything like the same extent' (1984 p. 33).
Commerce and industry benefited significantly from the roll-out of electric
telegraphy throughout the Australian colonies and the eventual link with the
British Isles through Java and India. For example, settlers and distant
commercial interests in England benefited directly from the rapid
communication of gold prices, new mineral strikes, and all manner of political
and commercial news throughout the sparsely settled colonies. Moyal (1984)
notes the vast distances conquered by telegraph in Australia, including the
creation of cable links with England allowed arbitrage trading and speculation
on newly created futures markets (pp.61-62}. Furthermore, the telegraph's
commercial value in overcoming the temporal and spatial barriers facilitated the
growth of colonial infrastructure, including telegraphy:
Rapid communication underwrote stable and confident investment. Funding
from British merchant bankers flowed into 'go-ahead' Colonial programmes that
pushed roads, railways and the telegraph lines themselves outward; built
harbours and bridges, and nourished the spread of ancillary activities in the
Colonies (Moyal 1984, 62).
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Moyal observes the strong commercial links with Britain on which the young
colonies relied, and which the telegraph technology facilitated. In time, the
demands for greater availability, higher technical standards of control and
affordability all became major lobbying issues for the press and other
commercial interests (Moyal 1984; Harcourt 1987; Livingston 1996). However,
extending the telegraph and cable networks emerged as the first priority:
From the mid 1850s, colonial press and business interests, notably the chambers
of commerce in the major capital cities, continually urged the colonial
governments and private British cable interests to extend their networks as
rapidly as possible. In Australia three major players - the colonial governments,
the metropolitan press and private sector commercial interests - were the major
beneficiaries of the new and expanding telegraph services in the 1860s
(Livingston 1996, pp. 50-51).
Livingston observes that the lobbying of commercial interests for extending the
telegraph related to extending both the telegraph and submarine cable network,
which indicates their holistic value. As a consequence of the necessity to link
strategic commercial information rapidly to major trading centres, national
networks of telegraphy required imperial connections with England.
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Conversely national telegraphic networks, however extensive, operating in a
global vacuum are of limited value. The response from governments in
establishing electrical communication between England and the Australasian
colonies introduces the political-economic complexity of mixing private cable
and public telegraph networks of the separate colonies. Add to that the
-

intercolonial rivalry for bridge traffic revenue obtained from owning the cable
termination points and the tensions in telecommunication policy making are
increased significantly. The limitations of the pioneering technology created
further stress in the trade in telegraphy services among the colonies also. For
example, South Australia and its Overland Telegraph Line (OTL) came under
constant criticism from other colonies for the number of breakdowns, and the
tariff rates (Harcourt 1987, p.118,). The multiple tensions evident from colonial
experiences of telecommunication services explain in part the inability for policy
makers to address issues of access and equity, which became significant later.
However, it may be argued that early references to telecommunication services
in the press described a technological expansionism of telegraphy in terms of
colonial development with axial links to 'mother England'. However,
understanding the limitations of achieving ubiquitous access in telegraphy
requires an appreciation of some of the unique characteristics of telegraphic
technology.
Telegraphy differs from telephony in form and function. Although the telegraph
shares the same macro function as the telephone as a device to facilitate
communication in the exchange of information across distance, the differences
between the two mediums are pronounced.
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First the telegraph in most situations requires the skills of a technically trained
intermediary3, a telegrapher, who translates messages using a binary morse co.de
switch. The first morse code messages were received as holes on strips of paper
(Wilson, 1994,p.32). As the requirement for speed increased and technical
efficiency increased, later receivers used sounders emitting short and long
sounds, dots and dashes, in various sequences, which constituted the alphabet
and abbreviated common signals. Later morse equipment printed code on strips
of paper, but more efficiently and fewer errors than the earlier hardcopy
incarnation. Both forms of the technology required the skills of telegraphers to
interpret the data, which limited the privacy of conversations. Furthermore,
early conversations in morse were not simultaneous, therefore restricting an
immediate response as required in verbal social interaction4. All of the above ,
describes a technology that is not well suited for widespread diffusion with the
purpose of making universally available. Consequently the telegraph had
limited interpersonal application in the social imagination. Nevertheless,
significant advances in technology gradually increased the social utility of the
telegraph (Bradley 1934, 21-24). After the introduction of telephony, telegraphic
applications changed to avoid direct competition between the technologies.
Despite its limited interpersonal value as a social instrument, the use of
telegraphy and its various applications grew as it allowed the widespread
dissemination of news. Of primary concern was its commercial and institutional
application. The telegraph dutifully carried data of stock prices, weather reports,
inter-colonial news, news of prison escapees, updates on the threat and progress
of wars, and other information of value around the country as the electric
network expanded rapidly.

3

Although Standage (1998 p.177) observes that technical developments in automatic

telegraphy deskilled the position.
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The narrative of nation building and community that framed the rollout of the
telegraph network as a continuing story of progress found enthusiastic
expression in the press and political speeches of colonial governments, which
received mutual benefit from its expansion. Moyal (1984) also records the
enthusiasm accorded the telegraph by the press soon after the invention's first
transmission in Australia. The editor of the Argus wrote in June 1853:
To us old Colonists who have left Britain long ago ... there is something very
delightful in the actual contemplation of this, the most perfect of modem
inventions. We call the electric telegraph the most perfect invention of modem
times ... as anything more perfect is scarcely conceivable, and we really begin to
wonder what will be left for the next generation upon which to expend the
restless enterprise of the human mind ... Let us set about electric telegraphy at
once (Moyal 1984, p. 17).
The excerpt illustrates the utopian fervour that accompanied the introduction of
the electric telegraph to Australia. Furthermore, the press excerpt framed the
telegraph as an invention that continues the project of modernity and progress,
and may even signify the final sum of human potential.
By 1866 all the colonies had some degree of inter colonial communication via the
electric telegraph except Western Australia (Moyal, 1984,p.27-28). In addition to
its later adoption of telegraphy, the first two ventures in Western Australia were
private initiatives (p.29-30) until their purchase by the colonial government in
1873.
Moyal (1984) observes the integrated approach to networked communication
utilities taken by respective colonial governments, which suggests a close
relationship between the postal and telecommunication policy:

4

However advances in technology introduced duplex telegraphy experiments in 1876.

Duplex telegraphy is the sending of two messages simultaneously, one in each direction.
In 1876 the line between Adelaide and Port Adelaide in South Australia became the first

duplex line used regularly (Bradley, 1934,p.21).
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Similar amalgamations between posts and telegraphs occurred in Victoria that
year [1867] and through the next decade in the other Colonies. But everywhere
the well-established practice of grafting telegraph (and later telephone) staffs
onto country and suburban post offices demonstrated the integral relationship of
communication services (p. 28).
The connection among the two public utilities is significant. Arguably, the
uniform tariff postal structure discussed later in this chapter influenced
governments and their bureaucrats in approaching telecommunication pricing
policies. Similarly, the relationship between the post office and telegraph
operations in other colonies was close. For example, in 1867 the New South
Wales PMG took control of the colony's Telegraph Department.
The OTL is a project that reinforces the nation building narrative of
telecommunications development. An explanation of the size and scope of
undertaking the transcontinental telegraph line will assist an understanding of
the size and scope of telecommunication national network projects in Australia.
Furthermore, the OTL is a useful case study that introduces recurring themes
around the interaction of technology, politics, and social settings that construct
general telecommunication policy.
The OTL as a symbol of nation building epitomises the strength and limitations
of national stories. Although the project was undertaken exclusively by the
South Australian government, it was later understood as the first national
project in Australia despite its completion in 1872, prior to Federation.
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The physical dimensions of the OTL share a similar magnitude as other later
projects such as the Ord River, Snowy Mountain River Power Scheme and
construction of the Nullabor Highway. The original line crossed more than three
thousand kilometres (eighteen hundred miles) reaching from Port Augusta in
the south to Port Darwin in the north and was completed in three stages. During
the twenty-three months of construction hundreds of men placed around 36,000
wooden poles and 60,000 insulators, as well as a number of iron poles imported
from England. (Taylor 1980 ,p.158).
In addition to the physical magnitude, the building of the OTL involved
political and commercial challenges that underlie the tensions of any long-term
national project. Social historians record the political tensions surrounding the
choice of the telegraph line's route (Clune 1955; Moyal 1984; Harcourt 1987;
Livingston 1996). The political tension arose from issues of control, transit
revenue and costs related to intercolonial use of the line.
International political, commercial and social links between Imperial Britain and
her 'homesick' colony principally drove the OTL' s construction, and were a
source of tension. Social historians record aggressive and at times bitter rivalry
between South Australia and Queensland in the quest to establish the line which
links Australia to a privately-owned submarine cable connecting with the rest of
the British Empire (Moyal 1984; Livingston 1996; Harcourt 1987). Both colonies
recognised the significant political and commercial strategic advantage that the
successful colony would enjoy as the terminating territory of the cable. As
Harcourt (1987) observes:
Queensland and South Australia each were determined to have direct access to
the cable, by landlines which would earn transit revenues from other colonies
and which would serve also, they hoped to encourage settlement in their
northern hinterlands (p.31).
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Similarly, Livingston (1996, p.49) observes the intercolonial rivalry for
terminating the cable, which would provide transit revenue from the other
colonies and promote settlement expansion. The practice of governments using
telecommunication revenues to facilitate settlement expansion may be viewed
as an early example of integrating economic and social agendas in relation to
building community. However, the social cohesion and expansion imperatives
facing each colonial government was a catalyst to intercolonial rivalry.
The intercolonial press exhibited colonial bias during the OTL's construction.
The media reported the contention between South Australia and Queensland
throughout the project. The Eastern seaboard media criticised what it saw as
'discord .. .introduced by the ill-timed ambition of South Australia to make all
messages from England come over its own lines' (Sydney editor 1870 in
Livingston 1996, p.71). In contrast, the South Australian press attacked the
timing and nature of the partisanship reporting by the Eastern seaboard media:

It is rather singular that the colonies which less than a twelve months ago
respectfully declined to interfere in the competition between Queensland and
South Australia, or lend a helping hand to either, should now exhibit such
solicitude on behalf of the Queensland route (Editor, The Adelaide Register, 1871
in Livingston 1996, p.81).
The excerpt indicates the media politicisation of the issue, themselves key
stakeholders in the telegraph services. Despite the tensions exhibited in the
media during the OTL' s construction, the conflict subsided for a time following
its completion.
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On the 22nd August 1872, the other colonies and associated media claimed the
OTL as a national project:
Now, messages transmitted from the UK could reach any Australian destination
within twenty-four hours. Both the Sydney and the Melbourne press hailed the
announcement and eulogised the telegraph-cable link as 'an instrument of
peace', which spread 'its ramifications over the surface of the whole world'. The
major dailies took an Australia-wide view. Indeed Australia was seen as
providing the 'the last great triumph in telegraphy'(Livingston 1996,p85).
Some of the telegrams printed in the South Australian Advertiser on the day
following the successful linking of the Northern section to the rest of the
Overland Telegraph line hint at national solidarity (The South Australian
Advertiser reprinted in Centenary of completion, Australian Post Office, 1972;
The Illustrated London News 1873, reprinted in Centenary of completion,

Australian Post Office 1972).
Arguably, Livingston makes the strongest link between the rhetoric of
nationhood and the.completed project. The Sydney press and commercial
interests simultaneously joined in the celebrations surrounding the completed
project, even adopting it partly. For example, one Sydney newspaper observed
with pride that fifty-six of the 210 men who worked on the project were from
New South Wales: 'so that this colony has furnished some contingent towards
this great national work' (Livingston 1996, p.87).
Harcourt also observes the mood of national celebration that followed the
project's completion:
Intercolonial jealousy and differences with the cable company were submerged
completely in celebration of the great event ... On 15 November celebratory
banquets were held not only in Adelaide and London, but also in Sydney, where
the occasion was described as the 'greatest and by far the most wonderful event
that has ever occurred in the history of this country' (Harcourt 1987,p.67).
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The titles of later publications that celebrate the project also indicate its seminal
status in the nation's history. For example, in 1973 the Associated Pulp and
Paper Mills Limited produced a series of publications that celebrated great
national projects. The sixth in the series is called, The Overland Telegraph Line. The

first national development project (APPM Limited, 1973).
Despite its significance as an international link, the OTL is only one of many
projects that contributed to the development of the national networks.
The vast territories of the Australian outback provided many other
opportunities for telegraphic feats of engineering. For example, Moyal observes
that the East-West line, between Albany in Western Australia and Adelaide,
which was completed in December 1877, represented another 'enterprise of epic
human and technological proportions' (1984,p. 57). As the second
transcontinental line, the technical challenges shared similarities and differences
with the earlier mammoth OTL. According to Moyal:
Begun in both colonies in April 1875, three years after the overland telegraph
line was complete, it derived much from the knowledge and experience acquired
on that feat. Yet many of its problems were local and distinct (1984, p.57).
The uniqueness of Australian geographic and climatic conditions, which vary
considerably across the vast land mass, create particular technical challenges,
which require locally tailored solutions. Australian technical pioneers made a
contribution to knowledge, recognised internationally, of electrical telegraphic
networks operating in harsh climates and terrain.
Despite the nation building rhetoric and joint colonial telegraphic projects such
as the East-West line, the colonies continued their rivalry, which arguably
impeded the growth of the national communication infrastructure for years.
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For example, the East West project, commonly known as the Eucla line, used
two different codes. Eucla in Western Australia, is close to the South Australian
border and operates as a terminal point for each Colony. However, the Eucla
telegraph station had two banks of telegraphers, which used two different
telegraph alphabets. Moyal observes that the decoded messages passed by hand
through a hole in a partition on handwritten notes for encoding in the respective
colony's telegraph alphabet (1984, p.60). Consequently, the growth of the
telegraphic network lacked a universal technical standard as demonstrated by
the refusal of the colonies to adopt a standard code of operation, which also
reflects a lack of cooperation. It wasn't until 1897 that Australia had a standard
code, the Continental (or universal) Morse Code.
A number of disputes arose among the colonial telegraph and cable users, as
well as public and private suppliers. Arguably, the cause of most disputes
involved issues related to supplier revenue opportunity and notions among
users of reasonable tariffs. Furthermore in December 1902, a rival
transcontinental cable organisation, the multi-government-owned Pacific Cable
Company offered a competing service in response to growing dissatisfaction
with the cable monopoly and calls for lower tariffs by some colonial
governments. Significantly, the disputes surrounding the international cable
agreements introduced multilayered public and private ownership
controversies that continue in contemporary Australian telecommunication
settings. Harcourt (1987) and Livingston (1996) record the intense intercolonial
rivalry that involved competition among international cable companies for
landing their cables in Australia at the end of the nineteenth century.
Arguably the intercolonial rivalry that is a significant characteristic in the
development of Australian telegraphy is an illustration of an early narrative of
competition in telecommunication policy.
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Despite the government ownership of infrastructure, the fragmented colonies
competed for lucrative termination points to international submarine cables.
This section discussed the advent of telegraphy in Australia and the political,
commercial, scientific and social contexts in which it developed. In addition, it
supports Livingston's claim that the origins of a national development narrative
in telecommunication policy preceded Federation as well as created conditions
that facilitated its advent. From the outset, it is argued telecommunication policy
is associated with contesting commercial and political interests as indicated in
the rivalry surrounding the development of the OTL. However, the cohesive
power of nation building symbolism is attested to in the press records
surrounding the project's completion. The popularisation of the OTL project in
popular accounts of its completion and significance helped establish the
tradition of seeing telecommunications as a key area of national development.

THE ADVENT OF TELEPHONY IN THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES

This section describ.es and analyses significant events related to the introduction
of telephony to Australia. In particular, the section addresses the socialising
influence of the new technology as a consequence of its operation, the impact of
telephone switching exchanges, and the institutional setting of the post office.
Furthermore, the relationships between the use and operation of the telegraph
and telephone, and emergent policies are analysed with a view to
understanding the interaction between the two technologies and institutions
that grew around them. For example, telegraph policy evolved primarily around
the demands of commerce and institutional applications. In contrast, from its
introduction the telephone emerged as a social instrument, used to facilitate
social interaction in the course of domestic life. Commercial applications grew
also, but the transformative power of the telephone was primarily social in
nature instead of commercial. Consequently, the telephone service emerged
primarily as a public good.
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The section also describes and analyses the emergence of early notions of the
telephone as an essential service and related concepts that encouraged its
diffusion through the Australian community. In particular, the dynamic
material contexts of community expectations, service accessibility to diverse
community groups, technical standards, affordability, and the socialparticipative aspects of the telephone service are discussed with the purpose of
describing and analysing the issues that inform later debates surrounding
universal service (Wilson and Goggin 1993).
Telephony came to Australia in 1878, less than two years after Alexander Bell's
discovery of a means to transmit the voice across low-voltage electrical lines.
Moyal {1984) observes that a number of professional and amateur scientists
enthusiastically experimented with the new technology (pp.72-75).
Early experiments in Australia amongst enthusiasts notwithstanding, the
telephone lacked major social application as a consequence of limited
connectivity. The first telephones were point-to-point instruments hardwired
between two fixed points. Consequently, apart from a few large commercial
interests, most found the expense of installing the telephone an unjustifiable
luxury. However, the invention of switching technology opened new social
possibilities and began the process of making the telephone an affordable
method of communication.
In 1880, similarly to the telephone, the Australian colonies established the first
telephone switched exchange approximately two years after its invention in
America. Exchanges introduced switching systems that multiplied the social
utility of the telephone by allowing users to cross-link with others on the
exchange. Another benefit of the exchange is its cost utility, which is reflected by
the reduction in wirelength between connections (Stradwick 1954, APOM, JuneJuly, p.21).
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Similar to the diffusion of subsequent telecommunication technologies,
telephone exchanges in Australia developed radially from the concentration of
coastal metropolitan centres to the less densely populated regional and remote
areas inland. In contrast, although the telegraph central offices originated and
terminated in the coastal cities, its utility value in Australia from the start came
from its ability to collapse distance across vast sparsely populated areas. The
telephone realised similar utility value with the advent of trunk lines.
In August, 1885 the world's first trunk line first trunk established between New
York and Philadelphia enabled interconnection between subscribers on distant
exchanges. Similarly in 1887, Australia opened its first trunk line between
Hobart and New Norfolk in Tasmania (ibid, p.22). As a consequence, the
network multiplier effed of service utility dramatically increased the overall
social and commercial value of the system. In other words, the more people on
the network, the greater the overall value of the network. The switched
exchange network described above forms the basic structure of modern
telecommunication networks, apart from the addition of new technologies,
which create faster, more efficient communication options Littlechild (1979)
describes the fundamental elements of a telephone network:
The switching centre is known ... as a telephone exchange ... The network of lines
connecting the telephone stations to the switching centre is called the local
network. .. Each path which is set up temporarily through the network for a
telephone call is called a connection (p.10).
The addition of smaller switching centres acting as satellites to central
exchanges increased efficiencies through the system by reducing the wire length
between subscribers.
Technical innovations continued to facilitate early telephony development
throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century in Australia and also
abroad.
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One innovation, the common battery exchange came to Australia fifteen years
after its first introduction in America in 1882 (ibid.). The common battery
exchange removed the need for batteries on the telephone to operate the system,
which increased technical reliability and reduced the cumbersome quality of
handsets.
The technical innovations in switching technology described above facilitated a
more ubiquitous dissemination of telecommunications throughout society than
the telegraph achieved previously. Significantly, the telegraph continued to
develop more extensive and robust global links instead of adapting to include
the switching innovations applied in telephony. Arguably, at the time switching
technology was not a priority for political and commercial users of the
telegraph. The primary markets required secure, reliable lines between limited
major nodes of commercial and political significance such as stock exchanges,
central trading centres and government offices.
As discussed in the previous section, the development of telegraph services in
the Australian colonies created the conditions that prepared the way for
telephony network development. The telegraph development foreshadowed the
centrality of network economics to all future telecommunication development as
well as, more directly, those issues related to universal service policy.
The process of building telecommunication infrastructure introduced some of
the complexities of network economics to colonial policy makers. For example,
network economics involves accounting for large capital investments in network
infrastructure (Littlechild, 1979). Wilson (2000) describes the uniqueness of
networked industries:
The telegraph and the telephone were not off-the-shelf consumer appliances.
Their operation and use required an extensive and highly coordinated network
of facilities.
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In this respect, the telegraph and the telephone were akin to other 'network'
industries such as the railroad, water, gas, and electric industries. These
industries share a common trait: they all entail very high initial costs related to
investment in essential infrastructure (p.9).
The requirement on colonial governments to engage with network economic
issues underscores aspects of operational similarity between the new and older
telecommunication technologies.
Despite broad similarities in network operation and related investment issues
between the telegraph and the telephone, the latter introduced a new paradigm
in electric communication. Unlike the primary political or commercial
instrumentalism attached to the telegraph, the telephone facilitated social
interaction. For example, the telephone removed the need for telegraphers to
encode and decode messages. However, the addition of switched exchanges
created the technical boost to facilitate the social revolution in communication,
which accompanied the telephone. The socialising impact of the telephone on
the public imagination is captured in the comments of an unknown journalist
writing in 1881. The telephone:
enabled a man (sic) sitting in his office to ask his bank manager for an overdraft,
order a coat from a tailor, and send his wife any reasonable excuse for his
non-appearance at home at the usual hour (unknown, Australian Sketche~ in
Moyal 1984,p. 75).
The comment illustrates the revolutionary social nature of the telephone and its
ability through switched exchanges to facilitate a ubiquitous connection for
diverse commercial and private activity. However, despite the increase in choice
of application, and diversity in users, the availability of the private telephone
remained the luxury of those sufficiently wealthy. Furthermore, most
subscribers lived in urban centres.
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Each subscriber paid for line connection, a maintenance fee per mile for the line
and for the telephone 'as recommended by the Department' (Moyal 1984,p78),
Public services such as the police, hospitals and fire brigades emerged early as
customers of the telephone. Moyal observes also that major cities such as
Melbourne established public telephone call boxes or public access to telephones
at exchange bureaux (p79).
Similarly to the telegraph, the establishment of telephone exchanges in the
Australasian colonies lacked early uniformity in ownership structure. For
example, the first exchange was a private venture between two inventorelectricians in Melbourne in September 1880. That same year, the Brisbane
Government established a central exchange at the General Post Office
(Stradwick, APO Journal, 1954, p. 21). In 1887, the Victorian Government,
sensing the emerging importance of telephony as a public utility, took over the
Melbourne exchange. The Victorian Government relocated the exchange from
the stock exchange also in what arguably constituted a symbolic and material
seal of public ownership of the utility.

In March 1882, public and private exchanges emerged in Sydney partly
as a consequence of the reluctance of E.C. Cracknell, the Director of NSW
Telegraphs, to embrace the new telephonic technology. Both exchanges
operated alongside each other until a fire destroyed the private exchange.
Consequently, the public exchange located at the General Post Office
underwent expansion for taking over all switching (Moyal, 1984,p. 78). In
1883, South and Western Australia established publicly owned exchanges
also. Despite the entrepreneurial attempts of some to maintain the
telephone network as private commercial ventures, by 1887 the
respective Colonial governments owned all switching exchanges
throughout Australia.
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However, as discussed earlier, intercolonial rivalry among some Governments
for lucrative international telegraphic termination points as well as the prized
bridging traffic routes, created suspicion among policy makers instead of
cooperation. Consequently, the public ownership of telephony infrastructure
prior to Federation did little to unify policy at an intercolonial level.
Furthermore, the lack of trunk connection in telephony prior to 1888 did not
facilitate uniformity in design or operation.
Moyal (1984) describes the Colonial communication systems as 'hotch-potch,
disjointed and uncoordinated in their intercolonial relationships' 5:
They differed in their rates of progress, in the instruments and equipment they
adopted, in their codes and training facilities, and in the very titles and
responsibilities of their senior officials (p.87).
Livingston (1996, p. 14) is not as dismissive of the integration of early
communication policy among colonial governments. He argues intensive
negotiation occurred at a number of intercolonial, and Post and Telegraph
conferences among ·politicians, and senior public administrators. According to
Livingston, the conferences, beginning in 1867 and stretching more than thirty
years, led progressively to establishing an integrated telecommunication
approach that culminated in the push for Federation, which occurred in 1901.

5

Moyal uses the description to create a parallel with similar uneven development in the

Australian railway system. Livingston disputes the comparison as overly simplistic and
argues that the development of railways occurred much later (Livingston, 1996, 14).
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Notwithstanding the long-term consequence of national unity, material gains in
unified service outcomes were unspectacular and slow coming as Moyal's
reference to fragmented telecommunication policies among the colonies
indicates. However, Livingston observes in relation to uniform tariffs the
delegates reached agreement at the Post and Telegraph intercolonial conference
in 1883. At the conference, all colonies accepted 'uniform mail rates for
intercolonial packets and parcels, and for intercolonial telegraph rates'
(Livingston 1996,p. 112). In spite of resolution of some issues, arguably the
rhetoric surrounding the need for unified policy approaches carried more
symbolic force than material consequence in the short term. For example,
journalists describing the 1895 Post and Telegraph conference criticised the
intercolonial rivalry concealed by a thin veneer of unity:
Though pretending to be harmonious, the heads of the several departments seem
to devote themselves at their conferences to trying to score at each others'
expense (unknown, The Argus 1895 in Livingston 1996, p.113).
Notwithstanding the tensions, the continual retelling of the need for adopting a
national narrative facilitated the creation of a political environment sympathetic
to Federation.

THE ADVENT OF THE PMG DEPARTMENT

On 1st March 1901, the administration of postal and telecommunications services
passed to the newly federated Commonwealth Government of Australia. Under
Part V of the Commonwealth Constitution Act of Australia 1990, Section 51
empowered the Federal Government:
to make laws for the peace, order, and good government for the Commonwealth
with respect to(v) the postal, telegraphic and other like services (cited in Crisp 2000, p.475).
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Federation has symbolic and material significance to emergent concepts of
telephony as an essential service and related issues in telecommunication. For
example, projected symbolic narratives of nationhood linked to telegraphic
progress in the previous ten years by politicians and the colonial press found
material substance in Federation. Similarly, Federation provided the material
context to establish a unified telecommunication network that standardised
equipment and procedures.
At the time of Federation, approximately one hundred exchanges connected
some 24,000 lines to about 32,000 telephone instruments distributed among a
population of 3.3 million. Consequently, telephone penetration numbered less
than one per hundred Australians (Moynihan 1990, p.1).
The PMG Department was one of the original seven federal departments, along
with External Affairs, Home Affairs, Treasury, Trade and Customs, Defence,
and Attorney-General's. The aggregation of all previous colonial state-owned
postal and telecommunication Departments created a communications monolith
that required uniform and organisations and structure. Moyal (1984, p.88)
observes 'even at its birth the new body was a giant'. The combined networks,
capital equipment and almost 16,000 staff, who accounted for 90 per cent of the
Commonwealth Government's workforce, easily created the largest federal
department with assets valued at six million pounds (PMG 1969 p.11; Moyal
1984, p.88). Similarly to other newly federated central agencies, the PMG
Department, and its public face identity, the Australian Post Office, required an
organising structure of hierarchies and operations.
Political oversight rested with the Postmaster General, a member of Parliament
and of the Cabinet, who oversaw the department of the same name. Under the
Postmaster General came the permanent head of the PMG Department, who
oversaw the Central Office administration, which directed the six Deputy
Generals representing the six states. The Federal Department inherited assets
valued at 6 million pounds and the services of ten thousand permanent officers
(PMG, 1969, p.11).
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On 1t January 1901, the Hon J.G. Drake received the appointment as the
Postmaster General after replacing Sir John Forrest's two-week tenure in the
office. Drake held the position for two and a half years during which he faced
resistance to postal and telecommunications reform from State Governments as
well as within the leadership of the newly formed PMG Department. For
example the internal and external political powerplays delayed the
implementation of uniform postage and telecommunications policies that
foreshadowed later universal service policy initiatives.
Next in the PMG hierarchy came the Secretary of the PMG, the most senior
permanent office holder of the Department and most responsible for the daily
operations. Approximately five months after the formation of the PMG office,
Robert Townley Scott received the appointment as Secretary. Scott operated as
head of the Department until he retired in 1910 (PMG, 1969,p.11). Under the
Secretary came the six State and Territory heads of operations formerly, the
Director Generals of Post and Telegraphs. Their attitude to the role and status of
Secretary is perhaps indicated by their titles within the new regime. The
appellations Deputies Postmaster General renders invisible any office between
them and the PMG. The internal tension within the internal management
structures of the PMG Department is discussed later in the section. External
political tensions also surrounded the PMG.
Vigorous political debate within the Federal Parliament surrounded the terms of
structure and operation of the PMG. The opposition advocated the institution
should operate on commercial lines with open access for competitors. In
contrast, the Barton Liberal protectionist government maintained the institution
should operate as a natural monopoly, therefore adopting British and European
practices (Moyal, 1984,p.90). In stating the government position reaffirming a
publicly owned natural monopoly position, the PMG argued ownership
structures affected the diffusion of telegraphy and telecommunication
technologies throughout the community. In particular, Drake questioned the
willingness of private enterprise to exploit new technology to future markets if it
threatened revenue raised through selling older technology to present markets:
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... a telegraph monopoly ... enables us to look ahead; take advantage of every
innovation, and adapt it to the benefit of the public. (If the telegraph service had
been in the hands of a private proprietor, he noted) I am inclined to think that it
would have fought against the introduction of the telephone
service ... Instead ... the Postal Department, having the monopoly welcomed the
telephone system, and assisted, to a great extent, in making the invention of
practical value to the community (Drake 1901 inMoyal 1984, p. 90).
Drake's advocacy of a natural monopoly dominated policy within the life of the
PMG Department. In addition to the principle of natural monopoly, a public
service orientation emerged as the second policy fundamental to the operation
of the PMG Department. However, as discussed above, it is evident from the
Parliamentary debates that competition functioned as a counter narrative to the
dominant narrative of national development. Furthermore, opinion differed
surrounding the form that a national development approach should take.
The Post Office: A Public Service Culture

Two views of the Australian Post Office (APO) informed political debate
surrounding its role and function, and how it should deliver services to the
community. At first, Senator Drake resisted a public service orientation for the
new federal communication department. Although the PMG advocated a
natural public monopoly ownership and operational structure for the Post
Office, he supported the commercial argument that the department ought to be
'run on business lines'. However, Senator Best favoured operational policies that
reflected a stronger 'service-oriented department' focus:
We have here a vast undeveloped continent ... and a duty to render to those who
do not crowd themselves into cities. We ought to offer them every possible
facility with a view to making their lives as agreeable as possible (Best, 1901 in
Moyal, 1984, pp. 90-91).
As Moyal observes, 'Best articulated the concept of service to the bush', which
underpins the raison d'etre for universal service policies that emerged later.
However, Best was one of many advocating the equitable extension of post and
telecommunication services throughout the continent (HR, 1901, 14t1 19t1 20 th
1
,

1
,

August, pp.15110-15225 ).
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In the Commonwealth House of Representatives later that year, while
debating the Post and Telegraph Rates Bill, Mr Wilks, the Member for
Dalley, also advocated a public service view of the Post Office, which
included establishing robust rural networks:
But, in my view, the postal service was never intended to be a money
making concern. It was intended to provide facilities for bringing the
country into proximity with the cities, and for giving the inhabitants of
the rural districts as far as possible, some of the facilities of city life ...
(HR 1901, p.15194).
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Wilks expresses the hope that communication services may be used to remove
barriers between urban and rural dwellers as well as provide equitable access to

facilities. The record of debates at the time referred to facilities, which included
postal, telegraphic, and telephone services generally, unless specific
technologies of communication were addressed. It is significant that
telecommunication policy emerged in the context of postal and telegraphic
debates. Arguably the social, political, commercial and technological contexts of
the Post Office framed the emergent telecommunication policy. Furthermore,
the debates addressing the rates legislation at the time introduce the material
contexts of telecommunication policy as well as the narratives that frame
universal service and related concepts.
In addition to the political ferment that surrounded the relationship between the
PMG and political peers, Drake faced tensions from within the Department with
his own permanent office heads, formerly the State Director Generals of Post
and Telegraphs. The internal tensions and consequent lack of uniformity
delayed the realisation of aspirations for uniform operations within the PMG
Department.
Uniformity in goals and processes emerged as the first priority for the newly
Federated centralised communications institution instead of internal political
unity within the department. Years of fragmented development within the
disparate colonial postal and telegraph departments created unique cultures,
processes and policy priorities that required coordination under the new
national regime. Perhaps naively, the PMG and his permanent head, the
Department Secretary, attempted to implement uniform policies before
establishing unity within management of the institution. Moyal describes a
political environment within the old leadership of the Colonial Post and
Telegraph departments that resented the federal challenge to their fiefdoms:
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Colonial Postmasters- General, accustomed to power and position in their own
bailiwicks, entered the Commonwealth with reluctance. 'It is with much regret',
RA Sholl, Western Australia's Postmaster- General conveyed his unhappiness in
his last report to his Colonial Secretary, 'that I am compelled to sever my official
relations with the State Government' (1984, p.88).
She describes similar sentiments from PMGs representing South Australia and
New South Wales.
Internal management tensions coupled with continuing resistance to federalism
from some State politicians explains partly the retardation of national
communication development in the first eight years of the PMG, leading
eventually to a Royal Commission of all communication services in 1908. Some
of the complexities surrounding internal and external political issues faced by
the PMG Department at the time are illustrated in the Federal Government's
attempt to implement uniform pricing policies.
Uniform Pricing Policy: A Precursor of Universal Service
Arguably Federation was necessary but not politically sufficient to establish
uniform policies throughout the Commonwealth. Federation should have
facilitated a politically unified environment and national jurisdiction for the
introduction of uniform pricing policies in relation to all communication
technologies and known methods of distribution. 6 •

6

In addition to post and telecommunication, the reference to other services refers

primarily to emergent wireless technologies (Moyal, 1984,p.109; Livingston, 1996).
Moyal observes it was common for lawyers and politicians at the time to be informed of
the latest scientific theories and technological developments.
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However, a number of barriers required overcoming before the Australian
community would experience the political, commercial and social opportunities
that uniform pricing would bring. The barriers were political, social, technical
and physical. They included previous colonial pricing policies, political
relationships, lobbying by press for postage subsidies, lobbying by charity
groups for concessions, technical limitations surrounding telegraphy,
addressing converging technologies, physical restrictions as a consequence of
Australia's harsh geography, and sparsity of population in the interior.
Uniform pricing policies were not universally advocated. Political debates
(HR, 1901, 141\ 191\ 20 th August, pp.15110-15225) reveal that uniform policies
would not benefit all States equally. Some argued their States would lose with
the implementation of uniform pricing policies. Others argued that there was
nothing uniform or universal in terms of equitable justice in relation to the
proposed policies.

The Debates Surroun_ding the Post and Telegraph Rates Act
Arguably, the Commonwealth Government demonstrated creeping
incrementalism with the Commonwealth Post and Telegraph Rates Act 1902, which
fixed uniform rates in postage of telegrams and newspaper postage only.
Despite Government preferences for national uniform pricing policy, its
universal application to essential services required legislative teeth enacted
eight years later to repeal State rates and regulations.
Prior to the legislation each state received the difference between monies
received by the PMG Department and expenses incurred. The policy emerged in
the Australian Constitution as an effort by legislators to allow the smooth
transition of state to federal jurisdiction of financial management of the nation at
its nascent stage.
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Known as the 'book keeping' period, the era had a sunset clause of ten years
after Federation. Furthermore the book keeping period included the operation of
the Braddon clause, named after the mover, Edward Braddon. The Constitution
makers included it as clause 89 in the Constitution, which restricted
Commonwealth flexibility in post office tariffs and other Federal institutions
that required infrastructure funding. Critics called the policy the Braddon blot
claiming the policy was too financially restrictive on the new Federal
Government. For example, national telecommunication planning and
infrastructure lacked funding at the federal level. The failure to first repeal State
legislation, and complete the book keeping period caused some of the
Government's critics among the opposition to claim the 1902 legislation as
premature:
In many respects the measure is one which it would have been better to delay.

Although it gives us a modicum of reform in certain directions, the attempt to
secure uniformity, and that real reform which is demanded right through the
service, is almost premature ... Until the book keeping sections cease to operate
we cannot deal with the question of Post and Telegraph rates in the manner we
would like (HR 1902 p.15195)
The delayed implementation of uniform pricing is an example of the
jurisdictional tensions that surrounded national policies in the early years
following Federation.
Notwithstanding the retardation in legislation related to uniform postage
pricing, it is argued that early concepts of equitable access evolved in
telecommunications as a consequence of the PMG's department taking
responsibility for formulating integrated_ telephony and postage services policy
following Federation.
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Furthermore, parliamentary debates related to the ubiquitous delivery of
postage throughout Australia led policy makers to conceptualising the
dissemination of telegraphic and telephony services in a similar manner. It is
argued tariff structures between the two disparate communication services
shared similarities also. For example, House of Representative debates in
relation to the Post and Telegraph Bill 1902 illustrate the integrated approach to
communication policy taken by many politicians:

MR Wilks (Dalley): I do not pretend to thoroughly understand the Bill; but the
honorable gentleman who represents the PMG is apparently prepared to allow
his own State, and also NSW to suffer in order to obtain uniformity. I do not
intend to vote for a measure which intended to make the PO a money-making
concern. My concern is that we ought to reduce the post and telegraph charges,
and also the rents of telephones, to a minimum. When the telephone rents were
reduced in NSW, the service increased a hundred-fold; and a similar result
would follow throughout the Commonwealth. Experience has shown that as
services of the kind are cheapened they expand and become more and more
revenue producip.g. To NSW the proposed uniformity simply means increase of
taxation. The Victorian people, through the astuteness of their representatives,
managed at the period of transition, to obtain the benefits of penny postage from
which NSW is now debarred. That advantage is now being enjoyed by the
people of Victoria not at their own expense, but at the expense of the people of
the Commonwealth (HR 1902, p.15195).
The comments by Wilks, who later chaired the Royal Commission on Postal
Services, reveal the complexity that faced politicians representing their various
States in their efforts to address ubiquity and uniform postage and
telecommunication services. As indicated, uniform pricing policies did not reach
all States contemporaneously.
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As a consequence of the intent of politicians to disrupt colonial policy
minimally, some States emerged from Federation with more benefits for their.
constituents than others. For example, Victoria adopted uniform pricing across
the colony prior to Federation and consequently could maintain the policy after
1901. In contrast, other States had not instituted uniform policy prior to
Federation and lacked the jurisdictional power to legislate the initiative
unilaterally after 1901. Consequently, as Wilks observes, for a time, the other
States subsidised postal services to Victorians.
Although old colonial tensions among the eclectic ranks of PMG Department's
senior staff hampered planning and implementation of uniform policies, the
management expressed universal agreement for the principle of uniformity.
The policy response by the Federal Government to the complicating contexts
surrounding uniform pricing policies may be read in different ways. It could be
argued that the Barton Liberal Protectionist Government attempted creeping
incrementalism to implement uniform policy. For example, the Post and

Telegraph Rates Act made no attempt to introduce universal penny postage, for
which some of the larger States lobbied. Furthermore, contrary to the inference
in title, the legislation made no attempt to address postage rates at all, except to
impose a uniform charge on newspaper carriage postal services.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON POST AL SERVICES

The Royal Commission on Postal Services of 1908 remains one of the most
comprehensive inquiries into postal and telecommunication services in
Australia.
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The Commission report provides an extensive overview of the material and
symbolic contexts that influenced the PMG Department and the delivery of
telecommunication services. Furthermore, as a consequence of its wide-ranging
powers of investigation, the Royal Commission represents a candid portrayal of
the perceptions and actions of senior politicians, technocrats, and bureaucrats
that escape the investigative scope of less authoritative bodies. Arguably, the
inquiry emerged as a site where diverse institutional and social agendas
contested for legitimacy. Consequently, the 1908 Royal Commission is a rich
resource of data that contains multiple perspectives, which may inform policy in
contemporary telecommunication settings. Some of the concepts that underpin
debates surrounding universal service emerge from the inquiry and are
discussed in some detail. Furthermore, this section analyses the work and report
of the Commission with a view to demonstrating that multiple narratives are
used to frame postal and telecommunications policy.

Purpose and Background
The Commission's impetus came in March 1908 from a parliamentary cabinet
committee's adverse findings into the state of Australian postal services
(Moyal 1984, p.97). Prior to the Royal Commission, the organisation of the PMG
Department appeared in disarray. Moyal (1984) describes the planning and
operational problems that plagued the giant bureaucracy since Federation:
As a department of State, however, the PMG had reached the doldrums by 1907.
Lack of planning, tension between the States' deputy Postmasters-General and
the central administration, and the inexperience of politicians in dealing with the
running of a complex but unco-ordinated (sic) technical instrumentality, exposed
conditions close to chaos (p.96).
Poor telecommunication service, long delays for connection, excessive service
charges, inter-State interdepartmental rivalry among senior management and
limited funds for infrastructural development from Treasury, and excessive
ministerial intervention include some of the chief complaints against the
Government in relation to the PMG Department's operation.
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In June 1908, the Governor-General acting on the authorisation of the Deakin
Protectionist Government, appointed the Commissioners. Only four of the seven
original appointees remained until the completion of the twenty-seven month
inquiry, and to sign the tome of a report. The four Commissioners included
MHRs: William Wilks, D. Storrer; William Webster, and Senator Hugh de
Largie. Wilks chaired the committee after replacing MHR Cook, who held the
position for six months. Moyal (p.97) observes most politicians demonstrated
reluctance to join the committee.
The Royal Commission on Postal Services reported its findings and
recommendations to the Australian Parliament in Melbourne on the 5th October
1910. The inquiry took more than two years and occupied 228 sittings held
throughout all states and territories. The Commissioners interviewed more than
190 witnesses representing diverse government,, commercial and community
organisations, as well as unaffiliated expert individuals, including the inventor
of the telephone, Dr. Alexander Graham Bell. The Commissioners made 175
recommendations related to 'administrative, postal, and technological matters'
(Moyal 1984,p.100), which reveal intense dissatisfaction with service standards,
management practices and funding structures at the time.

Terms of Reference
The terms of reference of the Royal Commission were broad and covered five
principle areas:
1. Management;
2. Finance;
3. Organisation, including discipline;
4. Extensions in country districts, and particularly in remote or sparsely
populated parts of the Commonwealth; and
5. Complaints in relation to the service (Report 1910,p.7).
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The final Report from the Royal Commission identified the cause of the chaos in
the failure of Government to institute an audit of all Colonial postal services
prior to passing into federal control:
Your Commissioners consider that before the Post and Telegraph Bill was
submitted to Parliament a Royal Commission should have been appointed to
inquire into and report upon the management and financial position of the
services, including valuation of properties and bookkeeping systems, and also
upon the advisability of obtaining the assistance of an independent organiser of
exceptional ability, with experience in controlling Post and Telegraph affairs on a
large scale,-to advise the Government as to the best method to adopt in
amalgamating six different Departments into a homogeneous whole (Report
p.9).
In other words, the federation of State postal services was premature. Most
problems identified by the Commission fell into one of two categories as
indicated above: a) systems of external control factors; and, b) internal senior
management. Both significantly influence the conceptualisation and
implementation of delivering services to the community.

The Control System

External power controlling the PMG Department came principally from the
exercise of Commonwealth legislation that allowed Ministerial intervention,
other Commonwealth Departments and their respective Secretaries, and the
Commonwealth Public Service Commissioner, to influence PMG policy in
relation to funding and expanding its facilities, and staff appointments.
However, the Commission observes that despite having the power to interfere
with PMG Department policy, the other Departments carried none of the
responsibility for efficiency. Consequently, the other Departments carried the
power, yet lacked responsibility for outcomes (Report p.9).
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The first influence came from the Postmaster General, as empowered by the Post

and Telegraph Act 1901. The Act authorised the Minister to administer and
control the Department and delegate that authority at his discretion. However,
according to witnesses testifying before the Commission, since Federation, the
respective PMGs exercised excessive intervention in the operation of the daily
operations of the Department, which resulted in regular undermining of the
Central Executive and Deputy Secretaries' authority. The Commissioner cites
the Minister's interference with Departmental pricing policy as an example:
The baneful influence of ill-considered interference in administration by the
Ministerial Head is strikingly illustrated by the alteration of the telephone rates
in 1907, by the Minister of the time, in opposition to the advice of his
administrative and technical officers. The disregard of the effects of such drastic
innovations is detrimental to the carrying out of a continuous and definite
policy, even if formulated by the Central Executive (Report 1910, p.15).
The Commission blamed Ministerial interference for a lack of coherence and
consistency in policy. Furthermore, the lower telecommunication prices that
emerged from the Ministers intervention resulted in services running below
cost, which led to excessive financial losses in telecommunication services. In
addition to financial losses through poor pricing of services, the Department
lacked the funds to improve services.
The Treasurer had control of the PMG Department finances, by virtue of his
control of the expenditure of Commonwealth funds. Furthermore, the
Permanent Secretary of the Department exercised a special parsimony in
relation to the PMG Department's network maintenance and aspirations for
expansion (Moyal 1984, p.92). Again, the_Commission criticised the excessive
interference in PMG operations by an outside influence:
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With reference to the question of funds, your Commissioners consider that the
Treasurer is not the financial expert of the Post and Telegraph Department,
because it is impossible for him to have a thorough grasp of the financial needs
of the Department. fu view of this, the assumption of all power by the Treasurer
in regard to the expenditure of the Post and Telegraph Department is a striking
instance of one authority holding power, and another authority being compelled
to assume responsibility. Such a policy has had the effect of depriving the Post
and Telegraph Department of the power to carry out its responsibilities (Report
1910 p.33).

The observation indicates the contrast in technocratic priorities between
engineers designing long-term robust networks and treasury officials
responsible for the financial well-being of the Commonwealth. It must be
remembered that at the time Australia faced the continuing effects of both: a)
the 1890's recession; and, b) the Braddon clause of the Constitution, which
starved the Federal Government of funds to expand its infrastructure.
Other Commonwealth legislation entailed further external influences with
power over the Postal Department. The Commonwealth Public Service Act 1902
empowered the Commonwealth Public Service Commissioner with the
authority to appoint and promote PMG Department staff, which significantly
constrained internal PMG Departmental policy, and destabilised staff
confidence and security. The action of the Commonwealth legislation facilitated
a bureaucratic hierarchy that restricted the Postal Department from pursuing its
own policies. Furthermore, it is argued that the legislation legitimised the
actions of other Commonwealth departments in using their own technocratic
narratives to influence postal policy. For example, the Treasury officials
employed the rhetoric of economic efficiency demonstrated by the 'responsible'
allocation of resources throughout the State system based on the expertise of
economic theory.
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The Perceptions of the Secretary of the PMG Department
The Commission interviewed Robert Townley Scott Secretary of the PMG
Department on 15 July, 1908. For a variety of reasons, Scott faced a tumultuous
time as head of the giant bureaucracy. From testimony received during the
Inquiry, Moyal lists personal and political causes of the conflict: limited
administrative skills; factional tensions from displaced colonial PMGs; and
Drake's tendency to intervene in public disputes, consequently by-passing his
permanent head, which diminished the authority of the office. In their executive
summary, the Commissioners identify each of the issues. The summary is
scathing in its criticism both of management roles and processes within the
PMG, and pressures of control from outside:
Your Commissioners during their inquiry into the management of the Post and
Telegraph Department, discovered defects which were due to lack of efficient
management as distinct from the system of control, and also defects which were
inherent in the system.
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In framing this Report endeavours have been made to broadly separate the
defects of system from those of management. It is evident that an inferior
system, even under sound management, would make for an indifferent service.
When however, an inferior system is associated with a weak and limited
management, the results are disastrous (Report 1910 p.9).
The repetition of the mechanical metaphor defect describes inherent faults of
design and continuing errors in management. As a compounding consequence,
the PMG suffered from serious inefficiency. In general, the PMG department's
system of control suffered from excessive political and interdepartmental
bureaucratic interference. Despite criticism of Scott's performance as Secretary
of the Department, the report acknowledges the difficulty facing even the most
astute administrator or managing under the external control system conditions
at the time.
The Commission questioned the PMG permanent head about community
concerns regarding the poor levels of telephone service. In reply, Scott blames a
wrong public perception of service payments that viewed service costs as an
imposed tax as part of the reason for the Department's financial condition
(Minutes 1910, p.17). Scott also claimed that telecommunication charges were set
below an operational level:
341. 1 think the telephone rates and rentals have been cut down below a paying
rate for an absolutely good service.
342. On the other hand has not the lowering of the rates had the effect of
increasing the revenue from these services?

- If they do not pay, the greater the business the greater the loss. I do not wish to
be misunderstood. Two years ago the system was undermanned (sic), and the
lines were also obsolete. They might be made to pay at low rates if a heavy
liability were not incurred in order to rehabilitate them. The new switchboard for
Melbourne will cost 44,000 [pounds](p.17).
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Scott's comments address the argument posed by politicians, the press and other
commercial interests that lower tariffs, leads to increases in traffic, which results
in increasing profits. According to Scott, the supply of services are below
marginal cost, with the disastrous business consequence of losses increasing in
proportion to traffic. In response, the Commissioner considers that an
improvement in service standards may increase profitability, which leads the
Secretary to challenge the validity of framing the Post Office as a commercial
profit-seeking operation. The Secretary uses 'profitability' to suggest another
sense-making story incorporating a technocratic frame of 'efficiency' to
underpin a national development narrative. The national development narrative
is supported financially on cross-subsidisation principles with assistance from
Treasury:
347. You recognise that the efficiency of the Postal Department must not be
impaired for the sake for making a profit?
-Yes.
348. It exists for convenience as well as to produce a revenue?
For convenience within certain limits. If the Department suffered a heavy loss
relief has to be sought from the Treasury to make good the general loss.
349. Then the paying services rendered in the more populated centres should
pay for those in the more sparsely populated districts?
That is my opinion - expend the profits made in large centres in the outlying
districts (p.17).
Scott's comments reflect the growing feeling among senior bureaucrats and
technocrats within the PMG Department that reliable and expanding postal and
telecommunication services depended on cross-subsidisation policies with
buffered support from Treasury to recover excessive losses. He cited Australia's
unique geophysical and demographic features as the primary reasons for
advocating internal rebalancing and external funding:
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350. Do you think it is fair to draw a comparison between the conditions in Great
Britain and Australia- a country of small distances and dense population, and a
country of long distances and sparse population?
I do not think so. I know of no country where the conditions are the same as they
are in Australia with its magnificent distances and sparse population.
351. Assuming that the Postal Department in Australia is a more extensive
concern than that of any other part of the world, that is a disadvantage?
That is a great difficulty in itself ...
356. Do I understand that the telegraphic and telephonic systems are unpayable,
and a drag on the Department?
I could not say without inquiry. In my opinion the telegraphic system is not
paying, taking into consideration the long lines that have to be built, as by
lowering the rate we have increased the facilities.
357. Has not the lowering of the rates increased the number of people who send
telegrams?
Yes, but it does not pay the Department.
358. Then the telegraph and telephone systems are non-payable?
I do not think the telephones are non-payable. Sometimes a very considerable
profit is made on lines run on the condenser system.
359. Generally speaking, the telephone system is a payable one?
Yes, with regard to the condenser system.
360. What is to prevent the Department still further reducing the telephone
rates?
I think that would be a mistaken policy. Take a case in point. One can speak by
telephone over a distance for 2d., for three minutes, which would cost Is. by
telegram.
361. Then you want to crush the telephones and work the telegraph lines?
No, I do not.
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362. By Mr Salmon- Is the cost the same?

-The cost is less, because the operating expenses are lower for the telephones. At,
the same time, it adversely affects the revenue from the telegraph lines (p.17).
The reference to 'crush' and 'work' respectively is significant. The implication is
that a carrier controlling access to both technologies through one line could
sabotage one service to protect another. Excessive price-penetration policies on
telephony would eventually make the service unsustainable. Consequently, a
failed telephony service would force subscribers back to the telegraph. Scott
denied the accusation, countering with the claim that telephony operating
expenses were lower, which justified lower rates to the pubic. However, the
claim is made in the context that in 1908 most telecommunication services
operated on short distance networks around metropolitan and urban centres.
The discussion relating pricing strategies to more than a single service offered
across a single line introduces an early example of the complexities of bundling
service. Bundling in telecommunication continues to influence regulators and
carriers in policies which affect aspects of universal service. The discussion of
bundling is beyond the narrative focus of this thesis.
John Hesketh, the PMG Department's Chief Electrical Engineer and only senior
manager within the Melbourne headquarters, appeared several times in front of
the Commission. His testimony informed both the criticisms of the current
policies and relationships, and future recommendations. Significantly, his
position and function attracted none of the Commission's criticism.
Hesketh advocated measured service tariffs before the Commissioners. He
challenges the media claims that toll charges will reduce the number of
telephone subscribers. Furthermore, he claims that a measured system is more
equitable as an instrument of distributive justice:
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Para 11780: It has been urged in some daily papers that the introduction of the
measured service system will result in an immediate reduction in the number of
telephone users. This is contrary to experience. Over the whole world, wherever
such a change has been made it has been followed by a great increase in the
number of telephone users. At present the telephone is the privilege of the
classes. It should be available for the masses. It is impossible to evade the issue
that the present rates are a compromise, and that the larger user gains at the
expense of the smaller. The proposed rates are an endeavour to adjust the
burden according to the benefits (p.417).
Hesketh uses a social rights narrative to advocate the virtue of a measured
system and uses the polemic of a social advocate decrying the present injustice
to 'the masses'. Although a toll tariff existed at the time, for Hesketh it was no
more than a token attempt at measured system policy as indicated by excessive
free calls, which favoured wealthy commercial interests. Hesketh presents
fourteen free daily calls as the fair mean for Sydney and Melbourne subscribers.
Consequently, he argues:
Para 11780. Any·telephone user who makes more than the above number of calls
daily gets more than he pays for, while the subscriber who does not make as
many calls as the above average pays for someone else's bill (p.418).
Hesketh provides substantial international evidence to support this argument
that telephonic rates are too low. For example, at the time Australians making
two thousand calls up to two miles from an Exchange paid at least half the rates
of those charged in London, Germany, and New York (p.419).
Hesketh's appearance at the inquiry raises significant technical and social issues
surrounding the adoption of new communication technologies. The dialogue
between the Commission and Hesketh indicates complex interrelationships of
social use and technical application related to the telephone and telegraph
networks. At times, Hesketh emphasises the complementarities between the two
technologies particularly in regard to technical innovations that allow mutual
application of telegraphic and telephony services on the same infrastructure. An
example of a complementing technology is the condenser system of telephony
alluded to in the example above that discusses bundling.
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The condenser system allows telephony across telegraph lines. Furthermore
both applications may be used simultaneously. However, the operation of the
condenser system favours one or the other technology, and the line is easily
overloaded. At other times, the attempt to complement the operation of both
technologies creates competition between the choice of telephony and
telegraphy instead. The telegraph switchboard or concentrator is an example of
a technical innovation that entered into direct competition with the telephone as
the device delivered exchange functions that had the potential to displace
telephony local networks. However, Hesketh observes that cost-saving benefits
to subscribers of cheaper telegraphic traffic between suburban telegraphic
switching exchanges would eventually be outweighed by more versatile
telephonic options (p. 11521). Furthermore, he observes that the unique features
of Australia's size and sparseness create conditions which influence the design
of infrastructure in ways that reduce the benefits of telegraphic switching. For
example the system is used extensively in Belgium where the nation is almost
small enough to allow universal direct telegraph lines (Minutes p.405J).
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The relationship between telegraphy and telephony illustrates the relationship
between complementary and competing products. It also introduces a pluralistic
policy approach to universal service across postage, telegraphic and telephonic
technologies. The changing relationship from complementing to competing
roles between the two technologies explains the telegraph's eventual demise as a
medium of popular communication. However, at the time of Hesketh's
comments the telegraph performed a distinctly separate function as the
instantaneous long-distance communication technology. Conceptually, the
Australian telephone network was in its infancy in contrast to the national and
international telegraph network. Telephone systems were a conglomerate of
disconnected State networks, apart from the Sydney-Melbourne trunk line,
which linked the New South Wales' system to the Victorian network in 1907.
However the next intercapital trunk line, between Melbourne and Adelaide,
wasn't established until 1914 (Stradwick, 1954, p. 22). The retardation of the
telephonic network's growth at an interconnected national level is explained
partly by the cheaper service offered through the more established telegraph
service. Furthermoi:e, as discussed earlier in the chapter, from its inception in
Australia, the telegraph is identified as a long distance medium of
communication.

Profit-making or Service Charter
Arguably, a fundamental aspect of nation wide service availability and related
concepts involves balancing commercial and non-commercial priorities. The
degree of emphasis on profit-making services emerged as a major point of
contention among the witnesses during the Commission. Some felt the
provision of Post Office services should be based on profitability alone.
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Others believed that the Post Office served a national and community
development focus that outweighed concerns of financial viability altogether ..
Similar polarisation surrounding the financial role of telecommunication
services continues to define the conflict arising within universal service debates.
The contention surrounding the relevance and scope of universal service derives
principally from the importance that policy makers ascribe profitability. Similar
contention surrounded the appropriateness of profitability from the delivery of
telecommunication and postal services in 1908.
In its report summary, the Commission addressed four propositions regarding
principles for financing PMG services. The propositions came from leading
officials in the Post and Telegraph Department, the Treasury Department, the
Audit Office, and also by representatives of Chambers of Commerce and
mercantile firms. The propositions are:
1. That the services should be conducted without concern as their solvency, the

Department relying on Consolidated Revenue (sic) to reimburse losses;
2. That the services should be conducted on a profit-making basis, the
Department being treated as a commercial proposition;
3. That the services, with special provision for non-paying sections, such as
mail subsidies and outlying services in country districts, should be selfsupporting. Such special provision to be made by grants in aid from
Consolidated Revenue, or by grants of assistance from the States'
Governments; and
4. That the services should be self-supporting as a Commonwealth concern.
(Report 1910, p.29).
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The four propositions mark the parameters of financial debates around the
telecommunication industry, which also frame issues of access and equity. The
Commission adopted a cautious hybrid approach, which balanced financial selfsupporting goals with community development priorities. Taking a national
focus of communication that crossed technological, geographical and financial
boundaries, the Commission recommended post and telecommunication
services ought to operate holistically. In other words, the Report recommended
the PMG Department coordinate all activities and services on a basis of crosssubsidisation based on geography and financial viability. The recommendation
echoed Senator Best's call made nine years earlier, and Robert Scott, the PMG
Department Secretary at the time.
First, the Commission rejected the extreme positions advocated in the first two
propositions. According to the Commission the PMG Department historically
displayed financial disinterest in the cost of the provision of services as
presented in the first proposition, with the consequence of reliance on Treasury
to cover losses. The Commission criticised the approach's financial
irresponsibility and recommended 'immediate alteration' (p.29). The
Commission also rejected the second proposition, which emphasises the profitmaking potential of the Department:
As to the second proposition, your Commissioners desire to dispose at once of

the propriety of making the services profit-making, since the Department, as
well as performing functions of a postal character, provides facilities which tend
to develop the country. In many instances continuous settlement depends upon
constant and regular mail services. This is notably the case in the outlying parts
of Western Australia ad Queensland, where ordinary necessaries of life are
supplied by means of the mail services. In such cases it can be said that these
services are auxiliaries to the maintenance of progressive settlement, and tend to
ameliorate the conditions of the pioneering section of the Commonwealth (p.29).
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The references to 'develop the country and ameliorate the conditions of the
pioneering section of the Commonwealth' indicate a strong national
development narrative informing a primary raison d'etre of all PMG services in
the Report recommendations. The holistic benefit to the Australian community,
which represents an unstated appreciation of positive communication network
externalities is developed further in the next paragraph of the Report when
discussing the significance of subsidies for overseas mail and cable services:
It can readily be understood that outside the immediate interests of the

commercial community a speedy overseas mail service and a cheap cable service
perform national work of the highest importance, such services being the
connecting link between Australia and the outside world (p30).
According to the Commissioners, one of the overseas mail services that recently
increased its prices should have been paid from consolidated revenue instead of
the PMG Department funds, as a consequence of the increased capacity to carry
more perishable goods, which benefited the wider community significantly
(p.30). The example is a further recognition among the Commissioners of the
significance of positive externalities, albeit by bundling communication and
non-communication activities in a shipping service, a single carriage of delivery.
The necessity of holism as a central feature in the operation of the PMG
Department is arguably one of the more significant recommendations of the
Report. The emphasis on a holistic approach is an unstated recognition of
network externalities, which play a significant role particularly in a continent as
vast and sparsely populated as Australia.
Furthermore, a holistic financial emphasis illustrates the Commission's
acknowledgment of the complex interaction among diverse communication
services delivered in a variety of contexts across significant physical barriers.
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The holism philosophy is expressed in the Committee's rejection of a charity to
approach loss making services, in favour of a national narrative that is based on
cross-subsidisation of service areas instead:
86. In Regard to the third proposition, viz., that the Department be selfsupporting with certain grants in aid for special services, your Commissioners
are of the opinion that grants in aid are not justifiable, and consider that the
services should be treated as a complete financial proposition. The revenue from
States with larger population and larger volume of business should (without
unduly increasing the rates) make up for the losses on the services in less
populous States. Your Commissioners did not obtain information sufficient to
warrant them in recommending that the State's Governments should assist the
Commonwealth in connexion with unremunerative services which assist in
development (p30).
The recommendation of revenue cross-subsidisation across the continent sets up
the financial policy that underwrote the operation of universal service within
Australia. Furthermore, it is argued the Commission rejects a charity narrative
of service provision for less densely populated areas, and advocates a national
development narrative instead. As a whole, the Report advocates the
department should operate on self-supporting policies with a focus on
developing as a Commonwealth entity:
The services should be treated as a Commonwealth concern, and the term 'selfsupporting' should be applied to the functions of the Department as a whole,
irrespective of any particular State, and also to each main branch of the services,
viz., postal, telegraphic, and telephonic (p30).
Notwithstanding the recommendation of nationwide cross-subsidisation, the
Report does not appear to extend the principle across services. In other words,
the advocated principle of holism is qualified in the relationship between postal
and telecommunication services.
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At the time, postal services as a whole operated profitably, in contrast to
telecommunication services, which ran at a loss. As a consequence, postal
services partially subsidised the telecommunication services, which the report
argued created a number of inequities:
... Consequently, the postal section of the Department has to assist in carrying the
financial burden of the telegraph and telephone sections. This is distinctly
inequitable, and the result is that the mail facilities to outlying districts suffer
curtailment, while telegraphic and telephonic facilities are furnished at a loss
(p.30).

Significantly, the report presents what may be described as a rights narrative
that advocates funding 'non-paying' postal service routes, instead of non-paying
telecommunication facilities, from postal revenue. In otherwords the report did
not recommend cross-subsidisation across different services. The
Commissioners observed that the current ad hoc financial support of
telecommunication services resulted in inequitable restrictions placed on the
diffusion of postal services. The implication is the postal division has the right to
distribute its funds to achieve universal service policies in relation to mail
services across the continent using a policy of cross-subsidisation that benefited
the expansion of its own services, not to support capital intensive
telecommunication services. At the time, the telecommunication sections carried
a deficit of 2.3 million pounds, due primarily to the capital intensive nature of
networks, but partly as a consequence of charging excessively low telegraphic
and telecommunication tariffs and charges.
In other words, the Commission did not advocate an ad hoc approach to
departmental cross-subsidisation at the expense of exercising responsible
financial management within each section.
The national benefit of expanding and maintaining settlement is the basis of the
cross-subsidisation policy in non-paying mail areas. However, one senior PMG
manager argued the States are the direct beneficiaries of settlement expansion,
and, consequently should contribute proportionately (p.174).
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The Commission did not address the issue directly, and reiterated a policy
informed from its cross-subsidisation policy recommendation. The Report
advocated future mail concessions to non-paying areas should be based on the
aggregate cost and revenue of country services throughout the Commonwealth
(p.175). At the time, country postal services aggregated a 70,451 pound profit to
the Department. The commissioners recommended that local residents living in
non-paying service areas should 'cooperate with the Department, and
endeavour to reduce the cost of the conveyance of the mails to a minimum'.
Consequently, it is argued the Report advocated a mutual social contract
between the service provider and its publics. However, the report lacked details
of how the conveyance could be decreased by publics living in non-paying
service areas.
The Commissioners acknowledged some of the unique characteristics of
telecommunication networks as contrasted with other businesses. Two
significant examples relate to telecommunication network inverse economies of
scale. One is an hist~ric feature of early telecommunication development; the
other relates to positive externalities that occur in expanding communication
networks.
Early telecommunication switching methods and technologies used in
exchanges represented significant establishment and running costs. For
example, the number of exchange staff was directly proportional to the number
of subscribers using the exchange. Consequently, in contrast to the economies of
scale reasoning, which is a key driver of industrial expansion,
telecommunication network expansion faced increasing costs of establishment
and operation. Arguably, the issue of the proportion of subscriber group size to
exchange costs is not as significant today with the advent of micro-electronic
technology.
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Another aspect of the operation of inverse economies of scale principles in
telecommunication networks relates to the social utility of access to a telephone.
Most goods and services decrease in exchange value as more enter the market
place, or, in other words, as supply increases. However, in contrast, a
telecommunication network increases in value as more subscribers are added.
Furthermore, the value for each subscriber increases from having access to
increased numbers of subscribers on the network. The increase of value
attributed to the network as a consequence of its expansion may be described as
a positive externality. Externalities are part of an economic discourse, which is
an alternative technocratic narrative to one framed by engineering principles.
Network externalities are derived from economic literature that present an
economic justification for extending network availability, or, in other words
instituting policies that may approach universal service goals. Wilson (2000, p.
58-59) defines an externality and provides an example of a negative externality:

Consequences of economic activity that are not accounted for in the price and
market system. For example, a company producing electricity from coal may be
able to provide cheap electricity to its consumers. But the price it charges does
not take into account the true social cost of production. Clearly, if the electric
company creates pollution (eg., in the form of acid rain) that kills lakes and trees
hundreds of miles away, one cannot say that these costs are accounted for in the
price paid by local consumers. These costs are born by the maple syrup and
tourist industries of the affected regions ... The case of pollution costs that are not
reflected in the price of electricity is an example of a negative externality (p.58).
In other words, externalities are not reflected in marginal cost or utility
considerations in contracts of exchange between suppliers and consumers.
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In contrast to negative externalities, communication networks may reflect
positive externalities in the example described above that observes the value of
expanding networks is increased as additional subscribers are added.
Consequently, positive externalities extends the argument for universal service
beyond socio-political justifications (Wilson 2000, 59). From a symbolic
perspective, positive externalities are aspects of an economic technocratic
narrative that supports universal service and related concepts that favour
network expansion.
As a consequence of the two principles of inverse economies of scale that relate
to costs and benefits in telecommunication networks, cost of supply is linked
with social utility in non-traditional ways. In other words, according to
economic theory, the subscriber should be willing to pay more for accessing a
large network than one smaller. The atypical commercial phenomenon is
described in the Royal Commission summary:
A peculiar feature of the telephone business was made evident which appears
paradoxical to the ordinary commercial mind, namely that the larger a telephone
exchange becomes the more costly it is to handle per unit. This phase of the
subject is of the utmost importance in fixing a scale of rates equitable both to the
subscribers and the Department. It is obvious that a telephonic service with a
large number of subscribers is of greater value to each subscriber than a service
with a small number of subscribers. This is illustrated by comparing two
networks of 5,000 and 10,000 subscribers respectively. The cost of connecting
and the working expenses per subscriber would be greater in the latter than in
the former network In view of this fact it is necessary to base the rates on the
size of the network (Report 1910, p. 53).
Although historically costs increased in proportion to the size and capacity of
exchanges, changes in switching technology reversed the phenomenon.
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It may be argued that as innovations in technology achieved greater economies
of scale of scope the costs of establishing exchanges with greater capacity hav~
reduced significantly. For example, micro-circuitry advances in electronic
switching technology provide faster and greater capacity at less cost than older
exchanges.
The old spectre of colonial rivalry also emerged within the respective PMG
Departments. The Commission criticised a lack of Federal spirit:
There are ... in the Deputy Postmasters - General an incomplete conception of
the Federal spirit, in addition to a certain amount of official jealousy occasioned
by the selection of a Deputy Postmaster General from one of the smaller States to
be the Permanent Head of the Department. (1910, p.10)
In the excerpt, the Commissioner refers to Scott's ascendancy to the highest
permanent position within the PMG Department from his role as Queensland
Deputy Postmaster General. Similarly, Scott attracted criticism for failing to visit
the respective State PMG Departments.

The Treasury Department's Position:
The appearance before the Commission of the permanent head of the Treasury,
George Thomas Allen, indicates a significant influence on telecommunications
policy throughout the life of the PMG Department that is not often recorded in
literature addressing issues of access and equity. Treasury played a significant
role as part of the control system, particularly prior to the Royal Commission.
The Commissioners claimed the Treasury Department exercised excessive
intrusiveness in the PMG Department's policies. Furthermore, an over-cautious
attitude to engineering requests for infrastructure spending led to premature
deterioration of the network, which occasioned major capital spending to repair
the damage. Allen's testimony indicates a collision of technocratic narratives of
engineering design and centralised economic control:
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Para 14381 .. .1 think that there has been a latent impression in the mind of every
Treasurer that engineers require very careful watching. It is natural that they
(the engineers) should wish to see works with which their names will be
associated carried out in the most perfect -1 will not say the most expensive way
possible. Like all other public servants, they desire to have important work
under their direction. I am not expressing my own opinion, but merely state that
it is my impression that Treasurers, as a rule, think that engineers of construction
are more inclined to plunge more boldly into schemes requiring much larger
expenditure than would appear probable at the outset than to say 'We can do
without this for a year or two longer'. (Minutes 1910, p.541).

in a thinly veiled claim of neutrality, the Secretary reveals a prevailing attitude
within Treasury and Treasurers that engineers are demanding spendthrifts that
want funding for their grand schemes today. A later part of his testimony
reveals that regardless of infrastructure requirements, the forward estimates of
budget allocation do not allow for anything more than a modest increase in
funds:
... Unless Parliament sees fit to reverse the policy deliberately entered upon of
constructing new works and buildings out of revenue moneys, the course open
to the Post and Telegraph Department is clear. It knows definitely the amount
which it can expend this year, and can hope for no increase in any case of such
amount beyond, say 50,000 [pounds]. It also knows that such increase is
conditional on the buoyancy of the Customs revenue (p.542).
Furthermore, the operation of the PMG Department and the services it may
deliver are likened to business operations generally. Consequently, the PMG
Department managers must have tempered aspirations, which are common to
any other commercial operation or entrepreneurial venture:
Under these circumstances, it must do the best it can with the money available.
Even if telephone extensions, for instance, are desirable, and if the Department
knows that they would yield a profit, it must defer the work. This is only what
constantly happens in the commercial world. Men in business often see an
opportunity of extending their sphere of operations, but are debarred by want of
capital. ..
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... The tension with regard to finance will, of course, end when the 'Bradd on
Clause' expires, viz., in December, 1910 (p.542).
Allen's reference to the Braddon Clause restrictions on Federal finances is
another example of the ubiquitous effect of the legislation on constraining
Commonwealth service provision. However, the Secretary's previous comments
indicate an economic narrative that demonstrated particular parsimony to the
requests of engineers. Elsewhere Allen emphasises the need for 'careful
watching of Post Office expenditure' (p. 543). Finally, he advocates that
extensions to the telephone network proceed slowly as a result of the nonprofitable nature of the service (p.561). It is argued the Secretary frames funding
of telecommunications infrastructure as part of a competition narrative in which
the PMG Department is one of many government services competing for scarce
financial resources. Furthermore, the comparison the Secretary makes between
the PMG Department and 'the commercial world' reinforces a narrative of
competition that frames Treasury approaches to telecommunications
development. In addition, the emphasis on measurement precision in relation to
fiscal accountability indicates an economic-technocratic frame of policy.

The Social and Commercial Utility of Telephony
PMG senior staff observed the social and commercial utility of telephony.
William Alfred Blackstone, Manager of telephones, GPO Sydney, commented in
response to a similar line of enquiry from the Commission:
28801. Does not the general tenure of your evidence show that subscribers today
get the use of the telephone for a fee far from commensurate with the service
rendered?
- Yes. One subscriber told me he paid 18 [pounds] per year for two lines, and
that the service rendered was worth 300 [pounds] to him. That subscriber is a
well known citizen of Sydney, and has a fair-sized business.
28802 ls it not a fact that when the telephone is once used, it becomes almost a
necessity afterwards?
- Undoubtedly. On cannot do without it. In fact, people have got so used to using
the telephone that they will not walk next door to see a neighbour (p.1178)
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The last observation illustrates the dramatic impact, at least according to some,
that the telephone had on social patterns of interaction. Furthermore, Blackmore
describes a rapid transformation in the use of telephony from an instrument that
augments other forms of social interaction to a medium of social dependence.
As the PMG Department struggled to meet the metropolitan demand for
expanding telephony networks at reduced prices, others in rural areas struggled
to retain current levels of postal service deliveries.
Poignant testimony to the Commission describing the urban fringe and rural
crisis in postal services came from Thomas Irving Campbell, General Secretary
of Farmers' and Settlers' Association of New South Wales (FSANSW) (p. 2037).
The FSANSW is a peak representative body for 184 associations throughout
NSW.
Campbell protests a Department policy of impending reduced postal services to
those in country districts as a consequence of reducing the frequency of services
to outlying areas. The Commission questions Campbell about his perception of
the role and operation of the Postal Department, which may be described as a
national development narrative:
45249: Am I correct in assunung that your Association views the Postal
Department as an institution to assist in developing the country?- Yes
45250. A Department can either be profit-making, self-supporting, or State aided.
What opinion does your Association hold on that matter?-1 can only speak from
the point of view of New South Wales. We think that mail services to sparsely
populated centres must be run at a loss to the Department, and we say that the
disability attaching to postal services should not be one of the hardships that are
inflicted on the pioneer settlers. We consider the Postal Department, as a whole,
must be worked as one Department, and that concessions should not be given at
the expense of people in the rural districts, who have to pay more for their
services proportionately.
45251. Should the large centres of population assist in developing services in the
State, in order to bring the pioneer settlers into closer touch with civilisation?Yes.
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45255. Do you want better facilities?- We want the existing ones, or better (pp.
2037-2038).
Campbell provided the Commission with specific details concerning the
Department's intention of reducing services to the Junee-Temora area.
Furthermore, Campbell tabled correspondence between a FSANSW member,
Mr Fitzpatrick, and one of the Postal Commissioners who sought further
evidence of 'such a suicidal policy'. The same member sent a letter in which he
described the policy to the editor of the Associations official publication, Farmer
and Settler. The letter raised the Executive to action. Fitzpatrick continued in his

correspondence with Campbell:
45255. Evidence should be given to show how essential liberal postal facilities
are to country people, how necessary it is to their business operations, to their
personal convenience, and to their social welfare. To be shut out from an
efficient mail service is to be shut out from the world. The Postal Department
must be among the first of public services extended throughout the country, and
'revenue' must not be paramount over the requirements and convenience of the
people (p.2038).
The correspondence indicates the common perception that all communication
offerings provided by the Post Office carried similar status as essential services.
The community expected communication services including postal, telegraphic
and telephonic, should be available and affordable.
However the FSANSW representative indicated willingness to amend
expectations to accommodate economic reality. For example, the Commission
raised the issue of the extension of penny postage to country towns with
Campbell. Campbell responded that the Association strongly supported a
Commonwealth penny postage policy, which ignored population density
distinctions. However, Campbell modified his position when the Commissioner
informed him that the uniform postage policy might threaten the viability of the
entire postal service if the business increases were not achieved (para 45270).
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The Proposed System of Control of the PMG Department
In its Report the Commission recommended a Board of Management consisting
of three directors in the respective roles General Manager (Chairman), Director
of Posts, and Director of Telegraph and Telephones. The Management Board
would report directly to the Minister who would form the link between the
PMG Department and the rest of Parliament. Furthermore the Board would
provide regular financial updates of expenditure and profitability to serve as a
guide to Parliament when formulating policy. In addition the Board of
Management would relieve the Department of Home Affairs of the
responsibility for buildings, repairs and maintenance in relation to the
Department. Furthermore the Board would make regular visits to the Deputy
Postmasters' General to ensure the accurate interpretation of central policy as
well as 'for the further purpose of obtaining a personal knowledge of local
conditions to assist them in their managerial functions'.
In summary, the Report describes a premature birth of a giant disorganised
bureaucracy lacking the skills, knowledge, organisation and requisite funding to
deliver diverse services of sufficient standard and capacity to meet public
demand. In addition, the new Federal Department lacked collegial support from
Treasury in current or projected resource allocation. Furthermore, the State PMG
Departments each lacked a spirit of federalism to support the new national
endeavour, instead continued to nurture colonial rivalry. The Commission
advocated an independent statutory authority in the form of a three person
Commission free of political influence to replace the current control system. In
addition, the operation of the PMG Department should operate on crosssubsidisation of paying and non-paying areas within service areas but not across
service offerings such as post and telephony. The inquiry saw several frames of
telecommunications policy articulated, which include national development,
technocratic, and competition. In addition, it could be argued that the frequent
references to telephony as an essential service imply a rights narrative in that it
is perceived as an individual entitlement.
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Despite the multiple frames of policy articulated by various witnesses, two
narratives dominated the recommendations of the Royal Commission. First, a
national development narrative that defined the PMG as instrumental to
civilising the nation is significant theme in the final report. Consequently, the
Commissioners recommended an efficient and accountable service to the nation
that is self-funding in delivery where possible, although not a precursor to
availability. Second, an engineering-technocratic narrative framed the
Commission's recommendations. Telecommunication infrastructure had to be
robust and technically efficient with the goal of steadily advancing the national
network and complementing the long distance and international telegraph links.
Technocratic and national narratives are not mutually exclusive, but overlap
and complement each other. Arguably, technocratic narratives never stand
alone, but are coopted or colonised by other grander narratives that are more
overtly political in expression and function. Technocratic narratives tend to lack
the persuasive force of moral conviction as a consequence of the appearance of
political neutrality and professional value-free objectivity. Arguably, the
apparent transparency of technocratic narratives supports the contention that
they may be used as tropes to underwrite the claims of legitimacy, neutrality, or
objectivity of other grander narratives such as national development, charity
and rights. Consequently, technocratic narratives are dynamic and fluid as they
are manipulated by advocates working within other narrative structures. The
issue of technocratic discourses as dynamic supportive narratives is developed
in later chapters.
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THE GROWTH OF A PUBLIC SERVICE INSTITUTION AND NATIONAL NETWORK

The period between 1910 and 1959 represented times of significant growth in
Australia's telecommunication network and the PMG Department, which
operated primarily as a public utility. Dynamic political, technological and
social environments created tensions and opportunities that culminated in
establishing one of the more sophisticated and expansive public
telecommunication networks in the world. Writing in 1954, RC Stradwick,
Assistant Director General of Telephones, later appointed to the position of
PMG Director, observed the success of the telephone's penetration in Australian
society:
[The telephone's] development has been marked by greater progress than in any
other country of comparable population and industrial resources. Indeed
Australians have established themselves firmly as 'telephone-minded' people
with calling rates higher than those of many other countries while in only six
other countries are there more telephones per 100 of population (1954, p.21).
Stradwick's reference to 'telephone-minded' people describes a population of
frequent users of the technology. Furthermore, the high penetration rates
indicate a PMG Department committed to expanding the network. Other
statistics from Stradwick identify the rapid network growth that began in 1910:
From 1910 onwards, development was rapid. Subscribers increased from 100,000
in 1911 to 200,000 in 1919, an increase of 100 per cent in eight years, while a

further 100,000 subscribers were connected during the subsequent five years to
1924 (p.22).
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Notwithstanding the growth, most of the expansion occurred in metropolitan
areas within local networks until rural networks were viable and an integrated
national network feasible. As discussed earlier, unlike telegraphy, which
established distant connection between commercial centres quickly, telephony
grew around local communities of interest. For example, despite more than 100
thousand services in operation by 1911, the second interstate trunk line wasn't
established until 1914 between Melbourne and Adelaide. Rapid development in
automatic switching technology, which facilitated dramatic increases in the
number of subscribers per exchange, spurred the growth of networks around
communities. The first automatic exchanges were established consecutively in
Geelong (Victoria) and Perth (WA) in 1912. Arguably, both technological
innovations and limitations that characterised the new medium constrained
government and Departmental planning of ubiquitous or national universal
service at the policy level. However, despite the practical limitations, some
writers articulated a universal service ideal as early as 1910. In criticism of new
toll charges and other charges placed on subscribers an Age writer articulates an
early public expectation for a universal service in Australian
telecommunications:
This is not progress but retrogression, and a state of things in which Mr Thomas
[PMG] should fail to find any occasion for satisfaction. The department ought to
be satisfied with a guarantee of two years use and payment in advance for
twelve months. What is more the first rent should not be exacted until the
telephone is put up. The department coolly demands 8 pounds in advance, and
will probably not carry out its contract to install the telephone until months after
the deposit is paid. It should be the ambition of the Postmaster-General to see
the telephone in every house. He expressed his gratification the other day that
the number of calls had fallen off (1910, The Age, Oct 5, p.9).
It is worth noting similar expectations are not evident in historical records
surrounding the telegraph.
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In other words, it is evident the telephone captured the public imagination as an
essential domestic service before the cost, technical innovation and political will
allowed it. The example illustrates the prominence of disputes related to the cost
of a telecommunication service connection, operating charges and related
expenses, which proved a significant aspect of telecommunication policy
debates throughout the period.
The excerpt taken from The Age introduces concerns related to delays in
connecting subscribers, which is another significant aspect of early debates
surrounding telecommunication policy. The media attention to availability and
affordability of telecommunication services are issues that continue to influence
contemporary discussions of universal service.
Following the recommendations of the Royal Commission of 1908, the PMG
Department had Treasury funds released for strategic infrastructure investment
that signified policy framed around a national development narrative. Moyal
(1984, p.105) observes despite most network growth occurring in the cities and
major towns in 19li, the Department encouraged country areas close to main
lines to erect their own lines.
Moyal also records the impact of the war of 1914-18 on the telecommunication
operations. Network growth ceased as a consequence of a significant part of the
PMG workforce enlisting for service in Gallipoli and France. However, the war
stimulated local technological developments as a consequence of restrictions on
importing cable and other product supplies. Perhaps the most significant
wartime development involved the development and diffusion of wireless
communication.
The PMG Department recognised early the significance of wireless as an
influential communication medium and possible future competitor to its
telecommunications services.
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Consequently, in 1905, the Government passed the Wireless and Telegraphy Act,
which transferred all wireless 'telegraphic and telecommunication' services to
the monopolistic control of the Commonwealth Government. Moyal describes
the value of the new communication medium during the war:
By May 1914, 19 wireless stations dotted the Australian and New Guinea
Coast ...The wireless stations provided a unique and vital link between shore
and shipping, carrying overseas telegraph traffic on to warships, convoys and
merchant vessels and providing important communication between Australia
and its islands off-shore (1984, p.113).
Developments in wireless technology facilitated by war found peacetime
application later in 1934, with the use of High Frequency Radio Services (HFRS)
in remote outback areas, and those using emergency services. Following the
war, the PMG Department faced new pressures. Demand for telecommunication
services increased dramatically as a consequence of the wartime halt on
development. In addition, administrative tensions within the management of
the PMG Department grew to the point they prompted Prime Ministerial
intervention in the form of selecting a new Department Secretary, Harry Percy
Brown (Moyal, 1984, p.117).
The significance of Brown to the development of telecommunication policy in
Australia and restructuring the PMG Department into 'a major technological
authority' is indicated in Moyal's description of him as the 'father' of the
Department (p.152). Arguably, Brown is a major contributor in framing
telecommunication policy in technocratic and national development narratives
that demonstrate potent force in the public imagination today.
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Brown's nation building vision is illustrated in his leadership initiative shown
during the 1933 Depression. Notwithstanding the economic disaster, Brown
worked at restoring departmental and national confidence, through a process of
bureaucratic nationalism. He launched a number of initiatives, such as Telegram
drives, extensive media coverage, the introduction of attractive Christmas and
New Year greeting telegrams, and a number of slogans for telegram and
·telephone use. The initiatives indicate the public relation abilities of the Britishborn engineer. In addition, the Prime Minister recognised Brown's PR prowess
by appointing him 'the leader of a national campaign to ginger up public
morale' (p.142). In response, Brown used a number of slogans such as 'Give
Employment - Assist National Recovery', and 'Australian Products Are
Excellent' as postage cancellation marks.
In addition to disseminating symbolic responses to spur national confidence,
Brown initiated a number of structural arrangements and projects within the
Department. For example, he temporarily reorganised the PMG workforce by
ceasing technical training, reassigning many to clerical positions and others to
personally sell telephones. The direct sales approach worked successfully with
30 thousand orders placed using the method between 1932-4. As a response to
his own employment slogan, at the height of the Depression, Brown embarked
on a special project for the unemployed, which focussed on PMG building
construction and the erection of telegraph and telephone lines (Moyal 1984,
p.142).
As well as framing telecommunication policy in national development terms,
Brown brought to the task a technocratic managerial style that Moyal argues
influenced the Department and its heads for many years. For example, Brown's
view of the managerial responsibility and status of his position is indicated in
his campaign to change the designation from Secretary, denoting primarily an
administrative function, to Director General of the PMG, which arguably carries
more managerial, if not quasi-military, force.
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Four years after his appointment, the position was renamed Director General
and remained under that title until the closure of the Department in 1975. The
title change signified a transformation of the PMG Department from clericalminded leadership to an engineering-minded management (Moyal, 1984, p.118).
For example, Brown was the first engineer appointed to head the PMG
Department. Furthermore, in the post WWl period, Brown ascribed new
importance to clearing the backlog of new telephone orders.
To achieve telephony connection goals, Brown decentralised management into
technical areas of responsibility and delegated accordingly. Furthermore, Brown
instigated a series of long-range strategic engineering goals such as modernising
Australia's telecommunications systems with automatic telephony. Moyal
observes automatic telephony soon emerged as profitable areas of operation.
Brown also introduced carrier wave technology to increase the number of voice
channels on a single pair of wires between major cities. Carrier wave technology
allowed more than one voice wave to pass along different electrical frequencies
and its diffusion across the main centres represented another long-range
strategic engineering initiative. According to Stradwick, the application of
carrier technology to the trunk lines made long distance telephony economically
feasible across the network (1954, p.23). In other words, network development,
and by implication goals related to universal service, are linked to the historical
relationship between technical capacity and what is deemed as fiscal viability at
the time. Furthermore, the corollary to an understanding of the relationship
assumes viability is influenced by the technocratic and political expertise and
background of those in the policy process.
According to Moyal, Brown's major cont_ribution to the PMG Department is his
technocratic expertise that consequently changed the culture:
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Much of the importance of Brown's adrrtinistration lay in the organisational
reforms and technological developments he implemented in his first seven years.
In new specialist divisions and sections, Brown laid foundations upon which
others in the service, several future Directors- General among them (McVey,
Chippindall, O'Grady), could later build. Essentially he encouraged an
engineering culture and secured the growth of a technological institution that
would find expression in Telecom Australia in 1975. Brown's was the ground
plan (1984, p.125).
Arguably Brown's management approach combined a vision of national
development with engineering-technocratic expertise. According to Moyal
successive Directors-General continued the tradition.
In 1939 Brown's role as Director-General of the PMG Department ended
abruptly, on the eve of World War II, with his resignation following a dispute
with the new PMG in the first Menzies Liberal Government. However, his
replacement, Daniel McVey, another engineer, continued the technocratic
tradition in the Department. The outbreak of World War II in 1939 also had an
impact on telecommunications policy and infrastructure in Australia. When the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941, 'Australia became the central
communications centre in the South Pacific'. Consequently, the heightened
military demands from American as well as national military forces required
significant strengthening of weak links in the infrastructure. Furthermore, the
need for high-speed teleprinters to carry written messages across vast distances
between military outposts required new carrier technology capacity across a
number of telecommunication lines. In other words, the war placed new
demands on innovation and creativity.
The war caused the postponement of many of the long-range development
strategies such as the automation of the network and forward planning of
infrastructure extensions.
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Defence strategy required the strengthening of weak links between significant
military bases and centres. For example, the old OTL lacked telephony trunk .
capacity, despite Darwin's obvious strategic surveillance value as an early
warning system of military movements from South East Asia. Unfortunately in
February 1942, shortly before the engineers completed the telephony circuit,
Darwin was bombed. Ironically, the communication of the event came through
morse telegraphy on the original OTL line.
The lack of access to standard imported telecommunication equipment coupled
with the unique conditions of Australia's topography required local innovation
from technicians and engineers working at the PMG Research Laboratories:
In all the Melbourne workshops produced 25 carrier telegraph systems and ten
complete mobile communications systems as well as reconditioning and
adapting some 60 teletype (teleprinter) units bought in from the USA. When
towards the end of the war, Skerrett and Webster [PMG Department engineers]
revealed details of this large-scale and dexterous crafting and production of
Australia's wartime communications, it became in Skerrett's words, 'an
international expose of carrier telegraph technology' (Moyal, 1984, p.166).
At a time that required multiple communication channels for emergency and
strategic use, carrier technology provided the only solution. In addition to the
heightened research activity, Australian and American Army personnel along
with PMG staff worked together on plans for strengthening domestic
telecommunication links as well as laying the infrastructure.

Postwar Reconstruction, Immigration and Unmet Demand
Following the end of the war, the PMG Department resumed the long-range
strategy of automating and extending the national telecommunication network.
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However, unmet demand in metropolitan centres increased dramatically after
1945. Two reasons explain the increase in those wanting new connections. First,
similarly to World War I, a backlog of orders built up as a consequence of a third
of the PMG staff actively serving overseas (Moyal, 1984, p.154). Moynihan also
observes the post-war backlog of demand for telecommunication services:
In the post-war period there was as much a demand for telephones as from

many other items that were not available during the hostilities. The 54,000
outstanding applications for telephone services at war's end in 1945 had grown
to 128,000 be the decade's end, despite record numbers of new connections
having been made since 1945 (Moynihan 1990, p.47).
Furthermore, the defence activities of the Department left little time for
connecting services in the nation's cities. Secondly, the second Chifley Labor
Government, re-elected in 1945, embarked on an active immigration policy in
November 1946, which brought new demands on the telecommunication
infrastructure. By 1949, the telecommunications network had more than a
million subscribers, In 1955, the PMG Director-General, Giles Chippindall,
addressed the issue to his staff in the Department publication:
Recently Australia welcomed the millionth immigrant since the end of the war.
In the ten years which have elapsed, the population has grown from 7,400,000 to

9,250,000. This phenomenal rise in population has stimulated the economy and
assisted in developing Australia at a rate unequalled in its history. The provision
and operation of postal and telecommunication facilities on a scale sufficient to
meet this rapid expansion of population and the attendant growth in industry
are the great tasks of the Post Office (Chippindall 1955, p.12).
As Chippindall observes, the rapid increase in population through immigration
policy placed strains on the PMG Department's capacity to meet demand.
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Correspondence in 1947 between a community progress organisation and the
PMG Department provides a useful example of the tensions around unmet
demand in telephony within the community and PMG responses. As was
common at the time organisations and individuals sent copies of
correspondence to the Prime Minister and the
Director-General of the PMG, which indicates a certain political activism:
The Prime Minister of Australia
.. .1 wish to bring before you on behalf of the Pier Millan Progress Association,

the matter of Government owned telephones to isolated settlers and farmers. It is
considered that in view of the often huge and excessive costs and hardship,
settlers and farmers are greatly handicapped in their development of outlying
areas.
The matter has become a question of whether the welfare and progress and
amenities of Australians, is more important than the immigration of people who
are totally unaccustomed to this way of life, its hardships and the outback or
isolated areas. It's our belief that the men and women born and bred to this land
of ours, are by far, better suited to the development of the agricultural area. It is
indeed a far cry, to expect a woman of reasonable education and intelligence to
live on a farm and rear a family with the nearest telephone 8-12 miles and
further. A woman to live the outback on isolated farm life does not so much
require a staunch heart, as she requires to attain a degree of skill to master this
isolated life; far greater than even fiction can figure out (Valance 1947, letter to
Prime Minister).
Two issues emerge in the correspondence that describe the perceptions of some
at the time. First, the telephone is perceived as an instrument of community
progress as well as a way of relieving intense feelings of isolation. Second, some
in rural areas resented what they perceived as a misallocation of public
resources to aid foreigners settling in Australia. In other words, some in rural
areas framed themselves as the legitimate Australians denied their fair share.
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In reply, the PMG Secretary to the Director-General provides an overview of
policy initiatives framed from a national development perspective with an
emphasis on extending telephony first to communities with sufficient density to
help defray the significant cost of infrastructure.
Significantly, the reference of ownership to the Postmaster General's
Department replaces Post Office on the original, which indicates the political
nature of communication. In other words, it could be argued the positive policy
initiatives are ascribed political ownership. Key excerpts from the PMG
Department's letter are selected and commented upon:
Telephone Facilities in Country Areas
The Posbnaster-General's Deparbnent is keenly anxious that persons residing in
rural areas should enjoy, as far as practicable, similar communication amenities
to those available to people living in the capital cities and other large centres of
population, and during the past two years various aspects of telephone service
affecting country residents have been reviewed and more generous conditions
introduced (Strange 1947, Telephone Facilities in Country Areas).
The reference 'enjoy as far as possible' is significant in two ways. First, the
aspiration that parity of enjoyment of communication amenities between rural
and urban areas is a declaration of communication as a right that extends
beyond need alone. A key element of rights narratives is that marginalised
groups have access to services that facilitate quality of life around wants, which
extend beyond the subsistence level of need (Fulcher 1989, p.30).
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Second the aspiration for parity is qualified by 'practicable'. By implication,
practicable refers to technological and material economic barriers based on
models of efficiency. In other words, parity is subject to technocratic
determination. The phrasing is remarkably similar to the TA 1975 articulation of
the rights of all Australians to a standard telephone service where reasonably
possible. Scholars observe the statement in the 1975 Act is the first explicit
example of a telecommunication universal service obligation in legislation
(Raiche 1998. p.12-13; Wilson and Goggin 1993). Both rights and technocratic
narratives are expressed in the following paragraphs from the PMG
Departmental excerpt:
For instance, the basis under which public telephone facilities are established in
country districts was revised in November, 1946, with the object of extending
such facilities to rural centres under the most favourable terms practicable, and,
as a result, the Department now extends the trunk line service to new localities
wholly at its expense, excepting where the cost is out of all proportion to the
· probable revenue. In the latter cases, which are relatively few, the interested
persons are required to co-operate with the Department in the construction of
the line in order that the capital expenditure to be borne by the Department will
be reduced to a reasonable extent. As a result of the liberalised conditions,
telephone exchanges are being established freely in rural districts; thus in many
cases the necessity for building lengthy lines in order to provide telephone
exchange services for residents is avoided (Strange 1947, Telephone Facilities in
Country Areas).
The Department frames the issue of telephone availability to rural and remote
areas as a parity issue defined in terms of social and fiscal fairness to all. In other
words, although parity is the desired goal, financial responsibility by the
department is necessary also. A later section taken from the same letter
reinforces the fiscal balancing act required to promote social justice:
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... Despite the liberal conditions under which telephone facilities are extended to
country districts, in the interests of the community generally, the financial aspect
cannot be disregarded entirely and in some instances, where owing to the long
distance involved and the absence of line plant between the applicant's premises
and the exchange, the Postmaster-General's Department is not in a position to
provide the whole of the circuit at public expense, there is no alternative other
than to require him to erect and maintain a part of the line at his own cost
(Strange 1947, Telephone Facilities in Country Areas).
Significantly, in contrast to contemporary usage, 'liberalisation' is used
primarily in an emancipatory, and non-fiscal application. The non-fiscal element
is indicated by the fiscal counter-argument used to qualify the liberal conditions
described by the policy context.
Another observation is that fiscal accountability is framed as one of responsible
stewardship of public funds of those pertaining to the wider community, and
not as a repayment to Treasury.
The PMG letter alsq frames the automation of the network as part of a national
narrative of development:
... Steps have also been taken to effect improvements in the basis for determining the
daily period of telephone service which will result in increased availability of
attendance at more than 2000 exchanges throughout the Commonwealth. Moreover,
it is proposed as part of the National development policy, to extend the benefits of the
automatic telephone system to country districts, as widely as circumstances will
permit. In rural areas, for example, 400 automatic exchanges will be established and
the majority of these will serve places at which a limited day service is now available
(Strange 1947, Telephone Facilities in Country Areas).
Although the capitalisation of 'National development' policy suggests a specific
policy programme linked to automation of the network, the details in the
literature are not explicit until their articulation by the Automatic National
Switching Objectives (ANSO) Committee in 1957 (Moyal 1984, p.223). ANSO is
discussed later in the chapter. The final excerpt from the letter implies
forthcoming amelioration through advances in wireless technologies as well as
assuring the community of increased funding of infrastructure to country areas:
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In addition experiments are proceeding with a view to determining the extent to

which radio-telephone facilities can be provided in remote localities where, on
account of cost, it is impracticable to provide the ordinary land-line facilities .
. . .It will be seen from the foregoing that the Postmaster-General's Department
has the interests of country residents well in mind, and the members of the
Association may be assured that in implementing the three-year programme
covering an expenditure of about 30,000,000 pounds with the object of
rehabilitating telephone, telegraph, and postal facilities, a fair share of available
funds will be devoted to improving and extending the telephone service in rural
districts (Strange, Secretary PMG Department, G388/1/5, 22 September, 1947).
The letter from the Secretary to the Director-General of the PMG Department is
an early example of a form letter sent to many country subscribers at the time.,
As discussed, the PMG Department frames telecommunication issues using a
blend of national development, technocratic and rights narratives. The letter
articulates a rights narrative in the research that suggests country parity of
service with metropolitan areas is a possible policy objective of the PMG
Department. Perhaps the political context provides a partial explanation. As
discussed, the Chifley Labor Government adopted and pursued post-war
reconstruction actively, with nation building and rights narratives as prominent
frames for policy.
Several issues are constant themes in telecommunication policy throughout the
years of the PMG Department that influenced the development of the national
infrastructure and public perceptions of the government monopoly. The tension
between meeting increasing demand for new services in metropolitan and major
urban areas and extending the network infrastructure in less populated towns
and the outback is a permanent feature of telecommunication policy in
Australia. Another recurring theme is media and political agitation surrounding
increases in telecommunication rentals and related charges. The final issue
raised constantly in the media is the significant size of the Department staff
which rose to around 120,000 by the time it separated into two commissions.
The record of the PMG response to each issue is outlined by successive DirectorGenerals and other contributors from 1954 onwards in APOM, the official
journal of the PMG Department.
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The first edition of the journal contains the PMG's Annual Report, which
describes the heavy demand placed on the Department to meet increasing new
connection requests, despite achieving record rates of service:
Highlights of 1953-54
... Applications for new telephone services reached the record figure of 114,615 26% more than the 90, 670 lodged in 1952-53. Despite the greatly improved
installation rate, this abnormal demand resulted in an increase of 5,451 in the
number of outstanding applications, bringing the total to 65, 190. With a
telephone to every six persons, Australia has a telephone density exceeded by
only six other countries (APOM, June-July, 1955, p.7).
Similarly in the 1957 journal, under the headline:
Another Record Year:
Although in 1954-55, record progress was made in the provision of improved
and extended telephone facilities, certain of these figures were further improved
upon in 1955-56..
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In particular, 79,239 (77,760 in 1954-55) telephone exchange lines and 116,540
(111,569 in 1954-55) telephones were added to the Commonwealth network.
However, the demand for these services also increased to a new record total of
147,888 applications or approximately 12,000 more than in 1954-55. At June 30,
1956 there were 86,009 applications on hand, including 21,897 from country
districts (APOM, April-May 1957, p.6).
Despite breaking record levels, the PMG Department faced escalating rises in
requests for new connections. Furthermore by 1957 the Post Office employed
79,096 permanent staff and 15,228 non-official Postmasters, Telephone Office
Keepers and Mail contractors, which attracted criticism from some in the
community who claimed the Department was overstaffed. A year earlier, the
Director-General noted and addressed the criticism in his regular column in the
journal:
Our Staff Not Excessive
... A common generalisation in newspaper articles is that the Public Service is
increasing out of proportion to the growth in population and that staff increases
must necessarily be wasteful. Such comments are quite inappropriate when
applied to undertakings such as the Post Office, which has the obligation to meet
public demands for its vital services. It is a curious thing that increases in the
staff of large business establishments are generally spoken of with pride, but
similar growth in public utilities under Government control is usually the subject
of criticism. The facts are, of course, that neither these great new private
industries which are contributing so much to Australia's development nor the
Post Office has found any practicable way of meeting huge increases in business
without staff increases (Chippindall 1956, APGM, p.10).
Later in the article, Chippindall observes· revenue increased by 5 million pounds
that year without any increase in charges, which indicates the growth came
from increased traffic requiring increases in staff. As the largest employer in
Australia, the Post Office faced constant criticism by the media and large
employer groups.
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Public and political agitation surrounding increases in telecommunication rental
tariffs and related charges continued as a recurring theme throughout the life of
the PMG Department. Furthermore, opposition politicians were keen to
politicise the issue by blaming Government telecommunication policy for
responding slowly to requests for new connections while increasing charges. For
example in 1959, Labor MP Fred Daly challenged the PMG, Charles Davidson
about delays in new connection suffered by his constituents at a time of
proposed rate increases:
The Minister, in his answer, said that major engineering works were necessary
before the connexions could be made. I naturally examined the Estimates for the
Department of Works relating to the Postmaster-General's Department, but no
provision has been made for expenditure on telephone services in any one of
those districts in my constituency that I have mentioned ..., it is obvious that not
one of the applicants in my electorate - some of whom have been waiting for ten
years for a telephone service -will have his need supplied this year.
. . .What a tragic commentary on Government policy it is that applicants, who
have been waiting for ten years for a telephone service, will be charged 10
pounds for the privilege of having the service connected, immediately the
Government is in a position to supply it! These people are located within about 4
miles of the Sydney General Post Office, but they have been waiting for ten
years ... The Postal Department is continually increasing its charges, but there is
something wrong with its method of installing telephone services. There is
tremendous dissatisfaction with Government policy in this area (Daly in
Moynihan 1990, p.59).
The example cited by Daly of people waiting ten years for a telephone service
coupled with the record levels of new connection activity by the Department at
the time indicates the escalation in demand.
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Furthermore, the proximity of Daly's constituents to the Sydney GPO indicates
extreme metropolitan congestion of telecommunication infrastructure.
Arguably, Daly's reference to continual tariff increases may be challenged. For
example McClean observes a modest a number of tariff increases by the PMG
Department before 1960:
The level of telephone charges was changed relatively infrequently. In the halfcentury before 1960, the local call and Sydney-Melbourne trunk call charges
were raised only six times, and the annual rental charge on only eight occasions
(McLean 1984, p.10).
However, McLean observes constant changes in conditions under which tariff
charges operated for users. For example, local call areas changed, tariff
differentiation between residential and business users fluctuated across the
period, and at times some administrations placed restrictions on the number of
calls that could be billed at the local call rate (1984, pp.11-13).
The issue of automation of exchanges arose as a major engineering management
goal to build efficiency, robustness and scalability into the networks.
Consequently, Brown and Mc Vey, in turn as PMG Director Generals, began the
capital-intensive task of automating the national network. Country areas
benefited significantly from rural automatic exchanges (RAXs), which signified
the availability of uninterrupted telephone service. Previously, rural dwellers
experienced little or no service in the late evenings, which exacerbated feelings
of isolation.
Chippindall joined the PMG Department as a telegraph messenger in 1908 and
became Director General of the Department in 1949, a position he held until
1958. Apart from five years service in senior administrative positions in various
Departments during and after the war, Chippindall worked in the PMG
Department as he progressed through the ranks of the public service.
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Chippindall's administrative management style complemented the entrenched
engineering culture although he introduced a stronger emphasis on business
models into the giant institution. Chippindall placed greater emphasis on the
business management of the Department, which framed staff as valuable
resources employed in numbers proportionate to work demands:
Readers of APO will, I am sure, be interested to know that, in dealing with its
staffing, the Department must first secure the Government's approval at the
outset of the year to its staffing budget. The details supporting the proposals are
subject to scrutiny at that stage by both the Treasury and the Commonwealth
Public Service Board. As the year progresses, staff increases are made within the
approved budget only after a close examination of the need in each instance and
following the application of modem scientific loading standards.
Each member of our great organisation may be quite sure that staffing in the
Post Office is on a sound and economical basis and that responsible officers are
fully mindful of their obligation to the community and the staff as well to see
that there is appropriate relativity between staff and work volume (Chippindall,
APOM, 1956, p.10).
Significantly, it is evident that Chippindall emphasises the scientific legitimacy
of staff levels despite the perception from some in the media the PMG
Department as the largest employer in the nation was overstaffed. In other
words, the justification of staff is technocratically justifiable, thus continuing the
supremacy of scientific method within the Department and linking engineering
cultures to re-emerging administrative managerial influence. Furthermore, staff
are informed that part of the Department's community obligation is to ensure
appropriate levels of staff to overall work load-are maintained. The reference to
obligation to the community implies a larger application of meaning than later
articulations of community service obligations allow.
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Arguably, Chippindall is a product of an entrenched technocratic PMG culture,
as much as an influence of administrative change on the institution. For
example, Chippindall presided over considerable expansion of the network and
growth of the number of subscribers during his term of office. Chippindall used
administrative managerial skills to achieve long standing goals of the PMG
Department instituted by generations of engineers. For example, throughout his
directorship, Chippindall faced the challenge of clearing a growing backlog of
demand for new telephony services. He approached the task with his own
unique skills. To illustrate, Chippindall used considerable business and political
negotiating skills to procure resources such as securing favourable arrangements
with equipment suppliers. He also persuaded political masters to allow tariff
increases and other extra charges to fund extra staff provisions and
infrastructure expansion. Moynihan observes a pattern of tariff increases as well
as an increase in public telephone local call charges:
After the three rental rises in as many years Australian telephone subscribers
were to have a five year break before the next change. The next rise in a basic
telephone charge was to be a charge that had remained static for forty years - the
public telephone local call charge was raised from two pence to three pence on
29 October 1955 (1990, p. 55).
In addition, Moynihan observes at the time of the increases, applications for
new connections dropped from 108,000 to 82,300, indicating a secondary benefit
to the Department of influencing the market demand curve as well as increasing
revenue. In other words, access to telephony services exhibited price elasticity
characteristics.
Chippindall continued the goal of autom_ating the network, although he
understood business imperatives for the objective also. For example, automation
enabled the realisation of economic as well as engineering efficiencies.
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Automatic and National Switching Objectives (ANSO) and the Community Telephone
Plan (CTP)

Arguably, two of the more significant national telecommunication planning
initiatives in Australia that reinforce the dual themes of technocratic and
national development framing of policy are the Automatic National Switching
Objectives (ANSO) that found expression in the Community Telephone Plan
{CTP) of 1960. The CTP progressively automated telecommunication services
across the nation. ANSO and the CTP are significant for several reasons. First,
the planning and execution involved vast investments of technical and financial
capital, as well as significant engineering and economic expertise, with the goals
of maximising technical and economic efficiencies across the networks. Second,
the initiatives involved articulating long-term technical and national strategies
that projected development for the next fifty years. Third, both initiatives
articulated the automation of existing services in stages, which prioritised
particular categories of subscribers. Consequently, it is argued the ANSO and
CTP initiatives reinforce the argument that technocratic and national
development narratives are primary frames of telecommunication policy
throughout the period.
In 1956, a select group of senior PMG Department headquarters staff under the
direction of the Director-General and Deputy Directors formed ANSO
Committee (HRSCE 1986, p.8). ANSO came as a strategic response to the
unprecedented demands placed on the network as a consequence of a large
back-log of orders at the end of the Second World War, national commercial
growth, and a burgeoning population from active immigration policies.
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Furthermore, non-metropolitan concerns surrounding the non-continuous
service of manual exchanges provided another reason for action. The ANSO
committee had the responsibility of planning for the automation and growth of
the national network into an integrated automatic subscriber toll dialling (STD)
system. An STD network has positive implications for economic and technical
efficiencies in terms of the delivery of telecommunication services as well as
facilitating seamless communications for residential and commercial
subscribers. The ANSO committee comprised of technocrat managers with
engineering or commerce qualifications, including a future Director General, Bill
Pollock, who had a degree in commerce. Moyal (1984 p.224) notes ANSO
included attention to administrative, financial, technological and logistic details
in its forward planning. In other words, ANSO represents a holistic technical ,
approach to telecommunication policy. A PMG publication from 1960 explains
the long-term network planning goals and aims that emerged from the ANSO
committee and laid the policy foundation for the CTP.
A new telephone policy for Australia has been announced by the PostmasterGeneral, the Hon. C.W. Davidson. The new policy establishes objectives and
principles for the long-term development of the telephone system towards a
fully automatic service in which subscribers will be able to dial their own calls to
any other subscriber in Australia.
The new policy was described in a White Paper entitled: 'Progress - Policy Plans' issued in August, 1959. Quoting from it, the aims are to:1.

Reduce progressively the number of applicants awaiting connection.

2.

Increase progressively the number of trunk channels on both short and long
routes.

3. Provide, eventually, full time service for all subscribers.
4.

Extend the areas in which local calls may be made.

5.

Enable telephone users to dial any other subscriber within Australia.

6.

Improve the standard of transmission over long channels, particularly in
outback areas (PMG Department 1960, p.9 ).
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The above aims address issues of increasing service availability, reliability and
affordability in terms of developing and improving the network infrastructure
capacities. The aims emerged from the outcomes of the ANSO committee, which
recommended the automation of the network, increasing the number and
reliability of country telephone lines, and spreading subscriber toll dialling
throughout the nation (Moyal 1984, p.224). One of the central aims of ANSO
relates to automating the network, which: a) reduces the costs of switching by
replacing the staff-laden manual exchanges with automatic exchanges; and b)
allows more efficient economic and technical use of the network and exchanges.
The automation of manual exchanges brings economic and technical efficiencies
as well as relieving social isolation in many non-metropolitan areas. Increased
efficiency and social benefits facilitated justification for long-term strategic
development, and extension, of the national network. Despite significant initial
infrastructure costs, the benefits of automatic switching reduce considerably
across time in contrast to the sustained high operational costs of staffing manual
exchanges in non-metropolitan areas. In addition, as a consequence of staffing
costs, most small manual exchanges, unlike automatic exchanges, do not operate
continuously. Consequently, continuous service decreases feelings of isolation
in country areas. Other benefits of automation are the increases in technical and
economic efficiencies that may be applied from more accurate measurement of
traffic patterns and subsequent re-routing to avoid congestion.
As discussed above, significant disparities in telecommunication service existed
between metropolitan and many non-metropolitan areas. However, it is an
oversimplification to suggest city subscribers received all the benefits of
telephony innovation.
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Arguably, national development aspirations and complex technocratic notions
of efficiency based on engineering economic models influenced senior PMG ,
policy makers. The combination of nation building and engineering-technocratic
approaches to policy diffused technological innovation through the community
more evenly, albeit maintaining the objective of relieving metropolitan
congestion as a major focus. For example, from 1947 the PMG adopted the
policy of automating small rural exchanges with between 15 and 200 subscribers
before larger urban exchanges demonstrates technocratic cost-efficiency and
national development goals working in tandem (Wright & Beckworth 1966, p.4).
Although Wright and Beckworth observe the policy was designed primarily to
meet economic efficiencies by saving costs on staffing manual exchanges,
smaller communities experienced the benefits of continuous service. Arguably,
the focus on long-term technical and economic cost-efficiencies justified the
policy from an engineering technocratic perspective.
The automation of small rural exchanges transformed the temporal perceptions
of service to the communities benefiting from the new technology. The reference
to the first automatic country exchange illuminates the complementarities of
technocratic and national development narratives, which at the time both
focused around long-term strategies:
In 1926 an experimental small country automatic exchange was placed in service

at Sutherland in Sydney and the development of these small exchanges was
actively pursued during the next 20 years. The major motive in this development
was to give continuous service in small country communities, not to give
automatic service.
Universal automatic service was not A.P.O policy during the 1920-1939 period
but it was certainly accepted that the metropolitan networks should be
converted to automatic working. A restatement in policy in 1959 specifically
included conversion to automatic operation of all exchanges down to the
smallest manual in the country - and there are approximately 2,200 manual
exchanges in Australia with less than 20 lines (Wright & Beckworth 1966, p.3).
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Consequently, one of the first articulations of a 'universal' dimension to service
carries a temporal notion of universality. Arguably, universal service to many in
non-metropolitan areas may be perceived as a continuous operation of their
telephone.
It could be argued the reference places an emphasis, at least at a departmental

level, on universal reliability instead of universal availability. In other words, it
may be argued that management framed improvement to the current service as
a priority against extending the service. Furthermore, conceptually related, is
the connotation of 'universal' applying to services and users already within the
network boundaries.
However, it may also be argued that management had both goals equally in
mind with increased economic and technical efficiencies providing resources to
extend availability to the network. Extending the availability dimension of
universal automatic service is indicated in the focus of the CTP around
expanding services around 'communities of interest'. It is evident that the active
policy of providing-continuous service across the community represents a
significant social investment that appears part of a nation building narrative in
telecommunications development. Turnbull describes the significance of
communities of interest to the development of the national network:
A characteristic of Australian national development is the existence of welldefined communities centred on State capital cities. The plan for the fully
automatic operation of the telephone system is based on the development of
separate regional automatic networks to serve each of these communities and of
a national switching system interconnecting them (Turnbull 1963, p.105).
The PMG Department developed the communities of interest concept around
rezoning the network into separate major capital and regional areas with high
traffic concentrations. Once standardised automatic individual local and
regional networks are established, they are progressively linked into the
national switching system.
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It is useful to identify the conflation between concepts of community and
national that framed the Community Telephone Plan, which incorporated the
revision of the:
1. The National Switching Plan.

2. The National Transmission Plan.
3. The National Call Charging Plan.
Furthermore, a review of the numbering patterns in use at the time led to the
addition of a fourth plan, the National Numbering Plan. The blurring of national
and community and the need to privilege some aspects of the network for the
development of the whole is suggested by a senior manager from the
Engineering and Planning Division of the PMG Department in 1966:
Most of us would like to think that it is enough to set broad planning objectives
on a national level as have been established in Australia's National or
Community Telephone Plan and then have them met, effectively and
simultaneously, in all Sections of the telephone system. However the reality of
the situation is that a national plan is based on overall objectives so that many
elements will be unattractive to the people involved in developing and
providing individual sections of the telephone network. This is particularly the
case where long-term, broad objectives, demand early effort and expenditure in
sections of the network where the long-term gains are not readily seen (Simpson,
1966, p.3).

In particular, Simpson refers to the need to view the system as a whole instead
of its individual parts. As such, holistic design of the network addresses:
•

the integration of large areas into single closed numbering areas;

•

comparatively large-scale conversion of subscribers from manual to
automatic operation;

•

expansion of the broadband-bearer network;

•

introduction of a new crossbar exchange switching system; and
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•

widescale introduction of subscriber trunk dialling with its associated
automatic trunk switching programme (p.4).

In addition, the implementation of the above long-term programs is
accompanied by rigorous technocratic planning committed to 'setting down in
appropriate plans the action and time-table to be followed to attain the stated
objectives' (p4).
Arguably, the particular uniform national numbering system adopted allows for
the first time at a policy level the conceptualisation and eventual realisation of a
single national network around communities of interest.
Prior to a national code of uniformity, the Australian telecommunication system
operated as a series of automatic and manual networks with some
interconnecting trunk links among them, particularly metropolitan areas.
Similarly to other countries such as England and America, telephone numbers
comprised of a mixture of letters and numbers.
The national and long-term strategic nature of the ANSO committee's focus
which culminated in the Community Telephone plan are evident also in
concluding paragraphs in the summary of the PMG Department's official record
of the initiative:
Predicted National Development.
Continuance of Australia's prosperity at reasonable levels may be anticipated.
Doubling of the present number of telephone subscribers over the next 12 years
and growth to 15 million telephone services in a population of 33 million people
at the year 2010 AD were allowed for in the development of the plan (p.10).
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... Summary of the Community Telephone Plan.
The community telephone plan becomes, then, the basic specification for the
long-term development of the Australian Telephone network. It translates into
operational form the policy of extending telephone mechanisation, ultimately for
a nation-wide subscriber operated service. By ensuring the soundness of the
long-term financial investment, taking into account both capital and annual
charges, efficient telephone service is expected to be progressively available at
lowest cost (p.10).
At the same time the Department laid the foundations for the forward planning
development of automating and extending the national telephone and
telegraphic networks, it faced significant new financial demands from the
Federal Government.
In 1959, the Menzies Liberal Government demanded the PMG pay interest on
Treasury loans, which also required an increase in charges to users. In addition,
the requirement is articulated in a way that transforms the Post Office from a
non-profit public utility into a business that should be able to make a profit.
PMG Davidson addressed the issue in speaking to the second reading of the
Post and Telegraph Bill 1959:
Although in the telephone service operating profits have been recorded in recent
years, the need for expanded and additional facilities to meet the growing
demands of industry and the community generally has been increasing and will
continue to increase. This inevitable trend in our buoyant economy has involved
the provision of large amounts of capital expenditure by the Post Office on
telephone exchanges, trunk lines, cable telephone subscribers services and the
like. In fact during the past five years, Post Office capital expenditure has
totalled close on 200,000,000 pounds.
These funds have been provided from Consolidated Revenue and the
Government has decided that it would not be inequitable to expect the charges
paid by users of the telephone service to recoup all operating and maintenance
costs incurred by the Post Office in running that service, and also to ensure a
reasonable annual return on the new capital used. As mentioned by the Prime
Minister and the Treasurer, the need for such capital, already great, must
continue to grow as Australia develops ...
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As a result of the proposed adjustments, the Post Office is likely to return
revenue of 119,700,000 pounds in 1959-60 compared with estimated ordinary
services expenditure of 109,000,000 pounds. The cash surplus of 10,700,000
pounds will, of course, be paid into Consolidated revenue, from which
39,400,000 pounds is being provided this year for Post Office capital
works ... (Davidson in Moynihan, 1990, pp. 60-63).
However the commercial autonomy Davidson alludes to in his opening remarks
is undermined by the stipulation placed on the Post Office to return all profit
back to Treasury.
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In other words, the mechanism is put in place that allows successive
governments to use Post Office surpluses provided from the increasingly
profitable telecommunication sector as revenue generating for Government. The
Treasury justification for the policy is based on the large capital costs of
telecommunication infrastructure funded by consolidated revenue at the time.
Furthermore, the need for the policy and continuing access to capital from
Treasury is framed in terms of national development and economic growth.
It may be argued that automation of the networks and the introduction of

subscriber trunk dialling (STD) reinforced a holistic organic conception of the
telecommunication network to the technocratic management of the PMG. In
other words, the integrated operation of all network elements facilitated a
national development and community focus to planning. Two observations
from PMG engineer-managers illustrate the holistic emphasis in policy. The first
addresses the misconception of equating automatic switching as simply a
switch:
It is important to correct the all too common tendency to view automatic

switching in terms of a particular type of switch as one of many components. It is
quite impractical to design an automatic system without giving due regard to all
components of the system.
Basically a telephone system includes both local and trunk networks which are
largely separate entities until subscriber trunk dialling is introduced when they
begin to lose their separateness (Wood 1959, p.7).
The idea of network holism is developed further by O'Grady, an engineer by
profession, writing at the time as the Deputy Director-General and appointed
Director-General of the PMG Department in 1961. O'Grady alludes to the
holistic nature of networks in a discussion that addresses the limitations of stepby-step switching equipment in a rapidly expanding network:
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Nation-wide Network Equivalent to One Single Exchange.
A study of this problem revealed clearly that the automatic network must be
considered as an entity, as one big equivalent of the original manual exchange in
which exchanges and junction plant are so designed and oriented that they can
be utilised at any time in the most efficient and economic manner to carry the
traffic ... In fact, the present method of single operator trunk dialling in use on
main routes and many minor ones is a close approach to full automisation. All
that remains is to replace the trunk operator with an automatic intelligence, and
discriminating device, and build into the system further routing flexibility,
required for such an intelligence to use (O'Grady, 1959,p.71).
O'Grady's metaphorical comparison with the wholly automated network with
an exchange staffed by operators anthropomorphises the system and completes
the telecommunication engineering technocratic approach. The economic
equivalent is found in the cross-subsidisation policy that O'Grady reinforced as
essential to national development. The holistic emphasis on the network
indicates a unique aspect of the telecommunication technocratic managers that
influenced policy, which had positive benefits for non-metropolitan Australia
and the long term growth of the network to allow for future expansion.
In the later stages of the PMG Department, administrative-economictechnocratic narratives dominated telecommunication policy. Primarily, the
administrative emphasis came as a response to increasing fiscal pressure from
the Government as well as the practical requirements of managing the largest
public service Department in Australia. For example, in 1968 the Government
set up a Post Office Trust Account for revenue and operational expenses. In
addition, the Post Office drew Treasury loans for its growing capital works
programs. However in return, all Post Office managers had to incorporate
principles of 'responsibility accounting' based on principles of scientific
managerialism. The principles of scientific management are succinctly explained
in an APOM article in 1968 with the headline, The Importance of Being Financial:
These are the consequences of the new financial arrangementsManagement by Objectives is the first, with an emphasis on planning the effects
of planning.
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Management by Exception the second by continually reviewing progress and
concentrating on trouble spots.
Measurement of Management comes third with its means of measuring success
in planning and working to plan.
Accountability of Management is fourth, with each manager accountable for
results in his area of responsibility.
In total it is true management with all the scope for involvement, achievement,
satisfaction and really useful experience. It won't be easy, but it will be good for
business (September 1968, p.9).
The excerpt articulates a significant shift in policy. The administrativeeconomic-technocratic emphasis on measuring fiscal outcomes places a
premium on activities easily quantifiable in contrast to less tangible technical,
economic and social goals.
For example broad socio-economic goals focus on:
•

long-term strategies;

•

holistic approaches that are not easily atomised into discrete units eg.
research and development into innovative telecommunication products;

•

supplying services to less commercial groups such as people on lower
incomes and people with disabilities; and

•

reviewing zones based on changing social dimensions of communities of
interest.

In addition, the emphasis on managerial budgets and responsibility creates a
culture of competition within the Department among senior officers competing
for promotion. In other words, it is argued, the managerialism emphasis on
measurement reinforces a competition narrative in policy
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THE RISE OF RIGHTS NARRATIVES WITHIN PUBLIC POLICY

It is argued rights narratives rose to prominence within policy frames at least
twice during the period. Labor Governments initiated the policy shift through
reforms to the social welfare system and broader public policy arenas.

Chifl.ey's Social Reform Agenda
The war years led to the emergence of a third policy discourse, a rights narrative
that came to signify a renewed emphasis on social justice in the wider policy
environment. During the Second World War and immediate post-war period,
governments placed greater emphasis on national development, and also
introduced a rights-based narrative of social welfare. The latter arose from
political concern to address the equitable distribution of resources to safeguard
society from domestic socio-economic crises and unrest such that devastated the
Western world during the Depression and war years. Ben Chifley' s Labor
Government between 1945-1949 articulated both national development and
rights narratives in policy strongly.
The Labor Chifley Government provided the political impetus to extend the
reach of government through the expression of a host of initiatives framed by a
national development narrative:
The extension of government activity was also shown by the range of
government authorities established towards the end of, or shortly after the war.
These included the Australian Aluminium Production Commission in 1944, the
Australian National Airlines Commission in 1945, the Overseas
Telecommunications Commission, the Joint Coal Board and the Australian
National University in 1946, QANTAS in 1947, and the Snowy Mountains
Hydro-Electric Authority, the CSIRO, and the Australian Whaling Commission
in 1949 (Public Service and Merit Protection 2001,p.49).
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Significantly, many of the initiatives related to public utilities and essential
services such as power and telecommunications were funded through exercising
principles of cross-subsidisation. As discussed above, national development
narratives underpin telecommunication policy throughout the period of the
PMG Department. However, during the post-war years of reconstruction,
national development assumed a greater prominence in most Government
policies. In addition, it is evident the Chifley Government framed issues of
social security as a rights narrative of entitlement:
From considerations of social justice and equity, he preferred to base the social
security programme on a National Welfare Fund financed from progressive
taxation rather than on the insurance principle, which weighed proportionately
more heavily on those with lower incomes (Public Service and Merit Protection,
2001,p.49).
The Department of Social Security administered a number of policy initiatives
based on social justice and equity principles that characterise a rights narrative,
such as widening income security, introducing widows' pensions, funeral,
maternity, and unemployment and sickness benefits (p.49). Furthermore, the
observation that planning for the initiative originated from Treasury under
Chifley's political oversight indicates bureaucratic and fiscal planning atthe
senior echelons of government and public administration.

Rights and Public Service Spirit
In his explanation why the post-war social welfare failed to revolutionise into a
completely new form of political and civil society, Marshall (1981) blames the
promotion of a spirit of social welfare that pervaded society, instead of
instituting a concrete set of principles on which to found a new civil system:
But in this holistic form, it was too vague and nebulous to provide a model for a
social system. It expressed a spirit rather than a structure and denoted a
universal good rather than a set of particular benefits. It was this that gave it its
appeal, its privilege, its authority
(Marshall 1981, p.129).
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However, it could also be argued that a vague spirit of public service may also
achieve the opposite. In other words, broader social goals of access and equity
may be addressed as a consequence of a lack of legislated definition. For
example, despite the lack of definition or explicit reference to universal service,
some aspects of the concept are addressed in the public service spirit that
characterised many of the functions of the civil service concept of fairness
operating outside the strict parameters of market efficiency. General
communications with staff indicate how the concept is used within the Post
Office. Director-Generals, writing in regular columns in APOM, had two
applications for the phrase. First, public service spirit could be used to describe
staff attitudes to civil duty undertaken under extraordinary conditions, or lead
to voluntary heroic acts of bravery. For example in 1956, Chippindall introduced
an internal award to recognise extraordinary acts of service dedication:
Speaking for myself, I can say with all sincerity that, during the whole of my
service in the Post Office, it has been a source of inspiration to me to see the
unfailing spirit of service to the community displayed by both individuals and
groups in times of emergency.
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Service such as this is given voluntarily and goes beyond the bounds of
stipulated duty. It is the expression of an inner appreciation of the age-old
tradition of the communications service that the well-being of the community
rests, to a very large extent, in our hands, and we must not fail it.
These certificates are a symbol of the Department's recognition of a true spirit of
service which places the needs of the community before all personal
consideration, a spirit of service which is carried to the point of heroism
(Chippindall, APOM, April-May 1957, p.10; see May 1956,p.10)
Despite the particular usage of the phrase, Chippindall hints at the sense of
historical civic duty that underwrote extraordinary acts of dedication with 'ageold traditions of the communications service, well-being of the
community ... must not fail it ... needs of the community'. The references to 'spirit
of service' are used to explain and describe the dedication to civic duty, which
may result in acts of heroism. The acts of heroism are described throughout the
journal, with examples of staff traversing flood-swollen rivers, sometimes
crocodile-filled rivers to repair telephone lines or female operators in water up
to their knees in flooded manual exchanges connecting subscribers. Other
Director-Generals, Stradwick and O'Grady use the phrase to describe the more
general use:
From now on the Post Office will tend increasingly to be regarded in the
community as a business undertaking with all the obligations which this entails.
It is timely therefore, to make a self-appraisal of our efforts in meeting the needs

of our customers.
With all the emphasis on the new [business] approach, however we cannot
afford to overlook the traditional spirit of service and warmth of personal
contact with the public for which the Post Office has been renowned for many
years (Stradwick 1961, APOM, June-July, p.12).
In the Spirit of Things
Providing a system of modern communications for our customers is no mean
task. It is a challenge we accept.
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Unless each of us in that organisation has the spirit of service to one another, we
shall fail in our main task of serving our customers
(0'Grady 1965 AP0M, October -November, p.12).
Arguably, Stradwick's attempt to reconcile business imperative with public
service spirit signifies and foreshadows the incompatibility between civic duty
and business models of operation based on fiscal accountability and commercial
return. Arguably, the incompatibility is illustrated in O'Grady's later and almost
desperate appeal to maintain the spirit of service in its application to customers,
which is almost out of place when compared with earlier iterations. In other
words, historically the 'spirit of service' appears to signify something more than
a sales slogan or a platitude to public service. On the contrary, the concept
appears to describe a cultural phenomenon that addressed a sense of civic duty
to the community, albeit one difficult to define. Consequently, spirit is used by
the Director-Generals to describe a social phenomenon that lacked definition,
similar to Marshall's use of the term, but had consequences and positive benefits
for the community.
A link between public service and universal service concepts may be established
in the argument that the latter is implicit in the former in the minds of policy
makers. For example, public service commitment to the welfare of the
community had the logical corollary that network extension eventually through
the community is understood. Despite Marshall's pessimism of the successful
achievement of social welfarism in attaining a holistic unified status in policy, it
may be argued the spirit of social welfare, which denotes a universal good,
albeit intangible, vague and nebulous, applies to the sense of public service
obligation that pervades the public sector. Furthermore, Wilson and Goggin
argue the growth of telecommunication services within a sector of the public
service is analogous to Gamham's explanation for the lack of reference to
universal service within European nations, which had a public Telephone and
Telegraph (PTT) system of ownership:
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According to Garnham, the term 'public service' rather than universal service
has been used in European regulations governing administration of
telecommunications and so European regulations governing administration of
telecommunications and so European conceptions of universal service have
tended to remain implicit within telecommunications history, rather than explicit
as is the case with the US experience (Garnham in Wilson & Goggin 1993, p.6).
Arguably, explicit obligation to the community felt keenly in the culture of the
Post Office and in its postal and telecommunication duties may explain in part
the lack of legislative action on universal service. For example, since the Royal
Commission of 1908, broad goals of universal availability, based on a
commitment to equitable access for Australians in rural and remote areas,
emerged as an expression of public service obligations at the senior levels of the
PMG Department. In addition, the emphasis on public service obligations by
successive Director -Generals, appears to have reinforced a culture that fostered
a spirit of service.
Arguably, the spirit of public service as a cultural phenomenon within the
Department lacked the structural form to translate civic duty as an attitude that
recognised community need into policy force that concretised community
entitlement. In other words the spirit of public service within the Post Office is
not framed by a rights narrative as demonstrated by the lack of legislation
related to universal service. However, it may be argued that the concept of a .
public service spirit acted as a driver in extending, maintaining and improving
telecommunication services throughout the community. Notwithstanding the
benefits of the spirit of public service that complemented a narrative of national
development, the level of action linked to the notion of community obligation
fluctuated among diverse Governments and the bureaucracy of the public
service. It could be argued that service equality goals suffered to the extent that
market initiatives prevailed against traditional pubic service obligations to
community welfare.
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The Whitlam Labor Government introduced the second period that saw a rights
narrative arise to prominence in framing public policy, and telecommunication
policy in particular. The rise of rights narratives within telecommunications
policy coincides with the structural separation of the PMG Department into the
Postal and Telecommunications Commission, which traded as Australian Post
and Telecom Australia.
The election of the Whitlam Government in 1973 brought a renewed focus on
extending the welfare state ideals across public policy. The election of Whitlam
signified significant material and symbolic changes that created conditions
appropriate for framing telecommunication policy in terms of a rights narrative
to legitimise the government reform agenda. The Whitlam reform agenda
placed a renewed focus on what should constitute a community, and its
corollary, what constituted entitlement. Two initiatives at the time signified the
rise of the rights narrative within telecommunication policy:
1. Whitlam' s social reform agenda

2. The Telecommunications Act (TA) 1975

Whitlam's Social Reform Agenda

When Gough Whitlam's Labor party came to power in 1973, he initiated wide
sweeping reform to the delivery of social services, health and education. In
addition to launching a number of policy initiatives, Whitlam reinforced the
rights narrative of distributive justice that Chifley used to frame policies years
earlier. Arguably, Whitlam combined national development with rights
narratives of access to essential services for all Australians as indicated by the
holistic reach of the short-lived Social Welfare Commission:
The Social Welfare Commission set up in 1973 and abolished in 1976 was
established to consider 'long-term objectives for an integrated and balanced
national programme of social welfare embracing a wide area (Kewley 1980:42 in
Public Service and Merit Protection Commission 2001,p.58).
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From the Social Welfare Commission's recommendations came a new emphasis
on universal health and education to all Australians as indicated in key
initiatives:
The Labor government promoted an explosion of social policy activity. A
universal health system was created. Fees for tertiary education were abolished
and funding increased for tertiary, secondary and primary education (May 1995,
p.203).
The focus on universalism is contrasted with residualism, which is based on
charity notions of the deserving-poor. The charity notion of deserving-poor in
social welfare is characterised by means-testing benefits for the needy instead of
focusing on the rights of all citizens to receive a level of service as entitlement.
Similarly, Pusey (1991) observes the Whitlam government recognises the social
reforms as an attempt to redress inequities in policy:
The earlier triumphant reforms of Whitlam's Australian Schools Commission of
1973-75 were cast in a framework that, despite its shortcomings was largely
sociological; the reforms were targeted principally at social inequalities and the
new policy theorised classroom education explicitly as a social process, and the
schools as aspects of 'complex social systems' (Pusey 1991, p.148).
According to Pusey, Whitlam's emphasis lay not in reforming social policy
primarily. Instead, policy is reframed primarily as a social process, which is
consequently complex and holistic.
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Arguably, the Whitlam reforms introduced a brief period of national
development and rights narratives combining to frame policy. Furthermore, it is
argued the lack of specificity surrounding broad national development
narratives of social and economic long-term growth combined with the
legislative intent of rights narratives based on ensuring equitable access to
telecommunication services for all Australians. Arguably, the TA 1975 discussed
in the next section articulates the union of national development and rights
narratives.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATION AND TELECOM AUSTRALIA

The advent of specific universal service legislation transformed the spirit of
service as implied in a public service obligation to a carrier licence condition,
created to reassure the community of continuing telephone access to nonprofitable areas within a competitive environment. It is argued universal service
narratives functioned as warrants that underwrote national development, rights,
charity, technocratic and competition narratives of telecommunication policy. In
particular, universal service policies reflected the transition from national
development to competition narrative priorities.
In 1975, Telecom Australia replaced the PMG Department as provider of
Australian domestic telecommunication services. Telecom staff describe the day
of its launch, J51 July as Vesting day or V-day. V-day signified the end of the
amalgamation of postal and telecommunication services being administered by
the PMG Department and the formation of the Australian Post Office and
Telecom Australia (Reinecke & Schultz, 1983, 20). Arguably, it began the
modem era of telecommunications management in Australia and invested the
institution with enormous self-governing power with the right to determine its
own infrastructure, operation and provision of services (Cunliffe, 1990, p.237).
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New legislation in the form of the Telecommunications Act constituted Telecom
as a statutory authority that retained many of the nation-building priorities of
the past. Lindsay (1990, p.35) observed that the Act repeated provisions of the
old Post and Telegraph Act. Most significantly, it restated the national carrier's
monopoly status as the only supplier of telecommunication equipment and
services although it had the power of dispensation which was a new provision
for the newly formed commission (p.35).
Telecom Australia was a statutory authority, and therefore removed from direct
government control and placed under the jurisdiction of a legislative charter.
The charter required 'the commission to perform its functions in such a manner
as will best meet the social, industrial and commercial needs of the Australian
people for telecommunications services' (Reinecke & Schultz 1983, p.44).
There is an inherent conflict in the charter as the 'best social' needs may not (and
often don't) correspond with the 'best business' needs. The vague mandate
places Telecom on a tightrope between commerce and community. Some policy
analysts have observed that this is a tension that state institutions attempting to
serve the dual function in capitalist societies frequently experience:
Rather than acting as purposefully rational organisation, state organisations,
particularly in the non-CSA (capitalist state activities) sector, are characterised
by reactive avoidance of responsible rational planning in the face of competing
and contradictory roles of both successfully maintaining accumulation and
simultaneously retaining legitimacy, without producing a crisis of practical
reason, appears almost impossible. (Clegg and Dunkerley in Ham & Hill 1984,
p.182)

Consequently, having to meet commercial objectives while retaining public
interest priorities is extremely problematic for state institutions in capitalist
societies.
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By increasing Telecom's business status, the institution was given a mandate
with internal contradictions that confused its identity and function. The tensions
are exacerbated in a deregulated industrial environment.
Much of the tension between serving commercial and public interest principles
concerned the long-standing issue of supplying services to so-called nonprofitable areas. In other words, the notion of universal availability illustrates
the internal conflict described by Clegg and Dunkerley. Telecom's legitimacy as
a state institution with public interest responsibilities is challenged by demands
for economic efficiency and profit maximisation.
Many agree the Act provides the first requirement to provide a universal service
in telecommunication policy in Australia (Wilson and Goggin 1993; Barr 1985;
Raiche 1998). Although the phrase is not used in legislation until 1991,
Telecom's charter in the Act described a USO as it was to provide a service that
would:
...best meet the social, industrial, and commercial needs of the Australian people
for telecommunications services and shall, so far as it is, in its opinion,
reasonably practicable to do so, make its telecommunications services available
throughout Australia for all people who reasonably require those services
(section 6 (1) TA 1975).
Later in the Act another clause added that Telecom must consider:
the special needs for telecommunications services of Australian people who
reside or carry on business outside the cities (section 6 (2) (b) iii)).
The argument that the Telecommunications Act is the origin of the USO in
Australia is strengthened by an observation in the Government's own
Explanatory Memorandum (E.M) to a later Act. According to the E.M. a
universal service obligation was first introduced in Australia by the Act ( Forster
and Lovell 1999, footnote 1).
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As Wilson and Goggin observe, the provision for universal service in the
Telecommunications Act defined it within the parameters of a geographical area
and a technological standard (1993, p.7). However the phrase, ' ... throughout
Australia for all people who reasonably require those services'(italics added),
implied that the notion of universal service may have been significantly
expanded in terms of access and equity beyond the scope of geographical
availability without contradicting the legislation (Wilson and Goggin, 1993, 7).
In other words, the lack of definition specificity retained an opportunity for
future expansion and elaboration in response to dynamic policy environments
such as changes in technology and user expectations.
However, one year prior to the advent of Telecom, the Labor Government
introduced sweeping reforms to the policy environment with the introduction' of
the Trade Practices Act 1974. The TPA provides the benchmark for most
competition practice and introduced the legislative communication channel
through which the competition narrative came to challenge Telecom's
monopoly power of telecommunication services. Telecom's independent status
and seemingly unrestricted trading power led to claims by the private sector
that it contravened the TP A (Bureau Transport Communications Economics
(BTCE)(1995 No 87, p.36). The Government avoided the risk of the courts
deciding Telecommunications policy and moved to legislate a deregulation
process of Australian telecommunications (Davies 1990, p.53). This led to the

Telecommunications Act (TA) 1989, which arguably is the incorporation of a
competition narrative into telecommunication policy. Furthermore it is argued,
despite the retention of much of the rhetorical structure of the TA, the material
structural transformation of Telecom into a corporation signified its change of
role from a statutory public institution with commercial responsibilities to a
Government-owned commercial corporation with public responsibilities. In
other words, the commercial elements of Telecom now defined its role and
framed policy.
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Arguably, two different Labor Governments, one under Whitlam, the second
under Hawke, set the policy environment for commercial dominance of
telecommunication policy. However, events that took place in the intervening
years during the Fraser Liberal years presented the social environment for
commercial and competition narratives of policy growth in the minds of the
wider community.

The Davidson Inquiry

In 1981, the Fraser Government commissioned the Davidson Committee of
Inquiry to determine the desired level of involvement by the private sector in
telecommunications services. The results from this inquiry were far reaching
and were used later by Senator Alston as part of the argument for privatising
Telstra (Alston, 1990). Davidson recommended that Telecom should be opened
up to competition and the cross-subsidy scheme be unbundled to facilitate
market control of telecommunication services (Davidson Inquiry 1981).
Dismantling the cross-subsidy involved Telstra quantifying the costs and
replacing it with a direct government subsidy for those people who could not
afford the market rate for telecommunication services
(Reinecke and Schultz 1983, pp.199-226). This signified a major departure from
the politically removed and independent cross-subsidy provisions. Once a direct
subsidy was in place it could be altered at political will, unlike the complex
cross-subsidy arrangements. In addition, equitable and affordable access to
telecommunications services as a right would arguably be replaced by a charity
discourse of provision.
The cross-subsidy system, from which Telecom funds its commitments to
universal service, was estimated by the corporation at approximately $290
million in 1982 (Barr 1985, pp.127-128). This money is derived from inter-capital
business profits which mostly offsets losses which include all telephones west of
the Great Dividing Range, and a number of suburban areas concentrated by
domestic users (Reinecke & Schultz, 1983, p.9).
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Contemporaneously to Davidson calling for the costing of the cross-subsidy,
AT&T in the United States had just given up on a ten year project to cost its
cross-subsidy scheme (Reinecke and Schultz,1983, pp.9-10). The observation
indicates that there was more driving the debate than simple economics.
Available data from previous reports appeared to be ignored. Notable among
these were the recommendations from the Vernon report tabled in 19747• The
following extract from the Vernon report casts doubt on the possibility of
calculating the cross-subsidy:
It would be difficult if not unrealistic to attempt to quantify the permissible limit

of cross-subsidisation within particular services. The commission believes that it
can only state a general principle that the tariff structure not reflect a gross
distortion in favour of some categories or classes of users of a service at the
expense of the majority of customers ...
(Vernon in Reinecke and Schultz,1983, p.219).
It is also surprising, given the complexity of his task, that Davidson didn't have
a telecommunications background. Davidson's previous position had been the
chairperson of a manufacturing company, Commonwealth Industrial Gases
(CIG) (Reinecke and Schultz 1983, p.199).
In order to avoid the complexities of costing out the whole cross-subsidy
arrangement, the Davidson committee proposed to approach Telecom as if it
were a company which did not have access to ministerial funding options. All
operations and sectors of the company had to be self-funding and revenue from
each sector had to reflect the costs of providing that service. However, the task's
fulfilment required that costs be measured precisely, which proved an
impossible task.

7

The Vernon Inquiry (1974) recommended the separation of postal and

telecommunication services provided by the Postmaster General's Department until
1975. Consequently Telecom Australia and Australian Post emerged as a Government
response to the Inquiry.
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Two simple examples indicate the complexity involved. The first is based on
drawing up the lines of demarcation. An elaborate system of cross-subsidies
existed not only between the rural and metropolitan areas, but also within the
metropolitan area. Questions surrounded how discrete areas could be identified
and sub-divided. The second illustration involves the location of capital
intensive equipment such as multiplexers which are used to split up the signals
at either end of a communication path and the difficulty of calculating pro-rata
costs (Reinecke and Schultz,1983, p.220). For any possibility of estimating the
true costs of Telecom's cross-subsidy, it was necessary to introduce timed local
calls as was also recommended in the Davidson report and, as will be discussed
later, proved to be politically dangerous.
(Davies,1990, 65,).
The election of the Hawke Labor Government in 1983 resulted in the omission
from telecommunications policy of most of the recommendations of the
Davidson committee (Lindsay,1990,32). However, in 1990 Senator Alston
revived interest in its arguments and recommendations:
There can be little doubt about the enduring validity of the universal service
concept, but as the Davidson Report (emphasis added) noted in 1982, its objective
as in most industrialised countries, has already been achieved in Australia
(Alston,1990,388).
Alston observes Davidson regarded universal service as a fait accompli back in
1981. Notwithstanding Davidson's confidence in universal service as a
completed project, later events that characterise aspects of the deregulation of
the telecommunication industry forced Alston to re-evaluate his appraisal of
universal service. Arguably, changes to technological and social environments
explain Alston's change in position.
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Technological innovation created a multitude of telecommunication service
options that in time might be included as essential services. For example, the
Personal Computer (PC) and Internet revolution transformed community
expectations of a telecommunication service. Similarly, the diffusion of mobile
telephones across the country also changed consumer expectations dramatically.
Arguably, Alston and Davidson underestimated the pace of technological
innovation and consequent changing community expectations. As will be
discussed in Chapters Five and Six, as diverse telecommunication technologies
increased the scope of essential services in the public imagination, their political
significance as electoral priorities increased also.
Davidson's claims and atomistic methodology came under criticism soon after
the final report's release in 1981. For Barr and others (Reinecke and
Schultz,1983) the Davidson Report was consciously ideologically informed and
politically positioned:
The Davidson exercise was yet another example of the muddled and indecisive
way the Fraser Government approached the vexed issues of communications
policy. As a case study in policy formulation the chief stages typified the Fraser
administration's approach to forward strategies- the notion of greater
privatisation, followed by a government which showed how this might be
achievable, then internal tensions and inability to cope with complex matters
which led to a breakdown (Barr 1985, p.137).
Reinecke and Schultz were scathing of the report and Fraser's handling of it:
Davidson had produced a report of some complexity, organized in a haphazard
fashion and containing 103 recommendations, some of them so ambiguous that
one had to look for clues in the text for their meaning ... Davidson had produced a
report couched in often vague and sometimes laboured prose. Assumptions
were adopted and not argued for, and factual support was sometimes thin and
occasionally non-existent
(Reinecke and Schultz 1983, pp.212-213).
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Given the report was widely criticised, it was surprising that Senator Alston
revived interest in the Report's recommendations. For more than a decade the
report has been a political hot potato. The attempted implementation of some of
its recommendations proved contentious and politically dangerous as illustrated
by incidents such as the Adelaide by-election for the Labor Government in 1988
(Davies 1990, p.55).
Senior Telecom managers also criticised the Davidson Inquiry. Arguably,
management utilised both national development and engineering-technocratic
narratives to challenge the validity of competition in the delivery of
telecommunication services. Jack Curtis, an engineer by training, was appointed
Telecom Managing Director in 1975. In 1981, Curtis addressed the impending
conflict in priorities between cross-subsidised national development and
competition models of telecommunication policy:
Amid the rising tide of competition, there was, said Curtis, still the big question
of the nature of the national telecommunications system the Commission was
trying to build. 'Are we going to provide', he reflected, 'the nation-wide services
envisaged by the Act which require a strong cross-subsidy from the populated
boomerang-shaped area from Adelaide to Brisbane [including Melbourne,
Canberra and Sydney], or are we going to let other carriers into the main profit
areas, have the Commission lose the more profitable traffic and let the country
look after itself? (Curtis in Moyal 1984, p.374).
Curtis's observation addresses a major tension in conflicting engineering and
economic-technocratic models of policy. Classical economic-technocratic
approaches, which foreshadow later competition narratives place greater
emphasis on competition as a social goal of policy, attempt to quantify the
economic value of each aspect of the network.
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Davidson's focus on quantifying all elements of the cross-subsidies
demonstrates an a priori assumption of efficiency as defined by an atomistic
policy approach. Arguably, despite criticism of the validity of economictechnocratic and competition narratives in telecommunication policy, the Fraser
Liberal Government demonstrated political support for the 'liberalisation of the
industry'.
Significantly, Curtis blamed political interference as the major obstacle to
achieving universal service goals. For example, when Ian Sinclair, the
Communications Minister at the time, announced the launch of the inquiry:
Curtis observed the growing schism between Telecom and the coalition free
enterprise Government in plain terms. 'Telecom's success and its concept of
meeting new business objectives', he said, 'has been an offence to Government.
They feel it deeply in their souls ...Just as technology was making it possible to
succeed in the notion of universal service', he said, 'the Government has taken
decisions that make it impossible
(Curtis in Moyal 1984, p.374).
Curtis claims that historical barriers to achieving universal service were
primarily technological, indicates a contrast in technocratic narratives between
engineers and economists. Arguably, engineers perceived 100 percent network
penetration across geographical barriers of the continent as the achievement of
universal service. In contrast, economic models framed the last 4-6 percent as
too inefficient to be included as part of a reasonable universal service objective.
Arguably both technocratic narratives, as a consequence of the focus of
particular areas of scientific expertise as well as the measuring instruments
used, created policy blind spots. For example, neither narrative addresses
dynamic social expectations in relation to the diffusion of new technologies.
Furthermore, the rights of those such as the Deaf community or lower socioeconomic groups fell outside the measuring criteria of geographical instruments
of penetration (Bourk 2000).
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One further observation may be made in relation to the function of technology
within technocratic narratives. Arguably as economic-technocratic narratives
increasingly framed telecommunication policy, technology assumed iconic
status as a symbol of utopian progress and social emancipation. Furthermore, a
distinction can be made between the Curtis-engineering restricted view of
technology that projects universal geographical telephony service and the
abstract technological determinism that accompanies emerging competition
narratives of telecommunication policy based around markets. In other words, it
is argued utopian technological promises are used as tropes to underwrite
commercial priorities of corporate interests.

National Development, Competition, and Satellites
Arguably, the technology that has generated most speculation and optimism
among policy makers in relation to equitable diffusion of telecommunication
and media services is the satellite (Reinecke and Schultz 1983, pp.99-199; Barr
1985, p.5; pp .141-193). The utopian glow that surrounds satellite technology is
even used to reconstruct history, as an analysis of the following Australian
Bureau of Statistics statement suggests:
The crucial step came in 1985 with the launching of Australia's first
geostationary communications satellite by AUSSAT, the organisation established
in 1981 to oversee Australia's satellite system. By 1987 all areas in Australia had
basic telephone services, no matter how remote. Australia had achieved
telecommunications maturity, with all Australians linked by a single
infrastructure (ABS 2001, p.3).
At face value the above excerpt, taken from an ABS special article of the history
of communications in Australian published in its 2001 Yearbook, portrays a
completed national project of telephony penetration. However satellites, at least
at the time of writing the thesis, are less than the universal telecommunication
saviour described by the ABS.
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Furthermore, throughout the late 80s satellite technology offered few telephony
solutions to outback Australia, despite the ABS implication. Before discussing
the high frequency radio technology that did extend telecommunication services
in outback areas, it is useful to review the genesis of the utopian mythology that
surrounds satellites as the universal communication solution
Arguably, the introduction and diffusion of domestic satellite technology
involves some of the more questionable policies in the history of Australian
telecommunication (Reinecke and Schultz 1983, pp.99-199; Barr 1985, p.5, pp.
141-193). Reinecke et al. argue the Communication Minister's technocratic
utopianism, combined with pressure from intense commercial lobbying,
resulted in the Fraser Government introducing satellite technology that
provided the basis for future telecommunication deregulation. Furthermore, the
ownership and function of the satellite incorporated the symbolic power of both
national development and technocratic narratives to underwrite the emerging
competition narrative in policy.
Arguably, the Fraser Government perceived the satellite as a technological
answer to overcoming the tyranny of distance that prevented many living in the
vast remote areas from accessing diverse communication services. Barr (1985)
records the Communication Minister's announcement to Parliament of the
Government's intention to launch the domestic satellite. The Minister signalled
to the gathered politicians that alleviating the communication isolation of
remote communities as the primary reason for investing in the domestic
satellite:
We were told that 'it is all too easy to overlook, or remain blissfully oblivious to,
the plight of those of our fellow countrymen who are seriously disadvantaged by
a lack of communication services and communication-dependent services.
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A series of 'sobering facts' were presented to show the inequality of
telecommunications and broadcasting services - that 40,000 people living in
isolated communities had no prospect of being connected to a telephone in the
foreseeable future, that 500,000 people in Australia had no television service at
all ... (1985 p.141)

In his speech, the Minister addressed the most urgent problems facing those
living in remote areas, the lack of access to automatic, reliable telephony
services. However, several internal reports previously undertaken by Telecom,
advised against the use of satellites for rural telephony. Telecom argued satellite
technology is cost-prohibitive compared to high frequency radio technologies
that could be deployed cheaper Barr (1985) and Reinecke & Schultz (1983) argue
convincingly the primary motivation for the domestic satellite was the extension
of Kerry Packer's commercial television network, Channel Nine. Packer used the
narrative of national development to underwrite a stronger narrative of
competition (Reinecke & Schultz 1983, p.101).
Meanwhile, beyoncl the politics and utopian promises of satellites, other
technologies offered immediate benefits to those in the most remote regions of
the country (Barr 1985, p.174). For example in 1985 Telecom began deploying its
digital radio concentrator system (DRCS). DRCS is solar powered and
specifically designed by the Telecom Labs for areas without fixed line
infrastructure. The system beams radio signals in bursts from solar-powered
repeater towers positioned 40-50 kilometres apart.
In 1979, despite the political and commercial pressure to use satellite
technology, engineers at the Melbourne Telecom Labs concluded DRCS as
probably the most efficient and immediate solution to address rural
communication problems and remote isolation:
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Subsequent evaluation of the Research report within Telecom has revealed
economic and technical advantages of the digital radio concentrator system
(DRCS) ... The use of regenerative repeaters in the DRCS provides the means for
serving large geographical areas with high quality circuits. Combined with
privacy of communication, the use of solar power and the availability of telex
and low rate data services, this makes the system suitable for application in
remote areas (Research Laboratories Review of Activities 1979-80, p.23).
The excerpt indicates that Telecom researchers took seriously the needs of those
in remote areas despite the claims of neglect from some political and commercial
sectors. The same report discusses the deployment of DRCS technology to
facilitate the completion of the automation of all manual exchanges. In other
words, Telecom engineers and planners continued to adopt the long-term
strategic network growth and automation, indicated by a commitment to
national development underwritten by engineering technocratic expertise. In
contrast, the satellite advocates appear to frame the issues as part of a
competition narrative that also uses the symbolic appeal of nation building to
legitimise the commercial interest of corporate stakeholders in
telecommunications.
In contrast to the futuristic utopian promises of satellite technology (which, in
relation to delivering Standard Telephone Services, continues to be
technologically problematic as well as excessively expensive), DRCS8 provided
immediate telecommunication relief to those in remote areas. Arguably, the
advanced radio technologies retain a low public and national profile as a
consequence of their low economic utility value to carriers, despite high utility
value to users. Unfortunately, both technologies have extremely limited value in
transmitting data.

8

By 1995 more than 1,000 DRCS units covered more than 2.8 million square kilometres

(BTCE 1995, p.13). In 1991, many DRCS units were replaced with more reliable Higher
Concentrator Radio Systems (HCRS).
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The deployment of DRCS technology is a consequence of a national strategy, the
Rural and Remote Areas Programme (RRAP), initiated by Telecom to extend the
reach of universal service throughout some of the more rural and remote areas
of Australia. The RRAP reinforced a national development narrative of policy
similar to the long-term strategic holistic approach to telecommunications of the
1959 CTP. One Chair's Report described the RRAP goals and initial investment:
Telecommunications in Rural and Remote Areas
Backed by an investment of over $400 million and traversing some of the most
inaccessible country in the world, the Rural and Remote Areas Programme
(RRAP) is on of Telecom's most ambitious undertakings.
The aims of RRAP are threefold:
•

To extend access to modem automatic telecommunications services to
everyone in Australia, irrespective of where they live;

•

To convert remaining manual exchange services to automatic;

•

To replace all part privately erected lines with fully Telecom provided and
maintained plant.

1985-86 was the second of a six year programme. So far RRAP has provided over
19,000 rural and remote areas customers with new or upgraded services
(Telecom Annual Report 1986, p.14)
The same annual report also described the initial deployment of 13 DRCS
systems, which it noted, were 'designed by Telecom's Research Laboratories
(p.15). Arguably, a strong commitment to national research and development is
another indicator of policy framed by a national development narrative as
indicated in the following excerpt taken from the report:
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Universal Service
Since 1984/85, Telecom's Rural and Remote Areas Programme (RRAP) has
connected 44,500 new customers across some of the country's most inaccessible
regions at a cost of more than $530 million. More than 95.5% of Australian
homes now enjoy telephone access (p.15).
Using what Telecom planners perceived as the most appropriate technology at
the time, the RRAP continued the extension of telephony service throughout the
nation. The immediate value of the DRCS contrasts with the futuristic vistas
painted by political and commercial social actors, with vested interest in
deploying satellites.
In 1986, the Hawke Labor Government began to deregulate the
telecommunications environment in its second term of government and created
conditions that facilitated the implementation of many of the Davidson
committee's recommendations (Davies 1990, pp.52-60).
Economic rationalist theories based on laissez-faire models of the economy place
an emphasis on reducing government, balancing the budget and shifting control
of the fiscal environment to market forces which rely on competition (Hanson
1978,p.193). This is achieved through a process of deregulation, which relaxes
restrictions on private enterprises from competing with Government bodies for
a consumer service. Deregulation may also lead to privatisation, which involves
the sale of government assets and institutions to private investors and
corporations (Wanna 1995, p.71).
Movement toward the deregulation of Government monopolies gained pace
under the Hawke Labor Government in the latter half of thel980s (Daviesl990;
Walsh 1995;). Pressures from within and outside the Government mounted
against the Government monopolies, which were regarded by industry to be
both inefficient and stifling free trade as a result of perceived protectionist
policies.
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Several developments inspired their progress. The Federal Opposition had
already announced that it supported deregulation of several areas of Telecom's
monopoly to enable competition. One example of this related to the provision of
terminal equipment which was at the time only supplied by the Government
monopoly (Davies 1990, p.53). Attitudinal changes also occurred within the
upper ranks of the Labor Government. As Davies notes, even the Economic
Planning Advisory Council (EP AC), a Labor Party group chaired by the Prime
Minister himself, Mr Hawke, was in favour of deregulating some large
Government monopolies. The EP AC concluded that accelerated technological
change and the attendant costs associated with keeping pace with
developments:
... can erode the natural monopoly characteristics of some industries enabling
them to sustain more than one producer...It would be desirable to review the
barriers to entry that now prevent the monopoly status of some public
enterprises and to assess whether they remain appropriate. ( EPAC 1987 in
Davies 1990, p.53) .
The EP AC statement supports a competition narrative to challenge public
monopolies framed by holistically oriented national development narratives. In
addition, the position reflected an ideological change in Hawke's thinking as
evidenced from his shift in attitude in relation to proposed sale of Australia's
national airlines (Walsh 1995,p.107).
Arguably, from 1987 the Labor Party, influenced by economic rationalist theory,
began adopting traditional Liberal approaches in planning fiscal management of
the economy. In 1986, Peter Walsh tabled a green paper which called for major
structural changes to 'the structures of Government enterprises, such as the
telecommunications carriers and the airlines' (Davies 1990, p.53). The green
paper proposed that Government enterprises be made more accountable and
that they follow private sector guidelines of efficiency and profitability. Davies
claimed that Walsh's green paper was the driving policy behind Gareth Evans'
Government Business Enterprise (GBE) reform package which was announced
as part of his statement in May 1988 (1990, p.53).
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The GBE reform package was the essence of the micro-economic strategy for the
Labor Government. It targeted structural changes to key industries and focussed
on the interrelationships between them with a goal for strengthened and
sustained long-term growth (Fanning 1990, p.37).
To facilitate the structural changes to the communication and transport services,
a super portfolio was created after the July 1987 elections, which saw the return
of the Hawke Labor Government. The new Department of Transport and
Communication was the amalgamation of the three ministries of transport,
communications and aviation. Gareth Evans was given the portfolio of the
previously three separate ministries.
Arguably the renewed emphasis on fiscal accountability within Telecom as
framed by an economic-technocratic narrative removed the focus on broader
social goals in policy. That the social dimensions of policy were ignored is
illustrated by a disastrous by-election result for Labor in 1988 that was directly
attributed to citizen dissatisfaction to muted changes to telecommunications
policy (Davies 1990). Labor slowed its reform of telecommunications in 1988 as a
result of an electoral backlash against the pace of change. Davies records
Telecom's announced intention to introduce timed local calls on the eve of the
Adelaide by-election as a 'spectacular feat of public relations mismanagement'
(Davies 1990, p.55). Labor suffered a nine percent swing against it which was
attributed largely to the unpopular policy. Bowing to public opinion and
political interest, Labor reversed the decision (Davies, 1990, p.55). The
significance of timed local calls is important as it is linked to dismantling the
cross-subsidy which funds Telecom's universal service (Reinecke and Schultz
1983, pp.220-221). Consequently, it is argued that policy was directly influenced
and reversed by the Government for reasons of political necessity. The timedlocal calls issue was also the catalyst for the consumer consultative councils, a
joint initiative between Telecom and consumer groups (Johnston 1995, p.42).
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In summary, the chapter argues a primary national development narrative,
underwritten by two different technocratic narratives, primarily framed
Government telecommunication policy from the late 1850s until the late 1980s.
Diverse social actors articulated two different technocratic frames of expertise,
quantification, and efficiency Both frames are used to legitimise the grand
claims of nation-building, and competition that emerged later. The first
technocratic frame used between 1854 and 1959 framed network expansion and
the deployment of new technologies as part of a national project of progress that
required long-term planning based on sound technocratic engineering
principles of technical expertise and efficiency. A second technocratic narrative
based on administrative-economism that emerged in 1960 may be observed in
changes to the financial operations of the Australian Post Office. The changes
emerged from the 1959 requirement placed on the Post Office to pay interest on
funds made available through Treasury. The decision signifies a change in
emphasis from one of functioning as a public utility to an organisation run
closer along business lines and fiscal accountability.
Between 1960 and 1974, the Post Office operated as a large business institution.
However, according to traditional business models, the Post Office was
hamstrung with growing public debt as a consequence of servicing unprofitable
areas. Furthermore the state institution faced public and political hostility when
forced to raise revenue by increasing telecommunication tariffs.
Between 1975 and 1988, business models of efficiency were reinforced with
profit maximisation priorities, and competition narratives. The increasing
emphasis on commercial operation conflicted with public service models of
national development and the effective, but abstract notion of public service
spirit. However, rights narratives that enshrined USOs in legislation also
emerged.
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CHAPTER FIVE: COMPETITION AND OTHER FRAMES OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY: 1989-2000
To question universal service is like questioning motherhood. To provide it is
any government's act of faith with its electorate (Wally Rothwell, Executive
Director ATUG 1991, p.81).
Universal service cannot be defined in a single sentence or even a single
paragraph. Universal service is a complex, multi-dimensional concept which has
social, community, economic, commercial, political and technological
dimensions and implications. It is an ongoing/ continuing process which must
evolve and adapt (or be evolved and adapted) with changing user requirements
and social, economic, market, industry and technology environments (Joanna
Plante, Member AUSTEL 1991, p.115).
This chapter analyses the emergent competition narrative and its rise to
dominate telecommunication policy as a replacement for national development
frames. The chapter also explains how economic-technocratic narratives are
used to provide scientific legitimacy to competition narrative. In other words,
similar to national development policy frames, diverse technocratic narratives
are used to stabilise and reinforce the dominant narrative. The chapter also
analyses contesting narratives of universal service and universal obligations that
emerged in policy disputes among diverse social actors and institutions.

CORPORATiSATION AND COMPETITiON

The micro-economic reforms of the Hawke Labor Government dramatically
affected the structure and regulatory oversight of Telecom. The changes are
reflected in the TA 1989 and the Australian Telecommunications Corporation (ATC)

Act 1989. More significantly, the reforms indicate the refraining of
telecommunication policy primarily into a competition narrative. In other
words, telecommunication issues would be understood, legitimised and
underwritten in policy to the extent that they supported a competition narrative.
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The Australian TA 1989 ended a perceived conflict of interest of Telecom's role
as operator and regulator (Cunliffe 1990). The Act established AUSTEL, a body
corporate, as the newly appointed regulatory body over Telecom and the
telecommunication industry. AUSTEL represented a down-sizing of Telecom's
authority and autonomy. It also represented the introduction of full competition
for the monopoly public carrier in relation to value added services (VAS)

9

(Cunliffe 1990, p.239). Cunliffe argues that the unbundling of the
telecommunications domain into competition and non-competition zones
introduced by the legislation allowed the head of AUSTEL to pursue his own
pro-competitive inclinations, which as observed by Cunliffe, were in line with
government policy (Cunliffe 1990, p.240).
From another perspective, the bifurcation of Telecom's operations into
competition and non-competition zones signified a complex interaction of
narratives. National development priorities collided with competition
imperatives. The former, underwritten by engineering-technocratic narratives of
monopoly control of services incorporated a complex system of cross-subsidies.

In contrast, the latter, underwritten by neo-classical economic-technocratic
narratives of measurement, emphasised consumer choice and quantified costbased pricing of all services and their components.

9

A value-added telecommunications service is a service delivered or accessed by

telecommunications means and involves the addition of significant value to the basic
switching and transmission functions in the form of information processing, delay or
other intervention. They are significant revenue earners and signify an increasing
industry annually eg. 1991 -A$700 million; 1994- $750 million (BTCE, No.87, 1995,
62).
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In relation to universal service provisions there were several significant
developments. Firstly, a potential narrowing of the terms of reference from the
1975 Act occurred with the replacement of 'telecommunications' with
'telephone'. The change signified the intention by policy makers to limit the
scope of universally available services. With the advent of increasing
telecommunication options such as facsimile data services, legislators wanted to
limit the extent of regulatory restriction on an environment rapidly gearing for
competition. However it is also argued the change affected the universality of
any telecommunication service for groups of people with disability.
The replacement of telecommunications with telephone had implications for some
marginalised groups also. For example, people with disabilities and their
community groups argued that the function of a standard telephone service,
known as plain old telephone service, or POTS, may have been accomplished
using technology that did not qualify under the strict reading of 'standard
telephone service' such as TTYs for the Deaf community. (Wilson and Goggin
1993, pp.12-13). Arguably, a single-word amendment to the legislation
significantly disadvantaged some marginalised groups in society.

Community Service Obligations
Community Service Obligations (CSOs) framed telecommunication policy as
part of a competition narrative. The 1989 Act heralded the introduction of the
term 'Community Service Obligation' in telecommunications policy. CSOs were
linked directly to the reformation of the Government Business Enterprises
(GBEs) as discussed previously. Furthermore CSO precede the legislative use of
universal service obligation (USO) (Wilson and Goggin 1993, p.13).
Community Service Obligations (CSOs) entered the telecommunication
discourse in 1988 with the reform of the GBEs:
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Another essential agreement of the new arrangements is the separate
identification and costing of Community Service Obligations (CSOs) and other
non-commercial objectives, which may have a bearing on the financial
performance of an enterprise. Clearly, the government expects some enterprises
eg. Telecom and Australia Post to continue undertaking important CSOs. (Evans,
1988, p.5).

CSO became the generic term used to apply to the non-profitable activities that
would arguably experience market failure in a deregulated environment and
therefore would not be voluntarily undertaken (Alston 1990, p. 374).
Consequently, to maintain service levels to all sectors of society, the GBEs were
required to undertake CSOs (Cutler 1990). However, little provision appeared to
be made for expanding existing services that previous policies failed to address
adequately. Arguably, CSOs to marginalised groups, such as people with
disabilities or remote communities, remained static. In addition, the obligatory
sense of the term on service providers obfuscated any notion of social
investment that a more holistic definition could nurture. The position may be
taken that CSOs an=: only liabilities when community value, which is empirically
problematic to quantify, is ignored. Consequently, it is argued that the term
'community service obligation' minimised the social investment aspects of its
function in the community. This is not surprising given that GBEs are framed by
an economic rationalist discourse.
When he formed the GBEs, Gareth Evans, the Minister of the Department of
Transport and Communications (DOTAC), released a statement to the public,

Reshaping the Transport and Communications Government Business Enterprises,
explaining the new structures (Evans 1988). The language throughout the paper
by Evans reflects that of a business statement, as indicated by the following
phrases:
Australians have an important investment in the enterprises. As at June 1987 the
Commonwealth investment through equity and loan, in these ... businesses, was
estimated at $9,400 million or $1,900 for every Australian household.
The Transport and Communications enterprises need, more than ever before,
flexibility and the ability to respond rapidly to changes in the market and to take
up opportunities as they present themselves.
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The new Corporation will be established with a commercially oriented financial
structure and with the usual commercial obligations to pay appropriate
dividends on shareholders funds while providing for future investment needs.
(Evans 1988, p.3 and p.22)
An emphasis on cost-efficiency and profit maximisation is evident throughout
the document, and the reference to the public as shareholders is reminiscent of
Walsh's observations in the previous section.
The new legislation also imported the definition of the standard telephone
service from the 1975 Act, which raised the criticism from social advocates that
the definition required updating to maintain relevance with dynamic
environments. For example, the ATC 1989 Act also defined the STS as the
'public switched telephone service' (PSTS), and referred to a handset that did
not have switching functions. Specifically, the Act legislated that:
(a) in view of the social importance of the standard telephone service, the service
is reasonably accessible to all persons in Australia, on an equitable basis,
wherever they reside or carry on business; and
(b) that the performance standards for the service reasonably meet the social,
industrial and commercial needs of the Australian community (S.27 ATC 1989).
Community groups queried the use of standard in the legislation as there was
some concern about how such a concept could keep pace with technological
innovation that could affect groups with special needs, such as people with
disability (Wilson and Goggin 1993, p.13).
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Current debates in the segregation of society into information rich and poor
sectors are also relevant to discourse over the use of words such as 'standard'.
(Wilson and Goggin 1993; SERC 1995). The concern is that unless 'standard'
retains a dynamic element to its meaning that encompasses technological
change, large sectors in society will be alienated from the benefits of the
'information age'.
According to Quiggin (2000), the importance of transparency in policy making
underwrote the criticism of statutory authority models of governance.
Furthermore Quiggin describes transparency as a goal of instrumental precision,
which reflects an economic-technocratic perspective:
Critics of the departmental and statutory authority models of service provision
relied on the concept of 'transparency', which was used to express the idea that
government policies should be directed to the achievement of specific, sharply
defined objectives, rather than being justified in terms of a broadly-defined
notion of the public good
(p. 5-6).

In other words, Quiggin, observes the demand for transparency referred to a
specific methodological bias in policy. Arguably, transparency as a policy
metaphor is generative and constructs a policy phenomenon that in reality is
impossible. 'Transparency' implies methodological invisibility. It has
connotations of value-neutrality as well as possessing the power to expose any
attempts to influence policy. In other words, transparency is a linguistic trope
used to hide the reflexive presence of methodological influences from the
advocates of technocratic narratives. However, Quiggin also claims that in
addition to acting as a veil over technocratic intent, transparency dictated the
economic terms of meeting CSOs:
Advocates of transparency sought to clarify the objectives of government
agencies, and to require that, if policies were justified in the name of particular
objectives, they should be funded out of the relevant budget.
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The idea of transparency was used to justify the replacement of statutory
authorities, whose managers had a general objective of promoting the public
interest, with corporatised enterprises, which were directed to maximise profits
subject to the satisfaction of specific 'Community Service Obligations (p.6).
In other words, the advocates of transparency recognised the concept is
incompatible with broad principles of public interest. In addition, Quiggin also
observes the determining influence of commercialisation in framing the
parameters of CSOs.
The ATC legislated for Telecom to become a corporation which qualified it to
have a carrier license as would be required in the Telecommunications Act (TA)
(1991). This requirement provided for further deregulation of the industry,
which was to follow. Although at the time the Government owned all shares of
the new corporation, broad social welfare objectives for framing policy were
abandoned and sectioned off in safety-net legislation such as the CSO (Quiggin
2000, p.7). The policy shift implies that welfare rights are greatly restricted in a
corporatised environment.
However, it is argued despite changes in official policy, social rights narratives
are more politically resilient and influence policy more directly through other
means. The example of Scott v. Telstra discussed in Chapter Two illustrates the
influence of rights narratives on telecommunication policy and Government
legislation, despite operating within deregulated corporatised environments.
Finally, following the corporatisation of Telecom, Quiggin observes the
organisation's primary objective related to its fiduciary obligation by
'maximising shareholder value'. Quiggin concludes with the observation that
'no reference is made for the provision of telecommunications infrastructure for
Australia' (p.7).
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Quiggin finds tacit support in an admission from the Parliamentary Secretary
and Chair of the Ministerial Advisory Committee on Telecommunications
Reform that the reform process of 1988 failed because it made insufficient capital
available for long-term planning:
I have always felt the most fundamental problem, and the problem which we
failed to solve in 1988, was in fact the capital structure. By capital structure I
mean not only the ratios of debt to equity of the new body and its interest cover,
but more particularly its ability to borrow and make capital plans on an assured
basis. The Government Business Enterprise (GBE) reform process in 1988 did

fail. We were supposed to have corporate planning which, whilst it may have
promoted good internal discipline on behalf of Telecom and OTC, has led to no
certainty in terms of financial planning (Hon. Roger Price 1991, p.19).
Price's admission indicates the fervour with which the second Hawke Labor
Government pursued policies of deregulation. Furthermore, it is argued
technocratic narratives of economic rationalism underwriting competition
discourses diminished the major issues, such as provisions for capital
infrastructure, associated with national development narratives. In other words,
the reframing of telecommunication policy focuses primarily on some issues
such as economic efficiency and competition at the expense of other important
considerations, particularly those that may undermine the legitimacy of the new
narrative. For example, the emphasis on the unique network characteristics of
the telecommunication industry undermines the belief that competition policy is
equally valid across all industries.
Prior to its use in legislation, 'universal service' was widely used among policy
makers when discussing the STS (Reinecke & Schultz 1983). According to Cutler
(1990, p.405), it was politically significant that 'universal service' was replaced
by the less specific, more generic CSO. He described the nomenclature change as
a 'slippery semantic slide' which had ominous implications for social equity
issues:
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The semantic slippery slide from talk of all universal service to community
service obligations, from citizens rights to public goods welfare costs, is neither
accidental nor unimportant. The semantics of this debate reflect profound
changes in conventional wisdom and in public policy priorities (Cutler,1990,
p.405).
CSOs were constructed to work within government structures that had newly
created cost-efficiency and profit maximisation mandates. Consequently,
although CSOs applied to non-commercial activities, arguably they were framed
by an economic-technocratic narrative with commercial imperatives (Cutler
1990).
It is argued that CSOs are framed by laissez-faire economic theories and

function in the context of the deregulated environment of GBEs. Consequently,
the words find meaning in an ideological framework and function under
specific material conditions. Cutler was critical of the linguistic changes and
what they imply for access and equity issues. The shift in terminology implied a
strategic ideological shift in emphasis, and, perhaps even entire meaning, of
what was meant by the notion of universal service.
In 1990, as Shadow Communications Minister, Senator Alston appeared
unequivocal about his intention to replace USO with CSOs operating within a
commercial framework, and he alluded to his intent in the title of his speech
'Time For Some Real Competition: Is Telecom's Universal Service Obligation
Still Relevant?' (Alston 1990). Alston questioned the ambivalence that the Evans
statement (1988) extended to notions of universal service and CSOs (Alston,
1990, 371). His criticism is significant because Evans used the retention of
universal service to justify Telecom main_taining its monopoly carrier status
(371). However, according to Alston by continuing USO objectives as a GBE, the
corporation faced an inherent contradiction in policy:
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The primary obligation of the government's telecommunications policies will be
'to ensure universal access to standard telephone services throughout Australia
on an equitable basis and at affordable prices in recognition of the social
importance of these services'. At the same time the Evans' Statement describes
Telecom's community service obligations as a significant constraint, and
identifies as a key question the manner in which universal service is to be
maintained, whilst moving towards overall pricing structures that are consistent
with economic and market imperatives of the emerging information economy
(Alston 1990, p.370).
The problem was, as Alston indicated, universal service was difficult to justify
with a GBE that had a mandate to be as cost efficient as possible. In addition,
Alston alluded to the complex and expensive cross-subsidy arrangements that
funded universal service. As discussed above, Alston doubted the value of,
what he believed were, obsolete notions of the ongoing objectives of universal
service and its expensive cross-subsidy funding arrangements:
Whilst this might once have been a laudable and indeed necessary objective
when the household penetration rate was 53 per cent in 1970, now that 94 per
cent of Australian households have telephones its continued justification must be
questioned; especially when households account for over 70 per cent of main
lines although providing only 45 per cent of revenue. (Alston 1990, p.373).
The above narrow definition of universal service was cause for alarm by
community groups seeking to maintain and extend the USOs (Reinecke and
Schultz 1983; Cutler 1990; Wilson and Goggin, 1993). In 1990, Alston argued that
marginalised groups, such as the poor and people with disabilities, should
receive direct government subsidies to assist access. His main objective was to
rearrange the elaborate cross-subsidy arrangement which underwrote the
universal service:
A compromise solution could involve a mix of schemes with a continuation of
some cross subsidies at a reduced level together with targeted assistance on a
means tested basis (Alston 1990, 383).
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Alston's proposal may at first appear a suitable alternative. However, according
to some critics, the cross-subsidy scheme had the complexity of a living
organism and to attempt to dismantle any part of it was to affect the function of
the whole (Reinecke & Schultz, 1983, p.9).
In addition, a direct subsidy for disadvantaged groups such as people with
disability reinforces traditional charity discourses of provision. Instead of access
to telecommunications service recognised as a right for all Australians,
marginalised groups are made reliant on Government assistance packages.
Consequently, the selection of terms such as CSOs and USOs and the funding
mechanisms to which they are linked can politically determine the basis that
people can access the standard telephone service.
The term 'universal service obligation' emerged in recent years and referred to
the provision of a standard telephone service to all people in Australia,' which
was a reiteration of the clause in the TA 1991 and earlier acts (See TA 1975).
Since becoming the Minister for Communications and the Arts, Senator Alston
came to accept the term USO.
The reinstatement of USOs into the policy arena did not necessarily imply that
Cutler misread the intention of politicians to control the discourse of
telecommunications within an economic rationalist arena. Arguably, a CSO is
framed by an economic-technocratic narrative in which the USO is defined also.
In other words a USO has linguistically, functionally and ideologically become
part of a, economic-technocratic CSO discourse.
The see-sawing use of terminology in the USO debate indicates that perhaps
stronger manifestations of political power were stifling debate. Possible clues as
to how public debate is controlled are described in Davies et al who infer from
Shattschneider a procedure known as 'non-decision':
He (Shattschneider) argued that 'all forms of political organisation have a bias in
favour of the exploitation of some kinds of conflict and the suppression of others
because 'organization is the mobilization of bias'. Some issues are organized into
politics while others are organized out (1990, p.117).
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Many were critical of the vague definitions surrounding USOs and CSOs
regarding the extent of their application (Cutler, 1990; Wilson and Goggin, 1993)
Arguably, politicians employed tactics of non-decision and limited debate of the
wider implications of social access and equity from the community. As
discussed above, equitable social dimensions do not fit easily into the policies of
profit-oriented enterprises.
From a review of universal service definitions from the past it is argued that the
subject was vague. Most reference to its meaning was implicit in
telecommunications discourse and the term was not explicitly explained. As
Cutler observed:
There is, however, less agreement as to just how universal service might be
defined at any point in time...There is much talk of community service

obligations, but first we should consider community service objectives. The
dynamic, changing nature of community service objectives was recognised at a
recent Australian forum organised by the Commission for the Future (Cutler,
1990, pp.408-409 ).
As Cutler observes, part of the confusion from definitions resides in the
dynamic nature of universal service. A state of flux results in part from its
organic links to a scientific discourse which itself is in a constant state of change
due to technological advances. It also results from changing community needs
and expectations, and opportunities that are offered by new technologies which
were denied to some in the past.
The Australian and Overseas Telecommunications Act AOTC) 1991 legislated the
amalgamation of Telecom and OTC into one corporation. OTC was previously
separated from the domestic national service in 1946.
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The new corporation was known as AOTC-the Australian and Overseas
Telecommunications Corporation. AOTC was renamed Telstra in 1992 and
traded internationally as such. However the corporation traded domestically as
AOTC until 1995 (BTCE, No.87, 1995, 24).
The TA 1991 brought a further move toward deregulation of the industry with
the introduction of competition as the main general objectives. Three public
mobile telecommunications service operator licenses were issued to Telstra,
Optus and Arena GSM (Global System Mobile - later identified as Vodafone). In
addition, Telstra and Optus were issued with a general carrier license that
created a legislated national duopoly. Under this provision both carriers are:
recognised as the primary providers of Australia's public telecommunications
infrastructure and networks and the primary suppliers of telecommunications
services (BTCE 1995,p.27).
The Government legislated for the duopoly to prepare a viable competitor for
unrestricted market environment in 1997 when the telecommunications industry
would be opened up to full competition. Policy makers felt that competition
with Telstra may not have been sustainable given the former monopoly carrier's
strategic market penetration and strength (p.27).

DEFINING AND CONTAINING UNIVERSAL SERVICE OBLIGATIONS

Kim Beazley, the Communications Minister for the Labor Government in 1991,
introduced the term 'universal service' into legislation for the first time in the
TA 1991. Its introduction was defined as part of the CSO, which an
interdepartmental committee (IDC) divided into three non-profitable areas:
•

universal service ( geographical access to a standard telephone service as
well as payphones;
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•

emergency services; and

•

concessions- currently comprised of subsidised disability products and
cheaper connection rates offered to some charitable organisations
(Wilson and Goggin, 1993, p.14).

Wilson and Goggin believe that the acceptance by Government and the
community of the IDC's guidelines led to a missed opportunity to
comprehensively define universal as an opportunity for access and equity to
telecommunication services for 'all' Australians. Instead, universal service was
narrowly defined in geographical terms and ignored the wider social
implications of a rights narrative approach. The potential for linking broad
social goals of equity to USOs was contingent historically on cross-subsidy
funding, and later levies applied across the carriers. In contrast the alternative
funding source most likely involved concessions and other ad hoc allowances,
which are directly linked to the volatility of ministerial discretion and budgets
subject to constant review. The latter method is characteristic of a charity
narrative approach to policy.
The TA 1991 legislated a bifurcation of USO and CSO. CSOs were conceived as
partitioned welfare issues, as separate from the primary commercial focus and
funded from government consolidated revenue. In contrast, although described
in legislation as a subset of the CSO category, USOs were defined in
geographical access terms and responsibility for funding dispersed among the
industry general carriers. However, at this time, Telstra was the only general
carrier and the legislative mechanisms were placed for future application.
(Wilson and Goggin 1995, p.15). In June 1992, the Communications Minister
declared Telstra as the national carrier for Australia under section 290 (1) of the
Act.
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The Universal Service Obligation (USO) is defined in the Act 1991 as follows:
PART13
SUBSECTION 288(1) OF THE ACT DEFINES THE UNIVERSAL SERVICE
OBLIGATION AS BEING:
... the obligation .. :
(a) to ensure that the standard telephone service is reasonably accessible to all
people in Australia on an equitable basis, wherever they reside or carry on
business; and
(b) to supply the standard telephone service to people in Australia; and
(c) to ensure that payphones are reasonably accessible to all people in Australia
on an equitable basis , wherever they reside or carry on business; and
(d) to supply, install and maintain payphones in Australia.
Earlier in the Act the standard telephone service was defined:
UNDER SECTION 5 OF THE ACT, A 'STANDARD TELEPHONE SERVICE'
MEANS:
'(a) unless paragraph (b) applies - a public switched telephone service that:
(i) is supplied by a carrier; and
(ii) is supplied by means of a telephone handset that does not have switching

functions; or
(b) if the regulations prescribe a telecommunications service, or

telecommunications services for the purpose of this definition- that
telecommunications service or any of those telecommunications services.
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Briefly, from the 1991 Act came the assurance that the standard telephone
service and payphones would be reasonably available, at least geographically, to
all people in Australia regardless of where they lived or carried on business.
Furthermore, the Act made Telstra the 'universal service carrier', although it
created the provision to nominate other carriers to meet the universal service to
particular areas or even the whole continent. In addition, to retain industrial
equity, other carriers are required to contribute financially on a pro-rata basis of
timed traffic to meet USO costs of provision (CLC 1996, p.19). Finally, the
Minister retained the right to expand the scope of the standard telephone service
by prescribing a new telecommunications service universally or to select
community sectors.
It may be argued, from the outset the USO functioned as a device to diffuse

funding responsibility among the industry for the STS, in an era of increasing
deregulation. In other words, the USO origins in Australia are not based on
making provisions for equitable distribution of services to the community, but
equitable distribution among carriers of the financial responsibility for nonprofitable activities required by the community. Put another way, the USO is
used as a trope to legitimise telecommunication deregulation. For this reason, it
may be argued the evolution of USO policy necessarily parallels the process of
deregulation culminating in the privatisation of Telstra.
The Telstra (Dilution of Public Ownership) (TDPO) Act 1996 enabled the sale of up
to one third of the Commonwealth equity in Telstra. The policy estimated that
partial privatisation would generate around $8 billion. The TDPO Act retains
the CSOs, as well as the requirement of telecommunications carriers to pay a
universal service levy to fund the universal service aspects of CSO costs. In
other words, the legitimacy of the privatisation of Telstra is linked to the
articulation of USOs and the provisions for universal service and other services
framed as non-profitable.
It appears that the imperatives of a deregulated telecommunications

environment made policy makers reluctant to extend the definition of the USO
(Wilson & Goggin 1993, p.22).
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Policy makers hoped that a deregulated environment would create conditions
that fostered competition, which would stimulate technological innovation as.
well as increase choices for consumers with unmet expectations. Arguably,
further conditions on new entrants to the industry threatened the long-term
projections for healthy competition (Wilson & Goggin 1993, p.22).
1997-2000: THE YEARS OF 'FULL' DEREGULATION

This section will describe and discuss major telecommunication policy issues
from the time of 'full' deregulation of the industry, until the announcement of
the Telecommunication Service Inquiry in 2000. In particular, the section
addresses the influences on USO policy through changes within the
surrounding symbolic and material environments. For example, social advocate,
scientific and political arenas constitute symbolic and material environments in
which are articulated various narratives that underwrite diverse agendas and
worldviews.

It is argued the first four years of a so-called fully deregulated
telecommunication environment are characterised by policy turbulence,
technological uncertainty, competition failure, increasing litigation, and
consequential re-regulation. In other words, telecommunication policy processes
are contested arenas that signify increasing complexity and uncertainty. As a
consequence policy issues, particularly those related to equitable access to basic
and advanced telecommunication services, such as debates surrounding
universal service obligations, are intensely political.
Arguably, similarly to competition narratives of policy, the political intensity
that surrounds USO legislation problematises concepts of universal service. As a
consequence, USOs are framed by diverse narratives, which emphasise some
elements of universal service while de-emphasising others. Some of the multiple
frames of the USO include:
•

A driving force behind regional and national development;

•

An investment in social equity;
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•

A restriction on progressive telecommunications liberalisation policy;

•

A reassurance of continuing public good elements in telecommunications
policy;

•

A threat to the sale of Telstra;

•

A justification for the sale of Telstra;

•

A commodity that can be quantified and traded;

In addition, some narratives are underwritten and legitimised by symbolic and
material environmental complexity and uncertainty that characterises
telecommunication policy following deregulation. It is argued the political
conditions surrounding the operation of diverse telecommunication narratives
reinforce their symbolic power irrespective of their material policy success. For
example, arguably symbolic fluidity is an element of the power of competition
narratives to dominate policy debates. The ability of competition narratives to
colonise other narratives through utilising both a means and an ends telos is a
primary reason for the continuing strength of competition narratives.
In other words, competition is presented as the means to achieving the goals of
other narratives, or projected as the goal of methods that characterise other
narratives. For example, competition may be promised as the means to achieve
the national development goals of economic and social growth for the whole
Australian community. Alternatively, competition may be projected as the goal
of technocratic narratives based on technological determinism or advanced
analycentric techniques, such as statistical charts forecasting network traffic
demand using multivariate analysis.
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Despite the sophistication that constitutes the latter, most models are suspect
because of environmental variables such as changes in technologies and take-up
rates among consumers. The teleological flexibility of means-oriented or endoriented competition narratives indicates that competition, like universal
service, is an increasingly politicised complex concept partly as a consequence of
uncertainty within the policy environment (Roe 1994). For example, note the
positive connotations of 'full' and 'open' in the Communication Minister's
description of the post 1997 telecommunication environment:
Since 1997, the telecommunications sector has changed drastically and
irrevocably. We now have a number of competing organisations using the latest
technology and infrastructure, offering a range of services. There have been
significant price reductions and a huge range of choice in service
offerings ... There is no doubt that Australia now has full and open competition in
the telecommunications market (Alston 2000, p.20).
Significantly, the Minister uses several metaphors that underwrite the power of
competition narratives. Competition is framed as a project that is:
•

powerful and irrevocable - we can't go back;

•

progressive and facilitates technological progress -we are mature and
modem;

•

open- a transparent process that is value-neutral; and

•

atomistically complete and universal in delivering benefits to the
community - competition alone has done it all for everyone.

In summary, it is argued as a consequence of the polysemic construction of the
two concepts universal service and competition, both retain symbolic force yet
face a crisis of meaning. Arguably popular appeals to utopianism may obscure
alternative policy approaches that may present more effective solutions to the
equitable distribution of telecommunication services throughout the community
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Deregulation and Competition
Arguably, the TA 1997 ushered in the era of deregulated telecommunication
services within Australia. The contents of the legislation represents the struggle,
among diverse social actors with various narratives, to frame
telecommunication policy. For example, it is argued, although competition
narratives primarily frame policy, other narratives such as rights narratives
within USO sections of the legislation present counter-narratives. Furthermore,
it is argued the circumstances that led to the inclusion of provisions of
teletypewriters for the Deaf community represent the expansion of rights
narratives as USO policy frames.
The TA 1997 enabled full and unrestricted competition within
telecommunications in Australia. In addition, the Act places an emphasis on
technological convergence and the rights and responsibilities of carriers in
changing environments. The legislation represented a significant recognition of
the HREOC inquiry decision, which framed access to telecommunication
services for the Deaf community as a social rights narrative (Bourk 2000).
Notwithstanding the legislative victory for some with disabilities, the legislation
is primarily framed by a competition narrative of policy, as illustrated by several
examples:
•

All competition activity is regulated by the general competition regulator,
the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), in contrast
to the TA Act 1991 that empowered AUSTEL to oversee industry specific
competition;

•

The 1991 duopoly of two licensed general carriers, and troika of three public
mobile carriers (Telstra, Optus and Vodafone) is replaced by provisions for
an unlimited number of undifferentiated licensed carriers;

•

Public access to Basic Carriage Service (BCS) tariff files replaced
commercial-in-confidence restrictions on issues, with ACCC given
discretionary power of access.
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•

The sale of one third of Telstra during Howard Government's first term of
office; and

•

'Technology-neutral' service provision for USO that also allows competing
carriers to tender for specified geographical areas and/ or specified services.

The above list is not exhaustive, but it is indicative of initiatives that illustrate
the dominance of competition narratives in framing post-1997
telecommunications policy. Furthermore, it is argued the provisions that allow
for the tendering of USOs represents a significant shift in policy. The Howard
Government's decision to subject the USO to contestability is discussed later in
the chapter.
Digital Data Services and USOs
Technological innovation in converging digital computer and
telecommunication environments added further complexity to USO policy
debates. Recent debates surrounding convergence illustrate the complexity of
making policy that addresses incorporating digital capability within the national
infrastructure:
With regard to convergence, Australia proposes an evolutionary rather than
revolutionary approach to managing the change. Rapidly evolving regulation
which tries to anticipate developments in digital technology might speed the
development of digital services and give the nation 'first mover' advantages
frequently mentioned by commentators.
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However difficulties of accurately predicting the direction of development or the
consumer response means this is a high risk (Alston 2000, p.21) ...
Apart from the 'risk' of predicting appropriate first-mover technological
selection, it is argued policy makers feared heavy investment in new
infrastructure would impede competition in the telecommunication industry.
Notwithstanding the political concern related to the effect on competition posed
by regulations that stipulated heavy technological investments in infrastructure,
the community expressed increasing demand for digital services. Furthermore,
the Government promised (when in Opposition) in its 1996 telecommunications
policy manifesto to:
mandate the availability of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) digital
access services, require the acceleration of Telstra's exchange digitalisation
program and bring ISDN services into the price-capping regime. An immediate
inquiry would also be held into the question of upgrading the standard
telephone service (Eason 2000, p.97).
Debates related to digital data services and universal services illustrate the
complexity and uncertainty that surrounds telecommunication issues, which as
a consequence increases the politicisation of policy making. At the heart of
digital data universal service debates is the contention that universal service
obligations are dynamic, not static.
Arguably, the debate surrounding the proposed incorporation of integrated
serial digital network (ISDN) technology into the USO, illustrates the complex
interaction of political, commercial and technological contexts on policy and the
confusion that consequently frustrates the policy process.
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Telecom launched ISDN services in July 1989, initially on its trunk lines with the
purpose of linking its network of Automatic Exchanges (AXE), and compatibl~
Private Automatic Business Exchanges (PABXs) (Annual Report 1989,p.24).
ISDN is a particular digital technological platform used in the delivery of data
telecommunication signals between users. The ACA defines ISDN as:
An end-to-end data communications system that uses optic fibres, coaxial cables
or microwave links to simultaneously transmit voice and digital data. Wideband
ISDN transmits data at 64 kbit/ s or greater, while broadband ISDN can transmit
data at up to 155 Mbit/s (ACA 1998, Glossary).
As the ACA definition suggests, ISDN is not a homogeneous technology. ISDN
refers to a digital system that may incorporate diverse transmission
technologies, which send packets of digital signals across the network at varying
data speeds depending on the capacity of the transmission medium and
terminal switching equipment. In other words, ISDN is not easily defined for
legislation. However, similar to other digital systems, ISDN operation observes
general principles that relate bandwidth and data speed. The faster ISDN bit
rate enables faster data rates, greater choice in applications and more data
intensive applications. For example, ISDN enables more voice, data and
facsimile applications as well as digital imaging, or video-conferencing, which
are more data intensive (p.13).
As a consequence of technological innovation and changing user expectations
and demands, universal service is a socially dynamic concept. Digital data and
the rise of the Internet illustrates the socially dynamic aspects of the concept.
However, the disparities in telecommunication services across the community
are a historical feature of telecommunication experiences, which successive
policies have always had to address. As stated above, in response to the
growing demand for digital data services across the community, the Liberal
Opposition promised to accelerate the digital upgrade of all telecommunication
exchanges across the country, as well as price-cap the supply of ISDN to make
the premium service more affordable (Eason 2000, p.97).
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When it came to power in 1996, the newly-elected Howard Government faced
the conflicting social and commercial tensions that define telecommunications
in a country like Australia. On the one hand, the Government continued the
deregulation of the telecommunication industry begun under Labor. The
reforms advantaged the commercial and financial sectors of the economy in
particular through lower priced services to attractive markets and increasing
dividends to shareholders within burgeoning telecommunication and
information technology (IT) industries. On the other hand, regional, rural and
remote areas displayed increasing concern about perceived disparities in
telecommunication service. The access to digital data services emerged as an
issue of contention that illustrates the tensions among diverse national, social,
technocratic, and commercial priorities.

The Review of Standard Telephone Services
In July 1996, Alston established the Standard Telephone Service Review Group
(STSRG) to undertake a demand and feasibility study of upgrading the current
standard telephone·service, with particular regard to considerations of
incorporating digital data services. In December 1996, the group released its
report, the Review of the Standard Telephone Service (1996). One member of a
group of ten disagreed with the findings of the majority and released a minority
report.
The Inquiry, headed by Jock Given from the Communications Law Centre, is a
significant project that emphasised: a) the social nature of telecommunications
services; and, b) the necessity of maintaining a dynamic definition of the
standard telephone service. Within the first few pages of the STSRG Report,
extracts are given from the Telecom 2000 Report (1975). The Telecom 2000
Report produced by Telecom incorporated a visionary social perspective to
telecommunications development and service delivery. Arguably, the RSTS
adopted a similar perspective (STSRG 1996, pp.29-34). The report took a
multidisciplinary approach to research:
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The task facing this Review was not simply to set some new target for the rollout of particular communications technologies, but to understand, and respond
to, the complex and diverse communications needs of all Australians. Like
OECD, the Group took as its starting point the interdependence of technological,
economic and social change:
'Technological change is often equated either with certain hardware, or with
specific production processes; this is a mistake. Technological change is in its
development and application, fundamentally a social process, not an event'
(STSRG 1996, p.34; OECD in STSRG 1996, p.34).
Given and his team attempted to avoid technological determinist pitfalls that
may ignore the social contexts in which new technologies are introduced (Jones,
1995, pp.214- 243). In addition, the group approached the project on the basis
that the effects of technologies on societies across time are as significant as their
initial introduction. Consequently, the group took the perspective that the value
of the future impact of new technologies must be factored into the initial costs.
The issue of initial costs disturbed the dissenting member of the group,
Professor Henry Ergas. He submitted a minority report that criticised the
majority report as inaccurate and impractical (STSRG 1996, pp.176-184). The
major contention concerned the majority report's recommendation that the
universal service arrangements include digital data capacity by 2000 (STSRG
1996,p.176). According to Ergas, the demand for digital services is
overestimated, the cost is underestimated and the precise nature of the service is
ill-defined. However, Ergas arguably fails to recognise that the report is a social
investment projection that attempts to factor increased social awareness leading
to increased demand against the inevitable, but currently unmeasurable
decreasing, costs in technology. The costs can not be accurately measured
because the figures need to be based on undeveloped technology. Ergas' main
contentions with the majority report were linked to issues of affordability and
measurability founded on perceptions efficiency. Arguably, Ergas argument is
framed by an atomistic technocratic narrative that collided with the social
emphasis of the majority report, which has elements of a rights narrative as well
as national development (STSRG 1996).
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Alston favoured Ergas' minority report and his recommendations above those
of the majority report. Furthermore, the Ergas position, which advocated a
minimal investment in infrastructure, supported the broader competition
agenda that prioritised cost-efficiencies in the industry. For example, any
expansion of the USO costs would be spread across the other general carriers,
with the consequential drain on revenue and damage to competition. Alston's
initial preference of the Ergas report against the Majority report met political
resistance in the Senate.
In a significant Senate debate during the second reading of the
Telecommunications Bill 1997, the ALP's Senator Sue West attacked Alston's
report preference. West quoted an article from the Australian that condemned
the Minister's rejection of the majority report, citing ideological motivations for
Alston's choice:
When Senator Alston announced the review he lauded it. He said that it was
being undertaken by a very good group of people, they were a very broad
representation of a very wide cross-section of the industry and consumers .. .Nine
of the ten members put out a majority report comprising 178 pages of wellargued information and recommendations. There was also a six-page minority
report by Professor Ergas. Guess which of these reports the Minister decided to
talk about and praise in response? It was the six-page report of Professor Ergas ...
I wonder why? I suspect that one of the reasons is - and it is pretty obvious now
with this legislation that - that the nine-member majority report recommended a
cautious upgrade of the telephone service to digital data by the year
2000 ... Graham Lynch, in the Australian of 11 February entitled 'Alston weighs up
cost of national ISDN standard', again quotes Alan Horsley [Managing Director
of ATUG] 'that the work and opinion of a reasonable bunch of people has been
set aside by one distant professor. He has an academic dry view with as much
relevance as cows jumping over the moon' (West 1997, HOS, 17 March p.1597).
Each of the opposition Senators involved in the debate raised the STS digital
upgrade with Alston who responded that he was not willing to commit a CSO
to what is currently an undetermined cost (HOS 1997, 18 March, p.1687). The
dispute centred upon upgrading the network to supply ISDN data services to
the last 4 percent of subscribers.
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The dispute related to upgrading the STS represented a collision between
ideological and political imperatives that characterise deregulated
telecommunication policy environments. As discussed throughout the thesis,
most subscribers are metropolitan business and residential subscribers who are
commercially viable markets without the need of subsidisation.
The digital upgrade debate is significant, because apparently, ideological
persuasions informed the Minister's initial rejection of the majority report. There
is a strong parallel between Ergas' criticism of the majority report and Alston's
position in the debate around the same issue. The central point of contention
that united Alston and Ergas was the cost of connecting the last 4 percent to the
digital network (HOS 199718 March, pp.1687-1689). Arguably, Alston's concern
to contain the costs of an expansion of the STS is related to narratives operating
in the broader deregulated telecommunication policy context. In other words,
the atomism of the technocratic narrative that informed the positions of both
Ergas and the Minister reinforces the competition narrative that continued to
frame the broader Government national policy agenda, and telecommunication
policy in particular.
Arguably, an expanded STS, which is the guaranteed minimum service required
under the universal service obligation, signified problems for deregulation and
competition in telecommunication. When the STSRG released its final report, the
telecommunications industry was less than six months from full deregulation.
An expanded STS signified to the industry more financial obligations that could
impede competition. In addition, more financial obligations placed on Telstra,
could reduce the investment attraction to potential investors in the forthcoming
partial privatisation of the national carrier. In other words, an expanded STS
threatened to frustrate the Government's broader competition and privatisation
agenda. Eason (2000) argues the Minister positioned the digital upgrade of the
STS to ISDN standard as a strawman argument:
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Conscious of carrier opposition to any move which would impose extra costs on
the industry, and armed with the dissenting report of consultant Professor
Henry Ergas, the government asked the Australian Communications Authority
to undertake the 1998 review. The authority, charged with undertaking a costbenefit analysis of any USO upgrade, duly recommended against any
requirement that ISDN be made universally available (p.98).
Both the Ergas and ACA report framed the issues as part of an economictechnocratic narrative, which undermines the legitimacy of the national
development narrative that frames the majority report. Furthermore, it is argued
both reports underwrote the Government's privileging of a competition
narrative. The ACA Inquiry and its significance to changes to universal service
policy is discussed in the following section.
Contemporaneously to the ideological imperative of minimising cost to a young
industry approaching full deregulation, political unrest within rural electorates,
the National party's heartland, threatened to increase tensions within the
Coalition Government. The deteriorating political conditions within the
National's electorates culminated in the Telecommunication Service Inquiry
(TSI) in 2000.
The political tensions emanating from rural Australia emerged from widespread
perceptions of deteriorating telecommunication service and increasing disparity
in equitable access to advanced services.
Arguably, in time, electoral pressure saw the Government adopt most of the
recommendations of the Given Report, despite the Minister's initial rejection of
its primary recommendation, which advocated the Government cautiously
pursue a digital upgrade of the STS that is mandated as a provision in the USO.
As discussed earlier, the STS is the minimal service level that should be
reasonably available to all Australians as mandated in the USO legislation.
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ACA Digital Data Inquiry

The separation of digital data obligations from the USO is linked to an ACA
public inquiry, commissioned by Alston in 1998. The Minister commissioned the
ACA to review 'whether a carriage service that provides digital data capability
broadly equivalent' to that provided by a basic ISDN rate, 'should be
incorporated into the USO' (ACA 1998, p.3).
The Inquiry's final report recommended against the ISDN digital inclusion in
the USO on the grounds of: a) economic efficiency; and b) the potential damage
to industry competition. Although the Inquiry recognised the disparity between
'metropolitan and rural consumers' in accessing data services:
... the ACA does not favour specifying a digital data carriage service as part of
the USO. This is not supported in cost/benefit assessments. Furthermore, use of
the USO provisions would have unfavourable impacts on competition. It is
arguable that the USO provisions themselves may be a denial of competitive
opportunity and a disincentive for other carriers who may wish to take
advantage of new developments, such as wireless local loop and satellite
systems, to provide Australians with enhanced data services (p.3).
Arguably, technocratic narratives of efficiency and competition narratives
framed the ACA's response to the digital data USO issues. However, it is argued
the technocratic narratives of efficiency, like any other narrative, evaluates the
validity of criteria on a selective basis. For example, consider the Inquiry's
discussion of one of four interpretations of equity given in the report:
Another view of equity is that users should be charged according to the benefit
that they derive from using the service. This concept of equity would suggest
that users, say in remote areas of Austraiia, or industries that are likely to benefit
more from a high data rate telecommunications service, should pay more than
those who stand to benefit less from such a service (p.90).
Without discussing the merit of this particular technocratic approach, the
authors of the report appear to ignore that this concept of equity might suggest
that on the basis of an assumption of utility value, corporations within
metropolitan Australia should pay considerably more for their broadband data
services.
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In other words it is argued, that a spatial-bias of utility frames the discussion of
multiple interpretations of equity. It is argued that the report appears objective
in its inclusion of multiple perspectives, but betrays a particular technoeconometric bias through normative frames.
The final report indicates the influence that explanatory memoranda (EMs) have
on interpreting ambiguities within legislation. In other words, interpretations of
concepts that have a long legislative history are often framed by the political
footnotes known as EMs. However, EMs may restrict flexibility when
interpreting the meaning of text, particularly those that address issues of social
goods and pubic interest. Textual flexibility is removed by reconstructing texts
through technocratic frames applied to EMs. The process is illustrated in the
following example taken from the ACA's Digital Data Inquiry report, which
discusses the meaning of 'reasonably accessible':
As detailed ... the USO concept as provided for in Australia's legislation is on the

basis of the service being 'reasonably accessible' and supplied on an 'equitable
basis' ...The Exp4i,natoiy memorandum to the Telecommunications Bill states
that 'while affordability is clearly important. . .it should not be embedded in the
USO itself but should be 'targeted' through other mechanisms such as
competition, price control and targeted assistance'. This would suggest that
reasonably accessible should be taken to refer mainly to availability and not
price (p.90).
The concepts, 'reasonably accessible and equitable basis' to telecommunication
services are first stated in the 1975 legislation, and repeated in the 1989 and 1997
legislation. However, the EM to the 1997 legislation restricts the interpretive
choice that allows democratic negotiation of the issue. For example, affordability
issues are removed from the USO 'mechanism' as 'explained' by the EM.
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Nonetheless, the legislative ambiguity is retained in successive legislation,
despite the privileging of more restrictive interpretations by policy makers,
which is reflected in later policies. As a consequence, policy frames are more
restrictive in application although they retain the appearance of policy
flexibility. In other words, the public legislation suggests more democratic
flexibility than the technocratic EMs to the Acts imply.
Understandably, those disadvantaged most in the digital divide suffer similarly
in relation to affordable and reliable telephony services. The Digital Data Report
advised the cost and benefit analysis applies to the four percent of the
population that constitute those living in non-metropolitan or major urban areas
of Australia. Furthermore, of that group, an estimated 40,000 subscribers are in
Telstra's extended zones, which 'have no or limited access to untimed calls (Bills
Digest No 185 1999-2000, p.2) Most are remote areas that lack fixed telephone
•

10

services .
In 1998, the 4 percent group received data speeds of around 2.4 kbit/s. The
report recorded Telstra's claim that to expand the USO capability to 28.8 kbit/s
would cost around $3.95 billion in infrastructure upgrade.
Commenting on the costs of upgrade, the report observed:

10

One further point requires explanation regarding the relationship among digital

availability, affordability and remoteness factors. Strictly speaking according to the
Minister, those within the last four percent tci receive ISDN capacity or its equivalent are
not the most remote. The four percent group in relation to digital capability refers to
those who work and live on the urban fringe, more than 5 kilometres from an exchange
but not in extremely remote areas where DRCS technology could be supplemented by
satellite services delivered on a commercial basis. The most remote group that
approximates 2.6 percent are those currently using DRCS or HRCS technology (HR 18
March pp.1688-89). The significance of the distinction is questionable because it does
not address issues of affordability; At the time of writing ISDN remains an expensive
technology of digital access across Australia.
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Such levels of expenditure, which necessarily would require commitment to roll
out over many years, would have serious consequences for other carriers obliged
to share in the USO costs. For Telstra itself there is also the risk that, because of
an imposed commitment, such investments could later become stranded if
market response was not forthcoming. At the same time, there could be
disincentive to competitive behaviour (p.128-129 ).
It is argued that the report's assumptions are only intelligible within a narrow

technocratic narrative that is used to reinforce a dominant competition narrative
used to frame policy. As stated throughout the thesis, telecommunication is a
capital-intensive industry that always requires a 'commitment to roll out
infrastructure across many years'. For example, in 1989-90, Telecom spent
approximately three billion on capital works alone (Telecom Australia, 1990). It
appears short-sighted for the government regulator and adviser in
telecommunication policy to emphasise the issue as a potential negative
element. However, the ACA's perspective is intelligible within a broader policy
frame of competition in which long-term investing in infrastructure introduces
political and comm~rcial complications to primary stakeholders, and
shareholders seeking a quick return on investment.

POLITICS OF COSTING THE USO

Clearly the existing state of affairs in relation to the Universal Service Obligation (USO)
cannot continue. Is the cost of providing universal service $250 million, $1.8 billion or
$580 million? (Forster and Lovell 1999)

This section discusses the complexity surrounding the process of obtaining
accurate estimates of the USO. Furthermore, the political implications of USO
costings and their potential to affect industry investment, government policy
and competition in telecommunication are described and discussed.
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In particular, the section addresses claims by industry analysts and competitors
that the incumbent carrier Telstra uses its USO estimate as a device in politicaJ
gameship to control the effects of competition and influence government
telecommunication policy. Arguably, the politics related to the USO and
subsequent response from the Federal Government are significant elements that
contribute to the terms of reference and scope of the Besley inquiry.
According to Budde (2002), Telstra has a history of strategically using the costs
of the USO as a trope to influence government policy, and more recently,
confuse its competitors. For example, Budde observes Telstra claimed $800
million as the cost of meeting its USO in 1989, ie. the geographical dimension of
its community service obligations. In response, the Government's
communications research group, the Bureau of Transport Communications and
Economics (BTCE), undertook its own study and using a different economic
model estimated the cost approximately $240 million. The approach adopted by
the BTCE is the avoidability model and the approach used by Telstra, then
Telecom, is the fully distributed cost (FDC) model. According to the BTCE, the
difference in methodologies arises from contrasting views of what should be
included as costs and revenue to the carrier:
The difference between the avoidability and FDC approaches essentially lies in
the treatment of joint of common costs. In the avoidability approach, only
avoidable costs are included in the CSO cost measure; in the FDC approach all
costs are allocated whether they would be incurred if CSOs had not been
provided. There is also a major difference in the treatment of revenue. In the
avoidability approach incoming call revenue is included as well as outgoing call
revenue, resulting in higher revenue being considered than in the FDC approach
(BTCE 1989, p.17).
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Part of the complexity relating to identifying costs is that the same infrastructure
may be used in both so-called commercial and non-commercial services, such as
exchanges and long distance trunk cables, which link profitable metropolitan
centres, but pass through non-profitable routes also. In addition, revenue
estimates are problematic also. Furthermore, questions arise in relation to
estimating capital infrastructure replacement costs and appropriate investment
provision. For example, the BTCE model assumed Telecom would carry CSOs
long-term and consequently annualised capital costs by taking into
consideration the annual depreciation and the opportunity cost of holding assets
for the year (p.20). It is significant that subsequent Federal Governments
accepted and adopted the BTCE estimate of Telecom's CSO, which remained
constant at approximately $250 million, despite the introduction of competition
policy and potential contestability of the USO. In other words, it could be
argued that the rationale on which the BTCE based its figures is no longer
relevant.
The other influence on CSO estimates, the rate of return, is linked to differing
notions of the opportunity cost of capital. The opportunity cost of capital (OCC)
is an economic concept that quantifies the lost revenue earning opportunity
from potential investments in alternative public or commercial activities. The
'loss' is a consequence of capital tied up in infrastructure used in loss-making
business activity. According to the BTCE, the OCC relates to the expected return
from alternative social opportunity costs, which 'is based on the return available
on marginal private and public sector projects' (p.21). In other words it refers to
investing in projects that are not expected to return a profit beyond that required
to continue operation. However, the Telecom model assumes the OCC relates to
commercial investment alternatives foregone as a consequence of Telstra's CSO
requirement. As a consequence, the Telecom OCC is significantly higher than
the BTCE estimate.
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Arguably Telstra, then Telecom, would have benefited from an inflated
CSO /USO cost at the time to delay as long as possible the introduction of
competition in the industry. For example, the more expensive the USO cost, the
less attractive is market entry to prospective competitors. However, the
Government accepted the BTCE model and subsequent estimate of the USO.
Consequently, until 1998 the USO remained around $250 million. In practice, the
historical contention had limited effects on Telstra's financial viability because
the internal cross-subsidies functioned as an internal book-keeping exercise.
Consequently, an underestimated USO figure calculated before deregulation of
the industry had minimal impact on Telstra. However, it may be argued a
deflated USO estimate may have resulted in the Government receiving greater
Telstra revenue than justified. From this perspective, the Government had a
vested interest in a deflated USO figure.
Notwithstanding Telstra's reluctant acceptance of the BTCE figure, which lasted
for many years, the politics shifted again in 1998 when the carrier adopted a
new model to estimate its USO. Bellcore International Inc. developed the new
model in consultation with Telstra, Optus and Vodafone. As a consequence of
applying the Bellcore model to its USO calculations, Telstra filed a USO claim of
$1,827,584,255.35.

Telstra arrived at the new figure, which represented more than a seven-fold
increase on previous years, by making several modifications to the avoidable
cost model. First, the carrier added 446 areas to its net cost areas (NCA) total,
which increased the total costs potentially claimable, or net universal service
cost (NUSC) significantly. The increase in NCAs, arises from the disaggregation
of telecommunication services, or services in operation (SIOs), in a rural area.
The NCA process and its constituent elements are described in a preliminary
view of the NUSC by the ACA:
58. The NCAs that were declared for 1997-98 included the following types of
areas:
•

small exchange service areas (ESAs);

•

built-up areas (BUAs);
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•

non-built-up areas (NBUAs);

•

radio services; and

•

payphones.

59. These areas are defined by the NCA Declaration. In broad terms, an ESA is
Telstra's exchange service area, where an exchange is a point of convergence of
telephone cables that has a specified set of number ranges. ESAs with less than
150 services in operation (SIOs) have been costed in Telstra's NUSC claim as a
single geographic area.
60. Once an ESA has 150 or more SIOs, there is the prospect that the rural
township may be profitable, whereas there may be net costs associated with the
supply of services to customers outside of this township. If these customers were
costed together as a single unit, it could mean that the net costs of supplying
services to one group of customers were partially offset by the profits in serving
others, resulting in an understatement of the NUSC. As a result, the concept of a
BUA and NBUA was developed (ACA 1999, p.20)
The NBUAs are those parts of an ESA that are outside the BUA boundary. The
ACA observes Telstra calculates the NUSC separately for BUAs and NBUAs.
Consequently, the number of unprofitable areas is significantly increased in
Telstra's estimate, which inflates the NUSC figure. Furthermore, Telstra's
estimate of the average number of SIOs in an NBULA is 110. The average is
based on a sample of several exchanges drawn by the ACA. However, the ACA
challenged the statistical validity of the average based on the low samples
selected. In other words, despite the sophistication of the model, the statistical
uncertainty challenged the validity of the final figure.
It is argued the ACA' s documents admit a degree of uncertainty in USO
calculations that policy statements, press releases and legislation may obfuscate.
Consequently, questionable estimates are not confined to Telstra's calculations.
For example, the ACA observes the significant variance in the NUSC figure that
may arise from slight changes in variables used in its calculation:
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The NUSC amount is very sensitive to changes in key data inputs such as the
opportunity cost of capital, technology choice, installation costs and depreciation
rates. Minor changes to these variables will significantly affect the NUSC amount
(p33).
The OCC is calculated using a number of variables including the market risk
premium (MRP). However, the ACA admits estimating the MRP is problematic:
... if the MRP is estimated using only relatively recent data, which should be

more relevant to the present (and future), the estimate tends to be imprecise (ie.
the standard error of the estimate is large). Conversely if the MRP is estimated
using data that extend long into the past, the standard error is small, but the
estimate itself could be contaminated by irrelevant data (p.38).
In other words, despite apparent technocratic precision in its measurement, the
results of calculations related to estimates of economic variables across time
have questionable validity. Notwithstanding their possible imprecision,
variables such as MRP are used as input into calculations of the NUSC, which as
already discussed is extremely sensitive to 'minor changes in variables'. The
technocratic characteristic of privileging expert opinion is also prevalent in the
ACA estimates that determine a valid MRP:
The ACA's preliminary view is that the MRP for 1997-98 should be 6.0%. In
arriving at this number, it is acknowledged that it has been based on the
consensus of expert views referred to above, rather than on any recent empirical
evidence that the MRP has fallen. This is a conservative approach but is justified
in that there may be grounds for believing that longer periods of analysis are
required (p.38).
Arguably, the level of abstraction and consequent arbitrary values operating in
the calculation of USO costs is higher than the technical jargon and complex
econometric models used by carriers and Government agencies suggest.
Consequently, the exercise is subject to political game-playing as vested
interests struggle to legitimise their own agendas in the policy process.
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The NUSC claim of $1.8 billion by Telstra sent shockwaves through the
telecommunication industry as a consequence of the pro-rata contributions
other carriers pay as a contribution to meeting the costs of Telstra's USO.
Consequently, had the claim been successful, the levy payable by other carriers
would have represented a seven-fold increase in one year. Forster and Lovell
(1999) describe the impact of the increased levy on CWO:
The differences are significant. Assume CWO's share for the universal service
levy to be around 19 percent (which is close to its share of the long distance
market). At this rate, CWO's contribution could be as little as $47.5 million or as
much as $342 million. CWO has recently announced a profit of $77million for the
nine months to 31 March 1999. To a player the size of the USO is significant (p.1)
In other words, a successful claim by Telstra of a $1.8 billion USO would have
crippled competition. Furthermore, had the claim been successful, Telstra's
commercial value may have dropped significantly, which threatened to derail
the Government's continuing plans to privatise Telstra.
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The Minister moved quickly to cap the USO at $253.32 million and re-establish
stability in the industry. The USO price cap is enabled by the Telecommunication

Laws Amendment (Universal Service Cap) Act 1999 (Cth) ('the Cap Act'). The
Minister extended the current cap to the 1998-1999 and 1999-2000 financial years
(Forster and Lovell 1999, p.3). The cap represented significant Ministerial
intervention in telecommunication policy, which has ironically emerged as a
growing phenomenon, to preserve the legitimacy of the competition narrative.
Competition narrative legitimacy is also facilitated by the teleological flexibility
of competition policy objectives, which may focus on either means or ends. For
example, competition as means requires minimal regulation as a consequence of
the conviction that the process of competition operates in a free market.
However, the notion that competition is the goal of policy allows policy makers
to suspend the free market ideal temporarily to allow significant regulatory
intervention. The action is justified in the conviction that competition is the goal
of policy and not just the means. In more familiar terms, the privileging of
competition as the goal is an example of the ends justifies the means. Arguably
it is the chameleon flexibility of competition narratives that makes them difficult
to challenge.
The complexity surrounding the USO intensified when the Government's own
telecommunication advisory and regulatory body, the ACA, presented the USO
cost at $580 million. As discussed above, the process the ACA used to calculate
the NUSC is not immune from uncertainty, and subsequent politicisation of the
process. The disparity between both Telstra and ACA estimates of the NUSC is
based on several factors. First, as discussed, the Telstra model included 446
more NCAs than the ACA model.
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Second, the Telstra model based its calculations of replacement of the network
on its current fi?(:ed line infrastructure. In contrast, the ACA based its
replacement costs on a hypothetical mix of the most appropriate technology to
meet telecommunication needs across the community. For example, the ACA
model included 114,906 SIOs supplied by satellite and 70, 143 SIOs supplied by
Wireless Local Loop (p.4). Other factors related to differences in OCC, and
depreciation variables.
In conclusion, the exercise of calculating USO costs is a complex, problematic
and political process. Disparate estimates by various groups indicate the
significance that the USO has to governments and commercial carriers.
Arguably, an inflated USO strengthens Telstra's position in the marketplace by
depriving its competitors of profits as well as deriving more revenue for its own
capital investment. Conversely, a deflated USO strengthens the business case for
competition as well as supporting the Government's argument for the
privatisation of Telstra, because investors face less financial obligations that
must be met before they receive a return on investment.

RECENT LEGISLATIVE CHANGES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR UNIVERSAL SERVICE,

Significant restructuring of telecommunications legislation occurred in 1999
with the bifurcation of user-related policies from other legislation. The

Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Service Standards) (TCPSS) Act 1999
incorporated the USO regime and related 'consumer-safeguards' that originated
in the TA 1997 and Telstra Corporation Act 1991. The safeguards transferred to
the new Act include:
•

The Universal Service Regime

•

The National Relay Service (NRS) (this provides the deaf or hearing
impaired with access to a standard telephone service). In June 1998 it was
announced that the contract for provision of the NRS was awarded to the
Australian Communication Exchange (ACE) ...
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•

The Customer Service Guarantee (CSG). The CSG was introduced by the
Telstra (Dilution of Public Ownership) Act 1996 as an additional safeguard
for consumers. The CSG provisions were re-enacted in the
Telecommunications Act 1997 and essentially provide for the Australian
Communications Authority (ACA) to determine performance standards for
carriers. These standards relate to such matters as connection and fault
rectification times and the keeping of appointments with customers. If a
carrier fails to meet a standard then it is liable to pay compensation to the
customer in accordance with a scale determined by the ACA ....

•

The Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) scheme. This requires
providers to enter into a scheme which allows the TIO to investigate and
make determinations about complaints by consumers.

•

The price control arrangements for Telstra and continued access to untimed
local calls (Jackson, 2000, p.1-2)

The consumer safeguards described in a parliamentary e-brief above indicate a
comprehensive but fragmented approach to user issues, despite the attempt to
appear integrated within a single piece of legislation. Arguably, the competition
narrative used to frame telecommunication leads to inevitable fragmentation in
the consideration of subscriber issues. For example, universal service is
separated from the Customer Service Guarantee (CSG), as a consequence of the
latter applying to all telecommunication carriers. In contrast, universal service
provision is restricted, by legislation, to the primary universal service providers
(PUSP), currently the incumbent Telstra, or competing universal service
providers (CUSP).
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Similarly, price control mechanisms are not included in Universal Service
Obligation policy instruments. As a consequence, consumer safeguards are
defined atomistically as discrete variables that may be enhanced, reduced, or
otherwise modified, which creates the policy risk that changes to one 'variable'
do not address the impact on other issues. Arguably, competition narratives
underwritten by economic-technocratic narratives fragment consumer policies
into a series of individual safety-nets that may be quantified and quarantined
from creating inefficiencies that may obstruct the primary goal of competition.
However, the process of technocratic atomism is not uncontested, as
demonstrated by the influences of political tensions that characterise modern
capitalist democracies. For example, the debates surroundtng universal access to
/

digital data technology are symbolic sites where telecommunication policy
narratives contest for dominance. The TCPSS Act and its amendments address
digital access issues that create tensions among various policy narratives
contesting to dominate policy environments.
The TCPSS Act bri~gs together in one piece of legislation all the consumer
legislative safeguards and provisions, including the symbolic vestiges of
historical national development approaches as articulated in universal service
policy.
However, it is argued the policy finally adopted by the Minister is framed
primarily from a competition perspective with elements of a charity narrative,
instead of the national development and rights narratives that appear to frame
the Given or majority report of the STSRG, as discussed earlier. As a
consequence, the data digital service obligation (DDSO) that emerged is
designed to shield other carriers from the requirements placed on Telstra. The
legislation imposes the DDSO as part of Telstra's licence conditions only.
Furthermore, the policy has patchwork characteristics that detract from a
national data capability strategic investment.
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In addition, the DDSO policy reinforces dependence models of supply on
remote users instead of empowered self-sufficiency. Furthermore, the separation
of issues of affordability from availability rendered the near universal access to
ISDN technology irrelevant to most Australians, who couldn't afford the service.
Eason (2000) describes the consequences on universal service goals for policy
that separates affordability from availability:
The consequence of this severing of availability and affordability are starkly
apparent in current ISDN takeup figures. Despite being, in effect, universally
available, only some 700,000 such services are now in operation. Over half of
these are used by corporate and government customers. Residential users
account for less than 1 percent of demand (Telstra 2000, p.52). In October 1999,
Telstra gave the total number of ISDN services as 500,000 (Telstra 1999 in Eason
2000, p.98).
Notwithstanding, the above limitations, digital data capability emerged as part
of the provisions within the TA 1997.
Consequently, the TA, reiterated later in the TCPSS Act, included provisions for
digital data capability. However, the digital data requirement is not specifically
linked to the USO in that universality of service is not mandated. The CLC
describes the complexity of the Government's tiered approach to satisfying
community expectations with conflicting commercial imperatives:
The creation of the DDSO to supplement the USO is a complex response to
practical and policy problems. The Government was under considerable
pressure to 'upgrade' the USO, particularly to provide for faster access to the
Internet. The Telecommunications Act broadly set, as an object, making a digital
data capability accessible to all Australians by 1 January 2000 [s. 3(2)] . It also
required the Minister to impose a condition on Telstra's carrier licence requiring
it to make services offering 'digital data capability' available to 93.4% of
Australians by the end of 1998. The licence condition meant that Telstra had to
meet the cost of providing these services (CLC 2001, p.211).
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The complexity of the new universal service regime creates confusion even
among government policy advisory bodies. For example, although the DDSO is
part of the universal service regime, it is not part of the USO. However, in a
recent publication that addresses international telecommunication comparisons,
the Productivity Commission explicitly includes digital data services as a USO
goal:
The main objective of the USO is to ensure that all Australians, wherever they
live or carry on their business, have access on an equitable basis, to standard
telephone and payphone services (PSTN services), and digital data services
(Productivity Commission 2001, p.18).
The issue is significant because earlier in the same section, the report defined
USOs as policy instruments that:
generally require designated carriers to provide basic telephony services at
affordable prices to sparsely populated high-cost regions. These services are
usually provided to remote, rural and urban users at a uniform price (p.18).
Notwithstanding the Productivity Commission's attempt to link digital data
services with the USO provisions, it is evident that the DDSO is a construction
intended to avoid the conflation in practice. As discussed above, although the
DDSO and USO both share availability as a provision criterion, affordability is
the key point of distinction.
The bifurcation of the USO from the DDSO served several pragmatic and
political purposes. First, it enabled the gradual roll-out of digital capacity, which
alleviated immediate undue financial liability on Telstra. Second, the separation
of the USO from the DDSO also separated direct funding responsibility of the
USO, which is linked to revenue across the whole industry, to a specific
financial obligation reserved for Telstra alone. Third, the bifurcatio1: freed the
DDSO from the conditions imposed by the STS, such as untimed local calls. The
issue is significant because ISDN data services are charged on a timed basis,
which signifies a major shift in pricing policy for digital services.
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Furthermore, it is argued that the new universal service regime reinforces the
perception that telecommunication policy instruments are increasingly
emancipatory to the whole community. However it may be argued, despite its
title, the new regime is more fragmented and less universal in terms of access
and equity.

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND COMPETITION

National development continued as a major telecommunication policy narrative
in 1975 with the advent of Telecom, although it is argued it lost its primacy at
the corporatisation of Telecom in 1989. Arguably, the power of national
development narratives of telecommunication waned as a consequence of a mix
of external and internal influences on policy. For example, political, manageri\:',l,
and competition changes within Telecom transformed national development as
an organising principle of policy into a rhetorical trope that policy makers and
senior managers used to support the progressive liberalisation of the
telecommunication industry as framed by competition narratives. Arguably, the
transformation replaced community-building priorities of national development
with an emphasis on narrow definitions of economic prosperity and market
dominance. As a consequence, competition narratives incorporated some of the
symbolic elements of national development narratives without incorporating
the organising principles of long-term strategic national economic and social
growth, which demonstrate a strong commitment to infrastructural
development.
In summary, this chapter argues after 1989, a narrative of competition
dominated the telecommunication policy agenda. In addition, a secondary
technocratic narrative claiming scientific"objective neutrality underwrote the
principle claims of competition through econometric models focused around
issues of economic expertise and efficiency based on models with a greater
degree of abstraction than earlier engineering policy approaches. Consequently,
the interaction of dynamic political, technological and social arenas facilitated
the collision of multiple perspectives and discourses of universal service in
terms of form and function.
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The chapter also observes between 1997 and 2000, the deregulation of the
telecommunication industry gained momentum amidst growing disquiet about
the state of services. Some expressed concerns about the availability,
affordability and reliability of services to areas categorised as unprofitable under
a commercial model of telecommunications. Many doubted the willingness of
carriers to diffuse new technologies throughout the broad community, in a
telecommunications environment dominated primarily by a competition
narrative. Industry, political, and community groups used diverse narratives of
universal service to underwrite their agendas, or challenge the positions of their
opponents. Consequently, expressions of universal service signify contested
meanings, interpretations and policy prescriptions depending on the worldviews expressed. It could be argued the USO is a narrowly defined political
construct that restricts the articulation of broader notions of access and equity as
expressed by an article headlined in the Australian, 'Forget altruism, just
improve the service' (Fist 1996).
The next chapter analyses how multiple narratives frame diverse expectations
and perceptions of telecommunication policy, in particular universal service, in
submissions to the Telecommunications Service Inquiry into service levels
across Australia. In particular, the inquiry and submissions focused on the
availability, affordability and reliability of basic voice telephony services to
diverse communities. However, the terms of reference included access to the
Internet and advanced digital services. In other words, expectations related to
the USO and DDSO emerged in the discussion and analysis of
telecommunication service levels.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE BESLEY INQUIRY: MULTIPLE NARRATIVES OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY, INCLUDING UNIVERSAL SERVICE
I further believe that we are at risk of becoming the forgotten Australians' because let's
face it, our few voices are not heard - particularly over the phone' {West Australian

Roadhouse DC 511).
INTRODUCTION

This chapter will describe, explain and evaluate the significance of the
Telecommunications Services Inquiry {TSI) 2000, and the narratives that
appeared to frame perceptions among diverse social actors and institutions. The
terms of reference, political and media context of the inquiry, and other
background material are discussed briefly before the results of a comprehensive
qualitative analysis are detailed. More than a thousand submissions to the
Inquiry were analysed that represent differing priorities and expectations from
multiple frames of telecommunications policy in general, and, in particular,
universal service.
It is argued the documents surrounding the TSI make a major contribution to
understanding diverse articulations of universal service and normative concepts
of the USO. As a comprehensive inquiry into the evaluation of
telecommunication services across the nation, the TSI represents a significant
contribution to discussions of universal service in Australian
telecommunications development. The Besley inquiry gathered a substantial
body of primary data in the form of commissioned research, community
opinion, and diverse government bodies. Furthermore, the political and media
commentary surrounding the inquiry illustrates the complexity of USO policies.
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ANAL VSIS RATIONALE

An analysis of the Besley inquiry will identify key elements that contribute to
debates by stakeholders, shareholders and members of the wider community,
which frame universal service in diverse personal, institutional, and political
discourses. The Inquiry is set against a political context polarised around
opinion surrounding Federal Government's agenda to privatise Telstra, the
national carrier. Consequently, the TSI navigated a precarious position of
reporting on the standard of telecommunication service levels across Australia,
which had the potential to stall any further sale of Telstra. In addition, the
Inquiry faced numerous challenges to its political legitimacy as an independent
inquiry. Furthermore, the TSI discusses the major technological and commercial
environments that continue to shape the delivery of telecommunication services.
Specifically, an analysis of the Besley inquiry as a case study addresses the
following:
•

What are the expectations of diverse Australian communities of what should
constitute universal service?;

•

What are the current service levels in relation to the availability, reliability
and affordability of various telecommunication services delivered to diverse
commercial and residential communities?; and

•

How do commercial, political, social, and technological environments
influence telecommunication policy?.

Furthermore, the Besley inquiry is a forum in which stakeholders frame
universal service narratives of: national development, rights, charity,
technocratic, and competition. In addition, the Inquiry is the focus of political
and media commentary, which also frame policy issues.
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Finally, various documentation, including more than one thousand submissions
received from individuals and groups across the nation, and the final report of
the Inquiry, provide a rich source of data for analysis of expectations
surrounding universal service policy in Australia. The significant quantity of
submissions can be said to represent an active public that is motivated
sufficiently to write to the inquiry. In PR terms, an active public is defined in
several ways. Despite nuances in emphasis, PR theorists primarily define active
publics as stakeholders that are moved to action as a consequence of an issue
perceived to affect them (Baskin, Aronoff and Lattimore 1997, p.120). In other
words, active publics are groups that consciously engage in changing or
supporting individual or group behaviour and policy. Arguably, those
motivated sufficiently to write to the Besley inquiry constitute an active public.
Furthermore, PR practitioners assume an active public is a segment of a larger
group that holds similar views although is not yet moved to action.
Consequently, active publics constitute a small segment of a larger latent group
that may be moved to action should the issue remain unresolved. In addition,
active audiences represent both risk and opportunity to policy makers. As
indicated above, active audiences with unresolved issues pose a threat to an
organisation as a consequence of their influence on larger latent audience that
may hold similar views. Secondly, attitudes and activity by active audiences
may escalate in intensity, thereby demonstrating increasing opposition to a
particular policy action or inaction. Consequently, the increasing intensity of
opposition may make it more problematic for the target of protest to manage the
issue.
The number of groups participating in the inquiry indicates a single document
may represent the perceptions of many more than would first appear. The total
dataset has submissions from thirty-seven community and consumer groups.
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Some groups such as the Small Enterprise Telecommunications Centre (SETEL)
are peak bodies representing a number of sub-groups. For example, SETEL
represents fifty-five associations with a collective membership of 500 thousand
(DC 549). Other groups represent individuals motivated to action over
particular issues. For example, the Salmon Gums Development Group (DC 456)
is a collection of eighty farming families lobbying for local call access to the
Internet.

BACKGROUND TO THE INQUIRY

Senator Richard Alston, the Minister for Communications, Information
Technology and the Arts, established the Telecommunications Service Inquiry
on 19th March 2000 in fulfilment of a promise made by Prime Minister John
Howard during the 1998 election. Howard promised that no more than 49
percent of Telstra would be privatised until an independent assessment of
telecommunication services to metropolitan, regional, rural and remote
Australia, finds services adequate.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The terms of reference to the Inquiry addressed service performance criteria
based on legislative provisions and public commitments from Telstra:
In accordance with the Coalition's election commitment, this assessment will
occur against specified performance criteria, namely the legislated Customer
Service Guarantee (introduced by the Coalition Government) and Telstra's own
public commitment to continuously improve its current service levels (TSI, 2000,
p.9).

Broadly, the terms of reference addressed the present and future
telecommunication expectations of Australians throughout Australia, and the
extent to which their needs are met. Specifically, the terms of reference are as
follows:
In assessing the adequacy or otherwise of telecommunications services, the
Inquiry shall consider the extent to which Telstra and other carriers and service
providers:
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are meeting their statutory requirements under the Customer Service Guarantee
(CSG) in metropolitan, regional, rural and remote areas in accordance with
reasonable public expectations of service levels;
are demonstrating ongoing improvement in their adherence to these statutory
requirements in metropolitan, regional, rural and remote areas;
have established effective processes to enhance their responsiveness to
disadvantaged groups (eg. the elderly and medical emergencies) and to
minimise the occurrence of unacceptable service delays; and
are addressing both the basic and advanced telecommunications needs of all
Australians, regardless of where they live.
The second part of the terms of reference addresses, among other issues, the

USO specifically:
In conducting its assessment, the Inquiry shall have particular regard to:
Those services required to be made available on an equitable basis to all
Australians under the Government's legislated Universal Service Obligation
(USO);
The nature and range of new and enhanced services being offered, or to be
offered, by carriers and service providers;
Network rollout and upgrade and other investment plans by carriers and service
providers which are likely to impact on services, particularly in regional, rural
and remote Australia;
The current and likely future impact on services resulting from the delivery of
the Government's Networking the Nation (NTN) program and Telstra 2 social
bonus commitments; and
Potential new technologies, products and market models (eg. competitive
tendering of the USO) that are likely to enhance the delivery of
telecommunications services, particularly in regional, rural and remote
Australia.
In its report, the Inquiry shall certify whether or not existing telecommunications
service levels are adequate. It shall also provide advice to the Government on:
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i. The appropriate circumstances in which the Australian Communications
Authority (ACA) should consider using its power of direction to ensure the
ongoing adequacy of telecommunications services;
ii. Whether existing and future technologies combined with the competitive
market model are likely to continue to meet the telecommunications needs of all
Australians; and
iii Whether any adjustments to existing Government policies are required to
provide equitable access to telecommunications services and to overcome
identified areas of disadvantage, including in regional, rural and remote areas of
Australia.
The issues related to the delivery of USOs are the primary focus of this analysis
of the Inquiry. The terms of reference identifies the USO legal instrument as a
mechanism to facilitate equitable access to certain telecommunication services.
However, other mechanisms that have the potential to increase the availability
and diversity of services are also singled out for attention. Specifically, the
diffusion throughout Australia of technological progress, and the application of:
a) special policy packages; and b) new market models are identified.
Finally the terms of reference address some of the procedural issues and level of
public participation in the Inquiry:
The Inquiry is to be conducted in such a way as to enable extensive public input
by businesses and consumers, including those in regional, rural and remote
Australia, and by the telecommunications industry. The Inquiry will invite
written submissions and will undertake field trips involving consultations with
the public.
The Inquiry is to report to the Minister for Communications, Information
Technology and the Arts by 30 September 2000.
In other words, the Besley inquiry had approximately six months to report its
finding on the adequacy of telecommunication services to metropolitan,
regional, rural and remote areas in Australian areas.
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INQUIRY PROCESS

The Inquiry sought opinion and information from diverse stakeholders across
Australia. The inquiry process included:
•

Extensive press advertising in national media inviting anyone interested to
make a submission to the inquiry. The Inquiry placed 120 advertisements in
national, regional, rural newspapers, and indigenous press;

•

Direct mail invitation to make a submission sent to 500 addressees,
including industry and community organisations, all federal MPs and
Senators and relevant State and Territory Ministers;

•

1,076 written submissions received from groups and individuals; and

•

31 round-table discussions, including four statewide video conferences,
across Australia between inquiry members and selected submission writers.
The round-table discussion took place throughout June and July. During the
period, a month of meetings took place in all States and the Northern
Territory. In addition to the state and regional discussions, a special roundtable discussion with the carriers occurred on 12 July in Sydney.

•

an information request sent to all licensed carriers asking for business and
investment plan details as well as data related to quality of service issues.
The inquiry received data from 19 of the 41 carriers.

INQUIRY TIMELINE

Figure 6.1 presents a timeline of the Inquiry. In addition to the round-table
discussions, the Inquiry members took the opportunity during the field trips to
meet informally with thirty two-representative groups and individuals of major
regulatory, commercial, community and government bodies with an interest in
the telecommunication industry. Some examples include the Australian
Communications Authority, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission, Telstra, Cable and Wireless Optus, Women with Disabilities
(Australia), and the Yuendumu Health Clinic.
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19March

Minister Alston establishes TSI

5-9 June

First Field Trip - Melbourne, WA, Sydney

19-23 June

Second Field Trip - Northern NSW and Queensland

3-7 July

Third Field Trip - Northern Territory, South Australia, Western
NSW

24-28 July

Fourth Field Trip - Regional NSW, Regional Victoria and
Tasmania

12 July

Industry Roundtable Meeting - Sydney

30 September

TSI reports its findings to the Government

15 May, 2001

The Government announces its response to the Inquiry

Figure 6.1. Telecommunication Service Inquiry 2000 Timeline
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Figure 6.2: Location of Roundtable Meetings

(Source: Connecting Australia, TSI 2000)
The Inquiry also commissioned three consultancies for the purpose of gaining
additional data on the adequacy of telecommunication services.
As a consequence of successfully winning open tenders, Research International,
Gibson Quai, and Network Economics Consulting Group research had the
following three aims respectively:
•

Identify consumer demand and expectations of telecommunications services;

•

Assess consumer needs for a comprehensive range of user groups; and

•

Identify and analyse new market models for the delivery of
telecommunications and online services in regional Australia.

INQUIRY PARTICIPANTS

The Chair of the Inquiry, Timothy Besley is an engineer by training. At the time
of the Inquiry, Besley was President of the Australian Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering. He was once Chair of the Commonwealth Bank;
headed Monier for five years, and occupied leading roles in the Federal public
service, including Secretary of the Department of Business and Consumer
Affairs and Comptroller-General of Customs. The second member, Ray
Braithwaite, was a National member for Queensland for twenty-one years and
also engaged in a number of community roles. The third member, Jane Bennett,
is a business manager in rural commerce and industry. Bennett is a Tasmanian
dairy production manager in Tasmania and sits on regional and national
advisory boards.

FINAL REPORT

Connecting Australia: Report of the Telecommunications Service Inquiry came out on
30°' September, 2000. With appendices and glossary, the report consisted of 249
pages and provided an extensive overview of the telecommunications
environment in Australia.
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The first three chapters present the context of telecommunications within
dynamic commercial, technological, international, and regulatory environments.
Each chapter begins with a bullet point summary of key issues, which is set
against a shaded background to add emphasis.
The structure of the remaining chapters of the report follows a market demand
and supply approach in terms of content layout, which is similar to the layout of
the terms of reference. Arguably, in addition to the content of the terms of
reference, the layout and consequent reflection in the final report reinforces a
market-oriented approach characteristic of competition narrative.
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POLITICAL CONTEXT OF THE INQUIRY

The importance of the Inquiry for government can be better understood if we
consider its place in the government's broader regional and rural policy agenda.
The Regional Australia Summit and the Prime Minister's tour of marginal rural
seats represent two significant events in the Coalition political calendar.
Furthermore, both events indicate the significance non-metropolitan
Australians attach to telecommunication services and related infrastructure.
Both Liberal and National leaders recognised the need to
re-establish credibility with the voters of rural Australia.
The week-long Regional Australia Summit in October 1999 headed by John
Anderson, the leader of the National Party and Deputy Prime Minister, signified
a renewed focus on services and infrastructure on the national policy agenda. In
a later address to the National Press Club, the Deputy Prime Minister described
the significance that conference delegates ascribed to telecommunication
services:
Telecommunications is another very important part of our national
infrastructure. In fact, the Regional Australia Summit here in Canberra ...
determined that it was the most important piece of infrastructure for rural and
regional and remote Australia (Anderson, Address to the National Press Club,
31 October, 2001).
Anderson faced a political backlash among traditional national party supporters
cynical of perceived government inactivity in relation to reduction of services to
non-metropolitan areas. Since its inception, the National Party drew most of its
constituency from non-metropolitan Australia, and primary producers in
particular. Non-metropolitan voters have historically expressed concern about
their perceived social invisibility to governments and counterparts living in
national urban centres.
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Deregulation of some public utilities under the later years of the Hawke-Keating
Labour governments between 1983 and 1996 reinforced historical concerns
among non-metropolitan voters. The reduction of essential services such as the
closure of many bank branches in smaller rural towns and the cancellation of
some non-profitable air regional services fuelled fears and uncertainty among
non-metropolitan voters. Furthermore, the closures led to suspicion of
deregulation policies introduced to public services and utilities, which they
perceived as further evidence of their social invisibility to urban policy makers.
For example, the privatisation of national icons such as Trans Australian Air
(TAA) and the Commonwealth bank in 1992 and 1996 respectively.
When the Howard Coalition Government came to power in the second half of
1996, the policies of deregulation and privatisation continued unabated. As a •
consequence, electoral disquiet within Anderson's regional and rural National
constituency threatened to derail the Coalition's re-election hopes both in 1998
and 2001. In 1998, the Howard Government was re-elected with a reduced
majority. Through the election results, non-metropolitan Australians sent a
political warning to the National party. The Regional and Rural summit came as
a reassurance from the Coalition that essential services and economic
opportunities for non-metropolitan Australia remained a high government
priority.
Speakers at the summit promoted access to telecommunication services,
particularly the Internet and broadband offerings as the drivers of economic
activity to 'kick-start' flagging rural economies, as well as providing substitute
delivery platforms for other essential services such as banking. Consequently,
the summit raised the hopes and expectations of telecommunication services for
those living and working in non-metropolitan areas.
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A Prime Ministerial speech on January 1st' during a high profile regional tour of
South Australia and NSW, is the second significant event which committed
Government attention to service levels and infrastructure in regional Australia.
Three weeks prior to the TSI launch, the Prime Minister visited selected
marginal areas in regional Australia in a bid to re-establish credibility with rural
voters. During the regional tour, he chose the rural NSW town of Nyngan to
make a speech in which he promised rural Australia would suffer no further
loss of essential services. The speech, labelled by the Opposition as the Nyngan
declaration received, nation-wide media coverage and represented a renewed
focus on winning back political support from disenchanted voters in rural and
regional Australia. In the speech, the Prime Minister linked a national
development narrative to continuing political legitimacy:
Mr Howard also declared that he had put all his ministers on red alert that
morning to ensure that no decisions involved a reduction in the delivery of
existing rural services
'I can understan? the sense of anger and resentment in the bush at the prospect
of any further reductions, and I can certainly understand the resentment at the
withdrawals that have already taken place,' he told a community at Nyngan.
Mr Howard said his commitment to rural and regional Australia and the
Australian bush was not something that was just couched in economic terms.
'It is not just a question of maintaining communities that provide such an

enormous share of Australia's export income and, through it generate enormous
aggregate national wealth for our country.
'It is not only for that but we seek to preserve the social infrastructure of rural

communities because they are part and parcel of what it is and has always been
to be Australian.
'To imagine that Australia that I grew up in without those rural communities as
viable economic and social entities is to really think the unthinkable' (Grattan,
SMH, 1st February, 2000, p.6).
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During the regional tour, the Prime Minister linked normative notions of
national identity to social and economic prosperity in rural and regional areas.
Summing up the tour later in the week, Grattan observes:
Howard's theme throughout the week has been that in prosperous Australia,
some Australians in regional areas are missing out. The Government's obligation
is to ensure 'as far as possible', a fair and reasonable sharing of the benefits of the
very strong economic performance of the country at a national level'
(Grattan, SMH, 5th February, 2000, p.44)
Grattan's observations indicate the Prime Minister weaved national identity and
development, and social advocate rights narratives together in the bid to secure
political legitimacy and support among disenchanted rural voters. Grattan
concludes her commentary of the Prime Minister's rural tour with the
observation that despite television-coverage of hecklers outside some public
venues, rural voters warm to the old-fashioned political appeal of face-to-face
interaction with politicians. Furthermore, she notes the Prime Minister appeared
to enjoy the opportunity for dialogue. The observation is significant and
indicates that the thirty-one TSI round table discussions across the country may
have carried more political value than recorded by the media.
Two other policy statements released jointly by the Communications Minister,
and the Deputy Prime Minister on 23rd March form part of the political context
of the Besley inquiry. The first statement refers to the Government's decision to
tender the USO among competing carriers, with the consequence of ending
Telstra's monopoly in rural and regional Australia. The second relates to
extending the untimed local call areas to those currently paying for all calls on a
timed basis.

Contestability: Reframing the USO
First, four days after the Government announced the launch of the Besley
inquiry, the Government announced plans to tender the USO for approximately
$280 million. The key elements of introducing competition to the USO are
described in the media release:
Government USO Decisions Break New Ground
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The Federal Government will introduce competition in the delivery of the
universal service obligation (USO) as a way of improving telecommunications
service quality and standards in regional Australia .
... As a first step in introducing contestability in the USO, the Government will
undertake two regional contestability pilots.
Sections of the industry claim that competition in USO delivery can improve
service quality and standards for consumers through the use of newer
technologies such as satellite and wireless. The Government is keen to explore
these and any other reasonable means by which consumers can receive better
services.
As a safety net, Telstra will be required to continue to operate in the pilot
markets but will be compensated for its increased commercial risk. This means
that no consumer will be forced to give up their Telstra service unless they
choose to move to a new service provider.
Arrangements will be finalised by Government in June 2000 following
consultation with the States, Territories and stakeholders.
In other moves designed to revitalise the delivery of the USO:
Responsibility for paying for the USO will be expanded to include carriers and
carriage service providers which earn more than a prescribed amount. The
government will also examine the possible transfer of the collection of the USO
contributions to the Australian Taxation Office ....
. . .The USO will now be costed in advance for a period of up to three years. The
ACA will asked to begin work on estimating costs for the forward years.
Drafting of new USO legislation will commence immediately with a view to
having it in place by 1 July 2000 (Alston and Anderson, Media Release, 23

rd

March, 2000a).
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The policy statement represents a reconceptualisation of USOs by once more
transforming the focus and function of the legal obligation. As discussed in the
previous chapter, the USO first emerged as a public reassurance by government
of service availability within a corporatised telecommunications environment in
1991. The legislation framed the USO as a market-failure mechanism that
justified the continuing principle of national cross-subsidisation of
telecommunication services. Following the introduction of the duopoly, the
government shifted the focus of the USO from a social obligation carried by
Telstra alone to a shared financial responsibility of all carriers, although the
supply of Toss-making' services continued to be sole responsibility of Telstra.
However, the new policy widened the group responsible for financing the USO
to include service providers with revenue exceeding a certain benchmark. As ~
consequence, the policy initiative created a new 'blue-sky 'variable that the final
report of the Besley inquiry could project as another government initiative
designed to improve services throughout Australia.
However, the timing of the policy initiative prohibits the Inquiry from
evaluating its effectiveness. For example, the pilot USO tender projects would
not begin before the Inquiry tabled its final report. Furthermore, it is surprising
that only several days after the launch of the Inquiry, the Government
announced a policy initiative that addresses one of the issues tabled for research
evaluation.
For example, the Inquiry's terms of reference referred to researching 'potential
new technologies, products and market models (eg. competitive tendering of the
USO)' (TSI 2000, p. lO(e). In other words, the Government decision to tender the
USO pre-empted a research outcome before the Besley inquiry could evaluate
the policy feasibility.
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As a consequence of the policy disclosure, the public obligation gained
commodity status as well as redefining the operating parameters of USO policy,
despite the outcome of the Besley inquiry's evaluation of service levels. For
example, a projected pro-competition policy approach applied to the USO
debate suggests a market solution may improve service in rural and regional
Australia should the inquiry be critical of the current levels of service. Many in
the media equated the announcement as synonymous with the end of Telstra's
monopoly in 'the bush'. In other words, the media reported that the
announcement of the intention of the USO tender policy signified a broken
monopoly of Telstra over rural and regional telecommunication services. The
Sydney Morning Herald illustrates the media framing of the issue:

Telstra loses bush deal [headline]
The Federal Government yesterday broke Telstra's monopoly on telephone
services in the bush as part of a risky strategy to raise standards and lower prices
through increased competition.
Under the plan other companies will for the first time be able to bid to provide
subsidised telephone and payphone services in isolated areas (Robinson 2000,
SMH, 24 March, p.l).

Other newspapers equated the USO tender announcement with the end of
Telstra's rural and regional monopoly as a fait accompli (Koutsoukis, The Age, 24
March, 2000, p.l; Porteous, Herald Sun, 24 March, 2000, p. 13).
The government's signal of its intention to tender the USO removed the focus on
evaluation of telecommunication service levels from the media agenda
temporarily, by replacing it with a projected policy initiative to improve service
delivery to non-metropolitan areas.
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The Government and competing carriers argued tendering the USO allowed
competing carriers to use new technologies such as satellite platforms, which
would deliver services at lower costs than methods involving traditional
infrastructure such as the fixed network used by Telstra. In a narrative sense, the
policy announcement foreshadowed the Government's expected outcome of the
inquiry without giving the total plot away. In other words, accelerated
deregulation and competition of the telecommunication industry would solve
service problems by facilitating the introduction of new technologies and
market models to traditional monopoly markets. The contention surrounding
the actual costs of delivering the USO are addressed in detail in the institutional
narratives documented from the submissions and roundtable discussions of the
Besley inquiry.

Extension of Un timed Local Call Areas
The second issue related to the extension of the untimed local call areas by
tender, which signalled a pro-competition policy outcome. The initiative
reinforced the Government's competition narrative and the surrounding
publicity allowed the Government to indirectly influence the inquiry by
appealing to the scope of the terms of reference.
The targets of the untimed local call extension initiative all reside in net
universal service cost areas (NUSC). A joint media release by the
Communications Minister, and the Deputy Prime Minister and Leader of the
National Party, describes key elements of the initiative:
Call for Tenders for $150 Million Social Bonus Project:
... Untimed local voice and data calls for households, and untimed local voice
calls for business is not available to approximately 37, 000 households and
fanning families in remote areas, because the telecommunications infrastructure
in these 'extended zones' cannot support the service. Extended zones cover some
80 per cent of the land mass of Australia.
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... Following the $150 million upgrade, all telephone calls within an extended
zone will be untimed local calls. In addition, the pastoral call rate of 25 cents for
4.5 minutes, which residents of an extended zone currently pay to call their

community service town, will be abolished.
It will be replaced with the Government's new preferential call rate of 25 cents
for 12 minutes. The new 12 minute limit has been designed to be considerably
longer than the average phone call length, which is around six minutes (Alston
and Anderson, media release, 23 rd March, 2000b).
Historically, the national carrier and governments have responded periodically
to pressure from the regional and rural areas to reduce the cost of local calls and
increase the size of local areas (HORSCE 1984, 1986). For example, changes to
Telecom zoning policies resulted from the report of the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Expenditure in 1986. Governments
have long recognised the political sensitivity surrounding the size of call zone
areas and consequential increases in the cost of telecommunication to users in
sparsely populated areas. The issue is the subject of an earlier report from the
same committee in 1984.
Significantly, the Government's strategy to link the funding of the extension of
untimed local areas to the sale of Telstra demonstrates an attempt to legitimise
its competition narrative of telecommunications policy. Similarly, the
Government realised competition constitutes the ideological legitimation to
rural areas, where resistance is strongest to any further sale of the national
carrier. Furthermore, central to the Government agenda of full privatisation of
Telstra is the public acceptance and recognition that competition is both the
driver and goal of improved service levels.
The funding of telecommunication community service initiatives from proceeds
of the sale of Telstra introduces a charity narrative, which is another element
that is increasingly part of the symbolic landscape of policy. The charity
narrative allows the Government to frame initiatives as generous policy
responses, which provide significant PR value. Notably, social bonus depicts
something extra; an expression of generosity, or community wind-fall, courtesy
of a Government that is in tune with the needs of the community.
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PUBLIC COMMENTARY OF THE INQUIRY AND THE USO

Media and other public commentary of the Inquiry provided a rich source of ·
data that identifies and describes diverse frames of universal service and USO
policy. In particular, the media used the Inquiry to juxtapose commercial, social
and political considerations.
From the analysis, it is evident media frames of the USO are heterogeneous and
dynamic across time. Media treatment varied, similarly to diverse views related
to the level of legislation that should surround notions of universal service as
presented in the submissions to the Inquiry. Primarily, the media expressed two
frames of the USO. The frames are:
1. The USO is the complex nexus of conflicting political, commercial and sod.al

agendas.
2. The USO is an economic cost that must be strictly contained, if not removed
altogether, otherwise it will threaten competition and commercial
investment.
The frame selected depended primarily on the role of the media commentator,
the primary readership, and technical expertise in relation to telecommunication
issues.
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For example, the first frame is represented by respected senior political
commentators and in editorial sections. Furthermore, national public and
commercial broadcasters appeared to emphasise the complexity of issues as
indicated in the first frame. The political emphasis expresses an appreciation of
the power relations involved in USO issues, such as their significance as a
regional electoral issue, or the threat that a blow-out in USO costs may have on
the capital value of Telstra and any further sale of shares in the national carrier.
Arguably, writers of the first frame emphasise the political complexity of USO
issues to national readers and audiences that recognise diverse political
pressures present an inevitable influence on USO policy. For example, Michelle
Grattan, a former Chief Editor of the Canberra Times and one of Australia's more
senior political journalists, comments on the political complexity surrounding

USO policies:
There's much static around the Government's telecommunications inquiry, but
one message is clear. It's about a hell of lot more than how Telstra is performing
in the bush. This inquiry is part of a likely transformation of communications
services in rural and regional Australia that will see other companies bid
strongly to move in on Telstra's monopoly territory ....
The Government is trying to reduce the pressure on it over bush
communications and the heat of the Telstra sale by creating a bush 'market' in
such services. This, it hopes, will get not just more players with more services
into regional areas but will put the screws on Telstra to perform better ...
Yesterday the Government announced it would bring in two 'pilots' for a
competitive system for delivering the universal service obligation (USO) the
guaranteed minimum phone services for all consumers wherever they live. It
also said it was calling for tenders for the $150 million (part of the social bonus
from the earlier Telstra sale) in contracts available for extending untimed local
calls for remote areas.
It's been Coalition policy to put the USO (at present undertaken by Telstra but
financed by a levy on all carriers) out to tender. Now reality is catching up with
theoretical policy (Grattan, Calling Telstra - Please hold the line, SMH, Friday, 24
March 2000 plS).
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As Grattan observes, both the Inquiry and the transformation of the USO
represent political legitimacy for the Howard Government. Furthermore, the
reference to bush 'market' is understandable only in the context of proposed
changes to USO policy because historically, the 'bush' represents a marketfailure area in the delivery of telecommunication services. Consequently, the
revised USO policy is framed as a political instrument that is used to stimulate
competitive activity in regional and rural areas, as well as build electoral
support for the full sale of Telstra. From the above, it is evident that Grattan
frames the USO primarily within a competition narrative.
The national significance of the Inquiry, its impact on the sale of Telstra and the
political implications of telecommunication service levels is reflected in
metropolitan editorial opinion columns also. For example, one metropolitan
editor describes the complete privatisation of Telstra as 'in the national interest',
but recognises, 'country people are entitled to expect adequate communications
services' (Editorial, The West Australian, March 21, 2000, p.14).
IT specialists represent another group of media writers that frame the USO as a
complex issue. However, in addition to addressing the political significance of
the universal service policy, regular IT and telecommunication technology
media staff writers demonstrate an understanding of the commercial and
economic complexity of meeting USOs. For example, Selina Mitchell, writing
twelve days before the establishment of the Inquiry, observed the economic
complexity involved in bringing contestability to the USO:
Telstra's competitors ... are keen to try their luck with universal service provision,
so long as the conditions are right.
And that is where the negotiations and discussions begin to get sticky.
Any contestability option needs to be commercially viable to grab the carriers'
attention, but it also has to protect rural and remote users who are key to the
next federal elections.
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Then there is the issue of cost. Telstra's 1997-98 USO cost claim for $1.8 billion
costs (later capped at $253 million) helped encourage the government to seek an
alternative. But finding an alternative is no small task. The Government must
decide how to determine the economic value of the USO - and there has been
plenty of discussion on that issue - not all of it friendly (Mitchell 2000, The
Australian, 7 March, p.53).

Later in the article, Mitchell presents a detailed overview of conflicting estimates
of the USO by the Federal Communications Minister, the ACA, and those from
various carriers. Arguably, the readership of IT specialist articles represents a
technically literate group that is aware of the technical complexity of USO policy
as well as its political implications. Consequently, USO policy is framed using a
technocratic narrative that presumes a degree of technical knowledge and uses
differences in quantification to illustrate complexity.
The political complexity represented by the first frame of the USO implies a high
degree of conflict, which is a significant news value. Grattan's record of political
in-fighting among two Coalition members in the Federal Government is an
example of the emotive force and contentious argument surrounding policies
related to telecommunication service levels to market failure areas:
Telstra is the proverbial red rag to some in the National Party mob.
When Telstra last week announced its proposed 10,000 job cuts Bob Katter said
job and service cuts could lead to 'Mary Smith in Julia Creek' being without a
phone for a very long time - and if she was an old pensioner who broke her leg '
Mary Smith will just have to die'.
Communications Minister Richard Alston called Katter a national disgrace but
the Nationals rallied behind one of their own. Queensland Nationals leader Rob
Borbidge said: 'There would be a great many people in Queensland that would
be sharing the view of Bob Katter on this particular issue.'
Asked in Parliament about Alston's attack on Katter, Anderson could only avoid
the issue and defend the benefits that would come to the bush from the sale,
already made, of the second tranche of Telstra (Grattan 2000, SMH, 18 March).
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The second media frame of the USO also uses a technocratic narrative. Specialist
economic and business writers use a technocratic narrative to frame the USO,
but focus on broader economic theory instead of engineering and/ or
telecommunications economic models. Many economic journalists emphasise
the cost implications of the USO and the negative impact that social obligations
have on financial returns for investors. For example, in the same edition of The

Australian as Mitchell's article, Bryan Frith, writing in the Business and
Economics section, criticises the Democrat party for obstructing the full sale of
Telstra. In the column, Frith quotes Telstra CEO, Ziggy Switkowski, who implies
social obligations on carriers are archaic restrictions on businesses:
Let's face it, it's not easy right now being a traditional institution, government
organisation or business ... We seem to be built on old-fashioned models, we
seem to have legacies in terms of investments, obligations and historic processes
that don't seem relevant to the modem age (Switkowski 2000 quoted in Frith
2000, The Australian, 7 March, p.22).
From the excerpt, it may be argued the Telstra CEO perceives the current USO
arrangements already, without any planned expansion of the obligation ,is an
out-dated liability imposed on Telstra as a consequence of its majority
government ownership. Bloomberg.com, the international online financial service,
makes a similar claim concerning links between phone service improvements,
ownership of Telstra and fiscal share values:
Telstra Investors Pay Big Bill for Beazley's Rural Vote Grab [headline]
Canberra, Feb 21 (Bloomberg)- Kim Beazley sent a message to farmers Pat and
Paul Mannix last week, saying he won't sell control of Telstra Corp. if his
opposition Labor Party wins government later this year, and pledging to
improve services in rural areas.
Investors in Telstra have picked up the bill. Telstra shares fell 7.7 percent the
past week, wiping about A$3.4 billion ($1.8 billion) off its market value ...
'The implication from Labor is that Telstra will be strongly encouraged to
provide services it may not be capable of', said Michael Gordon, from Australian
Equities Research. 'It looks like a case of forcing shareholders to fund a social
obligation'.
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(Daley 2001, Bloomberg.com., Wed 21 February).
Significantly, Gordon's comments in Daley's column infer any degree of
privatisation of Telstra creates a situation where shareholders may be expected
to fund social obligations. In other words, the issue of concern to shareholders is
not one of ownership alone, but government intervention in corporate policy.
Arguably, the second media frame of USO takes an economic determinist
approach to the policy, which emphasises the collective negative impact diverse
social obligations have on share value, and potential investment.
Throughout the Inquiry period, commercial and public radio demonstrated an
interested in discussing telecommunication service levels with politicians. For
example, popular national talk-back host John Laws interviewed the Deputy
Prime Minister and Leader of the National Party, John Anderson about the
Inquiry and standard of telecommunication services to rural and regional areas

(John Laws Breakfast Show 2000, 2UE, 9.30 am, 23 March). The immediacy of radio
allowed Laws to challenge the Deputy Prime Minister on the Communication
Minister's position that the Inquiry was unrelated to the sale of Telstra:
Laws: What's the purpose of this inquiry into Telstra's service standards?
Anderson: Well, we gave a strong commitment that no further sale would be
made of the rest of Telstra until an independent inquiry established that service
delivery was satisfactory and up to scratch.
Laws: So it has ... so it is associated with a push towards privatisation.
Anderson: Well it's a step. But this inquiry does not make that decision, John. It
only ... (sic) it's to be rigorous and it's independent. It's to tell us where we are
with service delivery because you do get a lot of emotion.
And if you look. .. (sic) we actually track these things quite accurately.
There ... (sic) in some areas it's fully understandable that people are upset. In
other areas, what I think is overlooked is that, frankly, compared to the days
when it was totally, you know, a sort of monopoly in the old Telecom days,
they're doing a much better job.
Laws: Tell me this, you've admitted that this inquiry is something to do with the
privatisation of Telstra. Richard Alston says it's not.
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Anderson: It doesn't make the decision. But in the sense that we said that there
would be no further privatisation of Telstra until this inquiry had been
conducted, and established that service levels are appropriate. If you like, it may
not be part of the process ... in one sense, but in another sense it is a precursor, if
you like. No further sale can take place until this has been done and it's
demonstrated satisfactory levels of service.
The contention surrounding a connection between Telstra's privatisation,
service levels to non-metropolitan areas, and the Inquiry is a theme the media
continued through the life of the Inquiry. Furthermore, both major political
parties used the privatisation theme to emphasise the political polarisation
related to universal service levels. For example, on the ABC 7.30 Report, the
conflicting closing comments between the Minister for Communications, and
the Opposition Communications spokesperson indicate the political significance
of the issue:
Senator Richard Alston: ... the proposition (was nonsense) that somehow if
Telstra is fully privatised, the parliament can't continue to set the rules of the
game.
I mean are Labor going to walk away from that, are we going to walk away, are
the Democrats?
Of course not.
Kerry O' Brien: Ok, very briefly, Stephen Smith?
Stephen Smith: If Telstra is fully privatised, service to rural and regional
Australia will fall.
The only way to guarantee an equitable and universal service and the ability of
people throughout Australia to have the advantage and opportunity of
information services in the new age is to keep the public policy lever there to
ensure that equitable and universal service (ABC Television 2000, 14 March).
The excerpt illustrates the binary opposition between the two major parties on
the issue of universal service and the privatisation of Telstra. As a consequence
of the intense politicisation surround the issue, the Inquiry avoided the
privatisation of Telstra in its deliberations.
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A NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONAL AND PERSONAL SUBMISSIONS TO THE
BESLEY INQUIRY

Institutional Narratives of the Inquiry and USO Policy
The Besley inquiry is a forum in which various stake holder groups and their
representatives delivered contesting narratives of universal service and what
should constitute a universal service obligation.
Similar to other narratives addressing equity in telecommunications, contesting
narratives of universal service broadly fall into the five narrative categories of
national development, technocratic, rights, competition and charity. It is argued,
social actors and the narratives that underwrite their arguments as expressed in
submissions, portray a continuous struggle for symbolic legitimacy and
dominance of universal service policy arenas.
The institutional social actors and stakeholders that framed their interests in
telecommunications policy, and, in particular, issues related to USOs include:
•

Telstra and its competitors;

•

Governments and representative bodies;

•

Peak bodies; and

•

Consumer Groups including business and residential.
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The Telecommunication Carriers
Telstra and its competitors adopted a complex array of narratives in framing
issues related to USOs and other issues of access and equity in relation to the
telecommunication industry and delivery of services. At times, the carriers
appear in uniform agreement across issues such as constraining the expansion of
the USO with the consequence of barring additions such as advanced digital
services and broadband. Furthermore, all carriers frame policy primarily as a
competition narrative, although other frames are used occasionally. However,
closer analysis indicates incumbent and competing carriers, frame competition
narratives differently.
All submissions from the carriers share a similarity in the way that benefits from
competition and technology are conflated. A common theme among all carriers
is to ascribe competition as the driving force of most consumer benefits. For
example, in each of their submissions, Telstra, CWO and AAPT claim past
benefits to consumers due to competition:
2.1 The Commercial realities:
For over a decade, Telstra has faced competition in the delivery of
telecommunication services. From 1992-1997, facilities-based competition was
limited with only Optus and Vodafone (mobile only) allowed to develop
competing networks. Nevertheless in combination with various resellers such as
AAPT, competition flourished, especially in the markets for mobile, long
distance and international services. As a direct result of this competition, Telstra
lost substantial market share, while consumers experienced significant price
reductions and the market as a whole expanded dramatically (Telstra
submission 2000, p11).
Significantly, the role of technological advances in reducing the cost of
supplying services with the consequence of facilitating price reductions to
consumers is not acknowledged. Similarly, other carriers such as CWO,
Vodafone and AAPT credit competition as the dominant driver of consumer
benefits in telecommunications also:
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Competition delivers benefits:
Overall our submission argues that competition will ensure improvements in
services to all Australians(, DC 563, 2000 p.l).
It is Vodafone's belief that the mobile telecommunications industry provides a

valuable insight into the impact that competitive market forces have had in
delivering high quality state-of-the-art telecommunications services to customers
(DC 393, 2000, p.1).
Conclusions:
hnprovement in service levels in telecommunications has been driven primarily
by the introduction of competition (AAPT, DC 528, 2000, p. 8)
Consequently, competition emerges as the dominant narrative that frames the
delivery of telecommunication services. For example, from the excerpts the
carriers draw a causal link between competition and improved service levels.
Furthermore, the CWO reference to 'all Australians' universalises the benefits of
competition as a me:chanism of positive change. Arguably, once the causal link
between competition and universal improved service levels is established,
competition is equated with the inevitable consequence of improving service
levels universally. Once the elevation of competition is established as both a
process of change, and a desired policy goal, the carriers' frame competition not
as a policy instrument, but as a living subject of policy. In other words, the
legitimacy of competition is established by framing it within three separate
phenomena that develop the rhetoric of competition:
1. A goal of policy that equates with improved service levels.

2. A mechanism of policy which drives improved service levels.
3. A living subject of policy that has rights of its own.
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Several metaphorical examples from the submissions illustrate the multiple
functions of competition. Furthermore, the three tropes blend elements of other
narratives. For example, competition as policy goal and policy mechanism
implies a technocratic narrative suggesting competition is universally
quantifiable, measurable and normative. Examples from CWO's submission
that infer mechanical normative action include:
For competition to work (emph. added) it is necessary to have pro-competitive
regulation ...
Ensure that competition is effectively operating ... (emph. added)
Primarily because competition has not yet reached (emph. added) many people in
less densely populated areas ...
.. .sees the promotion of effective competition as the best mechanism (emph. added)
for rural and remote users to receive better, more advanced communication
services. The regulatory regime needs to be carefully balanced so it provides the
right environment for competition to flourish and grow (emph. added)beyond
existing boundaries
(DC 563, 2000, pp. 1,4, 5, 25 ).
It is argued the anthropomorphising of competition as living subject functions

as a substitute for the life of a company. Furthermore, the allusion to a living
entity introduces a rights narrative. For example, the competing carriers
describe competition as a growing entity that must be protected from
unscrupulous and dangerous activities by the incumbent, as indicated by
phrases such as:
Provisions are crucial to ensuring healthy competition
Ensure that competition continues to thrive (ibid)
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The life metaphor of competition acts as a substitute for the company as living
entity. Consequently, competing carriers such as Optus, Vodafone, AAPT may
argue for regulatory policy by the Government without appearing unduly
narcissistic or self-interested. Furthermore, once life is ascribed to the concept of
competition, other fundamental elements such as justice may be attributed also.
For example, AAPT euphemistically identifies the emancipation of competition
in 1997 when restrictions were lifted from carriers applying for a license to
operate:
... there has been a great deal of competitive activity since liberalisation of
competition in July 1997 (AAPT submission, p.2, 2000).
The excerpt blends rights and competition narratives to create a social overlay
that obscures the corporate self-interest and self-preservation in
telecommunication policy lobbying efforts by carriers.
Specifically, competition is framed as the consequence of market forces acting
naturally and for the common good. In other words, competition as goal is both
normative and desirable.
The effect of framing competition as normative delegitimises other models.
Conversely alternative models to competition are, by logic of exclusion, both
artificial and socially undesirable.
Similarly, Telstra, the incumbent carrier attributes improved service levels to
competition. However, the dominant carrier also claims competition stimulates
an investment in infrastructure:
While USO and CSG requirements play an important role in providing a
regulatory 'safety net' to ensure equitable and consistent service, it has been
competitive and commercial pressures that have been the main drivers for
Telstra and other carriers to invest in infrastructure and to improve service. To
ensure that Australians get the maximum benefit of the continuing
telecommunications revolution it is important that these competitive pressures
are maintained and enhanced (Telstra submission, 2000, p.51).
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The reference to competition as investment stimulant introduces a new element
to the narrative that contrasts with the function of competition in other carrier
submissions. Primarily, Telstra frames competition as both a creative force that
should be left unobstructed to perform its work, or as a person that should be
free to grow unrestricted, free from excessive regulation, as indicated by the
following excerpts:
Telstra submits, however that much of the regulatory regime currently in place
limits the incentives for investment and retards the development of competition in
rural and regional Australia (ibid p.52) ... futility of increasing regulation in an
attempt to improve service performance if these regulations stifle investment and
competition (emphases added, DC 751).

As indicated, definitions of competition vary significantly, despite a similarity
among the carriers in the elevation of competition as policy goal, policy
mechanism and living entity. Primarily, the carriers' dispute relates to what
constitutes legitimate competition. In other words, competition is used as an
intertext to support the divergent conclusions of two conflicting narratives.
Telstra submission

As dominant player in the telecommunications market, Telstra argues 'real'
competition is threatened by government regulation, which distorts the
operation of market forces. For example, in its submission, Telstra argues
government price caps restrict competition by forcing the carrier to provide local
access services at levels below cost. As a consequence of low returns on
investment, competitors avoid market entry (DC 751, p.12). To reinforce the
argument that supports minimal government regulation, Telstra claims market
forces exercise their own regulatory pressure on carrier behaviour. The reliance
on market forces as a disciplinary instrument frames access and equity issues
within a context of near absolute self-regulation:
More broadly there is a concern that the Government's competition reform
agenda has forced Telstra and its competitors to drop the ball on service
performance to the average Australian as they compete for the big end of town.
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While Telstra does not accept this simplistic view of competition it does accept
that service performance levels to a number of its customers have not always
been of a sufficient standard.
Telstra prefers to emphasise the punishment of markets on non-performing
carriers instead of Government regulation as a disincentive to poor service
delivery (ibid, p.10).
The excerpt from Telstra's submission illustrates several key issues in relation to
framing social issues such as USOs. First, Telstra aligns itself and other carriers
with the government's competition reform agenda. Consequently, legislative
obligations are reframed within the government's own policy, which normalises
competition as a desirable policy driver and outcome. In other words, policy
including legislative mechanisms that restrict the principle of competition, are
delegitimised according to government policy. As a consequence, social goals
are secondary to primary goals of competition. Second, the gaming metaphor
downplays the extent and impact of poor service levels in parts of Australia. 'A
few war stories' is another reference used by Telstra, and also the Minister,
which attracted criticism for its over-dramatic characterisation and minimisation
of the numbers experiencing telecommunication difficulties (SMH Editorial
2000, SMH 22nd March, p.14). Third, Telstra undermines the criticism of
competition policy by using the technocratic trope 'simplistic view', which
challenges the critic's expertise and sophistication of logic. Presumably, the
generalising involved in references such as 'average Australian' and 'big end of
town' are the source of the oversimplification claim. However, arguably
Telstra's claim that markets will punish non-performing carriers, is also an
oversimplification. The claim appears to ignore the inability of many smaller
markets to exert significant pressure on carriers failing to supply adequate
service. Furthermore, most in net universal service cost areas have only one
carrier, which in most cases is Telstra.
Although Telstra frames market power as an undifferentiated homogeneous
instrument of correction on errant carriers, market demand is identified as
heterogeneous. The submission draws on its own research of customer
expectations to illustrate the heterogeneity:
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... Australian consumers - both rural and urban - are far from a homogeneous
entity. Rather, they are becoming ever more differentiated in the demands they
place upon the network and the services they require.

In order to ensure that the steady improvement in service to customers is
sustainable into the future, Telstra believes it must:

-keep pace with constantly changing customer expectations. New technology and
competition has dramatically widened service choices with consumers
demanding a wide mix of products and service standards at different levels of
cost. Simple measures reflecting a 'standard service' at a fixed price no longer reflect
the variety of consumer needs in this competitive market [all emphases
added](Telstra Submission, Executive Summary, DC751).
Significantly, the heterogeneity in demand challenges continuing validity of
concepts such as the STS, which defines the ubiquitous service provisions within
the USO legislation. Furthermore, call for differentiation in service provision is
associated with a suggestion that rebalancing of prices follow also. In other
words, the price cap restriction on Telstra is challenged by an argument that
differentiated consumer expectations demand it. Once again, Telstra uses the
technocratic trope of undermining the logical sophistication of models that
continue to support standard service levels and prices.
Telstra's continuing investment in its fixed line infrastructure represents a
significant capital outlay, which the submission addresses at length. The
investment claims and details are intended to satisfy critics that infrastructure
outlay continues at a national and regional level, as well as in more attractive
metropolitan markets. Furthermore, the carrier draws attention to the dramatic
increase in user demand on the fixed line network as a consequence of data and
Internet applications. In its introduction, the Telstra submission claims that it
has invested $11.56 billion 'upgrading telecommunications plant in the past four
years', approximately half (49.7% or 5.75 billion) was directed at regional
Australia:
Telstra is investing nearly three times more per service line in regional Australia
than it invests in metropolitan and CBD Australia (ibid, p.20).
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Much of the investment is required as a consequence of what Telstra claims are
age and design limitations of the legacy network. According to the carrier, the
customer access network (CAN) is old and requires upgrading. For example
50% of the CAN is greater than 50 years old and 30% greater than 30 years old
(p.17). Weather conditions have a negative impact on cables, in particular those
cables with unfilled [insulation jelly] plastic cables in solid pipe serving 2
million customers. As a consequence, customers using nodes of the network
serviced by unfilled cables experience a three-fold increase in fault failure than
those on newer-filled cable. Congestion is another cause of technical concern
with the capacity of infrastructure and the incidence of faults on the line. Telstra
claims the heavy user demands placed on the older parts of the network explain
the high incidence of faults and unmet user demand for new services. In
addition to servicing the old networks, Telstra claims it is investing heavily in a
new network initiative, the data mode of operation (DMO).
The DMO is a Telstra initiative intended to upgrade the customer access
network by packetising voice and data signals allowing convergence among
service offerings:
Telstra has an investment over five years, beginning this financial year of
between $400 and $600 million on a project known as Data Mode of Operation
(OMO). This will upgrade the standard voice network to fully accommodate
sophisticated data transmission required by Internet and data services' (ibid.
p.21).
Telstra argues the DMO will allow multiple networks, currently used to deliver
a variety of services, to converge into a single network that will digitise and
packetise all signals seamlessly at lower cost with more efficiency. Telstra
appears to frame the DMO as part of a national narrative of telecommunication
development:
For consumers throughout Australia it will lead directly to better services and to
new products, including the introduction of broadband services using ADSL
(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) later this year [2000] and the introduction
of new technology telephone services soon after (p.21).
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However, Telstra warns against the danger of asset stranding, which creates
disincentives to capital investments in infrastructure:
In rural and remote Australia, investment is made infinitely more difficult by the

larger fluctuations in demand and the consequent higher risk of asset stranding.
The economies of these areas are exposed both to substantial random shocks
(such as droughts) and to marked cyclical fluctuations in income. As a result,
even at the best of times, there is a relatively high level of instability in the
pattern of settlement and activity ... Volatile population centres in rural Australia
pose particular difficulties for a universal service telecommunications
infrastructure provider such as Telstra which must make long-lived investments
in facilities even in areas where the demand for infrastructure is highly volatile
(p.18-19) .
. . .In most industries this need for additional investment is signalled to the

incumbent and potential entrants by a rise in price. As returns increase in an
industry to the point where the risks associated with investment - including the
risks of asset stranding - are commercially acceptable, investment floods in. In
telecommunications, such signals have been muted by a structure of price
regulation at both the wholesale (regulated access prices) and retail level (price
caps) such that investors are often unlikely to be able to recoup their investment
costs (p.20).
The details of Telstra's infrastructure investments, as well as the threats to
investor incentives, are relevant to discussion of the USO in several ways. First
Telstra's claim of $1.8 billion to service the USO, which represented a seven-fold
increase in previous costings relate directly to the inclusion of the fixed line
infrastructure of the legacy network and improvements to the CAN through
initiatives such as the DMO.
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Second, the DMO presents a commercial opportunity in net universal service
cost areas to resellers wishing to access Telstra's new digital packetised network.
Consequently, revenue from voice telephony and low speed data access will
steadily reduce to the universal service provider (USP). This is a result of
competitors cherry-picking lucrative market segments by reselling advanced
service offerings such as broadband. Telstra is concerned that capped prices on
the CAN, by the ACCC, acts as a disincentive to investment to all carriers in
both basic and advanced services. Furthermore, by allowing competitors to
cherry-pick on the CAN, Telstra is left with supplying unprofitable services,
which results in increases to the USO costs.
In relation to the CSG requirements, the carrier admits room for improvement
although maintains that its standards have lifted significantly in recent years:
Telstra submits that while its performance against CSGs has been less than

perfect and at times poor in individual cases, the data reveal consistent
improvements in CSG performance across all key measures, in almost all
regions. An imp!ovement in performance in rural and remote areas is
particularly apparent and exceeds the rates of improvement elsewhere.
Closely associated with the Telstra claim of demonstrable improvement is the
parallel position that service levels are not adversely affected by reduced Telstra
field staff and technicians. A significant portion of appendix b is taken to
provide statistical evidence to support the claim that reduced field staff in recent
years has not affected service levels, which have improved in the same period.
Arguably, the position that service levels is indirectly proportionate to staff
numbers is taken with the explanation that improved productivity and the $12
billion re-investment in the CAN, which had the consequence of 'sustainable
improvement in service installation and reduced fault rectification times'.
Another major area of concern for the carrier is the inadequacy of the CSG as a
benchmark of customer satisfaction, and the disincentive to investment that the
CSG poses to Telstra. Consequently, any strengthening of the CSG, by regulators
is rejected as a policy initiative:
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Telstra is very sceptical that setting target 'strike rates' under the CSG
regulations or altering the service metrics, will encourage investment either by
Telstra or other market participants. One of the greatest service challenges that
Telstra faces that are meaningful to customers - such as satisfying customers'
need for consistent contact and support - is not reflected in the CSG standard.
As such, Telstra believes that any attempt to raise CSG requirements as a means
of improving service or forcing investment would be misguided and tokenistic
[emphasis added]. Rather, the significant limitations with the current CSG
regime should be addressed and the Inquiry should instead focus its attention on
the raft of existing government policies that limit the incentives for network
investment - for all market participants - especially in rural Australia.
According to Telstra, the stronger the requirement to reduce service delays, such
as those provisions within the CSG, the more costly the exercise to the carrier.
Speedy fault repairs and the installation of new connections is particularly
expensive in rural and regional areas:
The speed and level of service performance have a very real impact on the cost
of services to consumers. This is particularly so in non-urban areas where the
large distances and difficult terrain spanned by infrastructure and the additional
travel time required by technical service staff imposes costs that are particularly
sensitive to time-based service requirements. Reducing service time
requirements has a very significant impact on service cost.
As the penalties to carriers for breaching the CSG apply primarily to failures of
fulfilling new connections or repairing faults within certain time-frames, Telstra
is against any stricter deadline impositions by governments. At a functional
level, the CSG legislation contains the decreed timelines for residential and
business consumers to receive a standard telephone service as provided by the
USO legislation.
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National Broadband Strategies and USO Expansion
Telstra places faith in the twin effects of its network investment and rapidly
evolving technology as catalysts to national rollout of broadband services. As a
consequence, broadband rollout will no longer be limited by a lack of suitable
infrastructure. However, the carrier perceives that social and demographic
factors create barriers to the take-up of advanced services. Furthermore, the
social and demographic barriers are perceived as national issues and are not
confined to rural and regional areas:
In Telstra's view, the take-up of advanced services by Australians is less a

telecommunications or geographic issue as it is a socio-demographic issue. As
such it is critical that the public policy agenda seek to address these factors as
they affect the take-up of advanced services and social access for all Australians.
It is evident that Telstra perceives national issues such as 'social access for all
Australians' should be part of the government policy responsibility. Similarly,
'socio-demographic' issues allow Telstra to frame universal access to advanced
services, or expansion of the USO, as a government social welfare concern - and
not even as a telecommunication issue.

In addition, Telstra argues that competition in the industry has led to significant
price reductions in international and long distance services:
Since 1997, all legislated protections against facilities-based competition have
been removed. There are now in excess of 40 licensed carriers and some 700
carriage service providers operating in the Australian market. Reflecting this,
Telstra's prices for international and national long distance services have fallen
dramatically since 1997.
Telstra argues that entry to competition in the CAN is limited as a consequence
of the price caps placed on its local and access services. According to Telstra the
price caps are artificial restrictions that set prices below cost in many areas.
Consequently, the carrier claims, the scope for competitive entry is limited.
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However, Telstra claims that access to the local loop is now more attractive for
competitors as a consequence of three factors. First, competing carriers benefit
from the ACCC decision to force Telstra to lease its CAN to competitors at rates
that allow them to undercut Telstra's retail prices for local and access services.
Second, the roll-out of new technology networks allows competitors to supply
local services at prices less than Telstra's regulated prices. Third, although much
of the competition will be focused on attractive market segments, the Federal
Government's decision to trial competitive tendering of the universal service
fund will subsidise Telstra's competitors in the provision of 'basic access to
unprofitable customers'.
Telstra argues that the growth in demand for second lines is a new phenomenon
spurred on by the high demand for Internet and facsimile services:
It has only been in the last few years that Internet usage and the penetration of

the facsimile machine into people's homes have become so great that demand for
second lines has increased noticeably. When the network was originally
provisioned, it was assumed that one spare line for every five homes would be
sufficient to cover demand for additional lines and any redundancy. Consumers
are in effect requiring a wholesale upgrade of the telecommunications network
(DC 751).

However, Telstra points to socio-economic factors that have 'increased the
salience of telecommunication service performance issues' for rural and remote
consumers in particular.
First, as a consequence of the closure of many essential services in regional
areas, consumers are placing an increased reliance on access to
telecommunication services such as electronic banking and online medical
diagnostic services.
In addition, Australians are reflecting the international trend of increasingly
participating in the information economy and the online world:
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In rural and regional Australia however, access to the information economy' is

seen as a means of overcoming the 'tyranny of distance' and offering a
mechanism for ensuring the long-term economic and social survival of rural
Australia (DC 751).
Consequently, access to telecommunication data services for non-metropolitan
Australians is framed as offering a lifeline to survival. The social importance
reflects a social-participative view of telecommunications, which extends
beyond market considerations only. However, Telstra qualifies the universal
importance of access to data services by emphasising the heterogeneity
associated with modem consumer demands:
Rather they [customers] are becoming ever more differentiated. This process of
differentiation means that 'one size fits all' telecommunications solutions are
increasingly inappropriate (DC 751).
Telstra is careful to avoid standardised models of consumer demand that may
support the argument for expanded social obligations on carriers in relation to
the USO or CSG.
In addition to challenging suggestions for expanded USOs, it may be argued
Telstra also challenges the legislated mechanism historically underpinning the
provision of the STS. For example, Telstra advocates needs must be met in a way
'where the costs of meeting the needs of a George St. cotton farmer are not met
by a shearer living in Walgett or a single mother living in Parramatta'. The
phrase is a veiled attack on the complex cross- subsidisation policy, which has
underwritten the funding of the national network across Australia since the
1908 Royal Commission recommendations. The Telstra representative at the
Industry Round Table discussion in Sydney repeated the trope. In addition to
challenging the legacy of cross-subsidisation by Telstra, the phrase supports the
carrier's conviction that telecommunication tariffing should be rebalanced at its
discretion and price-caps removed. If adopted, the initiative could have
significant implications for the structure and charges associated with USO
policies. For example Telstra claims it currently costs $1.8 billion to service
NUSC areas. If the carrier was permitted to rebalance costs, those living in the
NUSC areas could face substantially increased service charges and fees.
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Telstra uses a sophisticated rights narrative to challenge the expansion of
regulated social obligations. The carrier questions the reasonableness of
regulated (CSG, USO) standards and expectations by using a rights narrative to
compare telecommunication provision with other 'basic services'. Telstra claims
access to telecommunication services compares favourably with levels of access
to other essential services:
A study by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission in 1994
found that 154,000 Australians in 1200 communities were without a reticulated
water supply.
Yet in telecommunications Australians are entitled to basic services wherever
they live ... To date much of the public debate around telecommunications service
performance has been conducted in isolation to the public costs and benefits or
the comparative expectations of other basic human services such as the provision
of clean water, sewage disposal, electric power and health services (DC 751, p.9).
The observation is significant and strategically frames basic telephony as
fulfilled within a rights narrative by Telstra. The rights narrative presents a
moral overlay across the USO provisions, which constructs Telstra as a good
corporate citizen. Furthermore, the positive comparison of telecommunications
access levels with other essential services underwrites Telstra's claim to moral
legitimacy, from its record in fulfilling social responsibilities, such as the USO
and CSG. In other words, in addition to competition, competition-rights, and
national development narratives, the Telstra submission incorporates a
sophisticated social rights narrative to frame its approach to the USO and CSG.

Competing carriers
Universal service obligations are problematic for competing carriers such as
Optus, Vodafone and AAPT. Multiple issues arise from the definition, funding
and responsibilities traditionally associated with social ideals, which collide
with business case scenarios under which competition policies operate.
Generally, competing carriers agree on the preferred approach to legislated
social obligations on telecommunication carriers and the deleterious impact of
regulated social policy on competition models.
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Not all carriers agree on the effect of social obligations on markets. For example,
some carriers that operate in specialised markets such as metropolitan
broadband businesses, argue government-subsidised services to non-profitable
sectors creates unsustainable artificial markets (AAPT, DC528).
In contrast, carriers that have expressed an interest in tendering for the USO,
argue the subsidy is a 'boot-strap' to assist immature markets.
Similarly to Telstra and Government perspectives, the other carriers view
universal service and USOs with caution. Most of the major competing carriers
support the traditional social ideal behind universal service, in that all
Australians should have access to a basic telephone service. However, the
carriers are against any expansion of the USO that is reliant on their financial
support. The carriers frame an expanded USO as a liability on the industry,
which creates artificial markets, disincentives to investment, and a lack of policy
transparency in financial calculations
Cable and Wireless Optus
CWO focuses on two issues which the carrier acknowledges are paradoxical.
Both illustrate the competing carriers' priorities and dual roles as stakeholders
and shareholders, as suppliers and customers, in the new telecommunications
regime.
First, CWO advocates that the ACCC retains telecommunications specific
legislation within the Trade Practices Act 1974, in which the provisions were
created by the amendment in 1997. Optus alludes to the first aspect of the
paradox in terms of the competing carriers advocating for more regulation in the
new regime, which supposedly has deregulation as its goal:
It is something of a paradox but in telecommunications the fact that the

incumbent controls bottleneck inputs {the PSTN network) and has significant
power, means that for competition to work it is necessary to have procompetitive regulation. In particular it is important to ensure that competitors
can get access to Telstra's network to ensure that Telstra cannot misuse its
market power (C&W Optus, DC 563).
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The excerpt infers technocratic and commercial-rights narratives, which
dominate the rhetoric of competitors' submissions to the TSI.
The technocratic inference 'for competition to work' defines the normative and
desirable operation for competition when incumbent power is regulated. In
addition 'misuse' implies an unfair use of power. However, it may be argued
the paradox arises when strong commercial interests are penalised for achieving
the market position to which their competitors aspire. Consequently, it may be
argued that to claim power is misused by incumbents is logically flawed in
terms of the goal of competitors is to achieve market dominance. Therefore,
despite the validity of market regulation to facilitate competition and benefits
for consumers, it is primarily tropic to argue for intervention on the grounds of
moral legitimacy. This is because a moral argument for regulatory intervention
implies immoral behaviour on the part of incumbents for engaging in vigorous
competitive behaviour. Arguably, the justice argument is based on the attempt
to underwrite a competition narrative with a commercial rights narrative.
Healthy benefits is another trope used which anthropomorphises competition as
discussed previously. However, the reference is used in connection with
justifying the retention of the telecommunications-specific legislation:
We therefore urge the Inquiry to recommend retaining the telecommunications
specific provisions of the Trade Practices Act. These provisions are crucial to
ensuring the healthy competition and have already delivered considerable
benefits to Australian customers (DC 563).
CWO claims that consumers benefits from competition amount to $200 million
per annum and continuing falls in call costs:
For example, action by the ACCC to reduce the costs of access to Telstra's
network has delivered considerable benefits to consumers estimated to be worth
more than $200 million per annum. Similarly, the ACCC's action over anticompetitive conduct by Telstra in the local call market has ensured competition
and rapidly falling prices for local calls (DC 563).
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Similar to most of the submissions from the carriers and others advocating a
competition model to service provision, the benefits from technology in
increasing consumer choice and reducing costs are ignored.
The second aspect of the paradoxical position relates to CWO' s, and others,
opposition to expansion of statutory obligations, in other words, the
introduction of more legislation that protects the rights of consumers:
We provide the Inquiry with evidence that we have dramatically improved our
compliance with our CSG obligations but point out that such statutory
obligations can have the effect of undermining competition, innovation and
investment and lead to lower levels of service ... We argue that any further
tightening of the CSG will have the opposite effect that the Government would
intend. It will lead carriers to focus on providing a 'vanilla service', spending
considerable resources on compliance and lead to inflexible offerings to
consumers.
All carriers are unanimous in their opposition to regulatory strengthening of the
CSG and use simila,r arguments. Primarily, Optus and other carriers warn the
compliance costs involved in meeting mandated social obligations may result in
an ironic reduction in service offerings for consumers.
CWO advocates demand-side incentives from Governments as ways to increase
the level of service to non-metropolitan areas. Demand-side incentives are based
on stimulating consumer demand for services by creating incentives for carriers
to invest in new markets. Conversely supply-side models are based on
investments in infrastructure before market demand reaches critical mass.
Supply-side models are framed as outdated and inefficient approaches to
infrastructure investment characterised by traditional public monopoly policies.
The binarism is a useful trope, which frames competition models based on
government incentives as modern and progressive in contrast to older policy
models. Demand-side incentives include targeted assistance, competitive USO
models and speeding up the auctioning of the spectrum methods that would,
advocates claim, facilitate the provision of services to consumers in particularly
remote areas (DC 563).
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Optus lists three reasons why service has declined in rural and remote areas:
The standard of service in rural and remote areas has fallen behind that available
in urban areas primarily because competition has not yet reached many people

in less densely populated areas. This is because of the 'first mover' advantage of
the incumbent, the terms and conditions on which Telstra provides access to its
network, and the lack of contestability in net cost areas (DC 563).
Similarly to other carriers, competition in the CWO submission is synonymous
with improved service levels to rural and remote Australia. However, CWO
claims that Telstra's ability to use its substantial network and market power to
stifle competition is the primary reason for the decline in service levels in many
non-metropolitan areas. According to CWO, greater transparent access for
resellers and competing carriers to use the incumbent's network and USO
contestability will translate into improved services for non-metropolitan areas.
The Optus rhetoric continues with a moral overlay of fair versus unfair
behaviour, which carries an ethical inference characteristic of a rights narrative:
It is important for new providers to be able to fairly operate and compete to
provide services for effective competition to develop. While Telstra retains
considerable market power, arrangements for addressing unfair market
behaviour by an incumbent are an important part of the pro-competitive
safeguards of the telecommunications regulatory regime (DC 563).
CWO's use of growth and security metaphors in relation to competition indicate
its expectation that regulation is required. Furthermore, the excerpt frames
Telstra as unethical for engaging in normal marketing activity of its services.
In utopian rhetoric reminiscent of the proponents of the purchase of Aussat, the
CWO submission argues its space technology offers the 'satellite solution' to 'fill
gaps' in rural communication requirements:
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The satellite solution offers customers the choice of combining voice with access
to the Internet (and fax and data), free to air and Pay TV. This solution will build
on our Country Wide solution, available from January 2001, that will offer twoway satellite for a wide variety of services to residential, business and
government customers. CountryWide's high speed data service enables access to
a range of applications including video conferencing, telemedicine and distance
learning. It goes a substantial way towards meeting service gaps in rural and
regional areas (DC 563).
Consequently CWO announces in its submission that it will pursue the Federal
Government's $150 million tender offer for the supply of untimed local calls to
the 40,000 Australians lacking the service currently. Unsurprisingly, the carrier
will pursue a satellite solution:
If Cable and Wireless Optus wins the Government's $150m tender, it will use the
funds for extending untimed local calls to ensure satellite customer equipment
costs are substantially reduced. Not only will these people benefit from the
service, but it will also facilitate this very cost-effective satellite service being
rolled out to oth~r people in rural and remote areas. This will enable an
affordable alternative delivery mechanism to be available so customers can be
provided with a wide range of services.
Additionally, Optus make the claim that the flexibility of satellite will allow
rural dwellers to enjoy services that not only match but surpass those offered to
many in urban areas.
CWO welcomes the USO contestability plan, but questions the Government's
intention to benchmark subsidies at fixed rates for successful tenders:
The most fair and equitable mechanism for subsidising all USO providers is for
benchmark costs to be set by the Government and subsidies determined at the
end of the USO period according to this cost, the number of customers served
and revenues earned. This approach will alleviate concerns about creamskimming high-value customers, because USO funding will ensure losses are
fully covered.
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According to CWO, the current benchmark subsidy model places new market
entrants at risk if they wrongly estimate actual revenue from customers with
lower revenue than benchmarked. Another problem with the proposed models
concerns the averaging of technology costs across areas with divergent densities
and geographical barriers:
In addition, USO modeling currently looks at average technology costs for such

delivery mechanisms as satellite, wireless local loop (using GSM, CDMA, etc)
and copper, however, apart from satellite, service delivery using these
technologies differs in different USO areas depending on such factors as terrain
and population densities. The ACA's existing calculations of USO benchmark
costs do not adjust for geographical conditions, so need to be substantially
modified (DC 563).
In other words, Optus is criticising the simplistic method of technocratic
quantification used to calculate USO benchmark costs. The observation implies
that accurately estimating actual costs is a more complex process than policy
makers and politicians suggest in public documents. Furthermore, the
complication surrounding USO benchmarking is not discussed in the final
report of the Inquiry.
AAPT
AAPT (DC 528) has operated as a service provider since 1991 and received a
carrier license in 1997. Since 1997, AAPT has operated in national and
international long distance business markets and data to small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) as a reseller of Telstra services.
As part of its corporate strategy, for the past three years AAPT has developed its
own infrastructure in terms of a customer access network (CAN). The three
principal components of its CAN include:
•

fibre-optic loops in the major city CBDs;

•

local multipoint distribution service (LMDS) microwave short distance wide
area network (WAN), which provides high speed wireless access in
commercial centres of major cities and major regional centres; and,
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•

wireless local loop that uses code division multiple access (CDMA) digital
mobile technology, and serves areas outside Sydney and Melbourne.

AAPT recognises that since deregulation, the industry is still primarily reliant
on Telstra and access to its CAN. Apart from CWO's hybrid fibre coaxial (HFC)
network providing competition in local access, few others have built a CAN.
AAPT claims as a consequence of its CAN investment, competition is increased
across the networks. Nevertheless despite the duplication of infrastructure as
well as the 1999 ACCC declaration of unconditioned local loop (ULL) access,
AAPT observes competition on the CANs remains low:
The important issue is that after nearly three years of full competition less than
2%

of residential services are being delivered using competing customer access

networks (DC 528).
AAPT argues Telstra's framing of local service prevailed in policy environments
for many years. According to AAPT, Telstra promoted the view that provision
of local service is a natural monopoly, and the belief remains widespread. In
contrast, AAPT argues competition facilitated the development of new services.
To support their position, AAPT place the issues in a historical context.
AAPT argues improvements in service to rural and remote areas are historically
a consequence of competition. Furthermore, the carrier postulates stifling
competition is the motive behind Telecom's deployment of new radio
technologies in remote areas of Australia in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Telecom released DRCS technology as part of its Rural and Remote Areas
Program, which extended the coverage to some of the most physically remote
areas of Australia. However, AAPT refer to claims made by Reinecke and
Schultz (1983) that the DRCS policy emerged from senior Telecom management
as a reaction to increasing political and commercial support for a domestic
satellite service to compete with the national carrier in reaching unserviced
areas. In other words, AAPT argue the deployment of DRCS throughout remote
regions is a strategic commercial initiative designed to strengthen the argument
for retaining its monopoly status as a carrier.
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However, it may also be argued Telecom's deployment of DRCS technology is
another link in the long-term strategy of the national carrier's responsibility to
meet its public obligation of extending its network as technological and
economic barriers are progressively overcome. In other words, innovation and
relative cost efficiencies facilitated the national carrier's deployment of new
technologies.
In reference to post-deregulation consumer protection, AAPT identifies three
inter-related policies; the USO, the price cap regime, and the CSG. AAPT
appears to accept the social ideal of universal service as embodied in the
traditional definition of the USO as providing a basic carriage service to all
Australians. However, the carrier challenges the continuing legitimacy of all
three legislative instruments in the context of developing sustainable
competition. According to AAPT the price cap functions to fund the USO, but in
the process distorts the natural operation of the market by acting as a substitute
for competition:
The USO creates an obligation to provide service to most, if not all, Australians.
This is principally a basic telephone service. However, to ensure a degree of
equity in this provision and to act as a substitute for competition, Price Caps (sic)
apply to the provision of the service. To ensure that the service is provided at
that price with a reasonable level of service a Customer Service Guarantee (CSG)
applies. While the USO and the Price Caps apply (currently) only to Telstra, the
CSG for some unexplained reason applies to all carriage service providers. Given
that other providers need to compete one can expect that they would be
attempting to compete on service and not just price (DC 528).
AAPT perceives the universal application to all carriage service providers
(CSPs) of the CSG obligations as an unfair regulatory restriction. According to
the carrier, the regulation is unfair because the CSPs are made responsible for
meeting customer CSG deadlines and conditions, for which they have no
control. Furthermore, AAPT argues the natural pressure of competition
motivates competing carriers to improve services they can control without the
need for regulatory intervention.
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It is evident that AAPT perceives the goals of universal service are best met by
the natural operation of the market instead of mechanisms based on crosssubsidisation through price caps.
Furthermore, the USO is framed as a distorting influence on competition, which
consequently retards the goals of universal service. According to AAPT, the
USO distorts the normal operation of the market because it is based on
cross-subsidising service provision to some customers by other customers using
price cap mechanisms:
The major cost is the absence of competition in many of these markets.
Competition is absent because customers expect to pay below cost for service
and not because competition is impossible. In fact, the position is that some rural
and remote areas are more amenable to competition by different access
providers than city areas as the most effective access technology is frequently not
a copper line (DC 528).
According to AAPT, the effect of cross-subsidisation is to unrealistically raise
the expectations of non-profitable markets in relation to costs. An undistorted
market condition sets costs to rural and regional Australia significantly above
urban markets. Consequently the carrier rationalises, those living in nonmetropolitan areas should expect to pay significantly more for a basic service
due to the high costs of infrastructure. In time, the pressure of competition will
lead to innovations in technology that will diffuse cost benefits to rural and
regional areas.
AAPT argue the primary focus on extending universal basic carriage services
through legislation, as embodied in the USO, prevents the diffusion of the
potential benefits of bundling through non-metropolitan areas. Bundling is the
aggregated billing and delivery of multiple telecommunication services, such as
mobile telephony, Pay TV, and Internet services, through a single service
provider. As a consequence, the bundled service may include discounts on
individual components, such as the equivalent of basic carriage service factored
into multiple service contracts.
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According to the carrier, cross-subsidised fixed services, that provide basic
telephony at lower than market rates, discourages carriers investing in services
that may be bundled. AAPT argues bundling opportunities, and the
accompanying cost savings, are frequently lost to rural and regional areas
because people fail to consider the total savings available.
AAPT also argues legislation that lists specified services within the USO distorts
the market:
AAPT contends that every attempt to specify the services required sufficiently
distorts the operation of the market to provide sub-optimal outcomes.
Consequently any attempts to extend the range of services required may
compound the problem of inappropriate technology selections being delivered to
relevant groups (DC 528).
Consequently, AAPT challenges the validity of specificity within the USO
definition. Arguably, the carrier finds the social ideal of universal service as an
abstract approximation of customer expectations more acceptable than the
concrete legislative mechanism of the USO. Presumably, the carrier perceives
the lack of legislative detail as a safeguard from punitive measures by regulators
enforcing prescribed policy details. Furthermore, the carrier appears to frame
competition as the natural force that will incrementally extend the social ideals
of universal service as more 'realistic' expectations of rural and regional
Australians are eventually met.
AAPT supports the proposed contestabililty model for the USO by the
Government with reservation. The carrier believes policy must be less
prescriptive for competition to be established within the USO areas:
The development of a contestability model creates at least some potential for
developers of new services to acquire customers and compete against the
subsidised incumbent. The contestability trial still does not genuinely provide
for unrestrained choice, and most importantly limits a customer from choosing a
specific service that might be cheaper to deploy but does not meet some preordained standard.
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The excerpt indicates tension between flexible USO contestability conditions
and regulated standards designed to protect the integrity of the national
network and provide consumer safeguards. Arguably, once the USO is
subjected to competitive tendering, policy makers will face increasing pressure
from carriers to relax technical standardisation with a view to maximise cost
efficiencies. In addition, the pressure to relax policies related to technical
standards will arise from competing carriers that plan to roll out their own
technologies and/ or connect them to the national network. Consequently, the
interconnecting technologies may differ in specifications from those used by the
legacy network constructed by the incumbent carrier.

In addition to challenging the validity of regulating technical standards, AAPT
argues the USO functions as a substitute for competition:
The only thing that makes provision of a service uneconomic is a constraint that
prohibits a provider from charging a sufficient price for the service. The
operation of the CSG and the USO do not drive the delivery of service, they
simply remove c?mpetition.
Arguably, the AAPT submission incorporates an undiluted narrative of
competition that frames universal service as a laudable social ideal, and the
current USO structure as an inefficient and artificial legislative mechanism for
fulfilling goals of universal service. Competition is framed as having a natural
normative function, which is distorted through the interaction of restrictive
legislative instruments, such as USOs, price caps and CSGs. Furthermore, AAPT
argues that consumer attitudes should conform to the natural logic of the
market, which dictates an uncompromising, formulaic approach to service costs.
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According to a perfect market model, consumers should expect to pay for the
actual cost of supplying services. Consequently, rural and remote consumers
must expect to pay significantly more for a telecommunication service than
those in metropolitan areas. The model appears to ignore the operation of
externalities, which among other things, accounts for the value of the person
living in the back of Bourke, who has a telephone, to the caller in Sydney. In
other words, the benefits of connection are symmetrical. Furthermore, as
discussed in Chapter Three, externalities account for the increasing sum value of
a network as a consequence of each additional subscriber, regardless of where
s/he lives or works.
AAPT's submission differs from those of some other carriers in that it details the
agenda and interests associated with a competing carrier that has significant
infrastructure. Consequently, AAPT is not reliant on Part XIC of the TPA 1974,
which addresses accessing Telstra's CAN, as others, such as Macquarie
Corporate Telecommunications (MCT). Instead, AAPT focuses on the legal
instruments that threaten to limit its market expansion; primarily the CSG and
the USO. AAPT also has significant strategic partnership arrangements with
other world players, such as MCI Worldcom, which allow the carrier to offer
fully integrated service and product offerings. Primarily a supplier to lucrative
commercial markets, AAPT avoids mention of marginalised groups, such as
access to services for people with disabilities or Aboriginal groups. Arguably,
marginalised groups are invisible to the carrier, which is primarily concerned
with meeting the telecommunication needs of corporate metropolitan markets
andSMEs.
Vodafone Australia
Vodafone was awarded the third telecommunications general carrier license in
December 1992 and began GSM mobile phone provision in 1993. At the time of
writing, the carrier claimed 1.5 million customers and coverage for 92% of the
population, although details of geographic coverage were not provided.
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The sparsity of Australian outback means few of the 40,000 living in
approximately 80% of the land mass of rural and remote Australia receive a
Vodafone GSM signal. However, Vodafone claim 100% of Australia is covered
by its Globalstar satellite service, which the company launched in March 2000.
According to Vodafone, the mobile telecommunications industry provides, 'a
valuable insight into the impact that competitive market forces have had in
delivering high quality state of the art telecommunications services to
customers' (DC393). Vodafone's generalisation of the benefits of competition
fails to account for the diversity of services and markets, and the influence of
innovative technologies, across the telecommunications sector. However, similar
to AAPT and CWO, Vodafone unproblematically attributes competition as the
driver of all service improvements and lower prices.
Vodafone uses the success of competition in mobile telephony as evidence that
the technology is a suitable platform to replace the fixed line network as the
backbone for less attractive markets, such as sparsely populated areas of
Australia.
Since it is a mobile carrier, Vodafone does not comment on the CSG
requirements directly because it is not subject to the CSG performance criteria,
which relates to the fixed line parameters of the STS. However, the USO
regulation and its implications are addressed by the carrier, in anticipation of
the Government's decision to introduce contestability to the USO regime.
As a consequence of the regulatory reforms, Vodafone may become a Universal
Service Provider (USP) and therefore subject to the CSG. In an excerpt Vodafone
inserts mobile and advanced telecommunication services into a paraphrased
version of the historical STS definition:
... as new and advanced services are introduced, so the Government may
consider whether to take action to ensure that anyone in Australia, wherever
they live, has access to them; and as the service boundaries become more
blurred, the need for continued regulatory differentiation between the services
will come under scrutiny'.
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In other words, Vodafone argues technological and market convergence will
supersede the ability of regulators to differentiate services in policy. As a
corollary, changes within the external environment will increase the pressure to
reduce the use of regulation as a behaviour-modifying agent in
telecommunications.
Competitive neutrality is a common theme arising in submissions from the
carriers competing with the incumbent, Telstra. It may be argued competitive
neutrality, as a concept, functions as a form of legislative 'positive action' for
competing players in industries that are dominated by monopolies. Arguably
the term is a euphemism for policies that give preferential legal and regulatory
treatment to newer entrants to a market. Vodafone identifies competitive
neutrality as an essential priority for the carrier, which should be central to the
inquiry outcome also:
Accordingly Vodafone has a vital interest in contributing to a competitively
neutral, constructive and industry efficient outcome to the inquiry (DC 393).
However, similarly to the personification of competition, it may be argued
competitive neutrality gives regulatory intervention rhetorical legitimacy that
extends beyond the denotative meaning of the term. Whereas competition
personified is concerned with health metaphors, competitive neutrality implies
scientific objectivity in a value-free context. In other words, the term is a
rhetorical device that underwrites competition policy priorities with
technocratic legitimacy.
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Vodafone appears to positions itself as the carrier that built respectable market
share despite entering the Australian market with no preferential legislative
treatment. The carrier claims it had no regulatory advantage upon market entry
and faced a significant competitive challenge to establish itself in the market.
According to Vodafone, it gained market acceptance by addressing the key areas
of: geographic coverage; service quality; tariffs; customer care; market size and
increasing the range of services offered to customers. In addition, the carrier
argues its success in each area is a consequence of competitive pressures instead
of regulatory obligations. Similar to other competing carriers, Vodafone claims
commercial factors as the main drivers for increasing market penetration.
However, it should be remembered that most of Vodafone's claims to achieving
92% coverage of potential consumers coverage includes attractive metropolitan
markets and key dense regional key centres. Mobile penetration of less
populated areas of Australia, is less pursued by most carriers.
Vodafone argues the success of competition in the mobile market can be
unproblematically replicated within non-metropolitan areas of Australia if the
conditions for investment are appropriate. Arguably, Vodafone places an
ideological trust in market forces to improve services to rural and remote
Australia.
Vodafone frames competition not only as the primary source of increased
consumer benefits, but also as the defining context within which other factors
function. For example, the influence of technology as an agent in improving
service levels is only recognised within the context of competition:
Suppressed demand, and the competitive impact of new technology and price
reductions on future demand, could therefore have a much more significant
impact on performance levels than the imposition of obligatory performance
standards in the opening up of a new market. The experience of the mobiles
market could be repeated in regional, rural and remote Australia.
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Arguably, the benefits of advanced technologies may operate independently of
competition, although it may be difficult to isolate and measure them. For the
same reason, it is problematic to claim market forces as the defining context for
all service improvements. In other words, market determinism is as problematic
as technological determinism.
In addition to supporting contestability of the USO, Vodafone argues the
initiative should be part of a substitution of reforms that replaces carrier
performance obligations:
3.7 The Government has a key role to play in promoting a favourable outcome.
Setting obligatoiy performance standards is just one of several statutoiy tools
available to it. Other options include opening up access to the USO subsidy to
competition and other USO reforms.
The substitution advocated by Vodafone represents a fundamental shift in the
relationship between governments, users, and carriers, in the delivery of
telecommunication services. The carrier becomes the direct USO beneficiary
instead of the customer. The customer is a secondary beneficiary in the
transaction, despite the intent of the reform. The rights narrative of entitlement
shifts its subject from consumer-citizens to competing players in the industry.
Equally transformative to the delivery of telecommunication services is
Vodafone's call to review untimed local provisions:
reviewing untimed local call provisions and tailoring spectrum allocation
arrangements to promote regional, rural and remote telecommunications
development.
Government interference in the untimed. local loop (ULL) service is politically
dangerous and although it may result in cheaper services for metropolitan
centres, the pressure to expand its application to rural and remote areas will be
significant by carriers arguing that they are subsidising country ULL services
unfairly. Arguably, ULL options incorporated into the STS weaken the
argument for the retention of untimed local calls, which is one of the remaining
legacies of a national development narrative of telecommunications policy.
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The submission's conclusion section (5) is particularly indicative of the
regulatory-free frame that positions Vodafone's solution as based on sound
experience, effective in delivering 'efficient and cost-effective outcomes:
Vodafone's experience in the mobiles market is that competition has been an
effective vehicle for delivering a wide range of new services to customers.
Competition has both stimulated the market and encouraged carriers to provide
services on a cost-effective and efficient basis .
... Experience in the mobiles market suggests that an incentive approach is the
more effective approach, whereby the Government uses subsidies such as those
paid through the USO scheme to promote competition, which then becomes the
main driver of service improvements.
The more onerous the compliance conditions are, the less attractive the
opportunities become ... Reliance on a compliance approach for improving
regional, rural and remote telecommunications could ultimately widen the
service gap between 'town' and 'country', where competition will increasingly be
the catalyst for service improvements.
From the excerpt it is evident that a compliance approach to policy is set up as a
strawman to fail under the 'more effective approach' of incentives. However, a
pure incentive approach to USO provision would require a shift of the source of
funding to Government.
For example, it may be argued that forcing the industry to fund social
obligations, uses a compliance model of policy. In other words, the example
used to illustrate incentive models of policy is itself problematic. Furthermore,
the example illustrates an underlying problem in simple abstract dichotomies
such as compliance and incentive models. The abstract dichotomy between
incentive and compliance models of telecommunication policy is a characteristic
of competition narratives that advocate minimal regulatory interference in the
'normal' operation of markets. Finally, the abstract dichotomy is common to
most carrier submissions to the Besley inquiry.
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Incentives, social obligations, and market distortion
In summary, all carriers present an incentive approach to telecommunications.
policy as a way of reconciling the needs of all Australians to access an
affordable, reliable, telecommunications service with the priorities of a
competition narrative of policy. A key element of the incentive approach to
policy is the argument that social obligations, which constitute key aspects of
the compliance model, distort the market. The carriers argue the social
obligations placed on the industry 'distort' the market in at least five ways.
First, social obligations are a disincentive to investment. The carriers argue
investors are reluctant to fund companies weighed down by social obligations,

which often reduce returns on investment. Similarly, individual carriers are
reluctant to invest heavily in technologies that provide a service, which may be
legislated as a right for all Australians.
Second, the funding methods for meeting social obligations may favour the
power of incumbent carriers to stifle competition.
Third, social obligations decrease the transparency of policy processes. For
example, cross-subsidies, the traditional funding model used for providing
services to high-cost areas, allow carriers to obscure the 'true' cost of service
provision.
In addition, other pricing instruments, such as price caps, may have deleterious
effects across the industry.
Fourth, social obligations decrease industry productivity, which results in
deleterious effects on the national economy.
Fifth, social obligations create unrealistic expectations for equal access to
services by consumers living in areas where the cost of infrastructure is
prohibitive for investors seeking a reasonable return.
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The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
The ACCC (DC 988) is the Commonwealth regulatory body that oversees
competition in the telecommunication industry and all other Australian public
and private commercial activities. The ACCC also protects the interests of
consumers. The ACCC has responsibility for competition and consumer
protection legislation as articulated in the Trade Practices Act (TPA) 1974 (Fels
2000, p.49).
The primary focus of the ACCC submission concerns the telecommunications
specific legislation attached to the TPA in relation to the Commission's power to
declare services as provided in Part XIC. Briefly, a declared service provides for
access to the incumbent's network by competitors seeking to resell services to
consumers or interconnect their own networks to the national infrastructure
(Fels 2000, p.51).
Much of the submission is a response to Telstra's claims that the ACCC's action
in declaring services is a disincentive to investment in infrastructure. Telstra
argues the disincentive is a consequence of the ACCC: a) declaring services
experiencing competition already; and b) setting wholesale access prices that are
below actual cost of supply by the incumbent.
Telstra also claims that the ACCC has made technology-specific declarations,
which require the carrier to maintain wholesale access to ageing technologies.
ISDN and analogue pay TV services are cited as two examples of declared
services that use technologies, which may be eventually phased out.
The ACCC challenges Telstra's claim of undue interference in the
telecommunication market. For example, the ACCC claims it exercises limited
interference in market activity in relation to declaring services. Specifically, at
the time of the writing the submission, ISDN, local PSTN, and local carriage
services, are the only telecommunication services declared since 1 July 1997.
Furthermore, the Commission claims that it does not set prices for declared
services:
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The Commission does not 'set prices' for declared services. Under Part XIC, it is
required to arbitrate access disputes notified to it by access seekers and access
providers, which may include the terms and conditions on which the access
provider complies with standard access obligations (SAOs) (DC 988).
The reference to SAOs bears more than a nomenclature strong resemblance to
USOs. Arguably, the similarity signifies a shift in emphasis by government
regulators on rights of access from consumers to competing carriers. The shift is
justified with the logic that competition will ensure the interests of consumers
are upheld. The paragraphs following the excerpt illustrate the links between
competition policy, the rights of competing carriers, and welfare interests of
consumers:
The Commission has developed and published pricing which it applies when
arbitrating disputes concerning pricing arrangements. The principles indicate
that the Commission will generally seek to determine the total service long run
incremental cost (TSLRIC) of providing a particular service.
When calculated on a forward-looking basis, these costs represent the efficient
cost of providing a service, as they exclude any monopoly rent components and
do not rely on the incumbent's own estimates of its (possibly inefficient) costs.
This costing standard is used by telecommunications regulators in a number of
countries, including the United States and the United Kingdom. The
Commission considers that it provides the basis for efficient build/buy decision
and so provides incentives for new infrastructure investments, which are
economically efficient and most likely to advance the long-term interests of endusers (LTIE).
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The ACCC establishes a link between the cost of wholesale access by
competitors to Telstra's network and the interests of end-users. The descriptor
and acronym, long-term interests of end-users {LTIE) is a significant economic
substitute for the more socially inclusive 'public interest' nomenclature. The
substitution is indicative of the colonisation of broad-based community
entitlement into a competition narrative based on narrower economic
parameters. It may also be argued that when it is taken as a priori that the
interests of end-users are advanced through competition, the latter becomes the
main policy goal. In other words, competition and consumer interests are
framed as synonymous.
The ACCC advocates the competitive market model, which is normalised as the
'best model for increasing consumer welfare':
The competitive market model is generally recognised as the best model for
increasing consumer welfare in terms of price, quality and choice. In
telecommunications, facilities-based competition plays an important role in
enhancing the d~livery of services for the ultimate welfare of consumers.
The excerpt claims the 'ultimate welfare' of consumers is the policy goal of the
competitive market model. However, general references to consumer welfare
obscure the heterogeneity associated with consumers.
Consumer welfare is used generically to describe the benefits to a mythical
average consumer. In other words, consumer differentiation in terms of
geographical, socio-economic or some other factor affecting the welfare of
particular groups of consumers, is ignored in the general reference to consumer
welfare.
The homogeneity surrounding references to consumer welfare is evident in an
attachment, 'Competition and Telecommunications', to the main submission,
which includes a summary of the benefits of competition to 'consumer welfare':
'Competition produces four distinct benefits that enhance consumer welfare:
1.

it shifts resources to the production of those products and services more
highly valued by consumers (allocative efficiency);
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2. it encourages firms to adopt less costly and more technically efficient means
of production (production efficiency);
3. it encourages new investment and product innovation over time (dynamic
efficiency); and
4. it promotes equity through constraining monopoly profits (DC 988).
The four benefits described appear to collectively assume 'consumers' are
homogeneous recipients that simultaneously obtain the benefits of competition
in the same measure. References to the primary legislative instrument, which
addresses consumer welfare in a market economy, also reinforces the
homogeneity implied by the term:
The TPA 1974 was enacted to legislatively link competition with consumer welfare
principles:
Indeed the Act's statutory aim is to enhance the welfare of Australians through
the promotion of competition and fair trading (s.2) (DC 988).
Furthermore, the Act does not address differentiation among consumers except
to delineate between business and private consumers.
Similarly, competition is usually described in general terms, which fail to
acknowledge the different forms of competition in telecommunication.
However, in its submission the ACCC identifies three forms of competition
practiced in the telecommunications industry:
1. Facilities-based competition occurs when 'competitors build their own

distribution facilities and operate as wholesalers or integrated service
providers (or as both)'. Currently most facility-based operators compete in
inter-city and CBD markets.
2. Access-based competition occurs when a competitor provides any to any
connectivity between its infrastructure and that owned by another operator.
Access-based competition avoids the costly duplication of infrastructure for
operators, particularly at the 'local loop' level.
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3. Resale involves on-selling existing services provided by an integrated
carrier. Reselling is considered the least effective for sustainable competition
because its margins are 'solely retail and are maintained above the wholesale
rate at which services are acquired'.
Despite the relative weakness of resale competition, it constitutes most
competition activity within the telecommunication industry. The recent failure
of the One.Tel carrier, primarily a reseller, underscores the disruption caused to
consumer and business markets when competition fails (Fist 2002, The
Australian, July 30, p.31).

However, the competition narrative in telecommunication defines both
consumers and competition in homogeneous terms that are rarely differentiated.
As a consequence, the benefits of competition may be promoted, without
drawing attention to the conditions and environments that define varying levels
of benefits and risks to disparate groups through different forms of competition.
Despite the homog~neity that pervades the TPA at a general level in relation to
competition and consumers, the ACCC recognises the unique aspects of the
telecommunication industry. In 1997, the Commission amended the TPA 1974
by adding telecommunications-specific legislation that addresses anticompetitive behaviour (Part XIB), and, as discussed already, wholesale access
rights to infrastructure (XIC). Despite opposition from the incumbent carrier, the
ACCC supports the view that the telecommunication industry is unique. First,
the incumbent benefited by inheriting infrastructure built under natural
monopoly conditions. As a consequence, Telstra enjoys significant resources and
market strength. Second, the utility value of fixed infrastructure, in association
with the high cost of duplication, both support an argument that wholesale
access to the legacy network is an efficient means of building competition.
The ACCC is responsible for enforcing the Act and its telecommunicationsspecific amendments. Part IV deals with anti-competitive practices:
Part IV prohibits a range of anti-competitive practices including anti-competitive
agreements (s.45), misuse of market power (s.46), exclusive dealing (s.47) and
anti-competitive mergers (s.50)'.
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Part XIB and XIC were added to the Act as a consequence of the perception that
competition across the telecommunications industry was in its infancy and
required special legislative provisions to curb the possible abuse of incumbent
market power. The Minister of Communications in his second reading speech at
the time of adding the amendments noted:
Telstra continues to wield significant market power derived from its historical
monopoly position. There is also scope for incumbent operators generally to
engage in anti-competitive conduct because competitors in downstream markets
depend on access to the carriage services controlled by them (Alston in DC988).
The Commission challenges Telstra's claim that declaring dynamic technologies
such as ISDN interferes with the market and retards infrastructural investment.
The ACCC observes Telstra initiated the wholesale access of its digital data
services to the competition. For example, prior to the ACCC declaration of
digital data access services (DDAS) on 1 July, Telstra had a commercial
arrangement in place with CWO to supply DDAS at wholesale rates.
The ACCC declared a digital data access service (DDAS) on 1 July 1997. At the
time, Telstra supplied the service to CWO by mutual agreement, and it was
believed that other potential competitors should also be able to access Telstra's
digital data network on a wholesale basis. ISDN originating and terminating
services were declared in November 1998, following a Commission inquiry
which found that 'effective competition in leased line and switched services
would depend on supply of those or similar services by Telstra to its
competitors' (DC 988).
The ACCC makes little reference to USOs in its submission. However, three
narratives are used to frame issues of access and equity, which inform policies
that influence the conceptualisation and implementation of USO policies. It is
argued, the ACCC frames telecommunication policy within competition,
commercial-rights, and economic-technocratic narratives.
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Arguably, the ACCC influence on USO policy will increase as a consequence of
the Federal Government's contestability initiative. It is argued the stronger the
role of the ACCC in the future oversight of telecommunication issues among
carriers, the probability increases the USO will be defined in terms of carriage
service provider rights of access to compete in segments within universal service
areas.
In other words, the focus of the USO legislation and enforcement will shift from
the rights of disparate consumers to the rights of service providers. It is argued
the shift is an inevitable outcome of the narrative of competition that has a
primary focus on sustaining 'healthy' competition, which will result in benefits
for 'averaged' consumers. Similarly to the homogeneity that defines the
mythical average consumer and the economic-technocratic framing of public
interest, a similar reductionism may render the heterogeneity of USO
beneficiaries invisible to policy makers, which are informed primarily by the
priorities of a competition narrative.
Community organisations
Across Australia, large numbers of community organisations represent
members with disparate interests and a diversity of pubic opinion. Of the 1003
submissions, twenty-six come from community organisations. The two major
group classifications are representative groups of commercial and noncommercial interests. The differences in priorities between the groups are not
always evident as a consequence of: a) the poverty of service in an area may
make a basic carriage service the main priority; and b) some groups represent
SMEs that are home-based, which blurs the line between commercial and
domestic users.
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Peak Commercial Groups:

The Australian Telecommunications Users Group (ATUG)
The Australian Telecommunications Users Group is a peak business group,
which presented a comprehensive submission that demonstrates a strong
commitment to lobbying for the interests of corporate users. However, ATUG
also considered the telecommunications needs of the 'more general community'.
ATUG suggests that stricter performance benchmarks are adopted by the
government to ensure: 'a service quality which builds upon the successful
experiences of the past as well as the capabilities of the best of today's
communication technologies and network management practices' (DC 974).
ATUG frames the needs and expectations of Australians within a market
discourse that is part of a competition narrative. ATUG observes Australians are
recognised as early adopters of new communication technologies as
demonstrated by the rapid takeup of mobile phones. Early adoption has led to
increased dependence and its corollary, rising expectations for good service
levels and capability. Consequently the need is created for the, 'development of
a set of performance targets, which provide [for] a progressive improvement
over time' (DC 974).
ATUG uses information obtained from the ACA quarterly reports and the
December annual report, to support their claim that CSG targets are not being
met in a consistent manner across all geographical areas. ATUG criticises the
ACA for the length of time taken by the government regulator to release report
data and suggests that the delay 'raises questions as to the credibility and
usefulness of the reporting process' (DC 974). ATUG advocates that reports
should be released publicly within one month of the end of the reporting
quarter.
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The business group recognises initiatives by Telstra to improve the availability
and reliability of services. For example, ATUG refers to the Telstra Customer
Access Network enhancement program costing around $2.5 billion over three
years. The program, 'will create more pairs per premises, use new and highly
reliable construction practices, which will dramatically improve provisioning
times and service reliability'. ATUG also notes the potential improvement of
service availability from other carriers, but adds that most activity will occur in
metropolitan CBD areas. According to the business group, service levels will
increase also: 'from the modern access networks of other carriers, particularly in
CBD and inner urban areas. Wireless technology for remote access to services
will also dramatically reduce provisioning and repair times' (DC 974).
ATUG argues the needs of disadvantaged groups are adequately met through
carrier administrative arrangements, 'which enable good levels of service to be
offered to people in the community with special needs'. Furthermore, according
to the business group any problems of access for special groups often result
from lack of awareness of provisions for them.
ATUG has a mixed response to its position on basic service provision. In relation
to new connections, the business group is generally satisfied. ATUG believes
due to individual carrier efforts, government regulation, and market forces, the
basic communication needs of all Australian customers are 'generally being
met'. However, the business community group observes that when services do
break down, response times need to dramatically improve and provisions for
interim services introduced as part of a new government obligation. The
business group argues a coordinated approach to the use of interim services
would meet customer demand for connecting new services in areas
experiencing delays, as well as bring relief to those with long-term faults. For
such situations, ATUG suggests the carriers could use wireless mobile services,
low earth orbit (LEO), or geostationary, satellites as solutions' that would have
an immediate and positive impact on service levels' (DC 974).
ATUG observes the roll-out of ISDN and broadband services is occurring
slowly. The business group is critical of the rates charged for ISDN and argues
the cost for domestic ISDN rates, in particular, are unjustifiably expensive:
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However for domestic customers the cost is approximately twice that of an
analogue service, a pricing position which is considered not likely to withstand
robust scrutiny
(DC 974).

In other words, the business group argues the diffusion of ISDN is retarded as a
consequence of artificially high access rates for business and domestic
consumers.
ATUG observes broadband services are still in their infancy in metropolitan,
regional, rural and remote areas also. The exceptions are the lucrative and
highly concentrated CBD areas, which have access to broadband services.
However, ATUG observes that as a consequence of the ACCC decision to force
Telstra to open the untimed local loop service (ULL), many carriers intend to
provide broadband services using digital subscriber lines (xDSL11) technologies
on the pair cable CAN. The introduction of xDSL technologies has the potential
to transform the function of older coaxial cables by significantly increasing the
digital capacity of the legacy network (DC 974).
ATUG concludes with a statement that reinforces the corporate consumer focus
of ATUG, which is informed by an econometric appreciation of the scarcity of
resources and an understanding of advances in telecommunication technology
that offer greater competitive advantage in the global marketplace:
fu summary, the provision of broadband or enhanced services is developing in

both urban and rural Australia. Progress is reasonable and consistent with the
availability of appropriate communication technologies and necessary financial
resources.

11

xDSL describes the range of DSL technologies, of which asymmetric DSL (ADSL) is

one service in the category (Shepard 2000, p.54). All share the characteristic that they
are designed to function across the existing fixed infrastructure.
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Arguably technocratic narratives involving econometric and engineering
discourses, primarily frame ATUG's discussion of Australia's advanced
telecommunication needs. Furthermore, as a consequence of ATUG's corporate
members constituting the most lucrative markets, it is not surprising that
affordability issues are not a major focus in the submission. Corporate Australia
enjoys the significant benefits of discounting, as targets of aggressive pricing
strategies by carriers and service providers.

Small Enterprise Telecommunications Centre
SETEL describes itself as an 'independent national consumer organisation
representing the interests of small business telecommunications and electronic
commerce consumers in national forums' (SETEL DC 549). The SME community
group is supported by an annual grant of financial assistance for consumer
advocacy as allowed for in section 593 of the TA. SETEL presented a
comprehensive submission with eighteen detailed proposals and
recommendations.
SETEL's membership includes 55 associations, which collectively represent
500,000 Australian small businesses. Australian small businesses: comprise 96%
of all enterprises in the private sector; account for more than 56% of private
sector employment; and, contribute most of the private sector employment
growth (DC 549). SETEL defines its constituency as consisting of SMEs:
In recent years Australian small business policy interest has extended to
encompass a broader sector of the business community to now cover a wider
group known as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Medium business is
defined as those businesses employing 20 or more people, but less than 200.
Large business is defined as those businesses employing 200 or more (DC 549).
The commercial consumer group considers affordable high speed Internet
access as an essential requirement of Australian businesses:
With the growth of the Internet and electronic commerce over the Internet, there
is a need for ubiquitous, affordable, competitive, high-speed bandwidth,
particularly to support Australian small business operations in the global
information economy (DC 549).
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Although high-speed Internet access is essential to compete in the global
information economy, SETEL identifies affordability as a major barrier to
Australian SMEs using broadband services:
The risk is that if prices of bandwidth (64 kbps and over) for permanent
connections do not fall significantly, then only Governments, big and medium
businesses and a relatively small proportion of small businesses will be able to
access it.
In other words, SETEL observes a similar digital divide between large and
smaller businesses, as that which occurs between users in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas, in accessing standard and advanced telecommunications
services.
One of SETEL's primary recommendations is differential treatment in the
provisions of the CSG, based on the greater impact a business suffers as a
consequence of the loss of telecommunication services:
There is a case for the application of higher CSG standards and scale of penalties
for small business telecommunications services. Small businesses have a
requirement for telecommunications services, which are the 'lifeblood' of their
operations
In other words, SETEL advocates that carriers' penalties for breaching the CSG
should approximate the damage incurred by SMEs from the loss of
telecommunication services. The life-blood metaphor underlines the essential
nature of telecommunications services to their operation. Many personal
narratives also used lifeblood or similar metaphors (e.g. lifeline) as discussed
later in this chapter.
In relation to social obligations, SETEL recommends that State and Federal
Governments take on more responsibility to fund USO initiatives, instead of
relying on industry levies only. In addition, the industry group advocates that
governments create incentives or mechanisms to address unmet needs for high
quality voice and data services, which exceed USO provisions (DC 549).
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The SETEL submission appears to frame issues similarly to ATUG by using a
sophisticated engineering and econometric approach. However the emphasis on
affordability marks a significant difference in priorities between the two
commercial groups. The greater diffusion of SMEs across Australia, including
sparsely populated areas, suggests that SETEL's membership more broadly
reflects the demographic patterns of residential consumers, in contrast to
corporate consumers, most of which congregate in metropolitan CBDs. As a
consequence, SMEs and residential consumers share similar priorities in
accessing services at affordable rates.
Consumer Groups- Non-profit and Special Interest
0:msumers' Telecommunications Network

The submission from Consumers' Telecommunications Network (CTN) (DC
810) typifies social advocacy policy worldviews. Compromise is capitulation for
consumer-citizens, pitted against those groups intent on removing their rights
(Throgmorton 1996).
CTN formed in 1989 to represent the interests of residential consumers of
telecommunications. CTN's members include most marginalised communities:
Aboriginal and ethnic communities, people with disabilities and Deaf
consumers, people who live in rural and remote areas, older people, pensioners,
low income households and consumers in general. Their volunteer management
and consumer representatives are supported by a small secretariat of three
policy staff, funded by a consumer advocacy grant from the Department of
Communications, Information Technology and the Arts(DC 810). CTN has
historical close ties with Telstra and received operational funding from the
Telstra social fund for many years prior to deregulation of the industry.
CTN refers to the ACA's recent investigation of Telstra in which it identified
significant failures to meet its CSG obligations.
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Telstra stated that the poor state of its infrastructure is a major reason for the
failure, at which the ACA announced that the carrier had three years to
complete a network upgrade. CTN observes that any further sale of Telstra
should not proceed until the end of the upgrade period, after which the revised
network condition may be evaluated. Furthermore, CTN is disappointed that
the ACA did not mandate an improvement on its past performance instead of
bringing its levels back to a previous standard. In addition, CTN maintains that
the financial penalties for non-compliance are weak and lack the pecuniary
incentive on a carrier 'to re-allocate its priorities between consumers and
shareholders'.
CTN is concerned that most carriers, and no service providers, are not required
to report to the ACA on their performance. CTN is also concerned that the
carriers and service providers have not established effective processes to
'enhance their responsiveness to disadvantaged groups and to minimise the
occurrence of unacceptable service delays'. Concerns also surround the slow
process of obtaining consumer protection mechanisms through the selfregulatory regime and their enforceability. This is because policy outputs are yet
to be tested.
In addition, CTN argues advanced telecommunications services policies require
updated regulation to ensure equitable outcomes for consumers:
The advanced telecommunications needs of all Australians can not [emph. theirs]
be met through existing statutory requirements, because the government's
definition of a STS to which all are entitled, has not been adequately upgraded or
price-protected to meet our needs. Market-based delivery of advanced services
does not meet equity objectives (DC 810).
CTN's criticism of the failure of market-based mechanisms to meet equity
objectives indicates the concern that USOs should be framed by rights
narratives, instead of competition narratives.
Similar to other social advocate groups, CTN uses disaster, war, environmental
degradation, and religious metaphors to emphasise the fragile state of the
consumer against the might and power of opposing forces. For instance:
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The right to an untimed local call is being steadily eroded by the introduction of
new technologies ...
Our entitlements to certain services as part of our fixed fees are constantly under
attack or subtly eroded. Directory assistance, operator services, emergency calls,

privacy protection and fees for late payment or use of particular payment
preferences are all attracting additional fees or under threat of doing so ...
Ubiquity is achieved through the application of compulsory standards to which
all carriers must comply, or by provision or service by a single monopoly. In
Australia at the moment we have neither. From a consumers' perspective, we
consider ourselves to be at great risk of losing fundamental ubiquity and
connectivity as a sacrifice to competition [emphases added] (DC 810).
The use of violent metaphors underwrites themes of gravity and urgency. In
addition, the metaphors illustrate the social advocate worldview that perceives
compromise as capitulation. The last excerpt uses a similar but slightly different
metaphorical device. Arguably, the reference to fundamental ubiquity and sacrifice
includes a religious allusion to universal moral and ethical efficacy. The effect of
the device is to universalise sacred rights. In other words, the metaphor
underwrites a rights narrative as a persuasive rhetorical device.
CTN argues pensioner concessions are minimal and some consumer safeguards
against overspending are insufficient. For example, call barring is not widely
promoted as a credit management option.
Another example is given of a family with an adult member with intellectual
disabilities who, lacking understanding of the consequences of actions, using a
1900 number rang up bills of thousands of dollars. The phone is necessary in the
household in case of emergency and to contact support networks, however no
protective mechanisms are provided to negate unauthorized accountability for
bill payment, or assist with payment.
CTN is also concerned that the ACCC's declaration that Telstra must open its
local network to competitors on a cost-plus basis, may discourage the incumbent
from investment in network upgrade.
CTN is also concerned that self-regulation has not facilitated consumer codes:
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Despite nearly three years work, the telecommunications industry has yet to
produce a voluntary code of practice on customer information about prices
terms and conditions. Attempts by the Australian Communications Authority to ·
use its powers to achieve an outcome have been unsuccessful.
CTN's criticism of self-regulation signals the failure of policy framed solely as a
competition narrative:
The CTN submission deals in length with issues related to people with
disabilities, which the organisation argues, are dealt with inadequately by policy
framed as a competition narrative. In particular, deregulation discourages the
search for innovative technological solutions to barriers of communication:
Great opportunities for the creative use of new technologies to the benefit of all
consumers but with particular advantages for people with disabilities are being
disregarded, as the market becomes more deregulated and competitive.
The USO itself should be adapted to keep pace with technology developments
which can enhance the lives of people with a disability.
Arguably ignoring the impact of new technology on marginalised groups leads
to poor policy design which eventually has ripple effects on others closer to the
so-called mainstream centre of the telecommunication markets. CTN provides
an example:
With the phase out of analogue services, many hearing aid wearers lost access to
a technology they could use and had it replaced with a less satisfactory
alternative. The new CDMA phones, which are more suitable than GSM phones,
still have inadequate coverage and high prices'.
Rural users of mobile services also experienced significant loss in coverage with
the closure of the analogue service (DC 604; DC 643; DC 640). In other words,
significant numbers of the community experienced a poorer service as a
consequence of policy makers failing to adequately consider the impact of
technological changes across the community.
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CTN is also concerned for the rights of ethnic communities and people that
speak English as a secondary language (ESL), older Australians, and others
marginalised in the community.
For example, the community organisation argues that the telecommunications
needs of ethnic communities are not sufficiently addressed by government
policy makers, carriers and service providers, particularly in the dissemination
of information relating to services offered:
Billing is confusing for non-English speaking people, especially those who are
ageing or bereaved. Coping with liabilities of estate and transfer of service to a
widow's name, for instance, can be very difficult to manage in an unfamiliar
environment.
Information disseminated about telecommunication service levels from
government bodies is also commented on.
In particular, CTN criticises the presentation of aggregated performance data as
statistics instead of .absolute numbers. The consumer group observes, by
themselves, statistics are less meaningful than actual numbers, which may also
indicate fluctuations in telephone users.
Although CTN's submission appears to frame issues of concern primarily
within a social rights narrative, the submission incorporates elements of a
national development narrative also. For example, the focus on long-term
infrastructural investments depicts an interest in broad social and economic
goals that extends beyond legislative entitlement for sectional interests and
marginalised communities.
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Australian Association af the Deaf
The Australian Association of the Deaf (DC 779) is a national consumer group
that represents Deaf people who use Australian sign language (Auslan) as their
primary language. Primarily a lobby group, AAD advises government and
relevant other bodies on the needs of the Deaf community and how policy
changes or legislative reforms will impact upon them. In 1992, AAD was
provided with a recurrent grant to provide and practice systemic advocacy.
However, with the demands increasing for their active consultation in policy
arenas on a voluntary basis, by carriers and other groups , AAD is experiencing
a strain on resources (DC 779).
In 1987, AAD launched a telecommunications specific initiative, the
telecommunications access sub committee (TASC).TASC consults with the Deaf
community directly and represents their telecommunication interests with a
number of industry forums and has active membership on various committees
such as the Telstra Consumer Consultative Councils (TCCC) and the Australian
Communications Industry Forum (ACIF).
Information obtained from formal consultation channels with government,
industry and its own members is disseminated through the community in
various ways including its regular publication, AAD Outlook.
AAD is concerned that Telstra's approach to the CSG is inconsistent and
discriminatory against the Deaf community:
For example, equipment provided under Telstra's Disability Equipment Program
(DEP) is not covered by the CSG, despite as outlined in the Telecommunications
Act 1997 as part of the standard telephone service. Deaf people and people with
disabilities do not have the same CSG that their equipment or service needs will
be addressed in the same way as all other Australians (e.g. delivery, repair and
replacement time). This anomaly needs to be urgently addressed (DC 779).
AAD calls on the Government and the ACA to ensure that the CSG is adhered
to by the industry, with particular reference to equitable implementation of the
policy.
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AAD observe the Telstra DEP is intended to facilitate equivalence of access to
the telecommunications network for people with disabilities. However, the DEP
is limited in the number of products it supplies. For example, Deaf people with
low vision believe that the DEP is not meeting its STS requirements. In contrast,
the UK, USA and some Scandinavian countries provide a much wider range of
equipment. A new DEP advisory group will address some of the issues, but its
effectiveness is likely to be affected through insufficient funding to expand the
program.
Another issue of major concern is the premature closure of the analogue
network without consultation with the Deaf community and other affected
consumers:
The GSM and CDMA digital mobile phones do not a~ow effective use of a TTY
over the mobile networks, whereas the analogue service had reasonable success.
With the phasing out of the analogue network (January 2000), what happens to
Deaf people's access? (DC 779)
Apparently, the problem is primarily a manufacturing issue that may be
corrected with an appropriate interface that is in use in Europe and the UK The
premature closure of the analogue network, partly due to the lack of community
consultation, demonstrates limitations in policy design processes, which also
creates human rights issues:
As addressed earlier, the lack of consultation by the 'decision makers'

(carriers, manufacturers and government) in regards to emerging technology in
relation to addressing access needs of Deaf people, is almost non-existent. The
Inquiry needs to resolve this issue, as it is the basis from which the significant
and basic human rights problems occur (DC 779).
AAD welcomed Telstra's In Contact initiative that provides low cost calls on
incoming traffic for low income consumers who cannot afford a line rental
charge. Deaf people who are on low incomes can access the service if they have
a TTY. However, TTY access in the provisions of the DEP is based on the person
having a Telstra line connection:
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The Telecommunications Act ( Consumer Protection and Service Standards)
1999, Section 19, should be protecting the interests of Deaf people and others to
enable them to benefit from this service (DC 779).
According to AAD, the issue arises as the result of inflexible policies related to
the DEP and the In Contact program. Arguably, the more self-regulation
dominates policy, which is characteristic of a competition narrative, the less
standardised service options will be.
The lack of access to payphones for TTY users is another issue of concern for
AAD. AAD applauds pro-active moves by Telstra to install one hundred and
fifteen TTY-enabled payphones around Australia. However, AAD would like to
see a faster roll-out of TTY payphones stating that 'all major shopping, transport
hubs and cultural centres should have them' (DC 779).
Finally, AAD recommends that legislation be strengthened to ensure equitable
policy outcomes and access for the Deaf community and other marginalised
groups to telecommunications services:
Strengthening the Telecommunications Act 1997 and 1999 by specifying
consultative and carrier service development processes would be a good thing we will be able to accurately measure performance and outcomes. It will lead to
a win for all and improved participation in Australian society for everyone
including Deaf Australians.
Arguably, AAD's call to strengthen legislative specifications and provisions is
characteristic of rights narrative that is underwritten by law. As a consequence
users are empowered to claim entitlement and challenge carriers to fulfil their
obligations.
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Isolated Children's' Parents Association (ICPA)
ICP A (Australia) is a voluntary parent body dedicated to ensuring that all
geographically isolated students have equality with their non-isolated peers of
access to an appropriate education. The Association comprises approximately
3,300 member families, residing in remote parts of Australia, who all share a
common concern of gaining access to education for their children and the
provision of services required to achieve it (DC 674).
The submission focuses on two areas. First, the ICP A expect that the USO
legislation be based on the STS experienced by the majority of Australians in
terms of economy, quality, and data capacity. The suggestion equates USO
policy with discrimination models of access and equity characterised by
legislation for people with disabilities. Briefly, the discrimination model is a
rights based approach that postulates access and equity to services is an
entitlement to marginalised groups. Closely related is the concept that access to
services should not be denied as a consequence of disabling environments that
do not affect the majority in a community.
Second, the ICPA expects that the USO legislation be a 'living document' that is
updated on a regular basis as the technology and demand for enhanced services
changes for the majority of Australians [living in eastern seaboard metropolitan
areas].

Australian Pensioners' & Superannuants' League, Qld. Inc.
The Australian Pensioners' and Superannuants' League (APSL) (DC 1034)is
against the full privatisation of Telstra and cites the failure of previous moves in
deregulation and privatisation of the carrier to produce adequate codes of
practice, institute sufficient means of enforcement and penalties for breaching
CSGs. The controversies surrounding the call number display introduction are
given as an example.
A number of references to the TIO annual general reports are given to support
the claim that services are deteriorating. For example, fault repair complaints
rose in the 1997-98 period from 7.5% of the total to 9.6% (DC 1034).
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References are also made to the claims of CTN surrounding the failure of the
ACIF process to protect and serve the interests of consumers. Furthermore, the
consumer group argues the ACIF is more of a hindrance than a help to
consumers by giving PR benefits to carriers and stonewalling consumers' rights:
The Australian Communications Industry Forum (ACIF) has facilitated the
formulation of committees, with consumers and service providers as members,
to develop agreed codes of practice.
This allows the carriers to demonstrate the appearance of responsiveness whilst
at the same time enabling them to stall any real developments that might benefit
consumers (DC 1034).
The APSL submission shares similar reservations as CTN of the ACIF selfregulation regime. However, APSL is more critical of the new regime with
claims that the industry uses ACIF to stonewall consumer entitlements.
Reference is made also to the lack of service provision for people with
disabilities and aboriginal communities:
It should be a cause of concern for the Inquiry that only 10% of residents in
Aboriginal communities have access to a telephone compared with an access rate
for the rest of Australian society of 94% ... Telephone handset design leaves a lot
to be desired, particularly in respect of the elderly, the frail aged and people
with visual impairment (DC 1034)
APSL's concern for other marginalised groups appears to indicate the pensioner
association realises general principles of entitlement should constitute
telecommunication policy. In other words, similar to other social advocacy
groups APSL frames telecommunication policy as a rights narrative.
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State, Regional and Local Governments and Associated Bodies
State and Territory Government
The West Australian Government

The WA Government (DC 846) advocates the necessity of instituting a national
communications strategy that encompasses broad infrastructural
telecommunications planning, and not just narrow customer focused concerns.
Furthermore, according to the Government submission, poor infrastructure is
the cause of all problems in telecommunications service delivery in the State:
For the WA Government, the primary issue is one of infrastructure, rather than
customer service. The problems faced by regional Western Australians are
fundamentally related to infrastructure deficiencies, and the quality of service
issues raised by those who contributed to this submission are either directly or
indirectly related to the quality of the underlying infrastructure (DC 846).
The WA submission argument is framed around anecdotal excerpts that are
used to tell the story of infrastructural neglect and weakness in regional, rural
and remote Western Australia. The anecdotes are preceded by WA's reference to
a statewide communications audit from which the stories are taken. The audit
outcomes confirmed three major areas of concern:
improved telephone services, including access and better quality to fixed and
mobile services;
affordable access to both business and residential data services; and
increased choice of radio and TV services (DC 846).
According to the WA Government, much of regional WA exchange
infrastructure is outdated and the cause of increasing fault breakdowns.
Another concern is that even so-call modernised exchanges cannot provide
enhanced network services such as call waiting, caller identification,
Messagebank and Faxstream.
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The Government welcomes Telstra's announcement of funds that will be spent
on the CAN but questions surround their impact on the network problems:
Telstra's recent announcement that it will invest $350 million to upgrade its CAN
is welcome, although there is an understandably high degree of scepticism in
WA as to whether this investment will fix the problem or simply provide a bandaid solution.
The reference to band-aid solutions is a reference to an ad hoc, and fragmented
approach to policy that is characteristic of a charity narrative, used to diffuse
political tension in the short term and project an image of good corporate
citizenry.
Questions remain surrounding the suitability of the copper-wire network for
delivering broadband services. Despite the ability of ADSL to use the copper
wire CAN, the technology is only effective less than 4kms from an exchange,
which leaves out much of rural Australia (DC 846).
According to the WA Government, DRCS areas are the most marginalised, as
the system is not designed to deliver Internet access. Furthermore, the WA
submission argues those in DRCS areas have fewer communication options and
the most to gain from timely information and the opportunity to engage in ecommerce:
The inadequacy of the DRCS became evident in the late 1980s, only a few years
after it was installed, and the situation has steadily worsened through the 1990s
as user needs and community expectations have grown (DC 846).
Consequently, the WA Government welcomed the Federal Government
initiative of distributing some of the Telstra social bonus funds to upgrade the
residents in the extended zones with untimed local calls. However, WA is
concerned that the new infrastructure must be scaleable for future growth in
demand and application:
WA is keen that the new technology to be selected will be dimensioned not
simply to allow remote users to 'catch up' with the standard of services available
elsewhere, but to provide a platform for future growth.
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The new system should not be 'built down' to a price to match an arbitrary
allocation of Social Bonus funds, but should be capable of meeting remote area
users' voice and data requirements well into the foreseeable future (DC 846).
In other words, the WA Government submission frames the deployment of
telecommunication services as a long-term regional development project,
designed around projections of future needs and application. Faith in
competition narratives alone to frame policy is distinctly lacking in state
government submissions.
Access to mobile phones is another area of concern. According to the WA
Government, mobile telephony is arguably an essential service that should be
included in USO provisions. The State Government claims the lack of
willingness by carriers to engage in roaming agreements has led to unnecessary
duplication of infrastructure in metropolitan markets and a lack of any services
in many rural areas.
Access to ISDN is prohibitive for many despite the Federal subsidy of $765 to
install satellite equipment to those unable to access the ISDN network.
According to the WA Government, only two thousand have taken up the
Federal offer at the time of writing, presumably as a result of prohibitive
operational expenses and unreliable terrestrial upload access links.
In 1999, the WA Government instituted a statewide telecommunications
enhancement program (STEP). STEP focused on aggregating its collective
telecommunications buying power to encourage carriers to provide competitive
business data services. Telstra and CWO in separate agreements with the WA
Government undertook contracts that included development deeds whereby the
Government made a capital contribution to the carriers' rollout of infrastructure.
The CWO agreement involved establishing satellite infrastructure and terminal
equipment.
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The Telstra agreement focused on upgrading its trunk infrastructure to establish
a number of wholesale Internet points of presence (POPs), giving government
agencies, businesses and ISPs more affordable Internet access. Both initiatives
are examples of a state government acting as a catalyst to stimulate competition
in regional Australia. However, the limited influence that aggregated regional
demand has on major market suppliers, coupled with the lack of a Federal
national strategy in telecommunications, are two factors that WA list as limiting
STEP's effectiveness.

Networking the Nation (NTN) programs, funded from proceeds of the partial sale
of Telstra, are welcomed but the distribution decisions appear to be arbitrarily
derived instead of focusing on user demand:
For example, in the original NIN allocation, WA received $25 million compared
with Tasmania's $56 million. Under the Social Bonus funding allocated to mobile
telephony Australia-wide, WA received $ 1 million out of a total $27 million (DC
846).

The ad hoc basis of NTN programs as well as the apparent arbitrary distribution
of funds reinforces a charity narrative of telecommunication infrastructure
planning, which is in stark contrast to the long-term strategic decisions of policy
models informed by national development narratives.
The WA Government observes that most of the debate surrounding the USO
over the past 12 months has focused on funding and delivery methods, and little
attention has been given to other issues, such as what it should actually deliver:
There is a case for strengthening the digital data component of the USO, so that
it delivers a genuine benefit. Similarly, there is a strong argument to support
mobile telephony, both terrestrial and satellite, under the USO ...That the NTIS
incorporates a revised USO 'which will ensure that all Australians have access to
voice, data and mobile communications which meet agreed benchmarks of
affordability, reliability, technical performance and customer service.
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In other words, the WA Government argues that the USO should be upgraded
from functioning as a minimal guarantee of universal access to voice telephony
and low speed data provisions to a holistic communication delivery mechanism.
The suggestion demonstrates a citizenship-participant model of
telecommunication as advocated by a rights narrative of policy. Furthermore,
the taxonomy of characteristics, including affordability, reflects a similar list
developed by Wilson and Goggin (1993) to frame the USO.
The WA Government submission also advocates that the CAN and transmission
networks should be retained as public assets if the rest of Telstra is privatised:
... there is a need to examine the costs and benefits of retaining the transmission
and customer access networks as publicly owned assets. There would appear to
be a range of benefits, particularly for regional Australia, in retaining public
ownership of the network infrastructure, as it would provide a mechanism for
targeted initiatives in areas of need'.
The call for the consideration of structural separation of Telstra introduces a
hybrid national development-competition model of telecommunication policy.
Arguably, the national development narrative would re-emerge as a significant
model of policy should structural separation of wholesale and retail arms of
Telstra proceed. The priorities of a national development narrative could
dominate policy if it could control the setting of wholesale access tariffs to the
privatised retail operations of Telstra and other carriers.

The Northern Territory Government
According to the Northern Territory (NT) Government submission (DC 688),
telecommunications is an 'economic and social equity issue that is central to the
prosperity and quality of life of Territorians'. The submission frames
telecommunications as a civilising influence in society, as well as a mechanism
to ensure Territorians are protected against the untamed elements. Furthermore,
access to adequate communication infrastructure is framed as essential for the
NT Government to fulfil its duty of care responsibilities to its citizenry:
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Government has a constitutional responsibility to ensure law, order and the
delivery of effective government to support the welfare and prosperity of its
people. This applies equally to remote areas as it does to urban areas. Moreover, ·
in remote areas telecommunications for the delivery of government services may
well be of greater importance than in urban areas just because remoteness
presents greater dangers and problems that telecommunications can overcome
(DC688).

The submission acknowledges the widespread use of DRCS technology across
vast Territory distances. In addition, the limitations of DRCS in meeting
changing user expectations are observed:
[2.4 kbps DRCS] infrastructure can only meet basic community voice needs and
is incapable of meeting data and Internet requirements as it can only sustain low •
speed text information with no graphics, video or animation. In many cases this
infrastructure cannot be relied upon in an emergency, especially during the wet
season (DC 688).
In addition to relieving the effects of isolation to those in remote areas, the
Northern Territory Government submission observes the essential role
telecommunication infrastructure plays in governing its vast and sparsely
populated jurisdiction:
Telecommunications infrastructure is the primary means by which government
communicates. It is therefore imperative that people in the Territory have access
to the same standards and quality of services as other jurisdictions irrespective of
population size and location (DC 688).
Significantly, the submission addresses the problematic aspects of calculating
actual NUSCs. For example, the arbitrariness of NUSCs is indicated in the
ACA's reference to potential net loss areas (PNLAs):
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The number of loss making services under the USO is calculated on an area basis
rather than individual customers. The ACA has identified potential areas in the
NT where a loss is incurred in providing telecommunications services. These are
called PNLA. Individual telephone services are called services in operation
(SIOs). An SIO maybe a voice handset in a house or an Internet terminal in a
business. Not all SIOs may be loss making in the PNLA, but because they fall
within the area they contribute to the net user service cost (DC 688)
The NT submission notes according to the ACA for 1999 /2000 that there are
5,101 SIOs in the net loss areas. An SIO could also be used to equate to a USO
customer or household for the purpose of costing the NUSC within the NT. In
other words, the submission suggests actual USO costs in PNLAs may be
significantly lower than current econometric models suggest. The implication of
lower USO costs to a competition narrative is that the business case may be
stronger than current figures suggest for competing carriers wishing to enter the
NT market or deploy infrastructure as part of a long-term commercial strategy.
However, the NT submission primarily frames telecommunication as essential
to regional social and economic development. In addition to the equity issues,
enhanced telecommunications services makes strong commercial sense and
builds regional development. Some examples of business and community
growth opportunities include:
Many Aboriginal communities have set up their own websites that they use to
promote and sell their crafts via the Internet.
It [also] assists in ensuring aboriginal authenticity of the product, has removed
the middle person and commissions, increased local incomes and self-esteem,
developed self-sufficiency, increased employment and led to world wide
recognition for local artists.
The AustralAsia Railway project and the establishment of Darwin as a regional
transport hub is dependent on advanced telecommunications both along the line
itself and at the regional transport nodes.
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The NT employs a large number of staff in remote communities, including
essential community members such as health professionals, teachers and park
rangers. The turnover rate of these staff is high at 50% per month. The attrition
rate may be arrested with modem telecommunications infrastructure that allows
access to a range of facilities that would overcome the mitigating effects of
isolation (DC 688).
Police services increasingly are drawing more information from online
databases:
All essential NT Police corporate data is now accessed through the police real

time online management information system (PROMIS) (DC688).
Access to the database is extremely difficult in some areas due to the line quaHty
and lack of bandwidth available.
The NT submission is specific in its broadband requirements for distributing a
broad selection of public services across the network. For example, the NT
argues 128 kbps is more appropriate than a 64 kbps DDSO minimum:
The 64 kbps USO service cannot reliably support the fuil variety of government
services required in the Territory. in areas where service delivery problems are
acute such as outback education, health and social welfare. At least 128kbps is
required to support services such as fast access to data and reliable
videoconferencing... 128 kbps should be regarded as the absolute minimum and
will not support some government applications that exist today such as the
opportunity for NT courts to institute a distance court witness program, which
requires a reliable rate of 384 kbps (6x64 kbps) to meet court protocols (DC 688).
The specificity of applications that may usefully run on 128 kbps illustrates the
NT Government's argument that the harmful and disabling effects of isolation
may be significantly reduced as a consequence of communication technologies
deployed as part of a community network. Furthermore, the limited access that
the Territory has to essential services such as health and education strengthens
its case, particularly when most in metropolitan areas are provided with greater
access and choice to an array of public services.
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Similarly, the submission claims mobile services are essential services to
overcome the deleterious effects of isolation. As a consequence, the NT
Government submission argues, mobile services should be added to the USO:
Mobile services are currently not included in the USO, which reflects the
historical fixed line nature of essential telecommunications services. Arguably
the development of demand for mobile services, and changes in the technology
also, is revising its status:
As mobile telecommunications services become a mainstream service, people

and businesses in rural and remote areas will become further marginalised in the
global information economy unless they have increased access to mobile services
(DC 688).
The call to include mobile telephony as part of the USO is a significant theme
among a number of submissions, particularly those from rural and remote areas.
Similarly, payphones and their availability and maintenance are important
issues in an area the size and remoteness of most of the Territory.
The NT Government argues the USO should be extended to include local POP
Internet access for all Australians:
The USO can be regarded only as a telecommunications 'safety net' for basic
telephony; it represents a minimal standard and does not represent what the
economy or the community may actually need. Advanced telecommunications is
now a necessity (DC688).
The reference to the USO as a 'safety net' denotes the bare preservation of life. In
other words, the issues of social and economic investment in the growth and
development of communities are bypassed and left to the control of markets.
Elsewhere in attractive metropolitan markets, multiple and inefficient
duplication of infrastructure occurs:
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Multiple redundancy, driven by competition rather than by a genuine need for
capacity, is now being applied even to major trunk lines between the principal
population centres of Australia ...The duplication of adequate services at the
expense of those who have poor or no services must be considered a significant
failure of the market that could be addressed through the USO or specific
purpose funding ...
In regional, rural and remote Australia there is also the need to balance the
commercially driven philosophies of the corporate service providers with the
constitutional obligations of peace, order and governance for the general good of
society (DC 688).
In other words, the NT submission frames telecommunication policy
predominantly within a national development narrative that focuses on broader
social growth of a community. In addition, the constant link of
telecommunication networks as delivering platforms for an array of public
services suggests a regional/national development narrative. Furthermore, the
constant connection of communication networks with the role of effective
government also indicates a regional/national development narrative as the
primary frame of policy.
Finally, the NT submission argues a supply-side approach to telecommunication
services will stimulate demand. The Government argues service providers
unnecessarily weaken their business cases in remote areas as a consequence of
the underestimation of latent demand:
The apparent modest demand for applications-based telecommunications
services in remote areas is misleading. In remote areas where people have only
experienced rudimentary telecommunications services there has been no basis
for the experience or understanding necessary to generate demand (DC 688).
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In other words, the Government challenges the carrier's position that demand
should stimulate supply. On the contrary, the NT Government suggest once
Territorians have the experience of using new communication technologies,
understanding of possible applications will follow, with the corollary of
increased demand for services. Put another way, the Government frames
telecommunication policy primarily in terms of regional/national development.
However, a secondary competition narrative may be used to support and
underwrite the primary narrative. In other words, the NT Government is
advocating a reversal of the way policy is currently framed at the national level.
Local Government
Local Government represented 45 out of 1003 submissions. The Local
Government Association of Queensland is selected to represent the type of
concerns and narratives found in submissions from local governments.

Loml Government Association of Queensland Inc.
The LGAQ (DC 448) represents approximately 140 Councils across Queensland
including a number of remote Aboriginal Councils. The LGAQ is critical of the
carriers' level of service to local government municipalities in Queensland. The
submission's content comes from motions from Annual Conferences by
individual councils and other research material obtained from discussions with
organisations around Queensland.
According to the LGAQ, benefits of advances in new technologies are not
evenly distributed as evidenced by: poor levels of access to mobile telephone
services; high cost of accessing the Internet; and, and poor quality in data
transmission services.
In addition, the LGAQ claims the centralisation of call centres has caused the
loss of local knowledge related to 'conditions, situations and needs in rural
areas' (DC 448). Similarly, employment opportunities for local residents are also
lost:
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Many councils in Queensland have reported a drop in service standards in
recent years, particularly those areas which have experienced a withdrawal of
locally based staff and service personnel. Problems have been encountered with
call centres in capital cities, often outside Queensland. The previous local
familiarity and service capacity is seen as having provided a higher level of
service in rural and regional areas (DC 448).
From the excerpt, it is evident call service centre centralisation in metropolitan
areas is a major concern to local governments because of the employment
removed from the area as well as the perception of poorer service levels from
the loss of local knowledge. Concerns for the losses in revenue from regional
Queensland as a result of Telstra job cuts prompted the LGAQ to commission a
study of the issue:
In a report prepared for LGAQ 'The Impact of Telstra Job Cuts on Regional
Queensland' (AEC group, March, 2000), a direct loss of income to Queensland
through job cuts of $140 million per year was identified. Of this loss more than
50% was from outside Brisbane. The report also notes that proposed new jobs
will be primarily in the highly skilled technological field, with the majority of
these positions likely to be located in major centres such as Sydney, Melbourne
or Brisbane (DC 448).
From the above, it is evident that Telstra job cuts have had a damaging impact
on regional Queensland economies.
Specifically, the LGAQ identifies 5 main areas of concern:
1. Delays in installations where upgrading of infrastructure standard to meet

demand growth is required.
2. the reduction in the number of public telephones located in rural areas.
3. lack of familiarity of call centre staff with local situations.
4. poor coordination between sections within Telstra where both internal staff
and contractors are involved.
5. loss of local employment opportunities in rural locations because of shift of
jobs to higher technology sectors, favouring capital city locations.
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Indigenous Groups

Aboriginal Economic Development Advisory Committee (AEDAC)
AEDAC (DC 374) is a group of Aboriginal Territorians appointed by the
Minister for Aboriginal Development. The community organisation offers
advice directly to the Northern Territory Government. AIDAC formed in 1997
and its secretariat is funded from the NT Office of Aboriginal Development
(OAD) AEDAC (DC 374).
According to AEDAC Aborigines comprise 28 percent of the Northern Territory.
Furthermore 60 percent live in outback areas close to their traditional land.
AIDAC places the public financial commitment of maintaining remote
communities within the wider context of preserving Aboriginal culture in the
Territory. AEDAC observes:
... the cost to society of supporting Aboriginal communities in remote locations is
considerable, but justifiable, in terms of the value of such social infrastructure to
the integrity and-well-being of Aboriginal Territorians (DC 374).
External assistance requirements are reinforced through high levels of
unemployment in remote communities. For example, 58 percent of remote
Aborigines are without 'real jobs' (DC 374). Consequently, economic activity
relies heavily on financial, welfare and services support from both Territory and
Federal Governments.
AEDAC also comments there is growing opportunity and incentives for
Aboriginal people across the Territory to establish their own businesses. The
phenomenon signifies a determination to remove welfare dependency and
participate more actively in the mainstream economy. However, the lack of
telecommunication infrastructure is an impediment to the development of local
industries. For example, AEDAC refers to the findings of a 1998 Department of
Communication and the Arts (DOCA) report on telecommunication services to
remote Aboriginal Australians.
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In its recommendations, the report advised the deployment of new
communication technology to 66 remote communities. The report also stated
that despite some having access to Internet technology, as a consequence of lack
of training it could not be used. The AEDAC considers Internet access as a major
consideration in community development. For example, the submission argues
the Internet will assist educational motivation and equality of employment
opportunities for Aboriginal people.
AEDAC refers favourably to Government subsidies aimed at improving
telecommunication services and assisting development. Examples of initiatives
include Regional Transaction Centres (RTC), The Electronic Outback
Telecommunication (EOTP) Project, and Telstra's Remote Indigeneous Service
Strategy (TRISS) initiatives. However, AEDAC argues that more subsidies are'
required to facilitate economic and social development in remote Aboriginal
communities. The committee assumes the future full privatisation of Telstra as a
fait accompli, and cites the sale as evidence of the need to support its request for
additional subsidies.
AIDAC appears to frame its priorities as part of a national development
narrative that focuses on the broad social and economic goals facilitated by
access to telecommunication services. However, the committee appears to
appeal to elements of a charity narrative to fund infrastructural development.
Unions

Communications, Electrical and Plumbing Union (CEPU) Submission:
The CEPU (DC 664) is the last of a number of successive union amalgamations
and currently has a membership of 170,000 workers. The submission addresses
key themes and issues related to the USO among other concerns related to
poorer service levels as a consequence of significant reductions in staff in recent
years.
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Much of the submission reads as a report card of telecommunications policy
failure as a consequence of staff shedding and corporate restructuring. Earlier
Government reports cited by the CEPU blame poor telecommunication service
levels on Telecom staff redundancies, and appear to reinforce its main
argument. For example, a 1993 AUSTEL report referred to:
... deterioration in service connection times and fault clearance response times
over the reporting period indicated that organisational resources available for
these activities probably were insufficient , or were too inflexible to cope with
any demand surge of abnormality (AUSTEL 1993 in DC 664).
Furthermore, the CEPU argues statistical evidence gathered by the ACA and its
predecessor AUSTEL suggests 'in several instances, Telstra's performance is still
below its 1991 levels'. Notwithstanding the ACA's reporting of CSG standards,
the CEPU is concerned that current monitoring of CSG standards does not
indicate network outages occurring at the infrastructural level:
Some of these occur in relatively remote areas, where so few services are
involved that the event may not be statistically significant in terms of Telstra's
internal reporting (DC 664).
For example, the CEPU is aware of cases where rural exchanges have been
down for several hours due to lack of skilled personnel in the area, and because
there is no requirement to report such events to the ACA, they may go
unnoticed unless they receive media attention. However, the impact of network
outages on rural consumers is significant. The detrimental effect on remote
communities is compounded and 'all the more worrying because of the growing
significance of telecommunications services in all aspects of the community's
life' (DC 664).
Restricted reporting illustrates the problem of relying on industry records
without an independent process that monitors service levels based on broader
public interest parameters. Arguably, the lack of independent evaluation
represents a fundamental problem associated with recording of service levels in
a deregulated environment.
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According to the CEPU, universal quality of service and affordability, must be
high priorities for the industry to meet the growing telecommunications needs
of all Australians. However, the union claims the industry is reluctant to
address issues of equity and the associated questions related to the high costs of
infrastructure:
Carriers have shown themselves loath to bear the present costs of the system
(which the ACA has now shown to be an underestimation of the real level of
subsidy involved) let alone the costs of an expanded scheme. The united front
formed to oppose inclusion of the fast data service in the USO indicates industry
thinking in this area (DC 664).
The reservations expressed by the carriers to expanding the digital data
provisions of the USO support the union's claim. Another cause of concern to
the union, in relation to equitable access to services, is the proposal to introduce
contestability to the USO.
The CEPU argues the original purpose for subjecting the USO to competition
has changed. It argues the original aim of the competitive tendering option
focused on servicing uneconomic areas at minimal cost. However, according to
the union, the intention to increase carrier diversity in universal service areas
(USAs) replaces earlier reasons. Furthermore the new rationale is used to justify
the policy of contestability, 'even if this means raising the total subsidies
involved', as the union believes it must' (DC 644).
In addition the CEPU reasons, any increased funding requirements will be
'shouldered by government' (DC 664), and finally tax payers. In other words,
the CEPU argues the policy of USO contestability has shifted from an economic
efficiency goal to underwriting and sustaining the narrative of competition in
telecommunication policy. Put another way, USO contestability is used to
symbolically legitimise competition by creating artificial markets.
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In relation to funding future infrastructure development in NUSC areas, the
CEPU foresees a continuing emphasis on ad hoc policies. Targeted payment
schemes such NTN and the Telstra 2 social bonus commitments are obvious
funding initiatives, although the union observes it is unlikely that they will
provide any 'secure basis for the universal service provision of advanced
communications services' (DC 664).
The introduction of competition to Telstra's fixed network increased the
complexity and controversy surrounding USO funding policy. For example,
recent price caps allow Telstra greater freedom to raise access charges, which
were tightly constrained to facilitate competition. The relaxation of price caps
resulted from industry resistance to the inclusion of access deficit contributions
with wholesale access charges. As a consequence of proposed increases to line
rental charges in 2000, the net cost to the industry of providing universal service
will decrease. In other words, the consumer will bear a larger part of the cost
(DC 664).
The CEPU elaborates on the contention among the Government, Telstra, the
ACA and the competing carriers surrounding the true cost of the USO. Telstra's
extravagant claim of $1.8 billion for the 1997-98 NUSC claim is tested against the
Government's $253 million cap, inflamed by CWO's claim at approximately
$178 million claim, and finally arbitrated by the ACA's $548 million, which used
a forward looking technologies methodology. The CEPU concludes:
[The ACA estimate] has perhaps dampened but not extinguished, indushy
enthusiasm for this project (DC 664).
However, the industry enthusiasm may be reignited from the final funding
option, direct government subsidy, which removes the financial burden from
the industry completely. The CEPU discusses the prospect of funding from the
NTN and related social bonus projects. Although not criticising the social project
initiatives, the union is skeptical about the 'efficacy and sustainability' of
funding once the source is removed following the full privatisation of Telstra:
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The Union believes, however, that skepticism is warranted. Telecommunications
is a highly capital intensive industry, and the sums required for successful
participation are large, at least for those who wish to build rather than buy
infrastructure. Rapid technological change is adding to these costs, by requiring
companies to recoup investments over an ever decreasing time span (DC 664).
In other words, the CEPU argues it is unlikely the need to invest heavily in
telecommunication infrastructure will decrease in the future. Consequently, the
projection of funding USOs from the proceeds of the sale of Telstra is an ad hoc
and patchwork approach to policy based on the generosity of Government. Put
another way, the proposal demonstrates a charity narrative approach to funding
the USO.

NSW Farmers

As an organisation which represents approximately 15,000 farmers, the NSW
Farmers' Association (NSWFA) (DC 558) has a keen interest in the provision of
telecommunications services to rural and remote people. They depend upon
telecommunications services for their ability to function and compete in rapidly
changing market environments:
'This dependence is only likely to increase as the technology increasingly
becomes a part of life for Australians, and as farmers are continually forced to
operate in an increasingly competitive world market. As farmers are encouraged
to adopt improved management practices and to become an even more efficient,
they will need access to information and services via the Internet to achieve this
goal (DC 558).
In other words, NSWFA argues access to advanced telecommunication services
are essential to remain competitive in the global marketplace.
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The NSWFA argues inadequate categories of remoteness disadvantage many
non-metropolitan communities in the delivery of reasonable telecommunication
services. For example, the association observes that definitions of 'metropolitan,
rural and remote' categories should reflect dispersion and not just distance.
Revised categories based on dispersion will facilitate more equitable service
priorities based on differentiation of need and the capacity of carriers to offer
solutions:
It is not sensible to define all customers in non-standard charging zones as being

remote for the purposes of all performance criteria. Communities based on
towns such as Hay, Cobar or Broken Hill cannot be classed as being remote in
the same terms as a community in parts of central or far northern Australia is
remote. Surely a customer living within such communities should be able to
expect quicker service response than a person living in an area that needs to be
accessed by plane or is several days drive from the nearest centre (DC 558).
The observation identifies the arbitrary nature of policies surrounding zoning.
Arguably, in some ways each category is an inclusion/exclusion boundary of
that delineates entitlement to multiple levels of service. However, the example
illustrates the abstraction involved in the construction of boundaries.
The NSWFA argues the high incidence of recurring faults and associated delays
in repairs are policy blindspots for regulators. For example, recurring faults are
not detected in CSG statistics or recorded anywhere by the ACA:
It is one thing to have a telephone service breakdown once or twice in a year but

quite another to have it breakdown on a regular basis. Yet, the existing customer
services reports do not identify this significant issue. At the moment the carriers
only need to adhere to the CSG on fault repair times and are under no obligation
to report the recurrence of faults. The Association seeks that the ACA, as part of
the Telecommunications Performance Monitoring Bulletin, collect and publish
data on the fault recurrence ... The CSG should be amended to require carriers to
ensure that customers are provided with adequate infrastructure and not
subjected to constant breakdown of lines (DC 558).
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The omission of recording fault recurrences is a significant issue that could
explain, in part, widespread frustration with telecommunications services,
which is not reflected as strongly in the CSG statistics (DC 558).
Another issue of concern to the NSWFA is indicated in its claim that
approximately 40,000 Australians living in rural and remote areas do not have
access to an untimed local call:
For these people every call to their accountant, stock and station agent, school,
doctor or local store incurs long distance call charges. The Association seeks that
every rural person at least has access to their local business centre at local call
rates (DC 558).
The NSWFA argues that lack of access to untimed local calls is symptomatic of
the problem of a lack of parity between rural and metropolitan areas.
Accordingly, the NSWFA argues the USO should be regularly upgraded to
'ensure technological parity with the cities'. Further, rapid diffusion of new
technologies is required to enable competitive advantage and business
opportunities to be maximised for rural people.
Personal Narratives of the Inquiry
The TSI is a public forum that allows a glimpse into the personal narratives of
people motivated to communicate their telecommunication expectations, which
emerge from the media and other information sources, reflection, and personal
experience. Many follow the traditional narrative structure, which describe
diverse plot settings. From a detailed cataloguing of major themes and how they
are communicated emerges a diverse pluralistic expression of public opinion
around perceptions of access and equity in telecommunication.
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Justice and an end to discrimination
Justice and a 'fair go' is the most common theme that is articulated in
submissions from a variety of individuals and couples. Many are detailed
narratives describing linear plots that end often in frustration, anger and
despair. Themes of justice within personal narratives usually take one of two
narrative paths. The first and most common, as well as the most personal, is a
rights narrative that carries a sense of betrayal as a consequence when the
telecommunication 'lifeline and lifeblood' of a community is withheld by
unsympathetic corporate and government institutions that dwell in
metropolitan areas. The second narrative is related, but takes a less personal,
more circumspect and dispassionate view of justice in telecommunication as
part of a national or regional development narrative. Some submissions from
individuals and couples carry elements of both narratives in that
telecommunication policy should be part of a national or regional development
policy, as illustrated by personal experiences of deteriorating service levels since
deregulation and competition policies. They argue competition priorities focus
capital investment in more lucrative metropolitan market areas and ignore less
profitable regional areas.
The rights approach incorporating emotive lifeline and lifeblood metaphors in
most cases is used to describe the frustration of not having a continual telephone
service that is relatively free from faults, the fundamental element of Telstra's
USO. For example, one couple (DC 463) describes their telephone as the only
connection between civilisation and the effects of isolation:
The telephone is our lifeline to the outside world for medical attention, social
and business communications.
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Another person, DC529, uses the telephone literally as a lifeline for her husband
who has cancer and is need of constant contact with his doctor. She explains her
phone has 'gone down six times in the past nine months'. In addition, repairs
have taken up to two weeks before effected. In addition to caring for her ailing
husband, she has three children. Her isolation is indicated in the comment that
'neighbours are a two hour round trip', which she made many times when her
telephone was out of order. She concludes her story with her reaction to
Telstra's offer of compensation:
When enquiring to compensation I was told that my next account would be
credited $142. Small compensation for 2 weeks of worry and costly trips. Don't
give me compensation give me a reliable phone (DC 529).
In other words, the CSG for many is an insult to injury. For example, the
unspoken and unintended subtext to the woman is that the threat against her
husband's life is valued at $142. The story illustrates the disparate views of the
expectations and aspirations attached to a telephone service in different
locations in times of emergency. Obviously for users with a range of personal
communication options, the significance of the telephone as a lifeline is
diminished. However, as illustrated, at times lifeline metaphors are used to
depict actual life and death situations.
Telecommunication as lifeblood is another common metaphor used to describe
the dependency and desperation that characterise personal rights narratives and
describe the high expectations attached to diverse telecommunication services.
Lifeblood metaphors are often used by farmers and SMEs to describe the
necessity of constant telecommunication contact with customers, suppliers, and,
increasingly, government agencies.
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An example of the lifeblood metaphor in personal narrative is a submission
from a middle-aged couple with a small business in Western Australia (DC 541).
The couple experienced months of frustration spent attempting to access diverse
telecommunication services required for their business. They have a Farmstay
tourist accommodation business and use 'phone, Internet, and, until recently,
facsimile'. The Internet is used for a research project. They describe it took five
months for the phone to be connected to their farm cottage, despite the CSG
provisions. Furthermore, the couple waited another eight months to obtain a
functioning modem line. Telstra informed the couple they also had to arrange
for, or dig, their own cable trench. The frustration experienced with delays in
accessing new telecommunication services turned into serious concern for their
safety during an incident in 1998.
The incident relates to the accidental cutting of the North Walpole cable on a
long summer weekend, which coincided with a bushfire in the area. The couple
described the commercial and personal anxiety at the loss of telecommunication
contact:
Apart from loss of accommodation business ... frantic friends were unable to
contact loved ones in the area. Our phones are our lifeblood (DC 541).
When the couple reported the fault to the carrier's call service center, staff at
first wouldn't believe them:
There isn't a fault because nobody has reported it and it isn't on my computer.
In other words, Telstra staff appeared to articulate an extreme technocratic
narrative that privileges its own methods of measurement and quantification
above social reality. The conflict illustrates a conflict in narratives that
underwrite and legitimise carrier policy in contrast to user expectations.
However, the couple's perseverance eventually overcame the technocratic
resistance eventually. They observe when they were able to capture the
attention of a staff member, and explain the situation properly, that person
invariably:
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... has taken our side and worked on our behalf until the problem was resolved.
It can take a long time to find someone sufficiently concerned to take up the
problem until the problem was resolved(DC 541).
According to the couple, complaints and disputes, such as reporting faults and
billing problems, re-emerge with the carrier even after resolution:

It has brought to light an interesting fact: complaints are not recorded - or if they
are, the computers are regularly and systematically wiped of all records.
The narrative describes Telstra as an uncaring and forgetful economic machine,
yet is still staffed by some genuine people concerned with giving customers a
'fair go'. The couple blame a shift in Telstra's mission and culture for a change in
policy, claiming that the national carrier now sees its clients as:
... thosewho hold shares. Telstra forgets that because of our isolation, most of
our calls are STD, high cost calls, therefore we are good income earners for the
Telstra enterprise (DC 541).
In other words, the couple claim that because of their isolation non-metropolitan
residential and business users have the right to reasonable service, not as part of
a national development narrative, nor strictly from a social rights position, but
as a consequence of consumer entitlement. The theme of corporate forgetfulness
is expanded also in other submissions.
Many in non-metropolitan areas regard their entire community as forgotten by
policy makers, corporations and the wider community. Arguably, the sense of
frustration that leads some to perceive themselves as the forgotten people is felt
strongest in remote outback areas. For example, a West Australian road service
station is an online banking agency, a licensed post office and general store (DC
511). The road service station has two lines on a commander system, a

fax/EFTPOS line, a dedicated Internet line and a public phone. The owners have
a history of interrupted line service and the lack of notification of lines being
down gives customers the impression that they are not answering their calls'
which in turn leads to misunderstandings and loss of business' (DC 511).
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The observation by the road service station owners addresses another unique
element of the role and functions of telecommunication service in that a faulty
telephone constructs a social and commercial image of receivers in the minds of
senders. The inability of the service station vendors to address a wrong
impression created in the mind of others as a consequence of their ignorance of
the telephone's faulty condition, may cause unknown damage to a business
reputation. Once a user is aware of the faulty condition, particularly a
commercial consumer such as the roadhouse, the feelings of anxiety and
powerlessness are increased. Ironically for the commercial user, a faulty
telephone is a business burden, not just a non-functioning asset.
The faults cause major disruption to the road service station's business and
surrounding community in a variety of ways. For example, customers are
unable to pay their bills leading to credit extensions for locals, fax orders and
payments cannot get through; In addition, on pension days no payments can be
made until the lines are restored, as updated bankbooks rely on credit balances.
The closest alternative banking service is ll0kms away. Furthermore, an
inability to make emergency calls places the community at risk. Finally, the road
service station operator makes the following claim, laced with dark humour:
I further believe that we are at risk of becoming the 'forgotten Australians'
because let's face it, our few voices are not heard - partirularly over the phone. I
also believe that any future telecommunications needs or advancement would
not be possible unless the service is improved in reliability and speed (DC 511).
The forgotten people theme raises similar feelings of resentment and betrayal as
expressed by those reacting to the loss of their communication lifeline and
lifeblood. In other words, the language used in many of the submissions
indicates significant feelings of vulnerability that turn to rage when denied a
basic telephone service for residents and other telecommunication services
required by non-metropolitan SMEs.
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As discussed earlier, the lack of personal communication options exacerbates
feelings of strong dependence that turn to vulnerability and despair when they
lose telecommunication services or have to endure sub-standard service. The
plight of remote Australians is demonstrated in submission from a woman
using high frequency radio communications (DC 923). The person had her
DRCS upgraded to an HCRCS in May 1999 and experienced significant speed
improvement from 4.8-7.2 kbps to approximately 24-26.4 kbps. However, she
currently experiences intermittent clicks and drop-outs, which dramatically
affect data transfer. Her family experienced significant communication barriers
with non-daily mail deliveries, which creates reliance on Internet access,
particularly as it is increasingly the chosen delivery platform of government and
commercial applications:
Mail services are one or two weekly, and are affected by wet weather. We have a
heavy reliance on the data services, as this gives us a time-sensitive way of
responding to written material. It will be increasingly important in meeting Tax
Department deadlines with GST and Pay As You Go Tax changes, as the mail
service is not reliable enough and too slow. Access to online banking is also
becoming more important in being able to complete Cash Book information, also
needed for compliance. Anyone who does not have good quality online access is
going to be very disadvantage[ed] with all of these changes.(DC 923).
The comments aptly illustrate the telecommunication lifeblood metaphor with
references to a variety of commercial and civic applications that imply the
necessity of telecommunication services to those in remote areas. Furthermore, a
reliance on telecommunication is increasingly required to participate in society
effectively. She observes equality and equity in telecommunications policy
issues are not necessarily the same:
The USO assumes all things are equal to everyone, but people who don't have
daily physical access to services available to metro subscribers have more
pressing needs for higher level services. Should there be a weighting in favour of
those who don't have metro-standard facilities and services to address that lack?
(DC 923).
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In other words, equality of entitlement across the community in relation to the
USO is not necessarily equitable when the communication options are limited,
as is the plight of those in remote areas. The author argues advanced data
services are more important to those in remote areas to their address greater
need.
Another aspect of frustration for many in non-metropolitan areas is a growing
phenomenon that may be described as technological non-convergence that is
occurring 'in the bush':
It is also frustrating that different aspects of information technology are not

integrated. For example, people who already have a satellite dish for TV
reception, need another dish to receive Telstra's one-way high-speed Internet
service (DC 923).
The phenomenon is doubly frustrating for those affected because,
contemporaneously, people in metropolitan areas are experiencing
unprecedented convergence in their technical efficiencies as well as a plethora of
communication options. The narrative is indicative of a growing digital divide
that is manifested in expressions of frustration, resentment and betrayal.
The second narrative of justice relates to a less personal emphasis by taking a
broader national or regional development approach to telecommunication
service and policy solutions. In many submissions using a national development
frame, the style is formal and written in the third person, with the author's voice
expressed as a dispassionate expert. Some are based on historical frames of
telecommunication infrastructure investment. For example, one author (DC 832)
describes the roll-out of roads and highways across the nation as the USO of the
day:
Roads, railways, bridges, telegraphs were all seen as vital economic
infrastructure and government provided to ensure an efficient economy. It was,
if you like, the universal service obligation of the day.
As my grandparents matured and produced my parents, they saw this policy
continued especially following the second war when greater attention was given
to the most important communications infrastructure of the day, roads.
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The social benefit became as important as the economic benefits (DC 832).
The emphasis on holistic value that includes social as well as economic benefits
underwrites the primary appeal of national development narratives to collective
instead of atomistic considerations. For example, as the author implies, how is
the value of a road measured for each individual? Furthermore, the national
significance in terms of development renders the question as irrelevant as well
as ridiculous.
Other submissions (DC 561; DC1054) present national development narratives
of telecommunication in more technical detail, which informs an air of certainty:
Finally the answer to rural telecommunications is crafted in the past. Give them
access to the same telecommunications infrastructure with enhancements as that ·
enjoyed by their city cousins - System 12 with enhancements, plus optical fibre
cabling or spectrum carrier and reconnect their analogue services and defy the
Telcos (DC 561).
Some submissions advocating national development solutions to
telecommunication service disparities and network inefficiencies are written
with technocratic certainty by those once employed in the telecommunication
industry. For example, an ex-Telstra employee of twenty-five years service, is
concerned that Telstra is using 'bullying and bluffing' tactics to confuse and
cajole customers into supplying and installing cabling inside their houses or dig
their own trenches in urban dwellings (DC 1054). As the author points out 'the
Telecommunications Act requires the carrier to provide a service to a network
boundary point, which in the case of a residential service, is the first socket':
One of the tragedies of the current deregulation in telecommunications, potential
customers, particularly in regional Australia, haven't got the option to walk
away from Telstra and go elsewhere. Telstra is very much aware of this and is
able to get away with its bullying and bluffing tactics to absolve itself of its
responsibilities (DC 1054).
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Next, the author illustrates his claim that Telstra attempts to circumvent its
responsibilities. For example, he claims the carrier routinely attempts to
convince customers that they should get electricians to install the wiring in
unwired homes. However, he observes that it is the 'responsibility of an ACA
licensed cabler to undertake communications cabling work. Furthermore, the
author's national development narrative contrasts with the claims of advocates
of competition that deregulation increases the options in choice of service
providers to the whole community.
Similar to others (Fist 2002; Quiggin 2000), he recommends Telstra should be
stripped of its national infrastructure, which would be retained in public
ownership and remove the tension created within its identity which forces the
carrier to function as both supplier and competitor (DC 1054). Furthermore, he
recommends, as a condition of access to the public infrastructure, the other
carriers would be required to service 'regional and country' Australia.
Arguably, many national development narratives differ from personal rights
frames in their treatment of equity and equality. For example, national
development narratives appear to focus on standardising policies. For example,
one submission from an agricultural consultant promotes an equal service and
price approach:
It is therefore submitted that all Australians should have access to an equal level

of service at an equal price in order that business and personal communication
can be provided to all (DC 473).
In support of this idea, the author advocates that more commercially and
socially just pricing solutions in relation to satellite access need to be
incorporated at a national level:
While equal service may be available, equal pricing is not. Those needing to use
the satellite communications pay 5-1500 times more than city mobile phone
purchasers pay to get access and 1.5-5 times more per minute for the calls (DC
473).
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The national development narrative articulates an interpretation of social justice
based on a universal price for the same service application, e.g. voice telephony
despite the use of different technologies as a consequence of differing
environmental conditions. The author reinforces his narrative with the
proposition that Australia should be regarded as one market, in a similar way as
it is regarded for the marketing of agricultural and other commodities that are
sold from the country areas.
For example, the author claims the benefits of an efficient rural area are shared
by all Australians by way of 'cheap, abundant, high quality food for the city'
(DC 473). In addition, the rural areas are disadvantaged by metropolitan-centric
frames of the whole Australian economy as one unit. For example, the
submission cites interest rate increases to support the position. Regional and
remote area having to pay higher interest rates when only the city is booming,
are also shared by all Australians, whether they share in the benefit or not.
However, the discriminatory effect against rural areas of metropolitan-centric
single market approaches is illustrated in telecommunication mobile policy:
The spectrums that mobile phone networks are owned by Government on behalf
of all Australians not just those who happen to dwell in cities and populated
areas. To allow these benefits to be developed but not to ensure that all
Australians have access to the benefits that the development provides is not
equitable (DC 473).
For the reasons outlined, the author argues all of Australia should be considered
as one telecommunication market, which would require a significant shift in
policy.
The emphasis would shift from providing services only to areas where the
service can be provided economically at the current charge rates, to providing
the cheapest equal level of service to all (DC 473).
As a consequence, metropolitan users would pay more and remote dwellers
would pay less. Other measures include significant USO subsidies by
government to 'subsidise the provision of community and individual equipment
to provide equal services to all' (DC 473).
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Other submissions advocate a national development narrative with less detail,
but also advocate a single telecommunication market and uniform price.
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For example one submission is short and succinct:
Australia is a joke - we needa. analogue service
b digital
cCDMA
d satellite
evodafone
f ???

All this to communicate with less than 20,000,000 people.
One service for all Australians!
One price structure for all Australians! (DC 641)
Arguably, the ellipsis style of the submission reinforces the cogency of the
narrative. Furthermore, none of the argument details are lost in its brevity.
Linguistic devices indicate similarities in identity and expectation among
diverse communities. For example, some narratives from remote areas use a
disability metaphor to describe the effects of living in isolated areas. One
submission criticising the lack of telecommunication changes in service claims:
there have been no improvements in the telecom. company service & there are
no services to assist with isolation disability. This zoning problem needs to be
addressed immediately (DC 241).
Another submission uses the same metaphor of impairment:
We especially should benefit from new technology as it can overcome the
handicap of long distances (DC 464).
Arguably, the reference to geographical spaces as disabling, is paralleled by
theorists that frame disability as socially constructed as a consequence of the
effects of disabling environments. In other words, environments are disabling to
people, not personal impairment. The frame's significance is that the onus is
lifted from the individual and shifted to the wider community to relieve the
social effects of disabling environments.
In other words, the focus on disabling environments is part of a social rights
policy narrative based on entitlement and empowerment.
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Economic rationalism is deleterious to Australian telecommunication services:
Another common theme is the perception of many that economic rationalism is
deleterious to Australian telecommunication services, which is already alluded
to in some of the submissions already. Many claim a loss of efficiency in time
and other resources, increasingly endured by personal and SME consumers, as a
consequence of corporate efficiency policies that are driven by unde,rlying
economic rationalist perspectives. For example, one submission expresses
personal frustration with inappropriate technological choices within the broader
context of commentary on the inefficiencies of economic rationalism. The
authors (DC 1025) resents the time that they have wasted on a Telstra error in
relation to the transfer of a mobile phone from analogue to digital, and
subsequent billing errors by Telstra and another telecommunications company:
This is typical of today's economic rationalist time we live in. Big business and
even government agencies downsize staff to 'increase efficiency'. This really
means, 'decrease efficiency of service to the public and decrease the number of
employed' .
. . .As shareholder in quite a few of these companies (including a small holding in
Telstra) we would much prefer more staff and less waiting, even though it
means less profit. We pay for the unemployed anyway one way or another, and
we would prefer it to be while they are still employed .
. . .Government agencies trying to run as a good business is very admirable, but
profit should not be more important than service to the public or keeping people
in jobs! (DC 1025).
In other words, economic efficiency is a transfer of efficiency from the
community to the corporate sector in a similar way that wealth has transferred
from the public to the private sector in recent years. Another related theme is the
opposition to the privatisation of Telstra, which is discussed in the same
submission:
Moreover our practice is totally against any further privatisation at all, until the
government has in place measures, which are seen to be working well, to protect
the quality of service to 'the man in the street' especially in the bush (DC 1025).
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Many submissions that complained of poor telecommunication service
expressed opposition to the full privatistion of Telstra, at least until services in
rural and regional Australia improved significantly (DC 397; DC 561;DC 588;
DC 655).
The submission described a specific concern in relation to the adequacy of
mobile services. The submission is one of many that illustrate public
expectations of mobile telephony availability. Mobile telephony services often
function as a social insurance against helplessness in case of danger in. In other
words, for many, the peace of mind provided from a mobile phone, switched off
or other wise, is similar to an insurance policy that may never be used. In some
ways, the universal mobility and connectivity, at least potentially, of the mobile
phone is an expression of the ultimate universal service in terms of access to a
basic telephony service. Consequently, many submissions claim that mobile
phones are an essential service that should constitute part of the USO (DC 360;
DC 833; DC 518; DC 514). The fear of the consequences of needing a service
without the ability to access it, is a major issue for consumers, particularly those
outside city boundaries. The sentiment expressed below is found in many
submissions:
When I arrived home I found all four mobiles had been disconnected! That
meant my wife and two children, (Uni students in Brisbane), had now been
deprived of their emergency/ safety protection (DC 1025).
The author also refers to the quick response from Telecom following his
complaint to his local MP, who subsequently contacted the public carrier. As a
consequence, the problem was rectified within two days:
This marvellous example of genuine service would be extremely difficult to
obtain if we were dealing with a huge private company, to whom we would be
very small, unimportant fry, and we are only in the Lockyer Valley, inside one
hundred kilometres from Brisbane. The task would be very much harder if we
were situated in the far west! (DC 1025).
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The comment is indicative of the apprehension of many living in nonmetropolitan areas if Telstra is privatised fully. The fear relates to the loss of
appeal to 'higher political courts of appeal'. In other words, it is evident from
many personal narratives, that a privatised Telstra would perceive their custom
as 'unimportant fry'.
Closely related to concerns surrounding the privatisation of Telstra is the
cynicism many in non-metropolitan areas articulate in relation to the benefits of
competition. Furthermore, the promotion of new services and technologies in
the major cities exacerbates the tension and resentment when many in the
regions lack universal reliable basic telephony services. For example, one
submission (DC 621) perceives the following changes as a consequence of
competition:
All I know is that Telstra operators seem to have less time to talk to customers,
than before competition (and privatisation). The high use of 'answering
machines' is unpleasant. The emphasis seems to be on treating customers as a
means to make ~ore money rather than on old-fashioned service (DC 621).
The narrative depicts through implication that competition has mechanised
approaches to customer service. Furthermore, the author has a negative attitude
to elements of mechanisation such as answering machines.
Consequently, competition is perceived as bad. However, it may be argued that
the increased use of technology has less to do with competition policy than with
operational efficiency, which may just as easily be the policy of a public
monopoly making profits in order to plough back into Treasury funds. The
point is not to dispute the claim, which may be valid, but to suggest the
antagonism to one narrative of policy may prevent the consideration of
alternative scenarios. In addition, the reference to 'customers' and 'oldfashioned service' appears to imply service in the past had less to with profit
motives, which is a common-sense, but mute claim. The delineation between
service and product in the delivery of telephony communication is expressed in
another excerpt from the submission, in which the telephone is depicted as
essential to life in contemporary Australia:
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Using telephones is not a luxury anymore, but a necessity of modem life. It is
immoral and unethical to charge a profit-inflated fee for renting a telephone
service and making calls. This is a service, not just a product with which to make·
money. If Telstra is totally privatised, the emphasis on service will disappear
even more than currently the case (DC 621).
Significantly, the use of 'service' is used to describe a phenomenon that has noncommercial priorities, in contrast to products that are constructed as articles of
commercial exchange. Consequently, 'old-fashioned service' is a reference to the
use of publicly owned utilities distributed among the community. In other
words, service is a 'public' service publicly owned. However, in marketing and
competition narratives of policy, service and products are used synonymously.
Furthermore, marketing texts describe services as types of products (McCarthy,
Quaester and Perreault 1999). Arguably, the ambiguity surrounding
interpretations of service reinforces feelings of resentment and betrayal in many
communities when carriers and governments promote commercial products as
services.
A sense of betrayal by governments is indicated from the moral references to
wrong behaviour that will intensify following privatisation. The subtext is that
only governments can privatise Telstra, thereby creating the betrayal.
Some narratives within submissions mix policy facts with opinions that create
useful pathfinders to information, dates and events that may legitimise or
discredit the author's legitimacy as a reliable source of information. For
example, one submission that includes a mix of historical commentary, facts,
recommendations and wit, advocates a national development focus
underwritten by a technocratic approach_ (DC 775). First, the author identifies a
lack of national development vision in the public interest as the major cause of
Telstra's problems:
I believe today's problems go back initially to the sale of ANY of Telstra without
there being FIRST [emphasis his] a vision/strategy plan- in the national interestto meet the communication needs of all Australians. Telstra's plan NOW is to
maximise profit. What plan has the Government for all Australians? Even the old
PMG had a 20 year plan in place (DC 775).
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The twenty-year plan appears to be a reference to the Community Telephone
Plan of 1960. The submission recommends a Royal Commission, or at least an
inquiry with broader terms of reference, to address the lack of national vision in
telecommunications service delivery in Australia:
This inquiry is a start, but really we need a Royal Commission (or an inquiry
with a broader terms of reference) into the needs of communication
infrastructure in Australia, headed by an Australian who understands
telecommunication outside urban areas, unashamedly acting in the national
interest for better communication for ALL [emphasis his] - not just as a means of
paying off Government debt and increasing private debt! (DC 775).
The author advocates that spectrum should be freed up instead of auctioned off,
and allowing carriers to lock it up as a form of currency of exchange. There
should be a proviso 'to use it or lose it - no money back'.
In a witty conclusion the author encloses a 'Gary Larson cartoon statement' as
poignant commentary of, what he perceives as, the effect of competition policy
on telecommunications service delivery in Australia:
'By the time they had diminished from 50 to 8, the other dwarves began to
suspect 'Hungry'.
The humour underwrites the simplicity of the message, which translates loosely
into the observation that it is foolish to be surprised at aggressive corporate
marketing behaviour of institutions simply following their nature.
Although most submissions described are from non-metropolitan users, a
handful come from subscribers at the center of the capital cities. For example,
one comes from Newtown (DC 699), a suburb near the heart of Sydney. The
author, a university student, describes his frustration at long delays in obtaining
a second line suitable to connect to the Internet. At the time of writing, despite a
three-month wait, the author lacked an Internet connection. He concludes in
frustration:
I believe the emphasis on profit and numerous additional services has tragically
reduced any motivation Telstra had to provide a basic phone service to all (DC
699).
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In other words, the author alludes to the problem of infrastructure as a national
problem evident across the nation, including downtown Sydney.
A few submissions use a charity narrative to describe the policies framing their
access to telecommunication services. They describe specialised
telecommunication provisions to some rural areas as tokenistic and indicative of
a discriminating attitude against non-metropolitan communities.
For example, one submission from a small town 1,600 kilometres north of Perth
refers to satellite provision as a 'token Internet service'. Furthermore, the service
requires subscribers to pay 'exorbitant' STD rates to access competent Internet
suppliers'. Consequently, the author concludes that Internet service is:
.... not affordable and in this sense Telstra are basically discriminating against
country residents & denying them the same levels of service avail. to our city
counterparts.
. . .The Telstra ADSL map completely ignores our area. - concession is a satellite
based service - slow upload & unrealistic download limitations - token service
(DC 229).

From the comment and similar ones in the section, it is evident that new
technologies raise the expectations of non-metropolitan users for parity with
their 'city counterparts'. The problem for policy makers attempting to substitute
technologies that lack parity in reliability and capacity specifications with the
major cities, is that they will be perceived as concessionary patchwork
responses, which reinforce a charity narrative in the minds of non-metropolitan
users.
A minority of submissions describe improving service levels primarily in the
form of price reductions. Some also allude to improved technical quality. For
example, one submission (DCC 777) from a remote area where many lack
power, offers measured praise:
Services have improved generally and competition has reduced telephone and
Internet prices. Satellite delivery service is still too expensive to access, therefore
most families in the community cannot access it.
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Other submissions express satisfaction with services, which they note are also
improving (DC 539; DC 770).
The stories told in the submissions frame universal service in terms of rights,
charity, technocratic and national development narratives. Similar to
descriptions of other utilities, the telephone emerges as a different artifact
depending on the context of use. Telecommunication services serve social,
commercial and psychological functions, which operate in a state of fluctuating
value depending on context.
Some of the shifting commercial, social and psychological functions include:
•

Friend;

•

Lifeline;

•

Business partner;

•

Investment;

•

Educational tool;

•

Peace of mind; and,

•

Costly but necessary financial burden.

More so than other cultural artifacts of the TSI, the submissions project the
emotional power that a telecommunication service elicits. The submissions
describe the consequences of a lack of access to a telephone or similar
telecommunication service with emotional intensity and narrative clarity. For
example, security is threatened, businesses are destroyed, frustration turns to
despair, and at times lives are lost in the stories that underwrite the authors'
perceptions of the diverse priorities that inform telecommunications policy, and
what should constitute a universal service.
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THE ROUNDTABLE TRANSCRIPTS

The transcripts recording the interactions among Inquiry members, particularly
the Chair, and those invited to participate in the thirty-one regional round table
discussions during the field trips, contribute to an understanding of the
diversity of opinion surrounding universal service and USOs. In addition, the
round table dialogues provide a useful source of data for analysing aspects of
the Chair's approach to USO policy.
Significantly, some of Besley's statements made early in the proceedings of
meetings, apparently are undermined by his comments later in the discussion.
For example, the claim to philosophical objectivity and neutrality, in relation to
researching policies options that improve service levels, is undermined by lat~r
statements that normalise market solutions. In other words, normative frames of
competition policy challenge the logic and relevance of alternative policy
options. Comments, including metaphors used, by the Chair in two different
meetings illustrate the conflicting comments from the Chair.
The opening remarks to the meetings usually included a preamble that
described the terms of reference, the demands placed on the inquiry before it
reported back on the 30th September, and, finally, a claim to neutrality. For
example in Darwin, Besley concluded his opening remarks with the following:
.. .I should say that we may seek to probe some of the issues you raise with us.

1his is not intended to indicate in any way that we disagree with what you've
said, or that we've made our minds up on any particular aspect. We have not.
We came to this with an open mind, no preconceived ideas and, as I said before,
we're independent, but this is all part of the process (Roundtable TSI 2000,
Darwin, 3rd July, p.3).
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Despite the devil's advocate disclaimer implied in the comment, when the Chair
introduced specific discussion surrounding the USO, he appears to normalise
market competition models, as well as elevate competition as the goal of policy.
Six of the eight attendees of the Darwin round table represented local and
territory government bodies, ranging from police, health, Aboriginal services,
and communications. Most attendees displayed significant understanding of the
technological capacity and limitations. The Territory Government
representatives presented a united front in advocating stronger federal
regulatory intervention in telecommunications policy to replace a perceived
over-reliance on competition forces. During the meeting, the Chair raised the
conflict of interest between policies that strengthen the USOs on the industry
and those promoting competition for the long-term strength of the industry:
Chairman: Could I switch you to another topic, and this is something that's come
up in other places. What is the purpose of the USO? As it is currently legislated,
it's a safety net. What you're suggesting in your whole-of-government approach
to this is that it should be different - a fundamental shift from a safety
mechanism to one that drives the telecommunications industry.
Are you arguing that government policy and not competition should drive
industry outcomes? That's the first leg of it. Isn't affordability ... the key issue in
terms of access to broadband capacity in remote Australia? Thirdly, following on
from that, wouldn't significant [expansion] of the USO have damaging effects on
competition? That could leave you perhaps in a worse position. It would distort
the new entry incentives.
What I'm getting at, there's a tension between regulation and competition, and
you seem to be driving down a track that says, 'Let's have more intervention'
that's by making the USO with lots of bells and whistles. What will it do, do you
think to competition? Do you believe that really government policy should drive
the industry, not competition?
(Round table TSI 2000, Darwin, 3rd July, p.20).
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Several observations may be made from the Chair's comments. First, Besley
claims the government participants seek a fundamental shift in the focus of the
USO that risks damage to competition policy, which appears to assume primacy
over USO policy. Besley describes the USO as a 'safety net', and 'safety
mechanism', which indicates a legislated guarantee for the minimum of service
primarily. In addition, the safety net allusion has charity overtones that frame
governments as benevolent protectors of their dependents. Arguably, other
narratives of USO policy are undermined by the safety-net metaphor. For
example, the social rights emphasis on entitlement and empowerment does not
fit comfortably with the allusion of a minimal 'safety-net' provision of service.
It may be argued the contrasting metaphors Besley uses to frame different
approaches to the USO, allow for extreme interpretations. For example, the USO
safety net construction contrasts dramatically to a USO with 'bells and whistles'.
The 'Bells and whistles' metaphor describes desirable items that are
unnecessary, and perhaps even a waste of disposable income. Primarily, 'bells
and whistles' alludes to optional extras, the cost of which should be met by the
consumers using them. In other round table discussions, the Chair also
incorporated the contrasting metaphors to frame alternative approaches to the
USO:
Chairman: This question of what the USO is all about has come up a number of
times ... As it currently stands, the USO is a safety net. .. Would you agree, or not,
that if you put lots of bells and whistles on the USO it might deter the
competitive element and you might not get anyone interested in it. .. The barriers
of entry ... to new players might be raised just a bit too high. How do you see that
affecting what you now think the USO ought to be, and what that might do to
competition?
{Round table 2000, Kununurra, 3rd July, p. 11).
Both excerpts indicate a philosophical link between USO legislation and
competition narratives. In other words, the comments suggest USO policy as it
stands and proposals for change, should have a positive impact on competition.
Consequently, meeting competition policy objectives emerges as a key indicator
of the success of any USO legislative initiative.
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The second observation that may be drawn from the Chair's comments is the
assumption more regulation will negatively impact on competition, and the
converse, less regulation will likely increase competition. Without focusing
analysis on the validity of the assumption, it is sufficient to state the perception
is ideologically loaded. Furthermore, the statement reflects the position of all
major carriers, which was discussed earlier in this chapter. However, notably,
the rhetoric varies in intensity among the carriers, depending on the degree of
commercial risk and opportunity involved. As discussed, the dominant carrier
uses the minimal-regulatory argument to challenge calls from other carriers for
increased competition regulation. Arguably, in the excerpt, the Chair frames
normative USO legislation as a complement to competition policy.
Consequently, it is argued the Chair adopts a competition narrative as a
benchmark with which to assist evaluating USO policy suggestions.
Furthermore, the final report reinforces the competition narrative as progressive
and inevitable; in other words as technocratically normative.
The final report released to the Minister on 30 September, 2000 continued the
controversy that surrounded the inquiry from its inception. Arguably to a
degree, the report, which was released to the public on 12 October, embarrassed
both Government and opposition parties. As a report card, the TSI graded
telecommunication service levels lower than desired by a Federal Government
in the process of preparing the national carrier for further privatisation.
Similarly, the Besley inquiry was not the political 'white-wash' painted by
opposition Labor party members, and recalcitrant National members of the
Coalition Government.
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The Government responded to the report's seventeen recommendations with a
'plan of action' to address the concerns raised. Furthermore, the Government
claimed the report's suggestions reinforced the policies of competition and
deregulation championed under the Coalition. In contrast ,the Opposition frame
shifted from delegitimising the inquiry as a political whitewash. Instead, Labour
shifted the focus to one of ownership gone wrong. In other words, the
Opposition portrayed the government as underestimating the real state of the
crisis in telecommunication services to non-metropolitan Australia, to the extent
that even a rigged inquiry that, in all good conscience, couldn't certify Telstra
for privatisation further. In responding to the Besley inquiry, the
Communications Minister reiterated the significance of competition pressure on
improving service levels through more choice and lower prices, coupled with,
targeted regulation to improving telecommunication service levels throughout
Australia:
Senator Alston said that in areas where the inquiry found concerns, it has
endorsed the Government's current policy framework, based on promoting
competition backed up by targeted regulatory controls. The inquiry concluded
that these initiatives would have a positive impact on service levels, and that
strong competitive pressures and targeted regulation are essential to meeting the
needs of all Australians
(ACA Connections 2000, p.6).

In other words, the inquiry certified the Government policy agenda, despite
reservations surrounding certifying the state of service levels universally.
Arguably, the Government lost the political value of Besley's policy direction
approval when the media instead focused on the negative aspects of the
inquiry's evaluation of service levels to non-metropolitan Australia.
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Although it is argued that the Besley inquiry continues an ideological
predilection to privilege competition in policy, the current limitations of
deregulation are acknowledged also. In other words, the report as cultural
artifact illustrates the continuing tensions that frame the complexity
surrounding the USO and the dynamic material, and social-symbolic
environments that constitute it. Furthermore ,it may be argued that constant
exposure to multiple narratives from diverse interpretive communities may
have influenced the inquiry members in their deliberations more than expected
by both political advocates and critics of the Inquiry. However, another reading
of the report may suggest Besley's reservations related to a belief in the
immaturity of competition pressure in non-metropolitan Australia, instead of a
recognition of a systemic weakness within deregulation. In other words, the
legitimacy of the narrative of competition is reinforced by framing competition
as a modernist project of progress. The second interpretation of Besley' s
reservations frames the limitations of competition as temporary. As a response
to the weakness of developing competition in non-metropolitan areas, a series of
measures are suggested in the recommendations, which will be discarded once
it matures.
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BESLEY INQUIRY CONCLUSIONS

It is argued a narrative analysis of the Inquiry illuminates how various
stakeholders, shareholders and members from the wider community frame
universal service in personal, institutional, and government policy discourses.
Set against a political context polarised around opinion surrounding the
continuing privatisation of Telstra, the Inquiry navigated a precarious position
of reporting on the standard of telecommunication service levels across
Australia as it faced numerous challenges to its political legitimacy as an
independent inquiry. Furthermore, the Besley inquiry describes the major
technological and commercial environments that continue to shape the delivery
of telecommunication services. Throughout its six month duration, members of
the Inquiry and its secretariat collated data from a variety of sources that include
technological reports from commissioned research, industry and regulatory
bodies, more than one thousand submissions, and one constructed month of
whistle-stop meetings throughout metropolitan, regional, rural and remote
Australia. Furthermore, as a purposive sample of public opinion, the
submissions collectively form a map of social, political and scientific opinion of
telecommunication service delivery in Australia.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the narrative analysis of
telecommunication policy and Besley inquiry submissions about perceptions of
universal service and the contexts that influence USOs.
First, universal service is a contested concept, politicised and normalised by
diverse stakeholder groups that intend to maximise social, political and
commercial, and psychological benefits. Second, stakeholders with diverse
worldviews use various narratives to frame universal service and USO policy.
Third, narratives function as dynamic sense-making stories articulated across
time that influence public opinion and USO policy makers.
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Furthermore, the influence of various narratives waxes and wanes without ever
completely controlling or fading from the policy agenda. Fourth, USOs function
as a public reassurance of telecommunications service in relation to availability,
affordability and reliability. Fifth, devising funding models and calculating costs
associated with meeting USOs, are activities that are highly contested, complex
and politicised. Sixth, and finally, metaphors used in public forums to describe
present and future functions of the USO, may frame the policy as reinforcing a
particular narrative and discrediting another.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This study has demonstrated the way in which national development,
technocratic, social rights, competition and charity narratives have functioned in
the development of telecommunications policy in Australia. This concluding
chapter will review the way in which the narratives interact, with particular
reference to universal service and USOs.

TENSIONS WITHIN DIVERSE NARRATIVES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

An increasingly complex economic-technocratic narrative is used to reinforce
popular ideas that present competition as a natural phenomenon. In addition, it
is argued the economic-technocratic narrative seeks to generate a popular view
that competition, by its nature, is beneficial. As a consequence, the every-day
language of competition narratives, such as 'free markets, deregulation and
liberalisation', continues to portray issues in simple emancipatory terms that
promote their acceptance. At the same time, competition narratives are
increasingly characterised by technocratic complexity. Consequently,
technocratic complexity creates a lingua franca that uses emotively positive
terms (eg. free markets, liberalisation), to describe technocratic abstractions.
Pusey (1991) describes the atomistic socially restricted vision that emerges in
policy as a consequence:

It is a discourse that ironically draws its energy and conviction not from
anything that is socially given in the human condition, but rather from its
method - that is from a system logic that turns everything into sets of equations.
As with any and every form of positivism, reality is stood on its head as the
method determines what can count as stJ.bstance ... The criterion that these
exceptionally intelligent people use to judge the intellectual abilities of their
peers is the agility and speed with which they can conjure up abstract models of
a very particular kind.
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What counts is a kind of 'dephenomenalising' abstraction that neutralises the
social contexts of program goals in any area whatsoever, from trade promotion
to industry assistance to social welfare or comrtmnity support. It is this which
distinguishes these intellectuals from the technocrats and social reformers of
earlier times for whom intellectual virtuosity was measured against the more
narrowly instrumental capacity of professionals of all kinds - educationalists,
medical experts, engineers, and town planners - to find goals and means
appropriate to needs and to contexts of action - in schools and education
systems, in water resource management or whatever (p.176).
Arguably, a process of technocratic abstraction has taken place with respect to
conceptions of universal service. It has moved from primarily being seen as a set
of social responsibilities, to a tradeable commodity. Despite similarities in some
characteristics, historical and contemporary technocratic narratives differ
significantly. For example, similarities include privileging the policy agendas of
a technical literati, with the corollary of limited socially participative discussion
among diverse communities affected. Notwithstanding the broad community
benefits established in the long-term strategic plans of network development, as
illustrated by the National Community Telephone Plans of 1960, it is apparent
planning took place among senior engineers and bureaucratic management with
little public consultation and inclusion. Arguably, the failure to include public
consultation and participation in policy fuelled discontent with the PMG
Department, despite the institution consistently achieving greater
telecommunication penetration across the community. As a consequence, the
Department, and later Telecom, was vulnerable to the widely publicised claims
of inefficiency levelled by commercial and political institutions with their own
ideological agendas.
Similarly, a lack of public consultation and civic inclusion surrounds current
policy decision making, despite the appearance of open policy forums such as
the Besley inquiry.
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However, it is argued the dominance of a competition narrative underwritten by
the complex technocratic narratives of economic expertise and utopian
technological vistas exclude many issues from serious policy consideration. For
example, exclusion in the terms of reference to allow open discussion of the
privatisation of Telstra restricted the exploration of policy options significantly.
In other words, the unwillingness for the Inquiry to discuss alternative service
delivery options that might eventuate as a consequence of different structural
arrangements of Telstra, narrows policy options. For example, some
recommended the separation of Telstra into two distinct organisations, with the
retention of infrastructure and core business activities in public ownership, and
the privatisation of value-added services such as Internet and data services
(Quiggin 2000, p.6). However, the privatisation issue represented a political hot
potato to the Inquiry process and outcomes. For example, the Labor Opposition
party could inflame the issue with the consequence of threatening to end any
further sale as well as damage the Howard Governments re-election chances in
2001. Therefore it is unlikely that public policy discussion of the value of
privatisation would have led to a more balanced and less politically driven
discussion than its exclusion.
The effect of deregulation and privatisation on USO policy has been to constrain
its interpretation within the confines of a competition narrative so as not to
unduly challenge the legitimacy of the broader government agenda in
competition. In this sense, the USO becomes a vehicle for facilitating the
operation of the competitive framework that telecommunications policy has
sought to establish.
MINIMISING THE EFFECT OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE OBLIGATIONS ON COMPETITION
NARRATIVES

It has been argued that the USO functions to minimise conflict within

competition narratives, which included attempts at merging different
approaches when forming the policy.
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For example, when the respective Fraser Liberal and Hawke/Keating Labor
administrations first discussed introducing competition and privatisation
agendas in relation to the national carriers, they used the retention of the
complex cross-subsidy arrangements as evidence that broad social goals could
co-exist harmoniously within a competition narrative. However, it is argued,
primarily the USO is a policy construct formed because of competition and not
despite it, which is why the term did not emerge in legislation until 1991. This
was approximately two years after competition narratives reframed the identity
of the national carrier as a corporation with goals to maximise profits and
minimise economic inefficiencies. In addition, it is argued, the USO in Australia,
as a legal construct, rather than the social ideals of universal service, functioned
to undermine the narrative of national development, which historically
dominated long-term telecommunications policy and infrastructural expansion.
National development narratives of policy, and to a less specific degree social
rights narratives, framed socially ideal notions of universal service in terms of
the STS, which guaranteed the right to a standard telecommunications service
where reasonably practicable (Telecommunications Act 1975). Later policy and
subsequent legislation reframed broad social ideals of universal service in more
specific terms of CSOs and USOs. In other words, social ideals of universal
service are colonised by the legal social construct known as the USO.
Governments and corporations frame the USO differently within the narrative
of competition. For example, governments frame the USO as a social investment
that functions within a narrative of competition. A common health and safety
allusion when discussing the USO is a 'safety net' used to 'protect' consumers
with the provision of minimal services. Another with more mechanistic
overtones is the reference to it as a 'market-failure correction instrument'.
In contrast, many corporate carriers frame the USO as an industry liability that
must be contained and controlled. Both government and corporate narratives
agree historical policy frames of USOs are redundant, which is how the second
function of USOs within a competition narrative is achieved.
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UTILISING UNIVERSAL SERVICE OBLIGATIONS WITHIN A COMPETITION NARRATIVE

Once contained within the USO cage, the social ideals of universal service may
be commodified and consumed within the competition narrative. In other
words, as a narrative device, the USO is a plot element that allows the story
action to continue without disrupting the acceptance of the narrative by diverse
audiences. Following its acceptance as an element in the story, the narrative
focus shifts to make it essential to the plot. Arguably, the policy consideration to
present the USO to contestability among the carriers is an attempt to achieve the
goal by lobbyists and some policy makers. By reframing USO policy from a
liability into a commodity, governments and corporations are able to recast the
USO as a warrant for competition, as well as a cultural artifact that reinforces
the argument for the full sale of Telstra. As a consequence, the achievement of
universal social ideals, healthy competition and a privatised Telstra are essential
elements within a competition narrative that may be accepted by diverse
audiences, including those that are cautious of individual story elements, such
as the loss of cross-subsidised services. As a consequence of seamless
narrativity, few may notice the transformation of one narrative of
telecommunication policy into another. However, charity narratives are
required to underwrite competition frames by providing moral legitimacy to
correct what may be perceived as mechanical disinterest of markets and science,
in relation to community welfare.
Community expectations, fuelled by the emancipatory rhetoric of simple
competition narratives, coupled with due democratic processes, create a crisis of
contradiction within the narrative of competition. It is argued the Government
response is recourse to charity narratives that function as surrogates of social
justice.
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CHARITY NARRATIVES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Charity narrative provides a thematic continuity and rhetorical legitimacy
to competition narratives of policy. Specifically, charity narratives provide: a)
moral reinforcement to arguments by advocates of competition narratives; b)
opportunities to address market failures without undermining the 'naturalness'
of competition; c) PR value to reinforce the legitimacy of both giver and the
policy; and, d) material dependence by beneficiaries on the source of charity.
Arguably, the social bonus initiatives funded from proceeds of the sale of Telstra
illustrate the charity narrative in action. Charity narratives are characterised by
episodic, fragmented, and patchwork funding initiatives, which lack long-term
strategic focus. In addition, the policy initiatives are not based on community
entitlement, despite the rhetoric used to promote the schemes. Closely related is
the PR value of charity narratives to various state and industry interests, which
frame benefactors as generous and responsive to community needs. However,
policy framed by charity narratives lacks the legislative strength of social rightsbased policy, as demonstrated by judicially based policy decisions that are
addressed in subsequent policy amendments. An example of rights-based
legislation is illustrated in the inclusion of TTYs to the Deaf community and
people with speech impairment, as addressed in the revised definition of the
STS (Bourk 2000).
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TECHNOCRATIC NARRATIVES AND THE POLITICS OF NEED

Expert opinion that appears value-neutral characterises technocratic policy
narratives, which increase a sense of dependency on experts within the broader
community. For example, consider the moral and political invisibility as well as
the elevation of technical expertise implied in a phrase such as 'most efficient
outcome'. The concept of 'efficiency' although appearing value-neutral,
inevitably serves the interests of some stakeholders more than others. Fulcher
(1989) makes the observation that 'technobabble' distracts attention from the
political and moral decisions. She observes acronyms as a prime example of the
obfuscative use of technobabble. Telecommunication examples that illustrate the
point include: USO, instead of universal service obligation; CSG, instead of
customer service guarantee; and, CSO instead of community service obligation.
USO is an example of an acronym's instrumental value to distract attention from
its political and moral significance. For example, 'tendering out the USO' makes
the object of policy an atomistic com.modified widget. However, 'tendering out
the universal service obligation' raises questions of moral and political
significance such as:

•

Am I part of the universal you refer to?

•

Just what does 'service constitute' now, and what might change once it is
tendered?

•

Why would you want to tender a universal obligation?

•

How can you tender an obligation?

In addition, to issues of political and moral legitimacy, the last question raises a
point of logical legitimacy related to an apparent contradiction implicit in
com.modifying an obligation.
In addition to elevating the technical literati, the excessive use of acronyms
alienate the general community from democratic participation in policy debates.
As a consequence, language is often used to facilitate control of policy processes.
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Fulcher also identifies a politics of needs within professionalism, which it is
argued also characterises technocratic narratives. The preceding discussion of
the deployment of acronyms among knowledge elites is an example of creating
needs among diverse communities that may wish to engage in debates and
inclusion in funding programs.
However, Fulcher (1989) observes that in addition to articulating need,
discourses of professionalism are constitutive of need categories. In other words,
the expert is enabled, through the deployment of language, to construct a status
of need.
Professionals are part of institutional reality and thus typically they, rather than
the other, define needs. Despite the apparent humanitarianism implicit in the
notion of needs, the evidence suggests that where resource allocation has been
made in welfare states on the basis of 'need', groups so defined become marginal
members of society. Such marginality is consequent on this definition rather than
preceding it. .. The theme of needs in discourses of professionalism illustrates the
way in which language is used as 'both the instrument and object of power'
(p.248).

It may be argued similar language of marginalisation constitutes technocratic
narratives based on economic efficiency that frame the USO as a 'safety net',
along with articulations from politicians that, prior to any further sale of Telstra,
'services to the bush must be up to scratch'. Arguably, the deployment of
metaphors that minimise service entitlement reinforce the marginal status of
non-metropolitan groups in the same way 'safety-net' metaphors are used to
describe the 'deserving poor' on welfare benefits.
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SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF SPACE AND USOS

Arguably, USO discussions involve politically categorising areas of need. For·
example, debates in 2000, prior, and throughout the Besley inquiry, framed
telecommunication issues around the needs of 'the bush and regional' Australia.
Arguably, some articles in the media framed non-metropolitan as needful of
special treatment, which reflects Fulcher's critique of apparent humanitarianism
in marginalising beneficiaries. An alternative rights approach might remove
geo-density categories of need altogether in pursuit of parity of service
telecommunication goals. Alternatively, a national development approach
might continue to frame telecommunications policy around building
communities of interest that collectively make long-term strategic plans of
growth. In other words, categories of landscape are political constructs based on
technocratic distinction. Vandergeest and Du Puis observe the socially
constitutive capacity of multiple geographical categories, which operate as
instruments of inclusion or exclusion:
What distinguishes the modem approach is first, the attempt to draw strict
boundaries between multiple categories of people and space, and second, an
unprecedented technical and coercive capacity for reconstructing the landscape
to conform to these bounded and exclusionary categories. Modem states and
other organizations have employed a number of technical, bureaucratic, and
coercive measures to control people and to transform the landscape. They do so
by setting boundaries in ways that fit their own understanding of the landscape,
and by specifying which kinds of activities will be permitted in the resultant
land use zone. The result is the marginalization of many people who do not fit
into the categories, who are deemed inefficient in their use of rural resources or
destructive toward nature (1996, p.4).
Although Vandergeest and Du Puis primarily address the social construction of
rural areas in relation to environmentalism, the situatedness of rural
classifications also applies to other policies affecting non-metropolitan areas.
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For example, the consequential marginalisation of rural areas by framing
universal service areas as market-loss areas is another way of constructing
NUSCs as inefficient. Vandergeest and Du Puis observe rural reconstruction is
not necessarily used always as a political trope. In many instances, rural areas
are marginalised as a consequence of the worldviews of policy makers. In other
words policy emerges from social embeddings that frame perspectives of policy
for certain groups.
Narrative Discourse Coalitions
As discussed, national development narratives represent a socially broader
frame of policy than competition narratives. However, as a consequence of its
broad scope, the national development narrative is forced to use a technocratic
narrative lens to frame the detail. In other words, technocratic narratives
concentrate on articulating the grand themes of national development narratives
in the policy details of implementation.
Arguably as a cons~quence of the shortfalls of national development narratives
in securing universal access and participation in telecommunication services
alone, another narrative rose to policy prominence in the voices of marginalised
communities - the rights narrative. One of the clearest examples of a rights
narrative remains the Scott v Telstra decision, which resulted in more than
17,000 Deaf and speech impaired Australians gaining the legislated entitlement
of access to Teletypewriters on the same basis as most in the community access a
T200 telephone (Bourk 2000).
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However, one of the enduring features of a rights narrative that complicates
implementation concerns the appeal to universal inclusion, which is often
framed by policies of exclusion (Fraser 1997, p.190). For example, people with
disabilities living in cities and Australians living in remote areas are similarly
'disabled from participation in two-way e-commerce', through the lack of access
to affordable, appropriate technology to meet their needs. However, both
groups rarely band collectively to lobby governments to adopt broad principles
of access and equity that could be reinforced in specific legislation. Arguably
cultural differences, the lack of central lobbying organisation, and a
fragmentation that characterises marginalised groups continues the politics of
exclusion that often arises within disputes surrounding access and equity.
Consequently, rights narratives share a similar boundary of identification as
narratives of nation, and, by logical extension, national development narratives
in telecommunication policy. The primary difference is that rights narratives
often formulate within the community and centripetally move to the political
and commercial centres of power as an articulation of social and civic demands.
In contrast, narratives of national development emanate from the centre and
centrifugally move to the diverse interpretive communities affected by policy.

CONTESTABILITY OF THE USO: REFRAMING THE NARRATIVE

Although dominant narratives may frame policy, they do not dictate social or
policy outcomes. At times, changes within broader social and political
environments may modify or even replace earlier narratives. The proposal to
tender the USO, which shifts the focus to commodifying the public obligation
within the narrative of competition, is not a guarantee of social acceptance or
narrative success.
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Arguably the decision to tender the USO demonstrates a competition frame of
policy that is underwritten by a secondary economic-technocratic narrative. For
example, the tendering process introduces an extreme level of fragmentation
and atomisation to policies that address the delivery of the USO. The policy will
require specifying units that measure the cost of supply of services to SIOs.
Factors that complicate the calculation process include allowing for disparate
geographic and climatic conditions, and differentiating the interconnection costs
between different carriers using particular technologies. Further, the cost of
maintaining Telstra's presence as the carrier of last resort, should the successful
tenderer be unable to fulfil its contract, threatens to make the tendering process
financially untenable. Arguably, considerable complexity surrounds the
technical process and political contention among carriers that might be
associated with a tendered USO. Despite attempts at technical precision, the
policy is based on a high degree of technocratic abstraction.
Competition narratives of the USO are limited in practice by positivist
assumptions. For example, normative frames of competition assume a perfect
model of competition is available and observable. The competition model is an
abstraction similar to the social ideals encapsulated in notions of the spirit of
public service obligation, and later, in universal service. However, arguably a
major difference between technocratic and social abstractions of rights is the
political groundswell of opinion that facilitates the construction of universal
service in the social imagination.
At an organic level, although society, and the groups and institutions that
constitute it, does not share a homogeneous definition of universal service, a
shared collective social compass appears to know what transgresses it. Among
the submissions to the Inquiry, most personal narratives that made strong
appeals to justice, fairness and a fair-go, relate to those consumers without a
basic telephone service, as a consequence of long connection delays or
continuous disruptions.
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The sense of injustice is expressed strongest in submissions that record the lack
of a service in times of emergency or risk. The life and death urgency
surrounding access to a telephone service not only assigns national
development, charity, competition or technocratic narratives as secondary to a
rights perspective, but any association with a non-rights frame as obscene. For
example, the right to life is fundamental to the point of outweighing, alone, any
connection to the priorities of secondary narratives. For example, the natural
operation of market forces, the generosity of governments and service providers,
reliance on scientific legitimacy from 'objective' technocrats and the value of
community to national development, are redundant issues in times of
emergency.
In conclusion, the chapter argues internal tensions and inconsistencies within·
dominant national development and competition narratives usually require
reinforcement from secondary technocratic, rights and charity narratives.
Furthermore, scientific and moral legitimacy from secondary narratives,
addresses story inconsistencies and other narrative tensions, which may retard
the acceptance of policy by diverse audiences. In particular, the chapter argues
multiple framing and reframing of USO legal constructs as a technocratic
abstraction, creates tensions among dominant narratives. Finally, all narratives
are in a constant state of flux as a consequence of pressures from changing
political, scientific and social environments forcing a policy response.
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